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INTRODUCTION

1. The limits and inadequacies of an ambitious study

This study, which has been carried out for the secretariat of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Africa, at the request of its Executive Sec

retary, cannot be regarded as anything but tentative.lI It is designed to re

vive a discussion which is always in danger of becoming somewhat bogged down,

either because it becomes submerged in details or because it is treated too

generally, at continental level, and too abstractly; this may distort the

truth, and may, in certain cases, lead tc ccnclusions that are hard tc under

stand and are usually unsuitable for direct application. The problem of agri

culture in Africa is vast, complex, and above all extremely varied. I have

often been called upon to study it in the young French-speaking nations of

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the principal documents
published on this subject by FAD (in particular the FAD Afrioa Survey,
1961) and by the Economic Commission for Africa, as well as the UNESCO
document entitled Survey of the Natural Resources of the African Con-
tinent. For a better understanding of certain arguments presented very
sketchily in this study, the reader is referred to the following reports
by R. Dumont: Reconversion de l'economie agricole, GUinee, Cote d'Ivoire,
Mali, Cahiers Tiers Monde 1961, Presses Universitaires de France; Proble
mes de l'Algerie independante, Tiers Monde 1963; and Evolution des campa
snes malagaches, Imprimerie Officielle, Tananarive, 1960. These publica
tions are taken from reports on some of the missions mentioned in the note
below, the others having been issued in a limited number of copies only
(duplicated). See also the journal Tiers Monde, Volume V, no. 17, January
March 1964, Le developpement agricole, specialement tropical, exige un en
seignement totalement reponse. Two analytical studies of the reasons for
the agrarian difficulties in socialist countries were published by Seuil
at the beginning of 1964, Sovkhoz, Kolkhoz ou Ie problematique Communisme
and Cuba, socialisme et developpement. Finally, I mention the work best
known to Africans, which was intended to initiate a dialogue, L'Afrique noire
est mal partie, Le Seuil, 1962. As a result of that work I was requested
to write the present study.
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Africa, either before or after the advent of independence.!! On those occasions,

I was struck by the extreme diversity of natural, economic and human conditions

in the different areas of even a single country. The classical divisions of

tropical Africa into forest and savannah or graziers and cultivators, are quite

inadequate to cover all the extraordinarily diverse problems of agriculture in

Africa.

When, as in this study, an attempt is made to deal with the whole of the

vast continent of Africa, the complexity increases still further, To master a

problem of this magnitude, it would no doubt be necessary to devote one's entire

life to the problem of Africa alone; my knowledge is much more limited - I have

spent a total of less than three years in Africa and I have visited mainly the

tropical and Maghreb parts of French-speaking Africa. Moreover, it would be

necessary to find a universal man, an honnets homme in the eighteenth-oentury

sense, capable of mastering at one time all the technical, economic, commercial,

legal, social, administrative, sociological, human and other questions which are

involved in determining the best ways of modernizing African agriculture. There

cannot now be such a man, because of the enormous accumulated mass of knowledge,

which he cannot digest alone, and it will not even be possible to llproduo~' him

in the foreseeable future. To the scientific background of the agronomist-econo

mist with a European training should be added a thorough first-hand knowledge of

African traditions. So far, development has not been SUfficiently based on these

African traditions, and that is doubtless one of the reasons for its slowness.

Problems relating to cotton in the then Belgian Congo, in Oubangui-Chari,
in Chad and North Cameroon (winter 1949-1950); the COOT (Compagnie gene
rale des ole ineux tro icaux) in Casamance and the Office du Niger in the
Sudan autumn 1950 ; Ivory Coast, Rwanda and Burundi (1960); Mali, Chad,
Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Senegal, Cameroon (1961); Senegal (1964). In
North Africa, twelve study tours in Morocco, over the years 1923 - 1964;
six visits to Algeria (1938 - 1963), and three of Tunisia. Obviously,
such knowledge is incomplete, because East Africa was left unconsidered
for a long time (an all-too-brief visit to Kenya and Ethiopia in February
1965).
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This study attempts to identify the main obstacles to progress and the

developments possible. It would therefore be wrong to consider it as a first

agricultural plan for Africa, similar to the one called for recently by the

Ghanaian Ministry of Agriculture. Even the FAO 1962 Africa Survey, which

mc,bilized a large team of workers allover the continent and which will be used

extensively in this study, did not aim to prepare such a plan; that would ne

cessitate a much greater amount of work still. The subject should be attacked

from both directions, first by outlining a few general principles for the con

tinent, and then by trying to establish general guide-lines for the main sub

regions, which might be the second stage. Each African State would then be asked

to formulate its agricultural plan, following a single pattern so that the

plans would be comparable - which is far from being the case at the moment.

Five or six sub-regional plans could then be drawn up for Africa, taking

into account both individual country plans and the tentative plan for the con

tinent. The final preparation of an Afric~n plan will require another joint

political choioe, namely, whether the plan should be mandatory (socialist econ

omy) or indicative (semi-guided economy). It would be unwise to under-estimate

the staff (several dozen persons) and the time (about ten years) needed to draw

up an Afrioan plan that truly deserved the name. Interesting outline studies

can be attempted with a much smaller staff and in less time, but one must be

very careful not to call them plans. The latter fix production targets and com

pletion dates, tie in with industrial plans, specifying the means of production

necessary, and make it possible to pass directly on to implementation.

2. Such an achievement is beyond the powers of one man

The present work is on a much more modest scale and cannot be a substitute

for the labours of the imposing array of speoialists in this field. For every

part of this study, there are persons - notably in FAD - better qualified than

I am to deal with the subjects concerned. The sole justification for this study

is to try and present an over-all view, emphasizing those problems that I con

sider to be essential, and to seek priorities in the vast jumble of multifarious

activities, that all appear useful, but that cannot be carried out simultaneously.

More consideration and documentation would be required for such a classifi

cation, and this outline cannot be regarded as satisfactory. As this is a
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personal work committing only its author, I am free to state an opinion on more

or less controversial subjects. This exposes me to the risk of error, but un

less that risk is taken, a subject cannot be treated really thoroughly nor can

anything that deserves the name of higher instruction be provided.

In fact, I have detailed knowledge only of some vegetable and animal prod_

ucts, and certain aspects of the rural economy in developing countries. My know

ledge of veterinary science, forestry and derived industries is ve~y limited,

and it is almost non-existent in the case of sea fishing. Agronomic studies of

temperate countries, at first empirical and then scientific, date back for sev

eral centuries. Such studies of African countries, in particular the tropical

countries, have been in progress for only a few decades. Except for export

crops, they have too often remained at the superficial stage of a literary des

cription of African agriculture. The tropioal "milieu" so susceptible to de

gradation poses much more difficult problems than those encountered in temperate

countries. In spite of undeniable progress in recent times, a number of ques

tions cannot be considered as having been properly solved: there is a scarcity

of statistics and no calculation of the economio aspects, which is essential,

if technical progress is to be achieved.

The special nature of the economic problems raised by the developing coun

tries was scarcely recognized until about 1946-1950. Previously, it had been

thought that the developing countries might take the so-called 'royal road' of

agricultural modernization, and the industrial revolution that had been follow

ed in Europe. We shall see that that is no longer possible. Here again, we are

in the initial grouping stage, but it is on such fragile bases that an attempt

must be made to outline the essential features of agricultural development in

Africa. We can no longer await the results of lengthy research - necessary

thought is - before we beGin to take action. It is important to remember, how

ever, that we shall in the main be empirical and we shall thus advance cautious

conclusions that will be subJect to revision.

Last but not least, I am not an "'-frican. My knowledge of the varied human

environment is that of an outside observer; it is thus most incomplete if not,

sometimes erroneous. It is always difficult to rid oneself completely of a
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certain degree of "Eurocentrism", even for an old anti-colonialist. This is

very serious, seeing that it is fundamentally important to have a better know

ledge of the various possible reactions of Africans tc attempts at moderniza

tion, if such attempts are to be successful. Again, there is no such thing as

a standard African - there are only Africans, who are eVen more varied than the

natural surroundings in which they live. In extreme cases, some of them may

even have an immediate interest in slowing down development, such as the

landlord-usurers around Lake Alaotra (Madagascar), who effectively opposed an

extension of hydraulic engineering projects, because they still made loans in

the form of grain (in kind) which was repaid a few months later two- or three

fold; sometimes the tenant farmer received only a third of the harvest (accord

ing to P. Ottino). The works in question would have involved modifying social

structures, thus allowing the poor peasants to free themselves from the land

lords' clutches.

Some consider that the main reason for Africa's backwardness in development

is sleeping sickness and the other endemic tropical diseases, and others that it

is the lingering after-effects of the slave trade and colonialization, certain

economic aspects of which survive as an orientation of trade mainly towards the

former metropolitan country, so that the economy is externally dominated. Many

other factors will be mentioned in this stUdy.lI Whatever the causes, and their

multiplicity amply justifies a divergency of explanations, results are certain

ly not brilliant at present. What made me decide to aocept this almost impossi

ble task was Africa's present difficulties, which it would be very dangerous to

under-estimate. At the beginning of a recent ECA dccument (E/CN.14/238), we read,

"During the five years since the establishment of the Economic Commission for

Africa, the main features of the food and agrioultural situation of the continent

have been persistently unfavourable. The increase in agricultural production

has fallen behind the growth of population, and earnings from agricultural ex

ports have declined. On a per caput basis, production was lower in 1962-1963

!I It should not be forgotten that foreign aid has been directed mainly towards
the infrastructure and social services,not enough attention being devoted to
production, particularly industrial production.
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than five year~ before ••••• and food production per caput was estimated to have

declined by about 4 per cent •••• and may in fact have gone below the pre-war

level".]) -

This not very reassuring analysis foroes us to reconsider the problem

with boldness, not always tempered with oaution. Mealy-mouthed language would

not be justified if the result were a refusal to see obstacles to development,

chief of which are private interests that hinder general progress or the con

stitution of privileged castes.gj It must be immediately emphasized that my

conclusions will be pessimistic. Given present structures, all the forces at

work, both within and outside the continent, would have to be vigorously combin

ed tc obtain a fairly steady compound growth rate of 3 per cent per year for the

whole of Africa. Only the Sudan, the former Bel&ian Congo (before 1960), the

Ivory Coast, Ghana and South Africa are reported to have exceeded this fi&ure,

and then only for a few years. This 3 per cent rate is the minimum to cope

with the present population explosicn (a growth rate of 2.5 per cent), allowing

for a very slight increase in levels of living and capital investment. In the

long-term view, this rate would mean multiplying production by 18 over a century

and by 34 million (18
6)

in six centuries. The present population explosion is

therefore fraught with the gravest dangers.lI
This paper is not the work of a specialized agency of the United Nations,

which has the advantage that it oan calIon the services of a large number of

specialists and thus to some extent arrive at a consensus on moot points. How

ever, such an "average" of opinions is often a compromise, and an international

organization must be cautious, because it tries to satisfy all its member States.

l! In all the ~uotations given in this study, I have underlined, cut out and
at times summarized, without necessarily indicating it each time but endeav
ouring to respect the substance of the original.

gj See section 11 below.

l! See my study in Le monde diplomatique of June 1964, p.7, analysing a book
by Josue de Castro.
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The paper that the author was asked to write cannot have these advantages, and

an attempt will be made to avoid the concomitant disadvantages. What was asked

for was my personal opinion - arrived at, of course, after a perusal of previous

studies.

Althcugh a wide variety of documents was consulted (FAD, ECA, Ministere de

la cooperation and specialized French research bodies!! etc.), it was physically

impossible to consult everything. It is, moreover, by no means the purpose of

this paper to sum up all the opinions expressed by FAD, for example, however

useful they may be. That was not what I was asked to do. Finally, I was asked

to give my opinion even on the many points on which my own knowledge was not

adequately founded.

It would, however, have been dishonest to present this study without laying

such clear stress on its inadequacies and its limitations. The Executive Sec

retary of the Economic Commission for Africa considered it useful for a first

attempt at a synthesis to be made by one man, but only because this study mere

ly intends to initiate discussion. The participants in such a discussion, most

ly Africans, will then be called upon to correct inaccuracies in the study, crit

icize the opinions it expresses and make good its inadequacies. I thank them in

advance for their valuable collaboration.£! The decisions to be taken will ob

viously be a matter for the African governments and also for those governments

that are co-operating with them, in a manner I consider to be still quite in

adequate.

!! French research institutes dealing with oil-bearing plants, coffee and cocoa,
rubber, tropical forests, the lRAT and BDTA (3. GUillard),etc.

I have been commissioned to study these problems in many other non-African
countries (sixty in all) - in Europe, and particularly in Latin America,
India, former Indo-China, the United States, Israel, etc. The last two years
have been mainly devoted to studies of the socialist countries. I have al
ready mentioned two studies of agrarian problems in the Soviet Union and Cuba,
and I am preparing One for 1966 on the Chinese people's communes. This will
enable me to cast light on numerous African problems by reference to the exper
ience, needs and difficulties of other backward countries, as, for example,
the most intensive efforts towards "building SOCialism" and the Jiifficul ties
encountered in the process elsewhere. It is evident that the Chinese methods,
to quote only this case, cannot be slaVishly copied, say, in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, seeing the present state of chaos. Nevertheless, a
study of these methods would be of great interest to African leaders.
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I wish to thank my many colleagues in FAO, ECA, the Sebou project, Paris,

and, above all, Africa, who have made it possible to improve this study by their

criticism of a first draft that had much need of criticism. In some cases, I

have included ideas that were passed on to me in this way, often adapting or

recasting them; for fear of lengthening what is not intended to be an academic

work, it has not been possible to quote all sources, and it would not have been

enough to quote only FAO studies. I have been reproached for having over

simplified on the one hand and also for having omitted certain points. May I

point out that I have already had to exceed by far the intended number of pages,

as well as the time to be devoted to this work, and that such an ambitious

attempt at a comprehensive treatment makes simplification inevitable. Moreover,

I did not ask to be given such a task, and I recognize the many imperfections

in my work. If others wish to improve on my work, I should be the first to re

joice.

3. The approach: to identify and overcome the obstacles to development

This brief study must not, above all, claim to cover the whole range of

problems involved in the various aspects of modernizing the agrarian economy of

Africa. Several dozen volumes would not suffice for that. Its chief purpose

is to try to sift out from the large mass of information already accumulated

which is very uneven and often incomplete - what I consider to be the most

important points for agrarian deyelopment in Africa. To facilitate this first

attempt at a classification by priorities, the basis for any plan, I shall, in

Chapter I, give a preliminary account of the compelling reasons why I claim

high priority for the modernization of African agriculture, hand in hand with

industrialization.

I shall then examine the main natural obstacles to rapid agricultural

development (the poverty of the soil, and hence fertilizers; the irregularity

of the climate, and hence irrigation). A detailed knowledge of these obstacles

is necessary before one can determine what action should be taken and establish

priorities. In my opinion more serious difficulties which we shall have to try

to overcome, circumvent or minimize are the human Obstacles. Chief of them is

a certain peasant fatalism, which is partly the result of colonialization and
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has recently been aggravated by the excesses of privileged town dwellers. This

will bring us to the question of political and rural leadership, opening the

way to human investment directed especially towards production, rather than to

community development, which would allocate too high a priority to social pro

blems. The rural areas of Africa could thus rapidly overcome their formidable

under-employment problem, which is the main cause of their backwardness.

In Chapter II, I shall show that the choice of the degree and forms of

State intervention, the type of planning and of economic and agricultural

structures, the system of land tenure ••• is essentially political in character.

It seems possible, however, without trespassing on the reserved area of the

free choice of States, to pcint out some of the hidden dangers that may be

enccuntered in applying an econcmic policy that is sometimes decided upon a

pricri on theoretical grounds. The paysannat encadre1land state farms, cc:

operative enterprises and capitalist plantations each have their advantages

but also make special demands if eoonomic success is tc be achieved. With

regard to the system of land tenure, it would certainly be the greatest mistake

to try to copy the most controversial formulae adopted in Europe, such as ab

solutely private land ownership in the Roman-law sense. It seems that agree

ment oan be reached on marketing boards, but these organizations can offer

numerous advantages only if they are well managed. It would then be possible

to promote the general establishment of sales co-operatives and the formation

of international unions to protect market prices for African products. National

izing an enterprise without being able to manage it efficiently can, however,

only lead to eevere disappointments, as Guinea has already learned.g!

11 Organized peasantry strengthened with supervisory personnel.

g/ I should have wished that Bettelheim, who is well acquainted with these
difficulties, had expressed this rsservation better in his recent and most
interesting study, Planification et croissance acceleree, Ed. Maspero,
Paris (1964).
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In Chapter III, I shall propose that the main tools for the modernization

of African agriculture, such as the difficult transitiun to continuous cultiva

tion, the integration of agriculture and cattle-rearing, the development of

fodder crops, and the profitable utilization of animal and mechanical energy,

should be based on more thorough and economic research. After demonstrating

the necessity of speeding up extension services and reorienting education, I

shall try to define certain conditions for the success of agricultural mutual

credit associations and co-operatives.

In Chapter IV, I shall point out all the difficulties involved in moderniz

ing livestock production in Africa, which are partly due to an over-long neglect

of dairy and fodder problems, e.g. with regard to small livestock and camels. I

shall conclude that a very special effort should be made in this field, so as to

make available large quantities of animal protein and stimulate agrioultural prog

ress as a whole (animal draught, organic manure). This vital problem therefore

merits more careful research directed at practical aspects.

4. A turning point in the economic history of Africa

In Chapters V-VIII, I shall stress the fact that there is not "one" agricul

tural problem for Africa that can be properly dealt with at continental level.

The background of rural life in Africa is a wide variety of natural and human

environments, some more and some less rich and developed, and with widely di£fer

ing potentialities. I shall therefore try to define in broad terms the most use

ful steps that can be taken to modernize agriculture, not at the level of the

African continent, but at the level of four great natural regions.!! Such a

distinotion seems partioularly neoessary in giving guidanoe on crop cultivation

systems, the ohoioe of vegetable and animal enterprises and their oombinations,

and the improvement of produotion teohniques. I shall give special emphasis to

examples taken from areas I know best. In view of the present circumstances, I

shall intentionally refrain from discussing South Africa.

11 This division may seem to be highly debatable.
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I shall deal with these problems in terms of actual needs, and not be

confined to ihe elaseical approach, which speaks of income and demand

and, in the latter case, implies only effective demand. This would involve

considering a market as saturated whenever purohasing power is exhausted, while

enormous food defioiencies might still exist. The slowing down of production

might then be recommended to safeguard prices, thus bringing about widespread

shortages. The time has come to take a wider and more human view of the true

problems than that taken in nineteenth-century liberal economic theory, which

was conceived and constructed solely for the benefit cf a privileged minority.

This does not mean that one should not consider prices, because we must defend

the level of living of the tropical peasant, the last true proletarian of modern

times.

I shall then say a few words in Chapters IX-XI on subjects that I cannot

hope to deal with at sufficient length, not because I am unaware of their import

ance but because of the inadequacy of my own knowledge. The SUbjects concerned

are forestry and forest industries, inland and sea fishing, and agrioultural

industries; on these topics, I shall simply try to enunciate a few principles.

I shall also have something to say about the industries that provide the main

instruments for the modernization of agriculture (equipment, fertilizers, etc.).

At the dawn of the last third of the twentieth century, during which Africa

should'~ake off"economically, the continent is at a turning-point in its economic

history. The way this turning is taken may very well condition Africa's future

for many decades. l~hile in the past there had been some correlation between

potentialities and population distribution, this no longer applied, partly

through factors of a historical and political nature, and partly also through

the rupture of the equilibrium between man and his environment, arising out of

population growth, pressures from the export seotor and the loss of soil ferti

lity. Emigration from overpopulated areas provided little relief, as it was

the most aotive and dynamic groups that emigrated.,d!

11 Report of the First FAD Meeting on Agricultural Development Planning in the
African region. Tunis, November 1962.
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Africa has a less favourable natural environment than Central and South

America, where fairly large islands of industry have already been established.

So far, Africa has not been able to establish a work discipline as stern as

that which has made rapid progress possible in Japan and China. The fate of

Africa is thus in the balance. If Africa is not careful, it is in great

danger of lingering longer than other continents in the swamps of under

development, with attendant hunger, sickness, ignorance and poverty.

In order to escape more rapidly from this situation, Africans (who fort

unately hold the fate of Africa in their own hands from now on) could join

together in a concerted policy of endeavour, saving, austerity and discipline,

adopting in particular the main principles of Euro-Asian development. If the

governments and peoples of Africa no longer under-estimated the difficulties

and efforts necessary for development, and if the rich countries proved cap-

able of giving better assistance by making available greater numbers of volunteer

development workers, technicians and teachers still more devoted to their tasks,

and improving the terms of trade through the provision of equipment and sales

outlets at stable prices, then this continent could cherish sure hopes, for it

is very far from being disinherited or evenl~ccurse~:l!

l! See L'Afrique noire est mal partie, chapter I.

- ,
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CHAPTER I

THE NECESSITY FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA AND

THE PRACTI"CAL DIFFICULTIES

5. In the initial stage of development. agriculture deserves top priority

along with industry

As development proceeds, agriculture's share of the economy, and of the

active population, dwindles steadily. In the United States, the share was

already less than 4 per cent of the groes national product in 1962, and it

will decrease towards 3 per cent by 1970. This fact has prompted some states

to grant instinctively the highest priority to industrialization. I do not

wish to under-estimate the value of industrialization, which, if achieved on

an economically and technically sound basis, can bring about a much more rapid

increase in labcur productivity than agriculture. However, too many African

industries do not at present fulfil these two essential conditions. The over

all progress of the rural economy requires modern means of production, and the

trend will have to be that most of these are provided by African industry,

since Africa cannot make unlimited imports, as its balance of payments is al

ready distinctly unfavourable, and is becoming more and more so. Also, a sub

stantial and rapid development _~f African industry is necessary both to raise

the average value of African exports, and to achieve the necessary reduction

in imports of consumer goods (food, textiles, household goods). This principle

appears to be indisputable, and what is now needed is the knowledge of how to

put it into effect.

We are now more familiar with the main reasons for the obstacles, difficul

ties and delays in African industrialization. First of all, this continent,

like other backward areas, lacks the technical knowledge and the capital ne

cessary for the rapid modernization of its economy (both industry and agrioul

ture). Its fragmentation into very small countries (with the exception of
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Nigeria)!! means that new industries have markets that are too restricted,

especially when one considers the low purchasing power of the African popula

tion at present, above all in rural areas. It is a compelling and urgent

need, and moreover a sine gua non of development, to harmonize the various

industrialization projeots of oountries in the same part of Africa.

Paul Bairoch has recently shown in a very interesting study,g; that the

industrial revolution in Western Europe was not fundamentally determined by

technical progress, the role of the financial system or the impact of popula

tion growth, as has often been asserted. The increase in population in fact

followed, not preceded, the industrial revolution. In the less developed

countries, on the other hand, the population explosion is preceding the true

industrial revolution, and so most of the available investments are being

used to meet present needs. As the growth in population is so excessive, it

is a hindranoe rather than a stimulus to development.

I agree entirely with Bairoch that the increase in agriCUltural produc

tivity at the end of the eighteenth century in Europe was the determining

factor in the inception of development. It promoted and made possible the

general and cumulative development of the economy. Bairooh shows that, on

the other hand, the situation in the under-developed countries in 1965 makes

this general development of the economy much more difficult that it was in

England around 1780, or in France around 1820.

Moreover, the hietory of industrial development shows that it has always

been a slow process. Thomas Balogh maintains that an industrial population

has never yet been able to double in less than eight to ten years. If, as is

the case in many African countries, the industrial population is still low or

!! This country has coal, petroleum, ores, a railway network, a solid indus
trial infrastructure, and the largest market in tropical Africa. It can
achieve large economies of scale and soon approach the take-off if it does
not spoil its fine chances by corruption and internal discord.

g; Revolution industrielle et sous-developpement, Sedes, Paris, 1963.
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even almost non-existent (less than 2 per cent of the total), it is an illu

sion to expect great industrial development to be achieved very rapidly,

except in some unusually favourable cases. Such development could no doubt

go ahead much more quickly in countries where it is already well established,

and where the take-off stage is therefore being approached. As W.W. Rostow

rightly points out, industrial development is much slower in getting under

way when it has little or practically nothing to start on.

The recent history of industrial development in Africa provides us with

practical confirmation of the great difficulties encountered. Efforts to

wards industrialization must be continued and intensified, however, since,

without it, an economy remains too dependent and subordinate, but all this

should be done only in so far as it is really worth while. On the other hand,

it would certainly be a profound mistake to try to bring about a rapid de

velopment of the African economy solely by accelerating industrialization,

that is to say, without any far-reaching modernization of agriculture. That

might first slow down the over-all development of the African economy and,

ultimately, even threaten the very possibility of such development.

Neither the present position of agriculture in Africa nor its recent de

velopment can be regarded as satisfactory. Even though exports have rapidly

increased in volume, they represent only a modest share of total production,

and the fall in prices has prevented revenue from keeping pace. Moreover, the

meagre expansion thus achieved has been brought about almost entirely by extend

ing the area under CUltivation, while increases in yield per hectare have been

confined to a few European or ~olues sectors or to a few very small-scale expe

riments.

6. "Walking on twc legs" - industry and agriculture

The inadequacy of recent agricultural progress in AfrIca is unhappily

borne out by frequent rises in food prices, and rapid and. widespread increases

in food imports. The latter factor dangerously llinits the possibility of purch

asing capital goods, and consequently of industrialization. Agricultural mod

ernization and industrialization are closely linked. In 1965, there is no
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longer a question of continuing to set industry against agriculture; rather,

each of them must be developed as well as possible and at the same time, which

is by no means impracticable. This statement of principle is certainly not

an adequate basis for advising a State what proportion of its total capital

investment it should allocate to industry and what to agriculture.!! Such

guidance, a fortiori, cannot be given on a general or even on a regional

basis; the proportions depend entirely on the particular situation in the

country concerned.

In any case, there is now hardly any argument regarding the priority

position of agriCUlture in the initial stage of development, even in countries

where it was so long disputed, e.g. the socialist countries. It is true that

the deliberate sacrifice of agriculture in the USSR, which was originally made

to finance the industrialization of the country, seems to have helped it to

build up its powerfUl heavy industry between 1929 and 1953. It remains to be

proved whether such a sacrifice was indispensable for this development - which

is impossible, as history oannot be lived over again. In any case, it was

paid for dearly by the hardships of the Soviet people, who had to be subjected

to an authoritarian regime, and cut off from the rest of the world, so that

they would accept the burden. Such isolation is now practically impossible in

Africa. Moreover, the starting-off level for agriculture is much lower than

it was in Europe - even in Russia at the beginning of the five-year plans.

Much more severe hardshipe would therefore have to be faced in Africa to attain

anything like the same degree of industrial development; they would soon be

rejected as unacceptable. Less would probably be achieved, and the fact that

the continent is divided into states that are too small, and in wany cases have

neither ores nor sources of energy, would preclude any hope of comparable de

velopment, even if this heavier price were paid.

!! Agriculture is said to receive 6-40 per cent of the total investment,
according to the State concerned. The economic optimum lies somewhere
between these two extremes, but varies considerably from country to
country.
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At the time of its most severe food shortages (1959-1962), China finally

had to declare, and still maintains tod~, that agriculture was the basis of

the economy,1I while industry remained the driving force. In accordance with

this principle, more and more factoriss (fertilizers, agricultural machinery,

consumer goods, etc.) are being used to serve Chinese agriculture, even to

the detriment of heavy industry, and especially the steel industry; the

principle seems generally applicable in Africa. Not only agriculture, but

also those industries that would permit its rapid modernization deserve high

priority, so as to speed up the second stage of agrarian progress.

A first conclusion that may be drawn from this preliminary discussion

is that countries should avoid any dogmatic application of principles and

a priori theories, which were all evolved in nineteenth-century Europe under

conditions very different from those prevailing in the Africa of 1965. It

would seem inadvisable to grant absolute priority to any one sector; certain

countries have done this without thorough economic study, some favouring

agriculture and cottage industries, and some heavy industry. The first

choice would normally lead to semi-stagnation, with the ultimate result of

protracted under-development and attendant poverty and ignorance, while the

second would ignore the fact that steel-making is no longer undisputed ~ueen

of industry as it was a hundred years ago. Chemicals, especially petro

chemicals and plastics, and alumini~ can no longer be relegated to second

place. The Soviet Union is tod~ paying very dearly for its backwardness in

this field, and ite over-long dogmatic devotion to steel.

All countries should strike a balance between agricultural and indus

trial development, which does not imply what branches of agriculture and what

industries are best for any given country. It appears relatively easy to

reconcile the two and "walk on both legs", as the Chinese say. In many

countries industry and the infrastructure will absorb a very large, if not

dominant, share of the foreign exchange available. But, on the agricultural

side, a first phase of expaneion and rationalization can be achieved pending

11 This approach was also adopted in Cuba from 1962 onwards.

g; Especially in a continent rich in bauxite and cheap water power to produce
electricity.
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the arrival of modern equipment. This oan be done by mobilizing latent

produotive foroes, first of all by making optimum use of the land, water

and oattle, and also of the labour foroe, whioh is often under-employed

throughout the long dry season, rightly referred to by P. Viguier as

"the long tropical winter".

This initial rationalization process, which is necessitated and made

possible by the very low productivity of agricultural labour, oan be

launched fairly effeotively with moderate quantities of imported goods;

however, it will only be really effective if the main obetacles to agricul

tural development are overcome. These obstacles derive from the natural

and economio environment, of oourse, but above all from the human environ

ment. It is now time to try to desoribe and define the most important of

them, at the same time outlining the action neoessary to eliminate them.

Obstacles derivin from the natural environment:

the provision of humus. and anti-erosion measure

rotection b

Broadly speaking, the great majority of African scils are chemically

poor, and even very pcor. Their crganic matter content and their exchange

capacity are very low, as F.W. Hauck points out.3I Thp. nitrogen and

phosphate content is normally not high, and, in the savannahs, the phosphate

content is particularly low. The savannahe also lack eulphur, and the

forests lack potassium and magnesium. This general statement by no means

applies to all soils, however, so that particular attention should be given

to the isolated areas of fertile land, in places where labour productivity

oould be much higher, teohnical facilities being equal. The brown tropical

soils and especially the young soils derived from recent voloanio rocks, as

in East Africa and at ths foot of Mount Cameroon, for example, are highly

prized, and with reason. The same holds true for the reoent alluvial

deposits in the valleys and deltas of ths great rivers. However, the drain

age and occasionally the irrigation projeots essential for the use of these

latter soils are very expensive, especially if work has to be done upstream

1/ For a more detailed treatment, see the FAO Africa Survey, 1962, and the
studies on the African natural environment published by UNESCO.

31 Soil fertility and fertilizers in West Africa (E/CN.14/INR/70).

~, ,
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to regulate the flow (flood and drought prevention) and att~nuate erosion

damage (silting up of dams).

Maritime alluvial deposits could also be used for the development of

rice growing in Africa, in which Asian methods of rice cultivation might

be copied with advantage. The greatest problems are the evolution of

mangrove swamp soil, about which little is yet known, desalinization and

sulphuration, and then the large-scale preparation and drainage work ne

cessary to make the alluvium suitable for cultivation - especially as

regards costs. A study of costs will enable each country to establish a

more rational order of priorities for carrying out such work, based on

cost and the various possibilities for effective and rapid utilization of

the alluvium, taking into account the environment as a whole. In view of

the population explosion,it is essential to avoid a repetition of previous

errors, which are economically and psychologically costly and entail a

serious loss of time.1I
The black tropical clays or vertisols seem to be among the most in

teresting soils, as they do not need any costly development work (occa

sional anti-erosive measures) and are very suitable for rice, cotton, etc.

The most widespread are the tropical ferruginous soils of the savannahs,

which often have an underlying iron hard-pan. For this reason, they should

always be kept covered with vegetation, but this is practically impossible

with annual crops, which are almost all that is grown there. These soils

are therefore very degraded already, and are in danger of becoming more so,

if they continue to be misused. In forest areas the ferralitic soils

predominate; these can support rich industrial plantations in spite of the

mineral impoverishment caused by leaching. Especially if fertilizers are

used, they can support oil palms, rubber, coffee, cocoa, and bananas, pepper

and kola nuts.

11 As was aptly pointed out by J. Guillard.
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As the two soil types mentioned above are by far the most important in

tropioal Afrioa, more careful study must be devoted to them as a matter of

urgency. This research should be more closely directed, than that of some

pedologists, towards the possibilities of its practical application. The

aim should be to draw up a list of suitable crops, in order of preference,

and determine the bsst means of fertilizing and working the soil, with

special emphasis on the heavy, more easily eroded soils. This would lead to

the preparation of soil utilization charts, but not in random areas and not

everywhere at once. As it would be a very long and costly operation to

cover the whole of Africa, it is essential to start in areas where such work

seems likely to be of most immediate value, e.g. over-populated areas, where

everything must be put to use, even poor land,iI or areas that, in the

present state of knowledge, appear to be promising for early or more

complete - development. Above all, there should be no rigidity of mind with

regard to the suitability of particular crops for particular areas - there

will be unceasing development in this sphere.

Instability, as a result of the climate, is a feature of many African

soils, which are exposed to the various dangers of erosion - by water

wherever there is the least slope, even less than 1 in 100, and by wind

wherever there is insufficient binding. This last point is linked with the

ability of the soils to retain the often irregular rainfall and plant nut

rients, and this in turn, like their stability, is linked with their content

of fine elements, clays and humus. There is not much that man can econom

ically do about these, with the exception of humus, which is very important.g(

Nor is there any reason why humus should always be produced by European

methods, such as the use of farmyard manure, which is so often badly made, too

dry and also very costly, especially if it has to be carried on the head for

11 The areas of Kano in Northern Nigeria and Boukombe in North-Western
Dahomey, to ~uote only two outstanding examples.

g( However, in the over-populated areas of Southern China and North Vietnam,
the authorities do not hesitate to bring in large ~uantities of more
clayey alluvium to correct soils that are too sandy. In Africa, this
techni~ue is likely to be of interest only under certain particular condi
tions.
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long distanoes. Green manure and oomposts of all kinds have also been used,

but ~he oriteria for ohoioe have so far been mainly teohnioal. Inorease of

the humus oontent, whioh is inseparable from the use of draught animals, is

not a panaoea, any more than is the use of fertilizers. Partioularly in the

tropios, this is a very slow prooess that has so far proved expensive.!!

It is urgently neoessary to make more oareful eoonomio studies of the

various ways of providing humus, and also of the proposed methods of prepara

tion and transport, for the different natural situations prevailing in

Afrioa. Consideration must be given to the reaotion of the peasant, whose

preferenoes always affeot the issue, espeoially in the early stages, even

when his opinion might appear irrational to Flemings or Chinese. His aversion

to handling human exoreta, a valuable fertilizer, is justified by the risk of

spreading amoebio and other intestinal affeotions. A study should be made of

the teohniques reoently developed in North Vietnam, whioh remove the dangers,

while permitting the oolleotion of this fertilizer. Eduoation oan playa

large part in the use of animal manure, but not immediately. Besides, the use

of green manures grown on the spot is often more interesting.

With the provision of humus, the applioation of anti-erosion measures

oonstitutes the most useful form of protection for Afrioan soils. The most

advantageous methods of CUltivation, suoh as the rational utilization of pa

stures and useful afforestation projeots, are muoh more important for soil

protection than proteotive measures proper, whioh play only an anoillary role.

In a word, Afrioan agrioulture must husband the soil, getting more from it,

while giVing it better proteotion; generally speaking, the two aotions are not

incompatible, if the peasants and the superVisory personnel have been given

good teohnioal training. Then anti-erosive works should be undertaken, a

!! On a ooffee plantation in Kenya, it takes 14 man-days to cut and oarry the
muloh produoed on one aore, that is to say, one ton of dry grass for
plaoing around the roots of the ooffee shrubs.
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complementary task to good cultivation, and a logical order of priority would

have to be established that would take both the urgency and the effectiveness

of such action into account. Attention should first be given to protecting

the most fertile soils, located in cver-populated areas, as well as those

soils whose vulnerability presents the gravest threat to the country as a

whole, its plains and its public works. In deciding which conservation

techniques to adopt, the greatest attention must be given to the respective

costs.

8. The conditions for the economic use of fertilizers. which are valuable

as providing psychological incentives

The use of chemical fertilizers will make it possible to turn to account

soils hitherto considered rather infertile, especially when local extraction

and manufacture are sufficiently developed in Africa. The physical properties

of soils will then become of greater interest than the chemical nutrient

content. The quickest return from the use of chemical fertilizers will be

obtained in areas where a whole series of other conditions has been met, and

where a certain amount of agricultural progress has already been made or at

least is made concurrently. To be precise:

( a) The area must be reasonably accessible, so that the cost of trans

port, fertilizers, and the resulting harvest, is not exceSSive;!!

(b) The area must be of fairly regular rainfull; or, more generally,

climatic hazards must not be too serious;

(c) Plant varieties must be chosen that can respond favourably to the

use of fertilizers;~

(d) The technical level of cultivation must already have begun to rise

as a result of agricultural extension work. If fertilizers are to

11 Increasing the volume of harvests, and thus return freight, will reduce
the cost of transporting fertilizers.

~ An FAO colleague writes: "These three conditions are generally met in
most agricultural areas of North, West, Central and East Africa". The
author in no way shares this opinion. While it is true that fertilizers
are responsible for 50 per cent of European agricultural progress in the
last hundred years, European agriculture was in a much better position
to derive benefit from them than is African agriculture in 1965.
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pay, plantations should be well established and well trimmed, and

crops should be sown in good time, in well prepared soil, properly

protected from disease, insects and weeds. In a limited number of

cases, micronutrients, particularly zinc and magnesium, must be

added. If fertilizers are to be economically interesting, there

must be stabilization, not so much of ~icultural prices expressed

in absolute terms, but of their purchasing power for means of

production (fertilizers, machines, pesticides, equipment for ~i

cultural industries, etc.).

In short, the general use of fertilizers, especially phosphates and

nitrogenous compounds, which are so essential for Africa, will only be fully

economic under a certain number of conditions. The same applies to irriga

tion and the use of tractors. They must not be regarded as panaceas,lI

therefore, and the interaction of the various factors of production must

never be overlooked. When the necessary conditions are fulfilled, the use

of fertilizers does offer definite advantages, but it is still expensive. It

thus requires very careful study, an example being -the IRJlcJi study On ground

nuts in Senegal. The hasty popularization of fertilizer mixtures that have

not been thoroughly tested would expose the African peasant to disillusionment.

What is even more serious, it might cause him to lose all confidence in teoh

nicians, even when their other recommendations would be most useful to him.

To sum up, the use of chemical fertilizers in Africa could, on the one

hand, be considered as a very important step forward. but one that must be

preceded and accompanied by a number of others. It becomes really valuable

only when most of the other steps have been taken to ensure agricultural

success. So FAO's present study and demonstration programmes should pref

erably be carried out in areas where there is or has been a fairly intense

11 As N.S. Khrushchev regarded them in the Soviet Union from 1961 to 1964.

£I Institut de Recherches pour les Huiles et les Oleagineux, 11 Petrarque
SCluare, Paris 140.
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and wide-spread agricultural extension campaign. Some of these tests would

duplicate others, which are more thorough, as with ground-nuts in Senegal.lI
It is reported that other FAD tests have been organized on ground that slopes

too much for ploughing to be advisable. It would be better to spend a little

more time on the study phase, than to give advice that would later prove

misleading, and would discourage the peasants.

On the other hand, however, the effects of fertilizers, which are some

times spectaoular, can open the eyes of the African peasants, and make them

keenly aware of the advantages of economic progress. Fertilizers also stim

ulate a great increase in the ~uantity of organic matter, thus becoming an

economic source of humus. When fertilizers can to some extent supplant a

belief in magic, and thus stimulate the rapid general adoption of other

good agricultural practices, they will become acceptable much more ~uickly.

That would then justify subsidies, which, as in Northern Nigeria, could be

recovered by levying export duty on products.~ It will be shown in

Chapter XI that the establishment of African fertilizer industries will

re~uire a much more rapid development than the local consumption of fert

ilizers, which justifies these subsidies. Furthermore, the rate of suoh

subsidies (50 per oent in Senegal, 60 per cent in Nigeria) should be reduced

progressively, but fairly ~uiokly. Otherwise, the expenses involved will

hamper the general modernization of these countries.

9. The frequently severe climatic hazards; conditions for the sucoessful

application of irrigation

Just as there is no single type of Afrioan soil, so there is a whole

range of African climates, which are remarkably diverse. In the extreme north

of the continent, there is the Mediterranean climate the greatest drawbaok of

1/ It would have been better to popularize the fertilizer formulae determined
by IRHD and lHAT, which were long established in the oountry, than to try
out NPK in e~ual doses, as the eoonomic utility of the latter is highly
doubtful (FAO tests).

~ See also para. 2} of this report and resolution No.1} of the First FAD Re
gional Conferenoe for Africa, Lagos, November 1960.
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which is the ~isparity between temperature an~ rainfall. When the temperature

is favourable for plant growth, there is not enough rain, an~ when the rain

comes, it is often fairly col~. It is common knowle~ge that there is a very

~istinct gr~ation of climatic zones in the western areas south of the Sahara,

passing from the most ari~ to the most well-watere~ zones, with the latter

locate~ along the coast or in central Africa. East Africa is a still greater

mixture of wet an~ ~ry zones, such as mountains, plateaux an~ plains, an~ the

microclimatic areas form an even more complex mosaic.

In the whole of this tropical zone, where the problem of col~ does not

arise, the amount and distribution of rainfall are the determining factors for

plant growth. In the evergreen forest zone, however, the limiting factor may

be the lack of sunlight, which has quite a pronounced effect for instance on

rice and oil palm in southern Cameroon. In other places, the presence of

excess water causes difficulties, because of inadequate run-off and drainage.

In all cases, exceseive rainfall causes leaching and therefore impoverishment

of soils, and often erosion also, if the soils are not protected when the

slopes are cultivated.

The greatest disadvantage for most of tropical Africa is the low level,

or at any rate, the frequent irregularity and very unfavourable dietribution

of the rainfall. I have already stressed the marginal, indeed much too mar

ginal, character of agriculture in the sub-Saharan or north Sahelian zones.

Even where rainfall is more abundant, as in the Sudanian region, it occurs

over too short a period of time, and thus allows only one harvest per year.

The consietently high temperature would make possible two or even three

harvests, if an adequate supply of water could be provided all the year around.

Irrigation is thus an essential factor in African agricultural develop

ment, both for the Mediterranean zone and for the arid and semi-arid parts of

the tropical zones. It is a factor that increases in cost, however, according

to the scale of the operations, from wells with simple pumping installations,

small-diversion streams, simple flood-control schemes (Niger valley type),11

11 $160 per hectare.
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diversion dams with water distribution schemes (Gezira or Office du Niger

type),l! to whole irrigation networks based on storage dams (Maghreb,

Egypt), which are the most expensive of all.

Certainly, in arid and over-populated zones, where there is hardly any

choice except between emigration and irrigation, as the possibility of local

industries remains very restricted,one may be forced to carry out such

projects even if they are very expensive. Foreign aid helps such work, as

with the Aswan high dam. However, it would be desirable to study the

economics of irrigation more carefully to improve the system of priorities,

and ensure a better return on such costly schemes, especially in the case of

complementary irrigation, which is then only one of many intensification

factors and therefore ought to p~. The conditions for economically

successful irrigation appear to be even more stringent than for chemical

fertilizers. Throughout the world, successes in irrigation have alternated

with a greater number of setbacks. The main pitfalls that are to be avoided

in Africa seem to be:

(a) The antipathy of the people concerned, who often resist the efforts

essential for the transition to a more intensive cultivation system.

New and unfamiliar techni~ues are involved, together with more inten

sive, and above all, more continuous work than was assooiated with

the traditional, extensive systems. The oereal growere and graziere

of the Beni-Amir in Morocco, like the peaeants of the Upper Volta

and the northern Ivory Coast, who are used to dry farming,have often

under-utilized or sometimes even refused to utilize the irrigation

facilities placed at their disposal at considerable expense by the

public authorities. This antipathy sometimes stems from the fact

that the system of irrigated cultivation has been dissociated from

the traditional system, in an attempt to convert the farmer. It

would have been better to try to associate the two systems and

l! More than $2000 per hectare.
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oreate oomplementarity, which would have facilitated an inorease

both in the production of human and animal food, and of income.

In some cases, prominent local citizens benefit from the existing

social situation, and therefore oppose hydraulic engineering

projeots in order to maintain their hold on the poor peasantry,

as has already been mentioned in reference to north-eastern

Madagasoar (Lake Alaotra).

(b) Often there are no proper drainage facilities, which in some areas

results from inadequate levelling (e.g. oultivation of cotton by

the Office du Niger), and in others, from difficulties in the run

off of excess water (Beni-Amir). In some instances (Nile delta,

lower Chelif in Algeria), this inadequacy oan even cause noxious

salts to rise to the surface; in Pakistan and India, millions of

hectares in the Indus and Ganges valleys have become barren in

this way (the usar soils in Uttar Pradesh, India).

(0) The inadequaoy, or even absence, of anti-erosion measures in the

catchment areas of large dams, which leads to rapid silting up of

the reservoirs (certain Algerian dams), which become first par

tially and then completely unusable. This development has taken

place within the space of ten years, (the Ksob dam in Algeria)

i.e. well before the additional harvests have been able to pay

off the very high construction cost.

(d) There must be highly intensive cultivation if the very costly irriga

tion process is to become economically interesting for Africa. This

in turn means that all the conditions for agricultural success

mentioned above in connexion with fertilizers must be met, and that

fertilizers themselves must be applied on a large scale. The availa

bility of water ensures a good yield from the use of fertilizers,

while the latter are themselves indispensable for the economic vi

ability of irrigation schemes. The multiplicity of crops and the
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intensity of cultivation really call for "gardeners", who are most

likely to produoe favourable results. Now a peasant, producing

non-irrigated cersa1s, or still less a grazier, cannot suddenly

become a gardener. In at least some of the regions where irriga

tion has recently been introduced it is therefore advantageous to

install settlers who come from well-watered areas and have good

experience in the use of water.l! The best Office du Niger

settlers harvest ten times more cotton per hectare than the bad

ones, and more than four times the average output on watered land.

In my opinion, factors (a) and (d) above seem to be the most important

and, besides, are interconnected. With regard to (a), it is possible to test

beforehand the willingness of the population to take advantage of the water

supply when it becomes available by asking these people to participate

without payment, cr simply in return fer food, in a substantial part of the

work. Those who do not intend to make use of the facilities in the future

will doubtless refuse to make such "advances of work", unless they are sub

jected to excessive pressure from government or political sources. If they

accept, all of these volunteers should be guaranteed that they will benefit

directly and personally from the fruits of their labours, in proportion to

the contributions they have made. It has not been possible to sustain

enthusiasm for human investment_.in Africa, often because in the first proj

ects, which were badly designed and managed and were not accompanied by the

necessary adjuncts (credit, good marketing), promises could not be kept, nor

the expected results achieved.

Of course, Africa has great rivers (Nile, Tana, Zambezi, Niger, Volta,

Senegal etc.) that carry a large volume of water through more or less arid

zones, but their rate of flow is rather irregular. A carefully-compiled

priority classification is needed for all the innumerable large and small

water schemes which could be carried out in Africa; this would be the only

l! See also the FAO Africa Survey, pp. 102 - 107, and especially the eecond
column on p. 117.
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possible basis for more detailed studies. The total projeot oost per heotare

and the produotivity that may reasonably be expeoted are essential faotors in

suoh a olassifioation. Other faotors that must be taken into aooount are the

oondition of the looal infrastruoture, the population density, and in partio

ular the attitude of the people to the projeot; this last faotor will often

be diffioult to assess, even with the test suggested above. The total oost

as such is not of overriding importanoe; even when it is very high, it may

still be acoeptable if a large part of it is borne during the slack reason,

when there is no work, by the people who are to use the projeot.

In the great majority of casee,l! calculation will show that small-

soale water development schemes will deserve higher priority than large

sohemes. This category generally inoludes not only small irrigation net-

works but also moderate-depth pumping using animal power or motor pumps

(eleotrio or diesel). By these methods, full use oan be made of the wide beds

and banks of the large and small rivers, whioh are covered with fertile silt

after the flood period. Priority for small-soale projeots seems to be justified

for at least three reasons. Their oost per hectare is usually much lower -

five times lower on the average in India. A greater proportion of the work,

suoh as simple digging,gj oan be allooated to the future benefioiaries than

in the oase of large projeots. Finally, full utilization of the irrigation

faoilities is more rapidly and more easily aohieved with small projeots, whioh

are partioularly advantageous to their riparian populations, than with larger

projects. This seems to apply even more to drainage projeots (lower Guinea)

or simple flood oontrol (Niger, Senegal delta) than to irrigation proper. In

some instances (upper Niger), the economioally most viable projects have

already been carried out, and the more costly ones are still to be implemented.

l! With the exception of Egypt and its Aswan darn, and possibly Ghana and
northern Nigeria, where reservations may in some oases be justified.

gj Which can be finanoed by means of the food supplied under the World Food
Programme.
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However, there is still a wide range of small schemes deserving

priority that can be determined by economic study. The large-scale

schemes (Offioe du Niger, in Mali) often necessitate long and expensive

movements of population over long distances and resettlement (of the Mossi

of Upper Volta), a cost-increasing factor that must also be taken into

consideration. However, if the benificiaries build their own houses in

the slack season, this cost is reduced. Large schemes will, however, be

necessary one day also, and in a very short time, in arid and populous

zones, so that huge quantities of produce can be collected at one place

for processing or export. (Morovoay and Lake Alaotra in Madagascar).

Moreover, many simple schemes that are set up to improve water-supply from

river flooding are not suitable for many crops other than rice and do not

allow an increase in the number of crops. For cotton, drainage must be

perfect, and for sugar cane, water must be available all the year round.

Office du Niger expenditure of fr CFA 500,000 per hectare cannot be jus

tified when the average annual harvest is less than fr CFA 30,000 of raw

produce. In this country, non-irrigated cultivation can be improved at

less expense per additional unit of yield. Supplementary irrigation is

one of several factors of production, and its profitability should be

assessed.

Comprehensive valley schemes often necessitate international agree

ments. They will be much more attractive economically when the production

of hydroelectrio energy is combined with irrigation. Exploiting the

enormous energy potential!! requires advanced industrialization, however.

In both respects, irrigation and energy, it will thus be necessary to pro

ceed by stages in pilot areas, providing training for farmers and techni

cians. In the case of the Niger, I proposed in 1961 a rough plan for a

!! 225,000 million kWh annual output for the Inga project on the lower
Congo between the Stanley Pool, which is adjacent to the capitals of
the two Congos and the sea.
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comprehensive scheme, to be carried out in successive steps, each step facil

itating the financing of the following one. I should have liked to receive

criticisms of my draft plan from my African friends in order to improve it,

but unfortunately there was no response.1I Admittedly, aid from outside

Africa will more readily be forthcoming for large sohemes, but it is advanta.

geous for such aid to be direoted towards the sectors in which it will be

most productive. The fact that money is a gift does not mean that it

should be wasted.

I must again stress that, if a substantial contribution to the work on

a project is to be obtained from its future beneficiaries, without exoessive

pressure being applied, it must be made clear to the people that they are in

faot working for themselves. In my forthcoming study on the rural people's

communes in China,3I I shall show that, in 1957-1958, the peasants were

moved, often far from their homes, for the sake of the "great leap forward";

this was done for giant collectives, the commune, or even the union of com_

munes of the district.lI Since 1962, most of the work required of the

pesants has been at the level of the very small local collectives, the

production teams (25-40 hectares of ploughed land, slightly more families

and twice as many workers). When work is done outside these teams, it will

from now on be paid for regularly by the benefiting organization. In 1958,

it had been hoped that enthusiasm for communism would provide suffioient

stimulus for the aohievement of titanic, Herculean tasks with Lilliputian

means. It was an over-estimation of human nature to expect such idealism,

and the Chinese authorities were soon forced to decentralize decisions and

bring the motive of personal gain into full play so as to obtain sustained

effort. This interesting lesson is worth bearing in mind for Africa.

11 Cahiers du Tiers Monde 1961, Reoonversion de l'economie agricole du Mali,
pp. 171 - 180.

31 To be published by Editions du Seuil in January 1966.

11 There are stated to be about 1,800 districts in China.
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To encourage the peasants using the water not to waste it, it is alw~s

preferable, wherever possible, to charge for the water by volume, i.e. by the

number of cubic metres or cubic feet actually used, rather than by the surface

area served. I have shown the wastage that resulted frOm the traditional

method of charging by surface area in the Damodar valley in West Bengal.lI
However, such a measure re~uires more intensive development, a greater stif

fening with supervisory personnel and is scarcely practicable in the smaller

village networks. In that case, however, the peasants, and not the community,

must be made to carry out the simple maintenance work and to pay the other

expenses, e.g. by a levy on harvests. The free distribution of water, which

is ~uite common practice in tropical Africa, is an even greater incitement to

wastage. Whenever a means of production is provided free, or at a price too

far below its cost, it is very much under-utilized. I have found hardly any

exceptions to this rule anywhere in the world, even in the socialist coun

tries.~

It seems that the improvement of the natural environment in Africa could

be summed up in four terms - water, humus and fertilizer, on the one hand,

and good anti-erosion and cultivation techni~ues on the other hand. It is

still to be defined exactly where, when and how these can be provided at the

lowest cost; the ~uestion re~uires a great deal of further study. I shall now

examine some other sources of difficulty for African development, arising

partly from the great distances involved, and the inadequate transport facil

ities, but chiefly from the milieu humain.

1/ In this connexion, see Terres Vivantes by Rene Dumont, PIon, 1961. See
also Community development evaluation mission in India, report of a
United Nations mission carried out at the re~uest of the Indian Govern
ment, by M.G. Coldwell, R. Dumont and Margaret Read, published at New
Delhi in November 1959.

~ See Sovkhoz, Kolkhoz ou Ie problematigue communisme by R. Dumont.
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10. Africa is made up of scattered economic islands: costly infrastruoture

In east and south-east Asia, costs of production will rise at an in-

creasing rate, as the population density is often very high and is growing

rapidly, which brings into full play the law of diminishing returns as far

as labour is concerned. Thus produotivity falls when the intensity of

general density of population and the

in Afrioa, raise problems that are

Nevertheless, the low

extreme unevenness of its distribution

clearings with

rice-fields )J

cultivation is raised too high, especially if there is a lack of technioal

knowledge and modern means of production, such as machinery and especially

fertilizers. The Afrioan can often provide himself with food on his savannah

less expenditure of oalories than the Asian on his irrigated

quite different, but still very serious. Admittedly, in under-populated

areas, it is, in the long run, advantageous for the population to inorease.

It is also necessary for this increase not to be too fast, so that the

present generation oan support it, and so that its own level of living can

be raised. Otherwise, the existing generation would be sacrificed to the

coming generations, which implies very great enthusiasm for work, or a high

degree of restraint. Demographic growth is already calling for a much more

rapid modernization of agriculture, raising serious difficulties that cannot

always be overoome. It should be recalled that the inorease in food produc

tion since 1958 has in many cases been outstripped by population growth.

The ratio of road length to the number of inhabitants served is too

high in areas of low population density, as are the oosts of construction

and maintenance. The cost per vehicle-user or per ton transported is even

higher, beoause there is very little movement of trade in these regions. As

too large a share of the budget must be allocated to roads or to financing

the railway deficit, less money is devoted to projects that are more direc

tly productive, such as land preparation, plantations and, above all, fac

tories. Bearing this in mind, countries should not attempt to set up

In March 1964, I noted 500 man-days per hectare of rice-fields for 25
quintals of paddy (in a co-operative in the province of Thai Binh, North
Vietnam).
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expensive lines of communication immediately in all their territories,

including the most remote and most sparsely populated ones. There should be

close co-ordination between the highway plan and the plan for the develop

ment of new areas, which should be chosen from amongst the most fertile.

Intense development of the best land over a limited area generally seems

more worth~hile than spreading the effort too widely and sprinkling the

whole country with projects that are all inadequate. Increased participa

tion by local labour in the construction and maintenance of roads, would

make possible the more rapid establishment of a denser network.

The difficulty of over-populated areas is also known in Africa, in

several parts of Nigeria, in the mountains and in some places on the coast

of West Africa, in some parts of East Africa (Rwanda, Kenya) and on the

coast of North Africa. There is no doubt that a less uneven distribution

of the population would often be more advantageous, for many areaS with rich

soil are used little and badly or not at all, while others, medioore or

fragile, are over-worked, whioh finally makes necessary large-scale movements

of population. However, to try to impose a better distribution immediately

and arbitrarily, might involve considerable disadvantages. Such redistribu

tion could on the other hand be encouraged with advantage, and thus achieved

progressively. The types of resettlement adopted up to now by the Office du

Niger, in Mali, and in Ghana. Nigeria and the United Republic of Tan~ania,

have been much too expensive for government resources. However, care must

be taken not to oreate legislative obstacles that might hinder such movements

of population, which will become absolutely essential, often in the near

future.

11. Human obstacles: peasant fatalism or will to develop?

With a great deal of capital and an abundant supply of technicians of

all kinds, ~t is possible to implant a very modern factory in an "under-de

veloped" area such as that of Fria in Guinea or Edea in Cameroon. However,

it is much more difficult to establish a technically very advanced agrioul

tural system in family farms among peoples resistant to technical change

because this requiree both increased technioal knowledge and a will to
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modernize,throughout the mass of the rural population. In Africa, moreover,

the rural populations are at all stages of economic development, ranging

from the Babinga, or Pygmies, who live in the dense forest by gathering

fruits, hunting, and fishing, to the modern farmers of the North-African

coast and the high plateaux of East Africa.

In tropical Africa, it is easy to find peasant populations that have

themselves made substantial technical advances, one example being the empi

rical selection of the yam by the Baoule of the Ivory Coast. Elsewhere, as

in the Congo Basin, which makes up the northern half of the Congo (Brazzaville),

care of the few subsistence food crops, chiefly cassava, is traditionally

left to the women; for this reason alone the activity is scorned. One must

therefore be very wary of drawing general conclusions that are too superfici~,

and it would be the greatest mistake to consider all Afriaan peasants unsuited

for progress. The establishment of cocoa plantations in Ghana and African

cattle-rearing in Kenya, to ~uote only tWQ examples, already provide proof to

the contrary.

A natural environment that is generally hostile, or paradoxioally, very

fertile, together with the misdeeds of slavery and cOlonizatioh,Y have helped

to maintain a mentality that is not very conducive to development. To quote

from the report of the First FAa Regional Conference for Africa (Lagos, 1960,

page 17), "The inertia bred of poverty and the fre~uently associated dis

belief in the possibility of change were recognized as being diffioult to

overcome". At that time it was hoped that this mentality would change very

rapidly in a direction favourable to development, when Africa finally belonged

to the Africans, but these hopes have been disappointed.

Y "Which should not be condemned en blOC, the history of the developed and
the underdeveloped world being the history of colonization", writes
Dr. Autret. He adds: "Should economic development not be envisaged from
the viewpoint of an ethic, of moral education? Professional ethics and
the feeling of work well done are just as important factors as the bait
of gain or the big stick".
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Some Europeans believe that the granting of political independence might

have engendered a more general enthusiasm, which could then have been direc

ted chiefly towards the struggle against under-development, the battle for

production, which is BO necessary for economic independence. In China, this

kind of phenomenon did in fact produce notable results in spite of some

extravagances of the 'great leap forward', such as the small, country blast

furnaces. Such results seem to have been distinotly better than those

obtained in India, especially through the latter's community development

programme. Yhile it has been possible to arouse enthusiasm to a certain

extent in Afrioa, notably in two or three more dynamic states of West Africa,

the movement has unfortunately not become general enough, has not alw~s been

well managed technically; it has soon lost momentum. This, however, is not

solely a result of ill-studied projects.

The mystique of independence seems to have been felt much more keenly in

the towns, particularly by the various people who have benefited from it most

directly in the civil service and political office. But it has not, in gen

eral, brought an increase of effort on their part. In the course of my various

journeys between 1958 and 1965, on the other hand, I was struck by the very

general apathy on the part of the rural population. They did not really win

independence by a struggle - it is truer to say that it was granted to them.

The social status of the country people has not been changed much by it, the

main reason being that the economie de traitel! has generally continued to

weigh heavily upon them. The retention of their social position has even ap

peared to them as a relative regression, because at the same time they have

seen some of their compatriots in the city rising in position so quickly.

In 1961 the same general impression was received from the statements of

peasants as different as the Wolof of Senegal, the Betsileo of the plateaux

in Madagascar and the Bamileke of Cameroon.~ They all felt that they were

11 This consists in the exportation of raw materials and the importation of
manufactured gcods.

~ This decided me to write the pamphlet, L'Afrigue noire eet mal partie,
especially to take up the defence of the continually-exploited African
peasant. I noticed this atmosphere again in the Central African Republic,
in the summer of 1965.
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"excluded" from a privileged urban caste, ccnsisting mainly of merchants,

officials, politicians and members of the liberal professions. Seeing the

extravagant expenditure of these people, many of the peasants felt despised

and downtrodden in comparison, especially if these privileged persons abused

their dominant position and practised corruption.

They had all too often lost the hope of achieving a rapid and genuine

enhancement of their social position by improving their production techniques,

and in improving themselves in their craft as farmers. This is perhaps the

most serious threat to the future of African agriculture. It is not enough,

as has been suggested, for national leaders to stress the value and dignity

of farming. Measures should also be taken to reduce the dangerous gap

between town and country, by cutting down the privileges enjoyed by the urban

population, for otherwise the status of the rural masses could not be quiCkly

raised without compromising the volume of investments.

The major concern of African farmers is to send their children or nephews

to school, so that at least one of them can enter what is regarded as a priv

ileged caste, and afterwards be cf assistance to the whole family. In some

peasants this has created a fatalist attitude, which the vagaries of the

climate have already helped to strengthen. What is the good of greater efforts

when the harvest depends primarily on the rain? What is the good of working

harder when the real privileges, the final results of work, will always be

reserved for the town people?

This appears to be an even greater handicap, to one like myself who had

again in 1964 the opportunity to observe the hard work being done by Chinese

and North Vietnamese peasants, and who has heard of the very rapid progress

made in Japan. Ever since the nineteenth century, Japan has demonstrated a

will to develop, which tock root in a docile, still semi-feudal society and

then blossomed out in an economic framework that has become liberal. The

great majority of the Chinese people, from the highest official to the humblest

peasant, seem to be impelled by the same determination to achieve progress,
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but in this case the setting is one of somewhat authoritarian socialism,

quite unlike the system in Japan. Africa will certainly not wish to be left

further behind by Asia, and all Africans will therefore have to make greater

efforts.

12. Under-employment dominates African agriculture

Asking the peasants to do more work appears to be psychologically easier

in China, where the level of living of almost all the population is very

modest, as no one can display any luxury, and everyone toils hard with his own

hands, at least for part of his time. As manual work is universally compulsory,

it is not despised by the caste of the white-oollar workers, or the new ruling

caste. The drastic reduction of urban privileges (in Africa and elsewhere),

thus seems to be an essential pre-condition for establishing, or spreading as

the case may be, a genuine will to work among the peasants. Some progress has

already been made in this respect by certain African governments, such as Mali,

the Central African Republic, and Rwanda, but it is not sufficiently widespread.

If austerity is not imposed, I shall be obliged to adhere to the pessimistic

reservations I made concerning the future of Africa at the end of section 4.

In China, full employment in rural areas is difficult to reconcile with

high productivity, in the year 1965, because considerably more than two workers

are employed per hectare of ploughed land, and it is not easy to obtain much

new land. In most parts of tropical Africa, however, there is no lack of land

and yet the peasants, are very much under-employed, as some recent BDPAl!

studies show. Although as a result of the long dry season, productive work is

difficult during part of the idle periods in certain areas, that is by no means

true for them all - far from it, indeed.

11 Bureau Our le develo ement de la roduction icole. Societe d'Etat
studies, training, technical assistance , 223, Blvd St. Germain, Paris.

The Bambey Agronomy Centre has shown that every inhabitant of working age
in the ground-nut producing area works an average of 240 hours in the
fields during the main growing season (May-November). In Kenya, an average
of 90 days of work per peasant per year has been calCUlated, at the rate of
5 hours per day.

c I
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In Madagascar, for example, agricultural woxking times of les~ than 40

days per adult per year have been recorded, notably on the east coast where

the permanent humidity would, in fact, allow cultivation all the year round.

Sample surveys show that the average working time, for the country as a

whole, is well below 100 days per year. Only some of the Betsileo rice

farmers are believed to have a working year of more than 200 days, and this

figure is exceptional.

Persuading the African peasant to work harder, even with present tech

niques and tools, would permit an initial expansion of production that might

assume considerable proportions. Such persuasion might be possible, if it

were accompanied by increased austerity, exertion and economy in the towns.

Such an atmosphere wculd at last make animation rurale more effective. The

myth of independence could then truly begin to take shape and become a more

definite reality for the African peasant. When that stage had been reached,

it would doubtless be possible to mobilize him for the war on under-develop

ment, poverty, sickness and ignorance. To do that, it would be useful first

of all to make a few village leaders more conscious of these ideas, either

by a mainly political approach (Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Congo (Brazzaville),

Tanzania etc.), or by animation rurale that would take acoount of the dif

ficulties encountered by IRAM17 in Senegal, Niger and Madagascar.

The African peasants, th~s guided~ by their political or professional

leaders - or preferably by their political and professional leaders - will

then be better able to understand that ultimately they hold their fate in

their own hands. This would be brought home to them if practical steps were

taken to combat the main evils of the economie de traite. A kind of vicious

1/ Institut de recherche et application des methodes de developpement, 32
rue des Bourdonnais, Paris 1.

~ Is Africa not at a stage at which certain forms of enlightened despotism
would be useful, if directed solely in the interests of national develop
ment1
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circle is formed here, however, because the elimination of these evils

often requires the establishment of sales co-operatives, which calls for

a co-operative mentality, which is exactly what animation rurale is there

to create. I shall therefore return to these problems later (section 31).

13. Community development or human investment?

An important form of approach, particularly in Ghana, Nigeria and

English-speaking East Africa, is community development. I studied this

,technique in India, where it has been most widely applied, and, in the

work mentioned at the end of section 9, I showed that it was not nearly

effective enough. The main reason for this seemed to lie in the continuance

of the traditional forms of exploiting the Indian peasant, such as share

cropping and usury, and in the excessive concentration of effort cn social

amenities, i.e. roads and wells, schools and clinics. In some instance,

the credit co-operatives fell (discreetly) into the hands of the money

lenders. The food situation in India towards the end of the third five-year

plan seems to be even more critical than it was at the end of the first plan,

although the rates of progress are comparable - and very slow. There is a

tendency for a small, linear increase in production to be more than offset

by a constantly rising population growth, the rate of which almost tripled

in absolute terms between 1948 and 1964.

In this country, oommunity development aotion has too much neglected

the true "sinews of war" against under-development, that is to say, direct

and immediate action to inorease agriCUltural production with greater speed.

The best forms of this are small hydraulic engineering projects, anti

erosion measures, improved soil work and fertilization, parasite control,

the elimination of the aconomie de traite, and the establishment of genuine

credit and sales co-operatives. This could all come under the two headings

of co-operative action and productive human investment. It should be re

peated,human investment is more likely to be successful if everyone benefits

from it in exaoi proportion to the effort made (e.g., in water development

sohemes), or if the work load is evenly shared by the whole population
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concerned (roads and schools). When the African political leaders, following

the example of their Chinese or Malian oolleagues, are not afraid to go and

wield a pick, if only symbolically, by the side of the peasants, contempt

for manual work, which is the main stumbling-block for African develOpment,

will begin to disappear.

In China, suoh human investment has made it possible to mobilize the

most important latent productive force in the under-developed rural areas,

namely ,under-employment. Full employment has been achieved since 1958 in

Chinese rural areas and is accompanied by a high rate of investment.lI The

State takes 8-9 per cent of the gross harvest in the form of a land tax,

which goes to finance national investments. Local investment is then provided

partly by setting aside an amount equal to 3-6 per cent of the same production,

and partly by assigning about 6-10 per cent of the total days worked in the

year to investment tasks.~ Even in a very different socio-economic setting,

Africa oould increase its investments as considerably, especially if enthu

siasm could be better aroused in country areas, which will be the recurring

theme of this study. Admittedly, account must be taken of the universal

imperfection of human nature. On the other hand, it would be very serious

to forget that human nature can constantly, but slowly, be improved.

In Chapter II, I shall oonsider the principal methods of State interven

tion that could accelerate the general development of the rural economy in

Africa, if properly understood.

This rate was, in fact, excessive - 30 per cent of produotion around
1958-1959. It has no doubt fallen since, but in the absence of any
published data, estimation has become even more difficult. It is
certainly much higher than in all other under-developed countries, but
doubtless lower than in Japan.

Irrigation works, reafforestation and anti-erosion measures,levelling,
and planting of orchards, rural electrification, roads and tracks,
buildings for community industries, etc.
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CHA.PI'ER II

BALANCED PLANS, FORMS OF AGRICULTURAL ORGAlIIZATION AND LAND TENURE POLICIES

14. Progressive establishment of more rational plans: a political choice

Every kind of economic intervention is political in character; it is im

possible to propose apolitical economic solutions. When this term is employ

ed, it usually refers to a conservative solution. African governments therefore

legitimately reserve this choice for themselves, at least as long as they have

not handed over some of their responsibilities to African, world or supranational

bodies with effective powers. The role of the expert in such fields is thus

limited and recent studies of agriculture in under-developed countries (India,

countries of Latin America, Africa) and socialist countries (USSR, Cuba,"peoples'

democracies",North Vietnam and China) have not revealed any clear superiority of

one economic system or the other in all aspects, and at all stages of develop

ment.

Neither econometric calculatiDns alone, nor the application Df this or that

theory, which is always debatable, will ever be an adequate basis for reaching

the absolutely riGht decision. In the first place, a number of questions con

cerning defence, education, the foreseeable range of wages and salaries etc. are

not primarily eCDnDmic, as they have profound politioal repercussions. However,

one can attempt tD lay dDwn the broad outlines and point out the possible pitfalls

of any economic structure chosen by a government. If African unity remains the

final aim, it will be necessary to advise taking economic decisions that diverge

as little as possible; this would greatly facilitate the later achievement of

political unity. Let US remember the two Germanies, the two Koreas and the two

~ietnams, where eCDnomic (and political) structures have become major obstacles

to reunification.

In all cases, it appears most useful to create a development plan spirit.

This should produce sufficient enthusiasm among the mass of the people, and urge

them on to greater efforts, to escape more quickly from under-development. These

efforts would be more easily obtained if the workers saw less inequality - which

brings us back as always to the need fer austerity, the essential pre-condition
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for development - and if the masses were the first to benefit from the plan,

i.e. if the plan were designed to satisfy their essential collective needs

first of all (public services, education, health). At the moment, priority is

sometimes given to the personal profits of a small privileged caste, though of

course this is not admitted.

The plan must, in principle, attempt to assign the scarce and valuable

factors of production, such as capital and technical knowledge, to the points

of impact where they are likely to be most effective. Economic calculations

can be of more use here at least as an aid to reaching a decision. At the

present stage in the compilation of statistical data, which are more or less

inadequate everywhere, quantitative economics must be corrected at each step

by qualitative analysis, based on a sort of peasant common sense, a quality

that the politicians should have. In this way, one could avoid over-optimistic

development prOjections,lI which have been followed by serious disappointments.

At each step, at least one of the many factors of production required is likely

to be missing; I have already mentioned the lack of the most important one, the

will to develop, without which a stable Africa will not be built.

Above all, one must not simply do nothing until a sound plan has been work

ed out, which will take a fairly long time. Neither the absence of a plan nor

the mediocrity of structures justifies inaction on the part of either governments

or technical assistance bodies. Plans will have to be continually reviewed. It

therefore seems preferable to start, as has often been done, by roughly defining

the guide-lines, with the emphasis on correcting the main deficiencies and the

most serious anomalies. The task is often to integrate and interconnect dual

istic economies, with a modern sector around the ports, and a traditional sector

in the interior, in the bush.

The growth rates forecast for gross agricultural production in Mali (6 - 9
per cent per year), Madagascar (6 per oent), Morocco and Tunisia (5 - 6 per
cent) compare with previous growth rates which were often about 2 per cent
(thus lower than the population growth rates), and were Obviously not
attained.
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In developing the former, the latter should no longer be disregarded and

exploited; rather its modernization should be assisted. Several more stages

must still be gone through before it is possible to formulate real plans on a

national scale, fixing precise targets for agricultural production and speoify

ing quantitatively the means of production needed to achieve them.lI

Mandatory plans, on Soviet lines for example, neoessitate farming structures

genuinely subject to the decisions of the central planning bodies. This is far

from being the case in Afrioa, and it does not always appear desirable, at least

not immediately.

It will certainly be no simple matter to orient the agricultural and cattle

rearing methods of millions of isolated farmers, so that their total production

fulfils the plan targets. Therefore, it does not seem of much value to try to

estimate with great accuracy the future development of demand for the principal

agricultural products in Africa, firstly because considerable errors would be

unavoidable, even after very much work, and secondly because it is sufficient

to define the broad lines in qualitative terms at the present stage. However,

we must, at this stage, devote attention to the improvement of documentation,

so that it will be possible to make better quantitative estimates sooner, espe

cially with regard to products exported or sold in urban markets. Quantifica

tion of means of production required for the future is an even more urgent ne

cessity.

15. Intensive specialization, where the conditions are suitable

I have already emphasized the necessity for much more rapid progress in

Afrioan agriculture, at least in the first phase of development, preparing the

way for the subsequent "take-off". Admittedly, substantial development has

already taken place in tropical Africa, especially since 1948-1950, but it has

11 The meeting felt that the present inadequacy of statistical data and of
information about the functioning of their economies would force most
African countries to limit their long-range perspectives mainly to qua
litative terms. Report of the First FAO Meeting on Agricultural Develop
ment Planning in the African Region, Tunis, 1962 (p.24).
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been oriented particularly towards prcduction for expert, and this has unfort~

unately contributed towards the lowering of selling pr2ces. To consider a new

development of agriculture almost exclusively directed towards exports, in line

with the movement of the last decade, would be to run the risk of further agg

ravating Africa's difficult situation with regard to terms of trade. Some

degree of stabilization or a smaller variation in basic commodity prices would

be very useful, or better still a protection of their real purchasing pewer

expressed in terms of manufactures and capital goods. One must beware of the

difficulties and the inevitable delays of such action, from which it would be

dangerous to expect rapid results. It must, however, be energetically pursued.

It is perfectly feasible to reconcile the need for more rapid agricultural

expansion with the need for restraint in the increase of certain experts, as is

done by the international coffee agreement, for example. It is sufficient to

give due recognition to the domestic needs of each country on the one hand, and

to the needs of Africa on the other. It still remains possible to develop cer

tainexports very considerably, provided that they are more carefully studied and

given better adaptation to market situations, the nature of qualities in demand,

etc.

Some degree of diversification of these exports can slightly reduce the

dangers of price fluctuations, but this is not without disadvantages. It must

not be adopted cost what mayor without regard to conditions.!! When there are

very distinct natural advantages for a given product in a given area, e.g. planta

tions in certain forest zones, and in particular cocoa in Southern Ghana and the

oil palm in the Congo basin, it is worth while concentrating completely or almost

completely on that product, even to the point of living on imported foodstuffs,

which should preferably come from adjacent areas. Thie is true up to the point

where a world-wide collapse of prices might be caueed, as happened both for cocoa

and for coffee in the thirties, and seems to be foreshadowed again. Certain fer

tile tropical mountains areas, e.g. the Ankaratra in Madagascar, the Aberdares in

!! As is clearly shown in the FAD Africa Survey.
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Kenya, Kivu in the Congo, and the Bamilek9 area of Cameroon, are well suited to

intensive fodder crops and specialization in dairy farming. This is quite compat

ible with food crops, which would alternate with high-yielding artificial pastures.

For a country situated very far from the coast in the Sahelo-Sudanian zone,

on the other hand, there is no point in specializing so completely in exportable

crops, ground-nuts or cotton, and importing rice,1Igrain or flour at great expense.

The cost of transport and still more of distribution would be excessive for the

modest resources of these areas. It seems, after all, that complete specializa

tion is attractive in only a fairly limited number of zones; examples are the

coast of Mcrocco (early fruit and vegetables), the banks of the Sebou (Citrus

frUits), part of the Nile delta (cotton), and above all the shrub plantations

of the moist forest (sixth part of this study).

16. Four directions for agricultural development

The first directicn for agricultural expansion would point towards a mere

raticnal increase in agricultural exports, diversified or otherwise as the case

might be, the increase being regulated and adapted to the needs of the market

and to local prcduction potential. The second direction would be towards improve

ment of the balance of payments, adding weight to the other side of the scales

by a massive reduction of agricultural imports, especially of foodstuffs. Such

purchases have grown steadily in Africa during recent years, because demand for

food greatly exceeds local supply. This jeopardizes the rapid provision of basic

capital equipment of the continent and thus its general development.

A ban or a heavy tax could be placed on purchases of certain items that

clearly fall in the luxury class, such as fruit and vegetables, especially if

they are imported by air, and more important, wines and foreign alcoholic drinks.

These import restrictions would provide a powerful stimulus to the local develop

ment of SUbstitute horticultural products, which would help tc reduce rural under

employment. Taxation can also be used to restrain imports of semi-luxury goods,

11 Around 1936-1938, the value of ground-nuts was much higher than that of rice.
Today, on the basis of retail prices in the Senegalese bush, it takes more
than 2 kg of ground-nuts to pay for 1 kg of rice.
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such as wheat flcur and sugar. The latter can generally be produced locally,

but not always under economically acceptable conditions. Local rice produc

tion might often be encouraged profitably at the expense of wheat imports from

Europe, America or Australia.

There is a greater lack of protective foods, especially proteins, than of

sugar in the African diet, which is already too rich in glucidesl there is there

fore nothing to be gained by encouraging the consumption of sugar, quite the

reverse.!! Tinned milk, condensed or powdered, will remain indispensable, espe

cially for young children, wherever local production cannot replace it. Local

production should be stimulated through the development of consumption. Consump

tion subsidies, whose advisability in poor countries is always a delicate matter,

could even be considered, but only in the case of protective fcods, of the milk

and fish-meal types.

The third direction would point towards the development of local markets

and domestic consumption; this, together with the difficulties of export, would

help to bring about the retreat and then the abandonment of the subsistence

economy. The primary aim here would be to eliminate rapidly the most serious

food deficiencies, which in Africa arise mainly from a lack of protein. As a

result of the accumulated deficiencies, often associated with infections and

parasitic diseases, expectation of life in Africa is almost 50 per cent lower

than in advanced countries, while infantile mortali t;\, is five to ten times

higher. By better utilization of local resources, the diet of the people could

be improved.

The addition of 30 kg of ground-nut flour per year to the traditional diet

of each adult has long been proposedo/but this additive does not provide all the

amino-acids, and toxic substances are produced if it is attaCked by a fungus,

11 Certain peasant diets, in Morocco and Tunisia, have an excessive sugar
content, taken in the form of strongly sweetened tea.

?J ORANA of Dakar.
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Aspergillus flavius. Promotion of this additive has been provisionally aban

doned, although its industrial preparation had already been put in hand. A

more promising additive is fish meal, which can satisfy the amino-acid require

ments of the most demanding and most vulnerable sections of the population,

such as expectant and nursing mothers, and young children from weaning age to

six years. It is stated that more than 300,000 tons of fish meal are being

exported every year from Africa, mainly from Angola and South Africa, and are

being used as livestock feed in Europe. This amount could, at very moderate

cost, cover a good part of the requirements of the above-menticned population

groups in Africa.

All this is easier said than done. These proposals imply increased purch

asing power, or subsidies, together with an efficient system of preservation

and distribution. Above all, they require dietary education for African mothers

and school children (school meal service), which will take a great deal of time.

These difficulties do not mean that we shbuld give up - the stakes are too high.

Development consists essentially of meeting new difficulties. All that must be

decided is which difficulties to tackle first, in order to produce the best

results, and to attain the highest targets at the lowest cost, and with the

minimum of effort.

With rational utilization of local resources, it will obviously be more

necessary than ever to expand local production of proteins very considerably

and very quickly. Sucn will be both vegetable (Vigna, soya beans, hyacinth

beans, ground-nuts, haricot beans, peas, bambara groundnuts) and animal proteins

(fish, milk, eggs, pigs, chickens, beef). The latver are arranged, very rough

ly, in a frequently encountered order of increasing cost, this order depending

on local conditions.

The development of hortioultural productions, i.e. fruit and vegetables,

would provide mineral salts and vitamins for the African diet, and would thus

help to improve the health, vitality, production potential and intelligence of

the African peoples. The fact that the world market for fats is over-supplied

(competition from detergents, American soya, and sunflcwer seeds) must never
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make us forget that the fat intake is extremely inadequate in many parts of

Africa, owing to laok of purohasing power. This will develop at the same time

as general production, i.e. rapidly if good work is done, whioh is to be hoped.

The fourth direction is one whioh aims at inoreasing the supply of raw

materials to the looal prooessing industries, which are sO necessary for African

development.!! Up to now, most of these raw materials, such as ground-nuts,

cotton, hides and rough timber, have been exported unprocessed, and thus at

relatively low unit value. The result is that, in terms of value, Africa still

imports far more textiles than it exports fibres; it buys more wood products

than it sells wood. In terms of weight, the proportions are on the whole

reversed. Agriculture must therefore provide increased quantities of raw

materials, not only for export to Europe, but also for the national industries,

or for other African oountries.

Once an agricultural plan has been drawn up by eaoh of the countries con

cerned, the next step will be to consider in what economic framework, in what

sort of agricultural organization, thie production can most easily be promoted.

17. Family farms and gerontocracy, or State farms with the concomitant problem

of oaares

A tradition still fairly prevalent in·tropical Africa is that of farming

by the extended family, under the direction of its head. This involved, and

still involvee, the great disadvantages that the main economic power is given

to the older people. First of all, it is likely that this gerontocracy may be

less amenable to progress. This likelihood is increased by the faot that the

average age of village head-men (70, in the Niger valley upstream of Bamako),

who are also entrusted with considerable economic power by the community, is

even higher than that of the heads of large families (60, in the same area).

The general trend is towards the emancipation of young people, and there

fore towards the formation of smaller farming units based either on the single

family or even on each of the individual members - men, women and children.

!! See chapter Xl.
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A number of reports prepared by Europeans greet this as progressive, since it

represents a movement towards the familiar small peasant family operation long

regarded in Europe as the ideal type of farming enterprise, especially when

coupled with family ownership of the land. This view is very much disputed by

European economists and agronomists, when there is accelerated modernization.

However, in cases where small, individual farming is really favoured by the

African peasants, it may have definite advantages, at least at the present stage

of development and as a transitional measure, because the motive of family or

individual profit may be brought into full play.

If this is to be the decisive factor in persuading the African peasant to

do much more work, he must become more of an 'economic man' and must be truly

aware of new needs to be satisfied. One of the functions of the colonial head

tax was precisely this, to force him to produce a surplus in order to pay the

tax. A more compact and denser distribution network of co-operative and commer

cial organizations can thus constitute a useful incentive for production, by

making the most sought-after consumer goods accessible to every farm at reason

able prices.

This appears particularly valid when the people are already truly farmers,

where all the family, and especially the men, are accustomed to growing their

own food, even laying aside some reserves for the end of pre-harvest season and

selling some surplus produce. This often occurs in the savannah zones. In

primitive forest areas, outside the plantation zones, the tradition was for the

woman to cultivate the subsistence crops and to gather food while the man devot

ed himself - and still does in many places to the ''ncble'' activities of hunt

ing, fishing ••• and war. In such a human environment, any man who agreed to

grow his own food would still have the feeling that he was lowering himself,

becoming effeminate. By contrast, the same man would Willingly agree to work

for a wage, and would thus be willing to cultivate a plantation. This non

traditional activity carries with it a certain aura of prestige, because it

makes possible all sorts of new wealth, from bicycles to rifles and transistor

radios, despite the unpleasant memory of forced labour.
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Similarly, the peasants of southern Dahomey expressed their preference for

an immediate wage, even if it was low and below the legal minimum which, by the

was, was high, considering their output. They did not like the remuneration

obtained from working the land themselves, as it was always deferred and un

reliable, even though it was likely, on the average, to be higher than an

employee's wage. Behind this lies the preference for regular and assured

remuneration,as that of the tertiary sector, of the official or the clerk.

Efforts were made at very great expense from 1947 to 1964 to make the paysannats

take over and look after selected oil palms, which have a good yield, but they

all failed. The peasants even refused to take over State-owned plantations that

had already reached a state of maturity at which production was considerable and

all that had to be done was to bend down to pick up the large bunches of fruit.!!

P. Pelissier has well explained£!the apathy, resistance and even distinct opposi

tion to the improvement of palm-growing as being due to the primary concern of

these peasants of southern Dahomey for the food crops, maize and cassava.

The "capitalist" plantations, with regular wages, would meet this need for

security well, but foreign financiers are not investing much any more in Africa -

except perhaps in the Ivory Coast - and local enterprise has

place yet, except in Cameroon (Mungo), Kenya and Ghana.l! In

ment is still on too small a scale.

scarcely taken their

any case, such invest-

!! On very young palms the bunches develop almost at ground level.

£( Les pays du bas-Ouene, Dakar Faculty of Arts, 1963.

l! As far as existing private plantations are concerned, the 1961 FAO Africa
Survey recognizes their ability to contribute towards the growth of produc
tion and to transform agriculture into a paying industry. "Care should be
taken to secure, through licensing and tax policy, that production standards
and investment are kept at a high level, that wages and working conditions
are as favourable as possible for the workers and, where feasible, that they
have a positive demonstration effect on small farmers in the neighbourhood"
(p.136). However, wages dspend on the relative cost of labour and equipment.
Moreover, the joint FAO-ECA study of 1964 on the transition from a subsistence
to a market agriculture concluded that, in general, African capital should be
reserved for industrial development and that agriculture would develop by
making better use of land and labour resouroes through research and extension
work. However, it seems to be going too far, to exclude the large plantation
and might compromise Afrioan development.
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For this reason, there arose the idea of making the State perform a similar

function, in the form of State plantations. These can, of course, consist of

a number of fairly large plantations grouped together to supply an adjacent

processing plant (oil palms). The subsequent profits will also go to swell the

collective investment - provided there are any profits. A fine plantation can

act as a model and a guide for the small subsidiary neighbouring peasant planta

tions, which would feed the same plant, use the selected seed or wood grafts

(hevea) from the pilot plantation, and so on.

All these advantages will be obtained only if the State plantation is

properly managed. Rational organization, and the agricultural discipline of

the colonial industrial plantations, used to be ensured by highly-paid European

staff who had authority and who worked very hard, often from before day-break.!!

Up to now, it has been quite difficult to find African supervisory staff, espe

cially at the higher echelons, who would be ready to accept the same discipline.

The success of nationalization, which is beneficial in principle (but only in

principle), will thus depend on the calibre of the African senior personnel in

the State-owned companies. Above all, it will depend on their ability, their

dedication and their integrity.

This means that they must work not only in their own interest and for their

own careers, but also to serve the~r ideal - whether it is a socialist or a

nationalist ideal matters little. The decision to nationalize is therefore

above all but not exclusively, a political act. The principal conditions for

success must also be fulfilled, and in particular high-quality managerial staff

must be trained in advance.gj In the Ivory Coast, the new State plantations are

!! As in the great French rubber plantations in Cambodia.

gj I recently advised the Cambodian Government, which may consider nationaliz
ing the rubber plantations managed by some French companies, to train first
of all the national high-level managerial and directorial staff. The inten
tion of this advice was to avoid a fall in production after nationalization
(if nationalization was to take place) as happened recently on European sett
lers' estates in the Maghreb after the settlers' departure (Algerian farms
of "autogestion"). The young South American revolutionaries call, justly,
for agrarian reform. I advised them that, if this was to succeed, more of
them should attend the agricultural colleges in their countries, sO as to
constitute the "expert and red" technical personnel, as they say in China,
who would be both capable and dedicated to the success of future nationalized
enterprises.
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managed by Europeans, because the experience of recent years has been very dis

appointing in the matter of premature Africanization, SO loudly clamoured for

in Kenya. From the oil plants of the Dahomey and Cameroon Plans, to the State

owned import-export companies of Guinea, the Africanization of cadres has too

often resulted in falling yields, or even deficits,closure, or bankruptcy

(Dibombari, in Cameroon, etc.).

Exemplary moral qualities are absolutely necessary, but they are still not

enough, as the example of Cuba demonstrates. The dedication and integrity of

the leaders of the "granjas del pueblo", or Cuban State farms, can scarcely be

questioned, but their ability has not generally been adequate. In the study

on Cuba referred to earlier, I showed that the excessive size of these enter

prises, their gigantism, itself constituted a serious danger, making their

management much more difficult. More important still was the absence of

financial and technical autonomy, which made it impossible for the many small

detail decisions on routine operation or everyday supplies to be taken on the

spot. As a result of this hypercentralization, nO one on the farm knew the

financial position of the enterprise, and no one had any genuine personal

interest in making it pay. Both management and workers on state farms should

have a direct interest in the work done by each (piece work) and in the net

profits, if they are expected really to devote themselves to"their"concern.

Under present conditions in Africa, the state farm!lmight cost the community

dear and thus hinder rather than help the development of the agricultural econo-

my.

18. Co-operative enterprises require dedicated and qualified management

There is a danger that the State farm in Africa will produce in its wage

earners a kind of 'civil service' mentality, in the pejorative sense of the

term, as did the Soviet sovkhoz and the Cuban granja. This consists of a lack

y "Even when their management is satisfactory, it requires large and costly
equipment, which is beyond the reach of most farmers. The owners cf the
land must be set to work as soon as operations begin, because those who
give their services free of charge will doubtless continue to maintain and
cultivate the land prepared" (Swnmary of a note by the FAO Division of
economic analysis).
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of interest in the success of the enterprise and a greater ccncern to avoid mak

ing the slightest effort, as I noted on an agricultural station in Casamance in

1961. I sstimated that labour productivity on the granjas in Cuba in 1963 had

gone down by about half, ccmpared with their predecessors, the private farms of

1958, partly because of the blockade but mainly because of the poorer organiza

tion and perhaps even more the diminished enthusiasm for work.lI The Cuban revolu

tionary is quite prepared to die for his cause or his country, but he is not

always prepared to display the daily heroism, the ceaseless endeavcur and pride

cf perfcrmance in his work, which are absolutely indispensable for the success

of nationalized enterprises. I have noted the same trend in Africa. Piece-work

appears to be a preferable system wherever it can be instituted withcut too many

complications, and it is, moreover, perfectly in harmony with the socialist ideal,

lito each according to his work".

While the state farm may appear to be counter-indicated or at the very least

generally premature, these difficulties do not necessarily mean that large enter

prises should be condemned. They are usually a technical necessity, above all

in the case of modern shrub plantations. This is particularly so when they are

to be associated with processing plants (oil palm, rUbber). Accordingly, one

should search for more flexible arrangements, among which the "partnership" or

joint government-private concern seems of interest. This type of company can

bring together the technicians and the capital of the State, which thus enjcys

increased possibilities for action, and those of private or even foreign public

enterprises. Even China is establishing such companies, using capital contribut

ed by overseas Chinese, which is paid back with great regularity.

Some people commend the pre-cooperative farm, in which all the workers are

paid not in fixed wages but by an amount proportional to the actual net output

of the farm, like the co-workers of the kolkhcz. In these co-operatives, how

ever, the main technical decisions, which are the basis of success, cannot with

out too great a risk be taken by a majority vote of the general assembly. The

11 The situation in 1965 had improved.
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administrative oommittees of the autogestion farms in Algeria,1I which were em

powered to take important decisions, have been supplemented by a manager, part

ly at my suggestion. The manager should in all cases be the technician respon

sible for day-to-day operating decisions. If such decisions are left to the

discussion of an assemblage there is a risk of introducing delays and indecis

ion that will be highly prejudicial to producticn, as the discussion is liable

to turn into an interminable palaver.

If this cc-operative approach were properly applied, notably in the tech

nical, organizational and economic fields, it might be more suitable for the

establishment of plantations as well as for the use of mechanical equipment,

than the State farm, as it would link earnings to work dcne. Small, individual

undertakings could not even consider the use of machines. The co-operative

approach would offer the State a number of possible advantages - those of the

kolkhoz as compared with the sovkhoz - and, to begin with, it would make the co

operative workers themselves provide most of the necessary investment; this would

increase its possibilities, provided that it were made compulsory for a consider

able percentage of the gross harvest to be earmarked for investment.~

In southern Dahomey, the so-called compulsory co-operatives now being tried

out, after the failure of all the paysannat systems,pay their members only half

the legal minimum wagel! per actual day worked. The other half is counted as

their share in the enterprise, and entitles them to a corresponding proportion

of subsequent profits. In such cases it would be better, whenever possible, to

start operations on land for which no rent is payable. For the State has promis

ed to pay landowners rent and might soon stop doing so, which would be psycholo

gically deplorable. If rent is paid, it might produce a class of persons who

could live off investment, without working. However, the great interest of the

11 See section 69 below.

£! For the Chinese commune team, this proportion is 3-6 per cent of gross
receipts, but it also includes an unremunerated labour investment, which
often raises the rate to 10-15 per cent. In the kolkhoz, the investments
rise to 15-30 per cent of gross agricultural production.

11 Fixed at a rate higher than normal.
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Houin co-operative, financed by the European Development Fund, is that technical

assistance and the necessary capital are provided to set up a modern agro

industrial enterprise with African staff. Its success depends on the spirit and

knowledge of the technicians and above all on the positive and lasting interest

that they can arouse among the members of their co-operative. In any oase, it

will be more attraotive eoonomically to produoe 2 tons of palm oil per heotare

in this way than 1.4 tons of paddy on a costly irrigation network (Offioe du

Niger, 1964).

This means that the choice of operating structure should always be based

on very close study, taking technical and financial assistance and all local

conditions into account, and giving due consideration to the mentality of the

peasant. It would be dangerous to choose a universal formula and to base seleo-

tion solely on political decisions arrived at a priori, too slaVishly derived

from European liberal or socialist theory, which is at best of nineteenth-oentury

origin. Many African countries want, on oonsideration, to move towards socialism,

are commencing their development under conditions very different from

Europe during

and very difficult task.

but they

those of

should develop

will be a long

its own

last century, as

methods, its own

I have mentioned before. Africa oan and

distinctive African SOCialism,!! which

The ohoice of the form of agricultural organization remains an ess~ntially

political one. If the struoture decided upon is to prove to be an efficient

tool of development, it must also be suited to the type of crop and land. The

large-ecale enterprise is more appropriate for a plantation ina forest zone

than for annual food crop cultivation in the savannah. The latter gives too

Iowa return to support the heavy costs of equipping and managing, say, a State

farm or even a production co-operative. The failure of the large-scale meohanized

schemes for ground-nut cultivation in Tanganyika and Casamance (Senegal) warn

us against applying such schemes in general for non-irrigated annual crops. The

Compagnie francaise pour Ie developpement des textiles adopted a more oautious

approaoh at much less cost in its cotton promotion scheme in northern Cameroon

!! Despite the misuse being made of this term, it does not necessarily signify
a negation of socialism.
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and Mali, aiming first of all at providing supervisory personnel for the peasants;

it has thus met with greater suooess. Above all, the structure chosen should be

genuinely accepted by the population concerned, if necessary after lengthy explana

tions; if it is imposed authoritatively, it is liable to be a failure.lI

In all cases, a much more important factor than structure will be the quality

of management, which will depend on having high level staff who will have to

possess the maximum of qualities. Under the prevailing difficult circumstances,

where there is a lack of able and dedicated African technicians, there seems to

be some advantage in making several systems compete with one another, as this

would compel each of them to correct its most glaring faults more qUickly, if

it wished to prove its superiority. Ghana's reported decision to establish free

competition between several co-operative systems£lis, in my opinion, a wise one

(and may the best system prevail).

One fundamental difficulty of the co-operative system in socialist countries,

from Czechoslovakia to China, lies in the formulation of several hundreds, or

sometimes thousands, of work norms. These must be adapted to each of the multi

farious operations in agriculture, so as to provide equitable remuneration for

each type of work. Every day, the amount due to each worker must be calculated

and the quality of his work checked. If such complex procedures were transposed

unchanged to present-day Africa, there would have to be far too many supervisory

In China, important decisions within the organizational framework of the re
modelled rural people's commune (laid down by the politicians) will hence
forth be taken in accordance with the 'three-in-one' principle. This means
that the decision must have the agreement of the directors (political), the
agronomists (technical) and the peasant masses concerned. In 1958, the
opinion of the politicians was alone sufficient, and the 'great leap forward'
was launohed in highly imprUdent circumstances, leading to numerous difficult
ies.

£I The complete community life of the Israeli-type kibbutz, which is no less than
a convent of families, scarcely seems SUitable for the African peasantry at
its present stage of development. The mochaw ovdim, or village co-operative
of individualized farming units, seems more appropriate, but this remains to
be proved. In this connexion, see my book "Terres vivantes" ch. XII.
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personnel. A more simplified system of piece work, like that of the large planta

ticns could, however, be adopted gradually, if checking did not present too many

difficulties. However, no undertaking of this nature oan really sucoeed unless

the workers display a certain minimum degree of loyalty to their work oolleotive

or "their" plantation.

Modern plantations must be developed in the humid areas of Afrioa, but there

is an acute lack of skilled high-level teohnioal personnel and oapital for such a

purpose. These two factors oould be provided by bilateral, European or multi

lateral co-operation agencies. It would then be possible to establish 00

operative plantations on a sound footing; these would be progressively emanoipa~d

and Africanized as this became a genuine possibility. In this way, Afrioa

would not have to rejeot the undeniable advantages that the large 'industrial'

plantation have in oertain sectors, and the capital thus invested would be more

productive and have greater educational effect than with most other enterprises,

such as the great irrigation networks (except in arid and over-populated coun

tries /.

19. An intermediate system, the "paysannat encadre"

A wholly co-operative system derived from the kolkhoz or the Israeli mochav

chitoufi is absolutely inappropriate at the present stage of development, except

for the modern shrub plantations in the forest zone. It is true that, if the

peasant remains as isolated as he is, he is liable to get into the rut of routine

and tradition, and, being on his own, cannot use costly and complicated equipment.

If, however, he is enrolled prematurely and against his innermost wishes into a

co-operative venture, the productiVity of which is ineVitably low at the outset,

he is likely to work less, as it will no longer be in his personal interest to

work. The large irrigation sohemes, in particular the Gezira scheme in the

Sudan, have adopted a share-cropping system between the State, (which provides

the water), the organization (which prOVides the technical supervision) and the

peasant. The system seems to have stood up well to the ~est of experience.lI

!I Let us not forget the twenty years of research, local trials and pilot
project work whioh preceded the final result. Haste was the fundamental
reason for the failure of the ground-nut soheme in Tanganyika and the CGOT
scheme in Casamance - a lesson to be remembered. Unfortunately, the popula
tion explosion forces us to proceed at a dangerously rapid pace.
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However, the payment of a fixed rent per hectare would be preferable to

the present system of a tax proportional to production. Then, all the hard

earned surplus produoed by intensive cultivation would go to the person who had

created it. As a result, anyone whose farming was not good enough would be

automatically eliminated, as he would soon be unable to pay the substantial fix

ed tax. This tax might be set at a high, but not too onerous, level sO that the

State would not lose money on the irrigation schemes, thus enabling it to under

take many more.l!

The paysannat encadre (organized peasantry strengthened with supervisory

cadres) can, if need be, enforce the essential methods of cultivation, after

careful eXPlanation,gj and would be still more necessary in newly settled areas

and in irrigation zones; if well run, it will be very useful elsewhere. The

establishment of a subsidiary 'service' co-operative would make it possible to

use expensive e~uipment for land clearing, track preparation or control of the

chief crop pests. In view of the lack of supervisory staff, there will often

be a place for multi-purpose co-operatives, dealing also with credit and market

ing. In this connexion, it would be useful to keep the accounts of each activity

~uite separate, in order to obtain an accurate indication of their real value. I

shall come back to these ~uestions in Chapter III of this study (section 31).

The choice of the type of farming system, individual or collective, i~lso

bound up with that of the type of land tenure system. In this sphere also, a

number of studies stress the advantages of developing ownership on similar lines

to those followed in Europe in the course of the last few centuries. Once again,

l! Until very recently, on the high plateaux of Madagascar, the State bore not
only all the installation costs but also all the maintenance costs of the
networks, without the smallest counterpart oontribution. This met with the
approval of a privileged class of landlords, many of whom then exploited the
rice growing peasants through usury and the share cropping system - the two
plagues of half-or poorly-developed traditional agriculture, which are comm
oner in Asia than in Africa.

gj Date and density of sowing, fungicides (ground-nuts) or insecticides (cotton),
hoeing at the right time, and fertilizers, once the conditions are properly
met.
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it is necessary to point out the enormous differences in initial conditions,

which make it impossible to transplant procedures adopted in Europe - them

selves much in dispute - unless great care is taken.

20. Developing the land tenure system towards a right of extended possession

Communal ownership of land by the tribe, the clan or the Village, still

very widespread in tropical Africa, was fairly well suited to traditional

cultivation in a situation of abundanoe of land. It guaranteed each person

the right to free cultivation of the land (to each acoording to his needs), it

avoided concentrating ownership in the hands of the wealthiest, and prevented

the idle rioh from extorting a high land rent from the peasant workers, as in

India, often without any oorresponding investment being made in return. The

local chief saw to it that the traditional crop rotations were observed, thus

ensuring to some extent that fertility was maintained and that the land was

protected. This did not always prevent erosion damage, however, particularly

in places where the soil was too light or on sloping land; and especially where

there was over-population, which totally upset the balance of the traditional

system, as in the Kikuyu reserves in Kenya.!!

This system of land tenure was well suited to the practice of shifting

cultivation or bush fallow; the only security it provided was in mediocrity.

As a result of numerous changes, the questicn of adapting this system will

now have ~o be considered, particularly in places where the changes have been

most far-reaching. In many instances it was criginally the arrival of Europe~l

settlers (Maghreb, Kenya, Southern Rhodesia, west coast of Africa) that prompt

ed the registration of land (Torrens Act); their departure, which has been accel

erating in recent years, raises the problem of the maintenance and still more the

development of these modernized estates, taking more account of domestic needs

Y "The religious feeling that surrounds matters connected with the land in
Africa is neither fantasy nor ignorance but the recognition of a supra
individual right to what is given by nature; it is part of a vast system
of social security". (An anonymous correspondent).
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(see Chapter VII). Then there is the population explosion, as a result of which

it is no longer possible to give everybody as much land as he wants; especially

in countries that are already populous. It makes land a rare factor of produc

tion, a situation almost unknown in the Africa of the past. P. Pelissier has

recently drawn attention to the number of landless peasants in southern Dahomey;

this development is the result of the generalization of individual ownership in

an over-populated country - "a paradoxical situation, which constitutes a source

of under-employment and under-utilization of land", as he rightly says.

This sort of communal ownership, with individual possession limited to one

crop rotation (and return of the plots to the common fund upon expiry of this

period), has the fundamental disadvantage of not encouraging land improvements.

As such improvement is often very expensive, the peasants will undertake it only

if they have a guarantee that they will benefit personally from it. This implies

the extension of their usufruct well beyond a few years. Alternatively, one must

consider the possibility of reimbursement, by the new usufructuary, of the "advance"

in the form of land improvement to the old holder~n the case of the transfer, not

of land but of the right to cultivate). The way in which such reimbursement is

made would have to be studied to prevent abuses. Where no market value yet exists,

none should be assigned to virgin land on the basis of its scarcity, as this would

benefit someone, not because of his work but simply because of his place of birth.

On the other hand, reimbursement for land improvement should consist in paying

to the person who carried it out, the value of that fraction of his work which

he has not yet had time to enjoy. This is perfectly in line with the basic

sooialist principle, "to each according to his work."

EYdraulic projects, irrigation or drainage, anti-erosion work and espe

cially shrub plantations have already in practice created genuine property

rights, particularly along the west coast of Africa and in the more or less

Europeanized zones of North and East Africa. Even non-irrigated annual crops

require large investments if an intensive system of continuous production is

to be adopted. Among the items to be finanoed are clearing the ground of tree

stumps to prepare for deep ploughing, provision of organic materials (green

manure, farm manure, or rotation with temporary leys), and basal fertilizing
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with phosphates, etc. The creation of agricultural scil, tilled and fertilized

to a considerable depth, involves so much expense, that the right of cultiva

tion will have to be extended. If this is not done, the African peasants will

not have any incentive to take on, progressively, such genuine development

expenses, for the task is literally to 'create' the agricultural soils of

tomorrow's Africa. One often under-estimates the investments that European

peasants made for this purpose, which were spread over many centuries, during

which there was no population explosion. After all, the European continent

was also considerably under-populated fer a lcng time and the land was worked

in "islands".

21. Guaranteed tenancy generally seems preferable to private ownership

Ownership, according to Roman law,lI includes the right to use and abuse,

hence the triumph of the interests of private owners, regarded as the successors

of the feudal lords, over the general interest, whether tribal, communal or na

tional. Such a concept now appears to be quite incompatible with the needs, or

rather the demands, of development, which must be planned for the benefit of all,

if all are to contribute towards it. The adoption of this concept would later

make it too difficult to develop new forms of agricultural organization. Al

though it is necessary to extend through time the right to Use the land, this

does not inevitably entail widespread private ownership of the land. Generally

speaking, the land can remain the property of the community in tropical Africa,

if the latter still holds the title to it, without prejudicing agricultural

developm~nt.Y

11 See also the FAO Africa Survey, 1962, pp. 61-65. and L'Afrique noire est
mal partie, pp. 110-114, and especially p.115, concerning Madagascar.

~ The non-fragmentation of land in Africa seems after all to be an initial
advantage, and the poor peasantry could be modernized without being ruined,
whioh was the unfortunate effect of the English enclosure system from the
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. But other work will have to be
found for them, since they are already settling in shanty towns where they
often remain under-employed.
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This community-ownership stage seems preferable to the complete nationaliza

tion of land, as applied in Russia. The result of such nationalization would be

that decisions aimed at optimum land use would be taken too far from the produc

tion areas to be suited to actual conditions. With the former system, the local

community would retain tangible over-riding rights, which would probably be

effective enough to provide for the rational and fruitful maintenance, protec

tion and improvement of the patrimony of African agriculture.

The individual or collective farmer would thus become a kind of tenant

assured of his tenancy as long as he fulfilled specified conditions contained

in an agreement; these conditions would chiefly lie in maintaining and develop

ing fertility and then in constantly increasing output, which is the basis of

development. The community, in agreement with the technicians, could then have

anti-erosion techniques and measures applied progressively, planting strips of

grass or bushes, rotation of pasturage, alternating contour strips of perennial

and annual crops, making terraces, banks, ditches or embankments. It could en

sure the observance of a flexible crop-rotation system, so planned as to necess

itate a minimum of direct or indirect applications of organic material (manure

or crop residues). More favourable conditions for the development of stcck

breeding could be created by establishing common grazing land, with regulations

for its use.

under such conditions, the soil of Africa might gradually become a produc

tion tool of ever-increasing value, thanks to the investments constantly put

into it. It would thus be reasonable to provide for rights of transfer in

respect of land improvements thus made to the person taking ever the land. The

new occupant would have to be approved by the community, and he could payoff

his debt in annual instalments. It does not, however, seem desirable to use

banks to obtain the necessary funds, as it is better to keep their always scant

resources for directly productive purposes. The transfer of land, and its

devolution in the case of succession, should be controlled, notably to avoid

the fragmentation of cultivated areas, which is making necessary such ccstly

regrouping and consolidation in Europe at the moment.
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Much of this briefly described procedure seems to be open to criticism. It

certainly does not meet all the needs of development, nor all local situations.

It will be seen that the evolution towards individualization is more pronounced

in North Africa!! and that it has just received a sharp setback. In tropical

Africa, there would be at least two disadvantages in introducing over-hasty and

widespread individual land-ownership. First of all, it would involve the setting

up of a cadastral survey, an operation which would be very time-consuming and

very expensive on the scale of a continent such as Africa. It would also tie

down a large number of the all-too-rare African topographers in work that is

not directly productive, or at any rate is much less productive than work on

the lay-out of hydraulic engineering projects, lines of communication, the

establishment of plantations, etc.

Above all, total freedom to transfer and dispose of land as a chattel,

which is the logical result of the widespread establishment of individual owner

ship, might lead to property being grabbed by the moneyed classgji.e. the tribal

chiefs, leading rural citizens, and the urban rich (merchants and officials).

The

land

The funds thus used for purchasing property would no longer be available

productive investment - which is already happening around Tananarive.

example of Latin America illustrates the extent to which speculation in

for

can retard the entire development of a continent. Also, the rural and urban

middle classes are liable to exploit the peasant and charge him a ground rent,

a large pa;t of which would be spent on luxury items.J! The peasant, being

exploited in this way, would no longer have the money needed for the improve

ment work mentioned above, nor would there be any incentive for him to make

!! For this reason, I shall make quite different suggestions in chapter VII.
A country like Kenya is, in this respect, in an intermediate position
between North and West Africa, but nearer to the former.

gj "The surest way to deprive a peasant of his land is to give him a secure
title and make it freely negotiable". A judicious extract from the report
of the FAa Working Party on African Land Tenure, 1957-1958.

11 According to P. OTTINO, this situation already exists in the case of some
rice plantations in Madagascar.
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such improvement, since he would be working on a 'stranger's' land. Finally,

it would be much more difficult to compel an owner tc make the necessary land

improvements than a tenant.

The FAD Africa Survey rightly says: "In the African framework, the adop

tion of European legal institutions, such as unrestricted ownership, might give

rise to forces leading to unbalance, inequality and unrest. It is a matter for

serious consideration whether an evolution from traditional forms of social

institutions to newer forms might not present a more suitable basis for balanced

social and economic progress ".

The advantages of private cwnership seem to be qUite inadequate to ccmpen

sate for these disadvantages. The possibility of giving mortgages will not be

greatly sought after by the banks, which would be most embarrassed if they had

to seize property. At a later stage of development, the taxation of land per

unit of area, according to the production potential, will certainly provide a

useful means of encouraging intensification. By that system, a farmer who

produces more per hectare will pay less per unit of output. A day will come

when this will be preferable to the present tax on output, which is proportional

to production and this discourages intensification. To adopt such a measure!!

at the present time would, however, be impossible, for lack of a cadastral survey.

Moreover, in forest areas, it would prompt the establishment of concealed planta

tions as far from the roads as possible, deep in the bush, and these would be

more difficult to guide technically and to supervise from the health point of

view. Transport of the crop would be much more costly. If an agricultural

adviser came under suspicion cf being in league with the inland revenUe depart

ments, he might lose the ear of the peasants altogether.

In any case, in choosing land tenure and taxation systems, the aim should

be to prevent or discourage the formation of groups of people holding rights

to the land and living like parasites on ground rent alone. Another aim should

!! Advisable at the stage of development of most Latin American countries,
for example.
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be to remove restrictions on young people or strangers to the region establish

ing their own plantations. Otherwise, they would, at the outset at least, have

no option but to become wage-earners; this is the case with many "Mossi" or

persons who have adopted that name in the southern Ivory Coast. By hard work,

some of the latter have become land-owners, planters and even employers of the

indigenous Baoule.

In countries such as Kenya, the Ivory Coast and Ghana, there are thus

formed groups of people who exploit the work of others and who do not always

have the technical ability and organizing talent needed to lead an undertaking.

State loans are granted to enable them to expand their plantations, whereas

there are many wage-earners who would be ready to make the most of such invest

ments by their own work, if land were given to them.

In taking action in either of the fields discussed above - forms of agricul

tural organization and land tenure systems - caution and the careful study of

local situations and motivations are recommended. Otherwise, there is a risk

that development will be jeopardized, if peasant susceptibilities are uselessly

wounded. However, it is essential to distribute available land more rationally

among farmers prepared to develop it. Communities must be prevented from monop

olizing for their own profit along land for which they hold hardly more than

hunting or gathering rights and which they are quite incapable of developing.

It will doubtless be necessary to,-be bolder in marketing matters when the

peasant mU3t be relieved of an undue burden imposed by commerce, in excess of

any genuine service rendered by the latter.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH, POWER MECHANIZATION, TRAINING, EDUCATION, CREDIT, CO-OPERATIVES ETC.

22. The transition to intensive and eoonomio continuous cultivation requires

further research

To anyone collecting documentation on African agronomical problems, the

bulk of the research already carried out appears impressive. Considerable

progress has been made in the last twenty years. In 1948-1950, agronomists

were still undecided, for a number of reasons, about practical advice to give

to peasants. In 1965, they are generally much more affirmative and precise,

especially for export crops, and they have learned how to put their recom

mendations in simple form, so that they are fairly easy to put over. The

fundamental measures recommended for the cultivation of different crops have

been condensed into several dozen concise sentences, into several pages

copicusly illustrated with explanatory diagrams. They are thus now acces

sible to extension workers with lower educational qualifications and even to

peasants' sons who have spent only a short time at school.

With this in mind, it may be said that, in many fields, research into

tropical agronomy has moved well ahead of extension services. The latter

still come up against many little understood difficulties, however, when

certain fundamental questions are being dealt with many food crops, forage

crops and animal feeding to quote only two examples. Solutions will be found

only with the aid of more intensive research. The research workers, who in

the past were almost all Europeans, concentrated until recently chiefly on

export crops. As a result of this, however, great progress was made with

regard to plantations and industrial or fruit crops.

At the present time, when facilities are very limited, research must be

planned so as to focus upon the really essential problems. There are fairly

numerous examples of wasted effort and work that is of little value.
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As far as the mass of the Afrioan peasants and their food orops are

oonoerned, therefore, many problems remain badly or inoompletely resolved.

The task now is to help them to pass eoonomioally through a deoisive stage

of progress; this is already very urgent in over-populated oountries and will

soon be important elsewhere. Transition to the continuous cultivation of land

whose fertility is not only maintained but progressively increased has become

the key to progress in tropical agronomy. Maintaining fertility without

fertilizers by the bush fallow system of shifting cultivation cannot be consid_

ered satisfaotory in all oases, although fertility oan be restored in this way.

Eaoh new olearing reqaires a great deal of work, and as long as there are tree

stt>IDpS that have not been pulled oat, there is no question of using traotors,

and even animal draught is itself rather handioapped in such oonditions.

This restoration of fertility seems to be muoh more limited in the savan

nah areas, where bush fires!! and winds disperse the mineral oomponents of the

ash, oonvert the nitrogen into smoke, and prevent or inhibit the aooumulation

of ht>IDus. In the dense forest, humus builds up mOre easily. A system of

eighteen years of bush fallow in a very poor environment followed by two years

of cultivation, as was suggested some time ago by the Yangambi researoh station

~n the former Belgian Congo, allows only one-tenth of the land to be put under

CUltivation, therefore feeding only a small population. Clearing of underwood

is muoh more expensive in dense forest than in savannah areas and when it is

achieved. by cutting down and burning patches of trees, shrubs and undergrowth,

it also wastes most of the nitrogen and organic matter.£! Only fallow under

grass, whioh is easy to break up and turn under and provides extra pasturage,

is now recognized as interesting.

l! Even the most authoritarian young governments have unfortunately not suo
oeaEd in preventing these, in spite, sometimes, of vigorous efforts, ex
cept by enforoing measures to olose down hunting for two, three, or four
years, as in the Upper Volta and Niger.

3/ See the FAO Africa Survey, pp. 79-82. On p.79, it is pointed out that,
"wherever there is excessive population pressure, ••• the deterioration
of the soil is evident".

..,
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Attempts at continuous cultivation in the dense forest, using European

techniques, have long proved unsuccessful, but two major solutions have been

evolved. The first consists of establishing productive shrub plantations on

soil that is constantly protected from the sun and from leaching by rain,

while the plants are still young, by means of cover crops or even by food

crops (with fertilizers). The second consists of establishing permanent

rice-fields in low-lying areas, with irrigation, and sometimes even trans

planting - thus approaching the Asian method of rice-growing. Technically

satisfactory and economic permanent rotations of annual, industrial and food

crops have in many cases not yet been developed. People ha.ve tried - and are

still trying - to alternate such crops with green manure, a. useful source of

humus, so as to maintain fertility. It would still seem very difficult psy

chologically, however, to persuade the African peasant to grow a crop simply

to "feed" his soil, when he himself is not always properly fed, especially in

terms of quality. The grass fallow is preferable.1I

In pursuing this research, it would be useful to combine the data of

modern science with the experience of the old African peasants, particularly

the oldest and most able of the "land-chiefs". Some of these men can judge

the degree of exhaustion or fertility of a piece of land by its vegetation

as accurately as can be d.one by chemical analysis - and sometimes more ac

curately. If steps are not taken quickly, this store of very valuable ex

perience, hardly any of which is now passed on, may largely be lost; this

would be a pity. The Chinese encountered most serious difficulties through

not paying sufficient attention to the experience of their old people, so

they have now started using it to the maximum.

23. Chemical fertilizers and mixed farming

Subject to the conditions for their economic success (see para. 8), it

must be admitted that chemical fertilizers are an irreplaceable tool for

progress. especially when it is intended to take up ccntinuous cultivation.

11 See R. Morel and P. Quantin in LtAgronomietropicale, February 1964 on
this subject.
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Nevertheless, the economic use of these expensive fertilizers for essential

food crops is still the exception rather than the rule. Generally speaking,

the best combinations suitable for all the extremely heterogeneous micro

environments prevailing in Africa have not yet been determined. Soil,

climate and local drainage ccnditions vary as much as economic (cost of

transport) and human conditions (population density, preferences and capabil

ities of the population). It will not become possible overnight to use

fertilizers, a valuable but expensive tool, throughout Africa. While ex

tensive phosphate deposits exist from the Maghreb to Senegal and Togo, from

Uganda to the Congo and Rhodesia, and while potassium is soon to be extracted

from the subsoil in the Congo, mining is, or will be, expensive, but the

costs will have to be paid. Plants for the synthesis of nitrogen fertilizers

are most expensive but are absolutely indispensable. Almost all of these

will have to be built from scratch - but the energy for them is present and

will then have to be made economic, which will be even more difficult. This

will be dealt with in Chapter XI.

Most of the fertilizer elements available in Africa are still used out

side the continent, thus providing ammunition for competitive producers over

seas. In order to make possible the economic use of fertilizers, the cost

of transporting them into the interior must first be reduced. Large surp

luses of marketable agricultural produots must then be made available,

because under subsistence agriculture there would not be the means to purchase

fertilizers. It will then have to be determined which complex fertilizers are

the most attractive economically (including the very necessary micronutrients)

in various environments and for the principal crops. Along with crop selec

tion and protection, this research topic might be one of very high priority

in coming years.

Research into the best rotations, or crop combinations, will be of great

assistance in achieving more ~uickly a more economic use of fertilizers.

Green manure does not produce any immediate return, and the impoverished

peasant needs resources urgently. It was therefore considered a logical solu

tion to use forage crops or temporary pasture instead, according to the local
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conditions. When the pasture is well established, with selected livestock,

and properly used, the problem cf bush fires is solved. It no longer arises,

because there is not sufficient tinder to allow the fire to pass (Ruzizi

Valley, Burundi).

Up to now, mixed farming has been thought of from a rather one-sided

viewpoint, with the animals supplying manure, energy for pulling farm

implements, milk and meat. Cultivation has given next to nothing in ex

change - just some vegetation residues from natural fallow, or some crop

by-products. For true integration, cultivation must provide the livestock

with feed that is both regular and of the re~uired ~uality, which is in

dispensable to raise the productivity of livestock. Shifting cultivation

has a counterpart in free-range grazing, with the animals living mainly on

the natural vegetation, under a system of transhuroance. The two basic

features of natural vegetation are its extreme seasonal irregularity, and

a pronounced deficiency of proteins and mineral salts for most of the year.

To a European, especially a western European, it is more difficult to

intensify cultivation and stock-raising separately than in combination. As

a result of the very different economic conditions in Africa, however, it

is much harder to make this combined intensification viable there, even when

it is fully worked out from the technical point of view. I shall come back

to these problems in Chapter IV, which deals with livestock.

24. Far too little attention is given to economic researoh

Some of the main factors hampering the modernization of African agricul

ture are the inade~uaoy of effective demand for products, the lack of both

domestic and foreign markets, and the costs of the various intensification

techni~ues, which are too high and have scarcely been analysed at all. It

seems to be ~uite ill-judged to recommend using thirty tons of manure on

fields distant from the farmhouse, when the peasant or his wife has no means

of transporting it other than head-porterage. Intensification calls first of

all for continuing efforts aimed at reducing the costs of all the operations

involved, starting with the production and transport costs of those two basic

:iools", cultivated fodder (fresh or in storage) and farm manure.
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Next, it calls for a reduction in the costs of transporting and marketing

crops. Intensification will raise output, but often at an increased unit cost,

especially so far as livestock products are concerned. As long as msat and

milk are sold as cheaply as they are now in the production centres bordering

the Sahara, or in the steppes and hills of East Africa, the adoption of more

intensive methods of livestook production will not be eoonomic. Agricultural

intensification is a very complex process, with many ramifioations and re

percussions. In Europe, one of the essential conditions for its success was

the development of an urban market, a very productive environment, where there

was consequently great purchasing power. The cities of Africa in 1965 are

generally not yet productive enough to provide the necessary stimulus fcr rapid

over-all agricultural progress.

Before intensification can become widespread, it must be made more economic

and profitable. Economic studies in this field have, however, had the least

of attention so far. A start is just being made on the investigation of labour

costs in man-days, which will indicate the most costly operations, and draw at

tention to seascnal peaks, which constitute bottle-necks. The modernization of

agriculture appears to be generally still too expensive in Africa, because the

most economical means of achieving it have not been sought with sufficient

vigour. Agricultural research has been directed only by scientists and tech

nicians, whose economic training has until recent years generally been very

inadequate, or at any rate poorly suited to the realities of rural Africa.

Providing agricultural and animal production technicians with a better economic

education is thus a priority task which is particularly urgent in Africa. For

this purpose, practical methods must be developed for the study of an African

rural economy, in the field. This will permit the training of rural economists,

and the provision of concrete results for the political authorities, so that

they will have a better basis for action.
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25. Forage and stock raising. two fields of research to be developed

The great "agricultural revolution" of western Europe, which began in

Flanders in the fourteenth century, and in England in the sixteenth century,

consisted mainly of introducing the careful weeding of plants, and, later,

a high level of fertilization. Briefly, this represented the application

of horticultural techni~ues, and gardening methods in the field. Next came

the expansion of forage crops, either weeded (turnips, beets), or sown and

semi-cultivated herbage (fields of legumes or temporary grass leys).

In Africa, in the last third of the twentieth century, a similar change

would bring in the mechanical hoe, to turn over the ground between the rows

of plants, and the widespread cultivation in the field, by the use of chem

ical fertilizers, of crops which had preViously been confined to the house

hold area, where they received some degree of fertilization, even if only

spontaneously.

In most African environments, cultivated fodder at moderate cost per

forage unit is still not available either standing or in storage (hay,

silage); the complete modernization of livestock production (see Chapter IV)

and even agricultural intensification iteelf depend on the rectification of

this situation. It thus deserves the highest priority.

In tropical environments that are more fertile than Africa, the solu

tion of. this problem is already far advanced. In Central America, sown

meadows of Pangola (Digitaria decumbens), used as paddocked, fertilized and

i.rrigated pasture, allow the production of much more than one ton of beef

(live weight) per hectare per year, i.e. fcur times more than good natural

meadows, and twice as much as the best sown meadows in France. This

Pangola re~uires a rich soil, however, or a great deal of fertilizer, as

well as a fair I"' long period of rainfall, or irrigation. The production

cost per Kg of meat in such intensified livestock raising is liable to be

higher than the costs of the Fulani (Peulh) nomads, who wander about gather

ing free, natural herbage. This economic advantage derives mainly from the
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fact that the FUlani are satisfied with a very low hourly remuneration for

the time they spend guarding the liveetock. In fact, they regard this more

as a traditional way of life than as a productive activity deserving a wage.

But now the times are changing.

When, as a result of the increased demand for meat caused by a general

rise in African productivity, both urban and rural, this product becomes

scarcer and its price therefore higher, it will be easier to make intensive

production methods profitable. Constant effort should still be made,however,to

reduce the cost of the principal modern means of production.

At the higher altitudes, where the cooler climate is conducive to the

secretion of milk and to intensive fodder cultivation, milk generally deserves

priority. However, in tropical or equatorial plains the conditions are ge

nerally much more difficult and make one hesitate before advising milk

production; this will depend on the local environment.

The use of a whole range of crop wastes, such as the leafy tops of sugar

cane stems and molasses from sugar refineries, which are very often thrown

away, should be propagated, in view of their importance. One of the advan

tages of oottage enterprises manufacturing raw sugar with simple equipment

is that, if widely used, the by-products can easily be recovered by peasants

raising livestock. People are thuB encouraged to adopt fodder orops when

they see the results obtained with this "free" supplementary feed.

26. The need to study the economies of various forms of energy: animal

draught and power mechanization

Tropical Africa must soon add new sources of energy to its human energy,

which is unavoidably inadequate, all the mere so as it is turning young

people away from farming because of its harsh demands. I have already refer

red to the difficulties of mechanization. Recent FAG studies point out that

in certain cases, mechanioal energy in Africa proved to be nine times more

expensive than animal energy. If this tendency is confirmed, priority should

go to animal draught, at least for the time being. The economics of its use

should therefore be more thoroughly investigated, as a choice must be made

among the various existing forms of animal energy.
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Near the northern limit of cultivation in West Africa, in Senegal, the

Upper Volta, Mali, Chad, Nigeria and Niger, animal draught first became com

mon in the form of pairs of oxen, capable of pulling the plough. If peasants

prove to be content with the seed drill and the horse-drawn hos, together

with a small cart with tyred wheels,lI for a ground-nut millet rotation on

sandy soil, the horse and even the donkey will be sufficient. These animals

are much cheaper to buy and to feed than oxen. The choice is not necessarily

a simple one, however, and the economics of various combinations must be

studied e.g. the donkey for individual use, with a pair of oxen serving four

or five families, and later a tractor being used by a larger oo-operative

gro~.

At the present time the general spread of animal draught is hampered in

Africa by the fact that the techniques, experienoe and simple equipment that

would facilitate its adoption are not widely available. Phe animal-powered

devices used for raising water in India, Egypt and the Maghreb countries would

be most useful for watering livestock or for small-scale irrigation schemes in

alluvial soil or river-banks. It would be neoessary to disseminate a precise,

simple design so that the device could be made by rural workmen with little

sohooling. More exchange of experience between African countries that have

already developed animal draught would be very valuable, and FAO which is

already working on this problen,gj might still further increase its extension

activities in this field.

To abandon the tractor altogether, because its present cost is too high,

would be to deprive the African peasant of a great hope of social advancement.

ro put it hastily into general use, as was done in 1945-1960, would be to

place a heavy burden on production costs. There is therefore no point in sub

sidiZing, and thus over-encouraging, its use, exoept in certain trial applica

tions where every meanS of reducing the cost cf using it will be sought. The

11 The Chinese type of very light cart, with wheels like reinforced bicycle
wheels, would be very suitable. Donkeys do not do well in areas with more
than 1m. of rainfall.

gj In Niger, for example.
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iecisive step will be the manufacture of tractors and tractor-drawn im

plements in Africa, but such equipment would have to be as sturdy as the

corresponding imported products and not much more expensive. Large-scale

installations will therefore be required, covering the needs of several

countries, and a generation of more and more highly skilled workers and

technicians will have to be trained, to build increasingly complicated

products. Hence it is advisable (Chapter XI) to begin by manufacturing

equipment for animal traction. However, tractors are already being used

economically on large plantations of high-value products under European

technical management. The reasons for their success should be given closer

study.

Under the present circumstances, when many European research workers

have gone away and have not always been replaced by a sufficient number of

properly-qualified Africans, it is more than ever important to concentrate

agricultural research on points recognized as essential. Duplication of

effort and loss of time can be avoided by collaboration between neighbour

ing countries on problems concerning huge ecological zones, extending beyond

national boundaries. This approach is fundamental to the development of

Africa in many fields of activity, and FAO has already recommended it.

A cursory examination of these initial proposals might lead to exoes

sive dispersion of efforts towards modernization. Another fundamental

consideration that must therefore be borne in mind is the necessity, revealed

in the FAO Survey, "of concentrating action on those regions where factors

such as high soil fertility, water resources or markets produce conditions

conducive to development. This means that the national - or even African 

interest should take precedence over certain local interests".

27. Agricultural extension could go ahead much more quickly

Acceleration of agricultural progress requires, first, austerity measures

directed towards development that would reduce some of the advantages obtained

by town-dwellers and in particular those in the public service and political

office - that seem excessive when one considers the peasants' level of living.
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Steps should be taken now to improve the conditions of up-country posts,

compared with those in the town, and especially in the capital. Also, the

remuneration for technioal work as opposed to administrative work should

be increased. Finally, if the various field assistants were acoorded a

prestigel! which they are generally denied, there would no longer be the

present lack of qualified candidates for these positions.

The technical services might then advantageously adopt an instructicn

method corresponding to the intellectual ievel of the peasants concerned,

and give more weight to the factor of profitability, so that each of their

recommendations would be economically accessible to the peasant.

The efficiency of extension workers depends more on their dedication

to the peasant cause,their zeal and their sense of professional responsibil

ity than on the length of their training.£! Their task will henceforth be

simpler, thanks to research which has clarified the main points for attack.

While the training they receive may be on a modest scale, it should remain

essentially practical. When a new technique is being introduced (control of

plant disease, preparation of manure or silage, use of fertilizers or farm

implements), the peasant should be able to understand the extension workers'

recommendations easily and to adopt them with the minimum effort. At all

stages of the work thus recommended, an economy of energy must be sought.

How many African countries have gTOwn tired of producing farmyard manure,

simply because water must be oarried too far to sprinkle it?

11 Making it possible for the best of them to take over positions of autho
rity would help to give them the required prestige. See L'Afrigue noire
est mal partis, p.184.

£! In 1964, SATEC undertook a modernization campaign for ground-nut cultiva
tion, proposing to raise the output per hectare by 25 per oent, with young
French supervisory personnel. The latter took a position that should have
fallen to the Senegalese, not by their knowledge - they were trained in one
or two weeke - but by their conscientiousness in their work. This fact
seems disturbing for the future of Africa, for European middle-level staff
cannot be used generally in this manner, except in starting up a scheme;
too many would be needed.
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Moreover, it is a good idea to supplement any basic training by annual

refresher courses of, say, two weeks. Practising field assistants who have

already had to deal with all the difficulties of their profession will be

more interested in these courses than they would have been in their student

days, because at that time they could not fully understand the usefUlness of

such instruction. These courses will also make it easier to assess the value

of each assistant and thus to recommend promotion or, possibly, different

assignments.

This extension work will achieve easier and more rapid success if the

elite of the country actively support it - the land-chiefs or traditional

w~thorities, when they have maintained their prestige without abusing it,

the political leaders of the country, from the head of government to the go

vernor, from the member of parliament to the local government official, with

out forgetting members of the church hierarchies on the one hand, or the trade

unions on the other hand, or even both at once. Agricultural colleges model

led too slavishly on those in Europe have not given outstanding results in

training these field assistants. At the modest level of implementation,

practical work must predominate,lI and the instruction should adhere closely

to local conditions, to reality and to application, leaving aside descriptions

of the most abstract theories.

It is no longer a Question of training junior officials of the agriculture

department, in the traditional, colonial and somewhat inaccurate sense of the

term, but of producing working field assistants who truly serve the peasants.

Sooner or later these ba.sic assistants will have to be recruited by peasant co

operatives, which would take over the responsibility for providing part, and

11 Since independence, such work is said, unfortunately, to have been reduced
or abolished in certain agricultural colleges, such as Katibougou in Mali.
There is only one way of ensuring that schools in which "the students work"
are not despised, and that is to introduce work into all the schools. Mali
would be well advised to take inspiration in this field also from relevant
Chinese and Soviet experiments, which seem to be among the most valid. I
shall refer to this again in the next section.
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later all, of their remuneration. The assistance would thus be on contract,

so it would be possible to pay them exactly according to their work. It

would also be possible, if the need arose, to send back any lazy assistants,

whose bad example had too depressing an effect on the good workers, and any

alcoholics. In Chad in 1961, I noted a high proportion of the latter among

the former pupils of the Ba-Illi agricultural college.

The agricultural field officers and senior agricultural officers

responsible for the orientation of extension work should preferably be

grouped together in a single rural development service, to avoid the possibil

ity of giving conflicting advice to the peasants and to eliminate absurd and

dangerous rivalries.lI In this service, the persons in charge of State

forests, irrigation networks, the control of endemic animal diseases or crop

protection, might retain a certain amount of autonomy, but the others should

not take any basic action except through the multi-purpose field assistants.£!

If the remuneration of the extension workers is initially too heavy a burden

for the poor areas, they Can be assisted by means of subsidies; but the

peasant will be more prepared to listen to advice whn he has paid for it, no

matter how small the sum involved. To his way of thinking, this sum will

have given value to the advice. Local participation in making appointments

can lead to a certain amount of favouritism or nepotism, but will these

phenomena be any greater fo~- all that? If the peasants can really have a

say in the choice of "their" field assistant, they are likely to listen to

lim more willingly, and one day they will be in a better position to combat

,nalpractices. As long as the amount and Quality of advice remain at their

low level in tropical Africa, adequate progress will not, unfortunately, be

achieved.

11 At the moment, the peasant must try to co-ordinate on his land the some
times contradictory advice given by the various technical services and the
administration. So he often takes refuge in old-fashioned methods and
fatalism and merely tries to save his children from such an unhappy lot.

gj In the French-speaking countries of Africa, this body would BTOUp together
the services of agriculture, livestock, waters and forests, and rural
works, which too often rival one another (in some cases, even more sO
since independence). The peasant would deal with a single consultant, the
multi-purpose field assistant: he would know where he was.
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28. Rural eduoation should be oompletely overhauled

Therefore, the field assistant's and the peasant's knowledge should be

improved and their mentality ohanged, whioh is an eduoational problem.

Originally, the ohief activity of the "colonial" sohools was to train clerks

for the ports and oommeroe, as well as junior offioials. The very small

number of sohool attenders were thus direoted towards the tertiary sector,

and the mere idea of teaching the peasants of the future to read made some

administrators smile. Teaching was often a oopy of that given in Europs,

which was itself ill-suited to the needs of a modern eoonomy.1I Anyone then

proposing to adapt it to local oonditions was quickly aocused of wanting to

debase the coinage of eduoation. The country school used to include a garden,

but the teacher, European or African, could soaroely use it to further the

progress of tropical agrioulture, about which he knew hardly anything.

Gardening was often regarded as a punishement for the weakest pupils, and

some sohoolma~ters quite shamelessly kept the produoe themselves. This unique

contaot with nature was therefore abolished, instead of being improved, and

the contempt for manual work has flourished, espeoially as sohools have often

become more luxurious.g!

11 "As the educational systems were evolved several centuries before the
modern technological revolution took plaoe, most of them plaoe little
weight on the natural soiences and teohnology, and this is true for
primary, secondary and higher eduoation", Professor W. Arthur Lewis,
ex-Chanoellor of the University of Jamaioa. (Unoffioial translation).

~ None the less, in places where the winter is not severe, it is easy to
build sohools at very little cost in the form of a simple shed made of
looal wood, thatched, and bounded on two or three sides by quiokset
hedges that keep out driving rain but allow the breeze to pass through.
See also the draft report by A. Dottelonde, L'ecole primaire en milieu
rura.l, Dakar, 1963.

. ,
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At this point, I can only summari~e very rapidly some proposals that

are more fully described in a journal and in the report of a UNESCO sympos

ium •.!! According to A. Dottelonde: "Knowledge provides ths means for

escaping from present-day rural life, and from the traditional environment •••

The primary teacher should become a part of the Village, whereas he regards

himself and is regarded as a stranger, in spite of everything••• demonstrating

considerable ignorance of the social structure of the village •••• The

scholar becomes a stranger to his circle and is regarded as such by it ••••

The content of education appears completely mysterious and inaccessible to

the pupil's family". The conclusion, as stated in the preface by Ben Mady

Cisse, is that, "the school and education must be considered in terms of our

needs and our meansJ' (Unofficial translation).

When a considerable proportion of the ohild population attends schools,

the country school should be recogni~~as the chief agency for the village's

agricultural progress, and should thus be used to train up-tO-date peasants.

If it continues to fill the city streets of, say, Nigeria, Ghana or the

French-speaking countries with jobless youngsters, Africa will be placed in

mortal danger.

Such country schools can one day be attached to real farming enterprises,

in which pupils will familiarize themselves with modern techniques. These

schools already require revised curricula, text-books that use local exampl~,~
and problems and dictation exercises relating to the various aspects of daily

life in the village. If the farming enterprises are well run, they will cover

a larg~ part of the schools' expenses. It will not be possible to generalize

European-style instruction quickly, to cater for all the children in the

poorest countries on the southern edge of the Sahara, simply because of the

Impact, September 1962. Frascati symposium, June 1963, published in the
journal .Tiers-Monde at the end of 1963. See also the FAO Africa Survey,
pp. 130-135, and the above-mentioned report by A. Dottelonde, mimeographed
by the Senegal Plan secretariat.

The town of Kompong Cham in Cambodia lies partly on red earth of basaltic
origin. When, in 1964, the natural science teacher at the lycee there
dealt with the subject of basalt, he still quoted as an example the Morvan
region of France where there is very little be3~lt.
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lack of resources. Although it devotes more than 16 per cent of its budget

to primary education, Niger educates only 8 per cent of its children; this

figure is a devastating comment on the methods used, which are totally un

suited for the country at its present stage of development.

These new rural schools need teaohers with

whioh oan only be given by remodelling training

oompletely

oolleges.

different training,

In the rural

teaohers' training colleges proposed here, a common basic oourse of instruo

tion, followed by more specialized studies at the end of the training period,

could be provided for all types of village advisers - eduoational instruotors

at these new rural oolleges, multi-purpose field assistants, heads of rural

animation oentres, managers of agricultural oo-operatives eto.

While these proposals are open to oritioism, it seems impossible to

maintain the present system, even from a striotly academio point of view. As

Magren has pointed out,lI"an average of 90 per cent of the pupils entering

primary school do not obtain any kind of certifioate, and 70 per oent of them

leave sohool before the intermediate oourse". Although the percentage of

children attending school in the former French oolonies rose from 11 to 34

between 1946 and 1962, and the peroentage in the Congo (Brazzaville), southern

Cameroon and the city of Bamako is even given as 80 (in northern Cameroon and

in some remote bush areas of Mali it is 9, however), it seems that the res~lts

obtained are by no means proportionate to these figures. The necessity not

only for reform but for a genuine eduoational revolution is seldom denied.

The future of African development is to a great extent dependent on the speed

and efficienoy with which this is carried out. The Institut intsrnational

d'education, an offshoot of UNESCO in its turn, will give attention to the pro

blems of rural Afrioa.

Etude sur l'enseignement et la formation professionnelle agricole dans les
pays franoophones d'AfriQue et ~ Madagasoar. See in partioular the parts
dealing with the training of teachers, and bureaux on agricultural teaching
methods.
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29. Tra~n~ng should oorrespond exaotly to the needs of the trainee'~

profession

Intermediate and higher agricult~al education is designed to provide

supervisors for the field assistants themselves, namely technicians, then

agricultural field officers and finally senior agricultural officers. This

senior staff can only be effective if its members are more specialized, with

each one of them backing up and directing the work of the field assistants

in his own particular field. This also calls for officers to co-ordinate

the work in each area, determining priorities among the various activities.

In agricultural, more than in any other kind of technical education, it is

desirable for the instruction to be given in Africa, as the natural, economic,

and human environments of Europe are too different.

It would, however, be too costly to train high-quality teaching staff

at the level of each small country in Africa, even for specialized secondary

schools. At the single state level (with the exception of Nigeria), it is

practically impossible to organize higher education worthy of the name 

this also applies to broad, fundamental research. Cc-operation between

various neighbouring states is therefore called for, to establish genuine

agricultural institutes, preferably within or close to existing universities.

For the French-speaking countries of Vest Africa, one might have sug

gested one college for the Sudanian-Sahelian "savannah zone", and another

for the Guinean-equatorial forest zone. An inter-State forestry college might

be set up in one country, a hydraulics engineering college in another and a

veterinary college in a third, and so on.l! All that obviously requires a

minimum desire to co-operate. Let it be often repeated tha. African develop

ment is possible only if this price is paid.

1/ Under another system, all these agriCUltural institutes would be combined
in a single agricultural university, with six or eight speoialized fac
ulties - this would also have many advantages. Politically, this system
would be more difficult t,Q acoept.
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The entrance qualifications and academic standards of these institutions

could rise progressively in line with the increasing number and quality of

both entrants and teaching staff. Technicians and agricultural field of

ficers might first be trained in short courses (three years after the school

leaving certificate stage). Later, the colleges would be in a better posi

tion to supplement this with a long course (five years), producing scientific

research workers and senior agriculturalists of international class. To try

to start off too ambitiously might have the result of making the instruction

too costly and poorly adapted to actual needs. Finally, the diplomas given

would not ccrrespond to the true academic level and would consequently soon

lose their value.

The basic principle in adapting all kinds of educational methods to the

conditions prevailing in Afrioa should be to train each person, as far as

possible, exactly in accordance with the needs of his future career. The

oft-mentioned all-round education, if modernized in concept, is much better

obtained by means of scientific, technical and vocational instruction adapted

to reality. Vocational training must begin earlier than in Europe, because

children and adolescents make up a very high proportion of the African popula

tion, and their services cannot yet be dispensed with, owing to the low produc

tivity of adult labour. It will not be possible for a very long time to

consider an average duration of schooling oomparable to that of the developed

oountries, whioh is most regrettable.

To attempt to continue in Africa the education that is referred to in

Europe as "humanistic" would be tantamount to forgetting its archaism and

its feudal, olerical and aristocratic origin. In this system of education,

knowledge is disseminated only by means of costly digressions, with unneces

sary embellishments, which, as T. Balogh has shown, Afrioa cannot afford and

which are often of more harm than real use. Endeavouring to pursue this

course notwithstanding, as has been done up to the present, leads to debatable

and sometimes deplorable results. Present-day eduoation sometimes has the end

effect of retarding agricultural development and general development in Africa.
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It deprives the village of its future elite, by guiding them towards the

privileged caste cf white-collar workers, who despise the sweat and the

calloused hands of the peasants.lI

However, UNESCO rightly points out the need for technical and social

mobility, and thus for a modernized general culture, like the one recom

mended here, and for education that will allow the young African to adapt

himself to various occupations in later life. The peasant's son must

neither be trained for rural life alone nor excluded from secondary educa

tion; above all, he must be able to receive suitable technical and voca

tional education, which should be given higher priority. Tc prevent this

education from being despised, all scholars and students should work with

their hands, as in the socialist countries. Then they would perhaps cease

to consider themselves as members of a privileged caste.

}O. The cautious development of self-financed mutual credit for agriculture

Under the guidance of agricultural and educational extension workers,

the first stages of agriCUltural progress, which are also the simplest,

often present little difficulty. In some instances, they require very few

expensive, external facilities; all that is needed is the observance of

strict cultivation disciplines. SOIDe of them might justifiably be enforced.

Take, for example, the border a~ea of southern Chad and northern Cameroon,

the Toubouri country, also known as the "duck's bill" area, because of the

configuration of the frontier between the two countries. Bringing the

planting date forward by one month, from 1 July to 1 June, would be suffi

cient to raise the yield of raw cotton from about 400 to 800 kg per hectare.

This justifies the application of a certain amount of constraint, as it would

operate in the interets of the farmer as well as those of the State. If, on

the other hand, planting were delayed for a month until 1 August, the yield

would fall by about 100 kg; this is not simply a hypothesis, unfortunatelyl

Logically, the second stage of progress would consist of protecting crops

against dangerous enemies (cotton aga~nst insect pests, cocoa against pod rot)

ani the vaccination of all animals. However, this stage calls for technicians

y See J.lAfrj'lJle Noire est ma.l partie, chapter VII. "If your sister goes to
school, what will there be for lunch?" and chapter XIV.
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and new equipment and supplies, such as sprayers or dusters, insecticides or

fungicides, vaccines and syringes, etc. When a crop or plantation has been

treated under favourable conditions, th~ economic return from such new prac

tices is often the highest attainable. In central Cameroon, gocd planters

have, on the average, been able to double their harvests since the first year

of treatment against pod rot. Crop protection in this particular case brought

in about three times its cost.

It is important to begin modernization with the most profitable measures,

as they have more favourable economic repercussions, and make it easier to

convince the peasant of the advantages of modernization. If the return on the

initial measures is too low or too long-deferred, (organic or mineral basic

dressing, for example), he will be discouraged, no matter how useful the

measures may be in the long run. Modernization must not be presenteu in too

forbidding a light; from the very outset, an attempt must be made to win him

over.

If at the outset credit were provided for consumer goods, as was rashly

done for rural housing in the Ivory Coast, for example, before a significant

increase in production had taken plac~l!repayment of the loans would be made

too difficult and general development would be thus endangered. In Cameroon,

the shift after 1960 in the assignment of funds from crop protection to

housing resulted in an immediate increase in the proportion of those default

ing. Other reasons for this were negligence and sometimes the misappropriation

of funds by some chairmen and the relaxation of authority.

Credit for the acqUisition of crop protection equipment appears particularly

just~fied, especially in the form of oredit in kind, which prevents misuse and

ensures that equipment is used for the development of production. Up to now,

In Ghana, these loans were generally given after the increase in production.
If the most economic techniques were adopted (stabilized earth) and the
peasants helped to build their houses during the agricultural off-season, as
is being attempted in Senegal, the amount of funds necessary for the moderniza
tion of rural housing oould be considerably reduced.
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the history of agricultural credit in Africa has too often been one of a long

series of failures, the main reason being that it was carried out too much in

isolation at the beginning. It should be obligatory for credit to be in

tegrated with a whole series of development measures. Alone, without the aid

of fanling techni~ues, it cannot really set the development of the country

side under way. It should therefore logically come after the work of the

animateur, who arouses an interest in progress, and of the field assistant,

who indicates the techni~ues to be applied and informs the financing body of

the resources needed to put them into effect.

At that stage, credit could playa more effective role if it were org

anized within the framework of a supply and sales co-operative, or better

still, in close aesociation with it. In this way, the credit could be more

easily distributed in kind, in the form of products brought to the spot by

the co-operative. It would be paid back automatically, if the co-operative

received the entire production of the borrower, simply by deducting the amount

Df the debt before paying the borrower for his harvest. If the borrower first

received payment from the co-operative for all his produce, and then had to

pay back the amount he owed at another office a few weeks later (as has already

happened), he would have to gD through a veritable moral torture. It would

amount to presenting him with money that did not really belong to him, and which

he would always be tempted to spend.

Newly independent States can no longer eat into their resources to cover

the deficits of agricultural banks, as they must reserve them for development,

for productive investment. Moreover, African civilization is the richest in

the world in mutualist traditions, and these can be used as a solid support

while at the same time making effDrts tD modernize them. For this reason, it

would appear to be easier in Africa than elsewhere to establish private mutual

aid societies, adapted to the natural groups still in existence, such as old

families or small villages made up of farmers whD knDw each other well. Because

of the small size Df the loans, it appears economically impossible tD supply

direct individual oredits; moreover, that would involve too great a risk for

the credit institutions.
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Mutual credit in the French-speaking countries of Africa has certainly

had its failures, notably because of the "insufficiently technical approach,

the relaxation of leadership, the absence of supervision, in short, the

inadeQuate provision of cadres" •••• or because "the movement came under govern

ment influence or tended to become too POlitical".!! In Cameroon, the failure

was due to the fact that, after two years of credit for cultivation, the

planters were entitled to housing credit, and once they had obtained this,

some of them lost interest in their plantations. At the same time,too many

of the societies' presidents left all the work to the local managers, who did

not know the borrowers at all well, but pushed for the granting of credit,for

which they received a bonusl

However, this form of credit may prove Quite educational, as it calls

for a certain amount of effort to make good technical use of the financial

support, imposes group discipline and joint responsibility, and prepares

the way for co-operation and self-managerr.ent. Finally, it facilitates the

beginning of individual monetary saving. The fundamental rule of joint

guarantee must be respected, however, which is not always convenient.

Such a repayment guarantee is essential as long as the peasant borrowers

are not compelled to deliver all of their produce to their co-operative. It

is especially necessary in areas that have not been prepared, where there are

no local co-operatives. The classical European forms of guarantee, mortage

and warranty, seem particularly ill-suited to the African rural environment.

Mutual guarantee by a group of peasant borrowers (of the German mutual bank

or Raiffeisen type) appears greatly preferable, if not indispensable. This

procedure has been operating in Cameroon since 1955. Here, the group of jointl~

responsible peasants fixes the size of its own membership and selecte persons

whom it knows to be good and honest farmers as the recipients for loans. If it

makes a mistake, it must pay for the defaulters, and so group opinion becomes

ranged Quite naturally against defaulting.

11 Caisse centrale de cooperation economique, Le credit mutualiste dans
l'agriculture d'Outre-Mer, Paris, December 1962.
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If the small basic mutual credit cells thus established are really alive

and active, they can be encouraged to collaborate to form unions or federa

tions with both banking and co-operative functions. These larger bodies

would be much more powerful, but would still be solidly based upon their

foundations, as regards not only credit but also supplies and the marketing

of produoe. This will raise the ~uestion of the development and role of

oo-operatives, which, as will shortly be pointed out, have had to start

operations in Africa under very different circumstances to those in Europe.

The possibility of credit banks and societies being systematically

sabotagmby leading citi~ens acting as usurers should not be overlooked.

According to P. Ottina1l: "South-east of Lake Alaotra, a delegation of

wealthy farmers came to Ambatendra~aka, asking for the dissolution of a loan

bank which was working too effectively, as it allowed the small peasants to

become emancipated. In the end, these practices made government officials

Question the validity of the very principle of agricultural. credit, and lent

strength to the idea that all peasants were inclined systematically, in bad

faith, not to pay their debts". In other cases, On the other hand, "most

agricultural loans go indirectly into the pockets of the usurers, thus

strengthening the hold of these notables on the landless peasantry". In

this latter case, credit is diverted from its original purpose. It oust also

be stressed that, up to the present, African agriculture has received most of

its credit from outside, mainly from public sources in the countries them

selves or in ~urope. This has limited its volume and is one of the reasons

for the economic backwardness of the African continent. Wherever industrial

develcpment has started off rapidly, the participation of capital of agricul

tural origin has been necessary. Agriculture, at this stage of development,

should be more important as a source than as a recipient of investment, but

this is far from being the situation in Africa.

Office de la recherche scientifi~ue et techniQue d'Outre-mer.
et paysans sans terre de llAnony (Lac Alaotra), mim.

Notables
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The movement of capital in Africa could be reoriented, as has been done

in China, on the basis of credit societies or co-operatives. In China, these

organizations receive far more in deposits from the peasant members of the.
communes than they give out to them in loans. The peasants thus contribute

to the financing of their teams, brigades and communes, and, by their de

posits (and still more their taxes), they have a large share in the invest

ments of the State. Therefore China is the only under-developed country to

begi.n its economic "take-off" without foreign assistance and with a very

high rate of investment.

In Africa, reversal of the present trend might begin by the introduction

of deposit accounts in all the credit banks; this facility is by no means

generally available at the moment. Agriculture would thus begin to be more

and more self-financing. It would be useful to encourage such deposits by

means of higher rates of interest - 6 per cent per annum for deposits of

more than three months, for example. This would alsc raise the interest rate

on loans granted, making borrowers use it more effioiently. When paying, say,

the Senegalese peasant for his ground-nut harvest, it would be advisable to

withhold the sum of money he needs during the pre-harvest shortage; in default

of this, it has so far been necessary to grant· him consumption credits, and

such funds are still needed for modernization.

31. African cc-operation, established from above. must develop the co

operative spirit

The Danish co-operative movement, which is so often qucted as an example

in Europe, came into being almost spcntaneously, on the initiative of agricul

turalists and, especially at the beginning, without any government support.

This took place in a highly developed and prosperous rural environment, however,

as primary education had already been compulsory for a century in Denmark, when

the co-operatives came into full flower in 1880, Also, the "folk high schocls"

had been widely established in rural areas for more than a generation. The

mentality of the Protestant Danish farmer (the term "peasant" had then become

inadequate) was clearly motivated by a will to develop, and there was quite a

-__ i
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keen awareness of the individual's responsibility to his ccmmunity. The

economic crisis (collapse of cereal prices, owing to cheap imports frcm

America) made innovations necessary to avoid ruin; a static policy or

stagnation were no longer possible.

To wait a century for similar conditions to be established, and to

expect that then, and only then, agricultural co-operatives would blossom

forth spontaneously in Africa, would rightly be regarded as absurd. In

tervention by African governments has developed in favour of co-operatives;

this is all the more justified as, in business transactions, the African

peasant is crushed by the commercial companies - espeoially European ones

which occupy too dominant a position, both economically and intellectually.

It was therefore a matter of urgency to try and regroup the peasants, so as

to give them a significant "compensating power", and thus allOW them to

negotiate on a less uneQual basis.

The co-operative movement could, however, have found deep and firm

traditional roots in Africa itself. In the Bambara group in Mali, for

example, the association of uncircumcized young men undertakes collective

work on private farms and collects gifts in kind in lieu of payment. These

could have been used to build up co-operative capital if they had not been

generally spent on merry-making and dancing. Religious bodies and initiation

societies played - and in some cases still play - an important economic role,

notably by managing the collective millet granaries, a useful form of reserve

storage. The head of the organization could then lend grain at interest to

,~ member reQuesting it. Moreover, these organizations divided up the 001

.ective land, giving priority to the old men, the heads of families.

By building on these traditional foundations, and modernizing them, the

colonial administrations in the FrenCh-speaking countries of Africa could have

set about creating bodies Quite well suited to rural African society. They

were too convinced of the universal superiority of European civilization,

however, and, in promoting the establishment of co-operatives, they made re

ference only to French legislation and rejected the traditional ccmmunity

infr~~+'~ucture completely: For this reason, co-operatives did not make any
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real progress before independence. Study of tribal tradition was long

neglected and not enough work has yet been done in this field to serve as a

guide for economic action.

The history of African co-operatives, like that of the credit banks, is

thus, with certain happy exceptions, one of a long series of failures - for

a wide variety cf reasons. Consider first of all the unfortunate precedent

of societes indigenes de prevoyance in the French-speaking countries of

Africa. These bodies were referred to as pre-cooperative but were in fact

run by the governments. They did carry out some useful activities,!! although

these were imposed from above, without participation from lower levels in

the formulation of programmes; too often, however, they also served simply as

"private funds" for the district commissioners. Membership was compulsory

from 1915 onwards, and the subscriptions were regarded by the members simply

as an additional tax. Many directors of African agricultural oo-operatives

then abused their positions for personal gain, in the Ivory Coast, Senegal,

Cameroon and many other plaoes.

In the best cases, the peasant, especially in West Africa, only comes to

his co-operative about once a year, on the day he collects his dividend. Ge

nerally speaking, ·this dividend should be reinvested to swell the always in

sufficient capital of the organization because, if it is distributed, it is

generally used up ~uiokly. While there is considerable justification for

government intervention in the founding of co-operatives, the part played by

the government, however, should dwindle and then vanish as soon as possible 

as should have happened with colonialism!

The co-operative becomes alive, and therefore effective, only if a true

co-operative spirit is built up. This in turn, is more easily achieved if it

is encouraged by a small nucleus of volunteers, devoted leaders.~ who ~re

!! So, in the western part of the Ivory Coast, their resources were used to
combat swollen shoot in cocoa ann root-rot in coffee.

3/ Such as P. Martin Dumeste, in the directorate of co-operation in Dakar.
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willing to work hard side by side with the workers (to build the co-operative

storehouse, for example), or of working in the fields or on the plantation

belonging to the oo-operative. As long as the Afrioan peasant has made no

real sacrifice for his co-operative, he will not feel that it is truly his.

As the amount of money that he can contribute to the registered capital

is generally quite insufficient for the satisfaotory growth of the latter 

exoept sometimes in East Afrioa - he must contribute to it by investing his

work. He can do this by helping either in the oonstruction of the co

operative installations or in the production of crops, the net revenue from

which will go each year to expand the oapital of the oo-operative. These

crops should preferably be perennial, orchards or plantations, maintained

by the members; another possibility would be small-scale plants produoing

raw sugar, for example. So each member would make only a slight sacrifice,

and crops and aotivities would be developed that are generally not available

to individuals. The oo-operative would then in a way be foroed to survive,

to save and manage the capital that it had thus created.1I
To sum up, the suooess of oo-operatives will mainly depend on the

choice of competent managers whose authority is accepted; then on the genuine

participation of all the members in the life of the co-operative, by means of

frequent meetings, and on the basic training to be given to all the 00

operators (literacy, technical extension). This will be still more necessary

in the case of production co-operatives, in which special attention ought to

be given to the organization of work, particularly by means of specialized

teams.

32. Marketing boards - useful if well run and not established prematurely

The greatest and most attractive commercial profits are made at the

wholesale and export stages rather than at the level of the small village co

operative that collects the produce, particularly if the collection area is

11 See L'Afrigue DC~re est mal partie in this connexion (chap.XV).
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large.. In many English-speaking countries, the monopoly of trade in the

main agrioultural commodities exported has been entrusted to marketing

boards since the war. These organizations carry out the whole range of

these profitable transactions, adding a levy that is primarily intended to

stabilize payment for the product, even when there are large price fluc

tuations_in the world market. Apart from regularizing prices in this way

at a level known in advance, the marketing boards have greatly developed

research and extension work, and have even been able to finance the moderniza

tion of the countries concerned.

The funds so accumulated were for a long time deposited in Europe, and

for this reason, were not of as much use to the development of the country

as they might have been. Also, when the prioe levy rose to a fairly high

level, it tended to discourage production. Produotion would be better

stimulated by a land tax applied per unit or area than by this levy, which is

proportional to output, but I have already desoribed the diffioulties of the

former procedure, which are too great for it to be recommended at present.

The stabilization boards of the French-speaking countries restricted

their activities to flattening off the upper and lower peaks of excessive

price fluctuations. For this purpose, the also accumulated capital during

periods when prices were high, but this capital was not at first used for th~

development of the countries con;erned. However, their functions stopped

there. They did not apply a levy with a view to making investments and contrib

uting to the growth of production,lIand they left the commercial companies to

continue their levies, which were often excessive. The price paid was often

higher than the world market price, thanks to the protected market in which

the products were sold, but manufactured products and producer goods also had

to be brought on the same market at higher prices. The saorifice thus made by

11 This levy often took the form of an excise tax. which, however, went towards
the budget and was scarcely ever ;~vested.
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the French consumer did not contribute much towards the modernization of the

countries in question, as the proceeds tended to be used for the purchase of

consumer goods, often of a luxury nature.!!

An attempt at the complete nationalization of the import-export and

wholesale trade was made by Guinea, and this seems to have been done at a

time when the country had not yet been abLe to establish all the conditions

necessary for the success of its African-run State companies particularly

the intensive technical and moral preparaticn of its directors. The young

states of Africa would be well advised tc learn as much as possible from this

very interesting Guinean experiment. By studying carefully the manifold

reasons for the difficulties met by these state companies in Guinea, they

could obtain a better idea cf the extent of the possibilities for concrete

and effective acticn by the State, at the present stage of development.

It seems that great care must be taken~ in commencing the difficult

task of building socialism. It is better to have the state carry cut what

it is capable of carrying out - "with efficiency and economy", as the Chinese

say - than to be forced to beat a retreat later, leaving heavy losses behind.

As long as the marketing boards were properly managed by Europeans, as in

Kenya. they proved to be quite efficient.

Such efficienoy was also the ,result of their increased possibilities for

action in the fields of extension and technical assistance, in which co

operatives in English-speaking countries have remained rather timid. Moreover,

11 The Ivory Coast, which is ga1n1ng wealth through its coffee and COCoa
plantations, has just installed an assembly plant for private cars. The
socialist countries, on the other hand, give priority to lorries and
buses, which is more correct, especially at the nresent low stage of gen
eral affluence.

~ In this connexion, see the previously men.~oned study, Cuba. socialisme
et developpement.
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marketing boards Can help in the establishment of co-operatives, which would

then be called upon to act as their looal correspondents. Not that there

is anything to be gained at the present time by giving these co-operatives a

monopoly, which would allow them to fall into sleepy routines and ineffi

ciency, but it would be usefUl to help them to stand up to commercial

competition, especially in the early stages. In some cases, this competi

tion may be bent on ruining the co-operatives without hesitating to resort

at times to unfair means, in pursuing this aim, even to the extent of cor

rupting certain government officials.

In the other direction, if such marketing boards were universally

adopted and federated some time in the fUture, to form African commodity

unions, they might constitute a common front for the marketing of all African

products. Better conditions could then be established for production,

especially if contacts were made with other groups of developing countries.

This is, of course, only a distant prospect at the moment, and such unions

would be difficult to establish, but the difficulties in this field would

still be less than those involved in premature attempts at creating a common

market or political unity for AfriCa. Moreover, progressive and advantageous

economic achievement would provide an effective means of preparing for and

facilitating political unity, by ooncentrating the differences on a specifio

field, which would be easier to discuss then abstract theories. It goes

without saying that eoonomics cannot hope to take the place of politics, but

it can assist the discussions leading up to Afrioan unity, by making them

more concrete.

Onoe all these measures have been applied and have resulted in the

practical elimination of exoessive levies and the abuses of trade, the farmer

will be in a better finanoial situation. When that point has been reaohed,

it must not be forgotten that farming can be a source of capital for the non

agrioultural sector; this is, in fact, an indispensable oondition for general

development. Another movement of capital will therefore have to be promoted,

away from agriculture (thus improving the productive effioiency of oapital),

particularlv ~hro~h inoreased taxation.
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In order to make it easier for African governments to formulate the

principal economic measures, one should remind them, as C. Bettelheim has

done,lI t ha t African countries are wrongly referred to as under-developed, a

term used by traditional eoonomists in an attempt to compare them with

European countries before the industrial revolution. This comparison must

be refuted, as most African countries have an economy which, as a result

of colonization, should more correctly be termed dependent or dominated.

Before the wealthy countries made their great advances, their economies

were not dependent, and "their production pattern was not based on a few

hypertrophied sectors closely linked with a few foreign markets and heavily

penetrated by foreign capital. These economies did not develop or stagnate

according to changes in the world market for a particular raw material or

crude agricultural product. They did not depend on eQuipment imported from

abroad. Although they had not muoh industry, these economies were not

deformed or unbalanced, but on the contrary, integrated and self-centred".

I shall now go on to consider the orientation of production in the main

natural zones of Africa, indicating the principal technical and economic

measures which are most necessary for production development. First, I shall

make some general remarks on livestock prcblems in the tropical zones of

Africa and MadagaScar.Y

11 Planification et croissance acceleree, Editions Masp~re, Paris, July 1964.

Y Livestock-raising in North Africa, where the situation is rather dif
ferent will be considered in the study of this area (chap. VII).
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CEAPTER IV

THE MODERNIZATION OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN TROPICAL AFRICA

A DIFFICULT BUT NECESSARY PROCESS

33. Low productivity and the classic reasons for it

The world demand for beef is partially unsatisfied and grow1ng rapidly.

Certain countries could theoretically increase their production more qUickly

than others, and the countries of tropical Afrioa from the Sahel to Ethiopia

and Kenya are often quoted among them. Most other sources of protein are

cheaper to produce than beef, and world over-population, which is now fore

seeable, will soon force us to do without such an expensive foodstuff as beef

entirely. However, the price of beef on the world market is still low, as the

practice of dumping continues (France was recently still exporting fine carcasses

at only a little over 2 francs per kg).

It would be a grave mistake, nevertheless, to regard African livestock

problems as consisting solely of beef production. Livestock breeding in

tropical countries also covers many other species, and meat is not the only

product that can be derived from them. It was the widespread cultivation of

fodder crops that constituted the greatest agricultural revolution in Western

Europe from the eighteenth century, and paved the way for and facilitated the

industrial revolution. Energy, manure, skins, wool and milk were then much

more valuable livestock items than meat. It is with this in mind that I shall

discuss Africa's livestock problems, which are absolutely fundamental to the

modernization, and hence the future, of its agriculture.

The FAO Report on Livestock and Meat Marketing in Africa (1961) estimates

the number of cattle in tropical and North Africa at 100 million head, but the

potential production (assuming a slaughter rate of 9 per cent) is estimated at

1.2 million tons of beef. This would correspond to 12 kg per head,lI as against

70 kg for western Europe and North America. Even the figure of 12 kg seems high,

11 The report gives figures of 114 million head of cattle and 1.7 million tons
of carcass meat for the whole of the African continent, including South Africa
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as the cattle population has doubtless been under-estimatedlland meat produc

tion perhaps over-estimated. The production per head in advanced countries

has been growing rapidly in recent years. The actual difference in livestock

revenues is much greater, as the very low production of milk and even manure

in Africa must also be taken into account. In north-western Europe, the value

of milk production equals or even exceeds that of beef production.

This weakness is traditionally attributed to twc main factors. In the

most arid zone, animal husbandry is practised on a very extensive basis, with

the herders and their families leading a completely nomadic existence (living

in tents), while in the semi-arid zone, there is transhumance only of the herds

and their herders. Also, the herds recently acquired by the settled cultivators

are often entrusted to transhumant peoples. When the animals do not leave the

village, they can have the benefit of crop residues. In such

not always very well looked after by the man with the hoe, whose

for his fields, and who will be more willing to look after his

obtains daily benefit from them - either in the form of wcrk or

If slaughtering were carried out locally, and if the feeding deficiencies

of weaning and dry seasons were ameliorated, it would be possible to slaughter

the animals first at the age of five, then four and even three years; at this

latter age, the fairly well-fed local cattle of Northern Nigeria have already

reached a weight of 400 kg and the developed farms of Kenya achieve figures

approaching European standards.

It would be an exaggeration

exclusively to social prestige.

to attribute the tendency to keep large herds

Herders try to build up a capital which they

can fritter away less easily than paper money. They protect themselves against

the risks of epidemics, to which old cows are reputed to be more resistant.

Quite justifiably, they often distrust dealers. They have not much need for

11 The report gives the cattle population in Madagascar in 1960 as 6.4 million,
whereas a survey carried out in 1962 for the Ministry of Co-operation gave
an estimatp. o~ 9.4 million for the same year, i.e. almost half as much again.
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money, and they must have excess livestook to use in payment of the bride

price. The steps taken in various countries to limit bride-prices will thus

have a very favourable effect on livestock nroduction.

The situation is changing, and the reLuctance to sell is receding in East

and West Afrioa, where livestock, especially that of young graziers, is becom

ing more and more plentiful along the coast. The improvement of marketing

conditions achieved by the Kenya Meat Commission is of fundamental importance.

The Fulani women's liking fer gold Jewellery is no negligible factor. The

herders must be offered consumer goods. The pastoral People's Communes of

Inner Mongolia are now setting up shops in the middle of the steppes.

34. European measures place too much emphasis on health aspeu"s and meat production

The eradic~tion of the great endemic diseases was a matter of high prio

rity at the time when Europe~n intervention started. The wholesale slaughter

caused by rinderpest at the beginning of this century served as a brutal reminder

of this pressing need. Remarkable progress has been made in this field, and

there are now effective vaccines for the major epizootics. Livestock services

have often been entrusted entirely to veterinarians, who conse~uently have not

always given sufficient attention to the problems of nutrition, fodder produc

tion and selection. Health measures have increased the livestock population,

but marketing has not kept pace. The FAO AfrIca Survey points out that as a

result more surplus animals are now available.lJ In health work, zootechnic

interventions should not be forgotten; they must be entrusted to zootechnicians.

'rhe provision of watering points has made it possible to use natural pasture

areas that are short of water. However, the drilling of bore-holes has not always

preceded by a study of the relative value of the various pastures, and a number

of the points serve pastures of mediocre value. The aosenoe of control of thp

herders leads to overstocking of the areas around the wells, which in turn

However, according to the FAD report, Livestock and Meat Marketing in Africa
(1961), "Evidence of gross overstocking there is also decreasing and is now
limited to relatively small areas." (p.17.)
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results in rapid degradation of the flora.l!

\lind pumps quickly fall into disrepair, and motor pumps , which are expen

sive, require constant attention. Between 1947 and 1961 fro CFA 50,000 million

was spent on pastora.l water supplies in the French-speaking countries of West

Africa f'r-orn Senegal to Chad. A greater return might have been obtained if

more active attention had been devoted to the iml,rovement of grazing grounds,

exj.er-rmen t a t i on wi th and popularization of fodder crops.

For a long time livestock services concentrated too exclusively on the

production of beef for export. If equal attention had been paio to the various

countries' domestio needs, milk "ould have received higher priority, especially

in places where an urban market and above all the altitude favours production.

While 20 - 40 units of forage are often needed to produce 1 ke (live weight)

of beef under the extensive conditions of livestock raising practised in trop

ical Africa, 1 - 2 of these units (but with a higher proportion of proteins)

are sufficient to produce 1 litre of milk. In Tananarive, 1 litre of milk costs

as much as 1 kg of beef.

35. Small livestock "ives a better return than cattle

Sheep and goats are better suited than cattle to the semi-arid conditions

prevailing in most of tropical Africa. Sheep require a more careful control of

disease than cattle, and this has so far been achieved only by Europeans and

progressive Africans. The keeping of goats must progress from the extensive,

nomadic stage, in which vegetation is destroyed, to the intensive, domestic

stage, in which rational Use is made of forage trees and other fodder crops)~

and they must be given concentrates.

l! See Etudes des p~turages et des 4uestions fourrageres en Republique Centr
africaine, by J. Koechlin, Ministry of Co-operation, Paris, August 1961.
The FAO agrostologists also carried out a number of studies, which are not
always used.

~ In this connexion, see L'Afri'lue noire est mal partie, chapter XII, and for
the conditional rehabilitation of goat farming, Pl'. 164-167.
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These conditions are far from being satisfied, and yet the return obtain-

d in Senegal from a given money value of livestock capital, is said to be four

imes greater with small livestock (sheep and goats) than with cattle. Trop

ical Africa must rid itself of this prejudice in favour of cattle and seek those

types of livestock production that can make best use of the fOGder resources

and the herders' work. The herders should be educated and organized. This

raises difficult problems, especially for the great nomads; advisers and educa

tional instructors would have to follow the tents. The herder views work on

the land with contempt, and used to entrust it to slaves in the oases; the

Watusi of Rwanda used to keep the Eahutu in serVitude. To induce changes of

attitude among the cattle-keeping peoples is very difficult, but not impossible.

We should therefore educate progressive farmers, who are more likely to take up

the cultivation of fodder crops. The romantic prestige of herding is still an

influence among the fanatics in the steppe country of Africa.

rate for these animals is estimated to be 25

sheep and goats, tropical l'frica reportedly producesWith 146 million (1)

445,000 tons (?) of meat, and North Africa a further 115,000 tons. The slaughter

30 per cent in Senegal, Niger and

Guinea. If the livestock services had carried out as intensive an action prog

ramme for these small animals as they did for beef cattle, the small livestock

situation would by now be much improved, and the programme more fruitful.

In the arid zone bordering the Sahara, from Mauritania to northern Chad

and the Sudan, the camel could be used to provide large quantities of meat.

The boundary-line separating the zebu- and camel-rearing zones seems to have

been I'ushed too far north, to the detriment of meat productiVity.l!

36. The difficulties of modernizing marketing systems

Everywhere the cattle dealer exploits the peasant, this tendency being

more marked the less developed the country. In Madagascar, the middle-man often

paid the farmer a small fraction of the agreed price for the animal, took the

l! In semi-arid zones, the camel could from now on be systematically exploited
for meat production, especially now that its role as a pack animal is in
rapid decline.
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bE_~~ a.,a.;; 00 the capital, then came back to the village saying that He H"-l1

obtained a very poor price for it, and in the end did not pay the promised

amount. In the Senegal valley, examples are ~uoted of such sums being paid,

if at all, after even 10 or 20 years delay, inflation having diminished its

value. These practices have not yet disappeared, particularly in the regions

furthest from consumption centres, where the demand is less active, as in Niger

or Chad.

Bullock stealing is a rite, particularly in some oi tne Bara regions of

south-western Madagascar and is particularly discouraging to breeders, in that

it sometimes meets with indulgence, if not complicity. The breeders' reluctance

to market their cattle is therefore not due onLy to tradition. A system of

taxation directed particularly against old animals would be of great value, but

in West Africa and Madagascar, the herders have resisted any exact count of

cattle; taxes can then )~ve no real effect.

The improvement of marketing arrangements for meat, a delioate and expen

sive product that is awkward to preserve, is partioularly difficult. It would

therefore be dangerous to propose theoretical measures without taking local

conditions and diffioulties into account.

According to the FAO report ~uoted before, "a monopoly magnifies the risk

that staff, who at the beginning are very efficient, might relax their efforts,

allow their costs to rise or force on customers a service which they do not

want tt
• Where no previous action has been taken, government control of market

ing might improve business ethics. If the animals were bought by weight and

~uality, the transactions would be much more honest. The stock raiser would

realize that he had an immediate and direct interest in improving the ~uality

of his animals and of the skins. Such modernization of buying is easier to

achieve near the centres of consumption, and where these are easily accessible.

However, the chain of intermediaries is at present suited to the difficult

marketing situation. The butchers are always in debt, however, mainly because

of their low output and the losses of unsold meat, which ~uickly goes bad. They

are therefore in the hands of the big dealers, and they are not in a position

to buy elsewhere because of their credit needs.
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The second stage of advancement might consist of sale by auction, as prac

tised in East Africa, particularly in Zambia and Kenya.!! Such measures would

nc doubt meet with the opposition of such as the great Dioula merchants in West

Africa, who prefer individual buying in the bush. The areas of more intensive

production would lend themselves to such methods more easily than others, for

more cattle can be concentrated at cne pcint more economically there, without

excessive movements. There are already certain markets where this system could

be envisaeed, but in some of them the animals are mainly of poor quality, intend

ed for local consumption.

The third stage might be a co-operative one, but would no doubt be much more

successful if the organization thus envisaged did not limit its activities to

selling, as in East Africa. It could, like the Somasak of the Sakay region (170

km west of Tananarive), also organize general progress for disease control and

nutrition, which condition the improvement of production. An all-round action,

if it is well accepted, is likely to be more effective. Where they do not exist,

marketing boards might be set up, when substantial progress has already been made.

It is sometimes thought that the introduction of marketing boards might be a

better incentive to improving production, especially if they established price

scales, sharply graded by quality, and it is also considered~ that co-operatives

and auction sales would have better chances of success if placed under the aegis

of a marketing board.

37. Transport and slaughter-houses

Most of the great trade flows cf livestock in Africa still involve movement

on the hoof, simply because this is generallyl! still the cheapest method of

11 Partly for cattle owned by European stock-raisers.

g/ Division cf Economic Analysis, FAO.

11 In Ghana, there is a very dense network of good roads, and the lorries that
carry imports northwards have hardly any return load. Moreover, the losses
incurred during movements on the hoof are more frequent than elsewhere. Under
these conditions, transport of cattle by lorry has already become more econ
omic. This is even more likely to be the case where there is a railway or a
navigable waterway (e.g. the Nile).
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transport. This state of affairs results from the low density of the livestock

population, which may be as low as 2 per km
2 (as compared with 40 100 in

Western Europe), together with the inade~uacy and poor state of the stock

routes. It would thus be erroneous to try to introduce immediately through

out Africa the transportation facilities used in developed countries.

It would also be wrong, however, not to consider the possibility of develop

ing this system in the future, merely because it involves too many snags. During

the transport time of two or three months, fodder is consumed and a considerable

amount of livestock capital remains unproductive and loses value. This mode of

transport entails the exclusive use of animals over eight years old, which great

ly reduces the productive capacity of the herds. The spreading of epidemics by

the drove can also lead to disasters.

The intensification of livestook production in the most favourable areas

might promote the use of more modern transport facilities. These will only be

of value if there is a parallel improvement in animal husbandry, however, with

the massive sale of younger and younger bullocks. There is thus a very close

inter-relationship between the steps to be taken with regard to the various

aspects of this very complex problem.

Air transport is at present the most expensive method, but this is also

caused by the fre~uent lack of a sufficient return load and the fact that carc

asses are transported whole, including bones. The removal of bones before

loading is impeded by the custom of paying the assistant butcher in kind with

the poorer cuts. The modernization of transport reQuires a parallel moderniza

tion of marketing.

Slaughter-houses are often located near consumption centres, and this is

logical as long as the movement of livestock on the hoof remains the most econ

omic method. As transport facilities develop, slaughter-houses will be situated

nearer the producing areas41 When locations are being selected in the future,

!I In this connexion, see the study by Lacroute, Tyc, and Clement, Exploitation
du betail mauritanien, projet d1expSdition de viandes foraines, Ministry of
Co-operation, Paris 1962. This gives an interesting example of a thorough
study of a slaughter-house project, taking account of all the technical and
economic factors that condition the success of such an enterprise.
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however, greater attention will have to be given to the actual potential of the

area concerned.

While the correct working time per·year for slaughter-houses is considered

to be 1800 hours, the seven abattoirs installed in Africa before 1961 had work

ing times of 14 60 per cent of this optimum, according to the FAD Report. It

would have been better, on the whole, to make them smaller, at the same time

providing for the possibility of rational expansion. Similarly, cold store rooms,

which cost twioe as much per ton as all the other slaughtering installations put

together, need not be of large volume if the slaughter-house supplies the local

population, or if a live slaughter stock can be kept nearby, at much less expense.

38. A two-fold production programme and obstacles among pastoral peoples

The two primary shortcomings of livestock raising in Africa, on which

immediate action would seem to be most effective, are:

The hiGh mortality of young animals, which often accounts for half of

the animals between birth and the age of 18 months, and

The marketing of animals which are too old.

The high mortality of young animals results partly from parasitic diseases

and especially from feeding defiCiencies. The undernourished mothers have not

enough milk, and some of this meagre production is diverted from the calves for

consumption by the herders' families or for sale. This would be justifiable if

the calves were provided with substitute feed components, but these are too expen

sive to a herder with a low income and would mean a radical change in his habits.

Another critical moment is the time of weaning, when there is a sharp reduction

in the young animal's quota of proteins, especially in the dry season, and its

resistance is thus diminished. The provision of rich fodder crops or even con

centrated feed would, at this precise moment, be more advantageous and often a

paying proposition.

With better care of the young animals, it will be possible to exploit them

at an earlier stage, slaughtering from the age of four and then three years. The

expenditure involved in bringing them to maturity more rapidly will only be worth

while if they are actually slaughtered younger; they are unable to stand up to
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the ri.gours of long journeys on foot at the ag.e oJ: three or four years. One can

hardly expect the herders to adopt these rational proposals. Without always

being as pessimistic as Lacrouts, Tyc, Bertrand and Sarniguet concerning the

possibility of expanding livestock production in Madagascar, I am in ,general

agreement with their description of the current situation: "In the southern

and western parts of the island, the peasants, who all own bUllocks, scarcely

give any attention to their stock - no controlled watering, no complementary

feeaing, no proteotion of young animals, no guarding of pastures. The peasants'

contribution is limited to providing grazing, and removing the products accord

ing to requirements. The animals grow up alone, in conditions of supervised

freedom". This is an extreme case which, as the authors admit, "has little in

common with the real herders of' Af'rica ••••• " as in this "Malagasy way of life",

man lives in "passive symbiosis with his animals".

Until quite recently, African graziers often held the sedentary farmers a~

serfs or almost slaves. This was true for countries from the Sahel even to

Rwanda, where in 1959 the Watusi herders were still exploiting the Bahuta cul

tivators. It would be a dangerous illusion to depend on this once-privileged

class, which in ~many cases has retained its criginal contempt for cultivation,

to develop the livestock industry in Africa as rapidly and as thoroughly as is

required by the population explosion and the needs of economic progress. More

over, what is really called f'or in this field is a revolutionary change, a

"leap forward", and one cannot be content with slow and prudent development.

39. GraZing in arid or semi-arid regions; "nursery" grounds

This revolutionary modernization of livestock production is doubtless the

most necessary, but also the most difficult of the structural cha~ges to be made

in African agriculture. It is thus liable to take the longast time, whereas it

is the most urgent. Most of the effort and resources, particularly of super

visory staff, must be concentrated in that field, especially in areas at the

limits of livestock and farming zones. A classification of priorities for the

tasks to be undertaken must be drawn up, however, and for each area and popula

tion group one must first ask what can be most easily achieved.
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It will be a long time before stock keeping can be eliminated in arid or

semi-arid areas, where there is not enough rainfall to make cultivation worth

while, except in the sharply limited areas that can be irrigated. In such zones,

a modest programmes of action on natural pastures may sometimes be considered.

The erection of enclosures, especially man-made fencing, is often toc expensive,

unless the rainfall allows a livestock population density and grass production

sufficient to make it profitable. It would thus be unreasonable to promote it

indiscriminately, and natural enclosures are to be preferred, where they can

be installed easily, and given protectio~ in their early stages.

However, the control of bush fires, the guarding of herds and controlled

grazing will have to be rapidly introduced. For that purpose, associations of

stock-raisers must be organized, to discuss the methods of application and then

put them into practice. A community spirit is not foreign to herders, especially

when it is made clear to them that the developments planned are in their own

interest. These communities might establish a rational rotation of pasture land,

in order to avoid over-stocking and resultant deterioration of the natural vegeta

tion (which is often irreversible). The future of Africa's land patrimony is

involved, and that should justify some intelligent constraint, provided there

is ade~uate explanation.

In extreme circumstances, some· areas could be temporarily withdrawn from

use, but only if it can be proved by local experiments that such a step would

help the vegetation to reoover. Care should be taken not to ignore the needs

of production and of the population, on the pretext of conservation. That would

lead to a situation where no regulations would be observed any more, as forestry

workers are well aware.

It would often be advantageous progressively to restrict stock-raising in

the strict sense to non-cultivated areas, which would then constitute the nursery

grounds. Young animals would be sent from there to the cultivated zones, which

would make use of them as a source of labour, manure and milk as well as meat,

for their own needs. Upon reaching maturity or being retired from productive

use. the animals would be fattened and then moved on towards the consumption or
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exportation centres, usually located along the coasts, in Africa.lI

40. The integration of cultivation and livestock production by means of animal

draughi,

In this concept of mixed farming, the chief role in the development of

livestock production will fall to the cultivator. This will not be a straight

forward matter, as too many cultivators still regard livestock as a kind of

capital and leave the nomads to look after it. When the only remuneration obtain

ed by the nomads is the milk production, they tend to take too much of it, thus

depriving the young calves of feed. A better procedure would be to pay them in

cash, in accordanc~ with the number and weight of calves actually produced.

When the African crop farmer keeps his animals himself, he tends at present

to look after them badly, although there are certain happy exceptions to this

rule, such as the Serere of Senegal. As soon as an attractive market is avail

able for his produce, however, as is the case with milk in the outskirts of

Tananarive, he begins to take better care of his stock. It is unlikely that

the cultivator will be as reluctant as the herder to plant fodder crops, which

require tilling of the land. The benefit must, however, appear clear enough

for him to decide qUickly.

If beef cattle is fed all the year on artificial fodder, a deficit will

be almost certain. The use of animal draught appears to be an almost indispens

able adjunct to the cultivation of fodder crops, especially where tractors are

not available. Without animal energy, ploughs and carts, it is unthinkable to

call for a greatly increased effort from the African peasant, in the form of

the hoeing of new fields. or hAad portage of grass only to feed 4is animals.

An example is provided by Br-azi L, where the land around San Salvador de Bahia
(the former capital) is laid out on a rational plan. The inner belt of land
surrounding the city is reserved for horticultural and dairy produce. The
second belt consists cf rich fattening pastures and, in the third, livestock
is raised (1-3 years). The most arid and most distant areas, in the sertao,
produce the young calves and constitute the nursery country suggested above
for non-cultivated areas in Africa. In this way, the animals come progress
ively nearer to the utilizat;on cAntre as they grow older.
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On the other hand, if this energy is used without a reserve of fodder, there

is a risk of tiring out the animals. This applies particularly at the end of

the dry season when the dried-up pastures are at their lowest level; this is

just the time also when the amount of effort required to plough the hardened

ground is greatest, especially if the soil contains a little clay.

In semi-arid zones such as Mauritania, and in Senegal, Chad and Somalia,

it might be practical to use camels for ploughing, as is already common in

Morocco. The use of this animal to draw carts has recently become widespread

in Inner Mongolia. This therefore seems to be a suitable type of draught to

encourage on the southern edges of the Sahara. The use of the camel as a pack

animal, if continued on a provisional basis, should in future be restricted to

trackless areas. If more energy is needed, or if the rainfall is higher, the

ox must be used. This is sometimes possible in slightly lower latitUdes, as

cattle breeds tolerant of trypanosomiasis, such as the N'dama, Lagune and Baoule,1I

are now available.

It has often been said that these small cattle breeds, which are in unstable

equilibrium with their environment, cannot provide energy without running the

risk of succumbing in the process. This only seems to hold true for present

feeding conditions, where some degree of deficiency always exists. If care

were taken to provide the cattle with some supplementary feed of minerals and

proteins, in addition to a very regular basic diet, it would be more reasonable

to require a moderate but prolonged effort of them, even in forest zones.

~1imal draught, which has already proved its worth, particularly in Mali,

Northern Nigeria and Senegal, is now spreading throughout the remaining coun

tries of West Africa. Efforts to bring about its rapid general adoption, upon

which the everyday use of farm manure and fodder reserves depends, deserve high

priority. The peasant could thus be more easily persuaded to improve his animal's

nutrition, if the animal relieved him of some arduous work. As continuous contact

and greater familiarity is established between man and beast, the peasant will

be led to give more care and attention to his animals.

!I These were recently introduced at the edge of the forest zone in the former
Belgian Congo and the Central African Republic.

. I
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41. Can the adoption of mixed farming be made easier by milk production?

In favourable climatic conditions, milk production makes much more econ

omic use of fodder crops (which are still very expensive per food unit obtain

ed) than does meat production. Milk provides the peasant family with health

protecting proteins, which are eoonomic and valuable, and much more suitable

for daily consumption than beef. Consumption of the latter is of necessity

)olleotive, sO that beef must pass through trade channels, and its price is

thereby considerably increased.

First of all it must be decided which animal species is best suited to the

needs. If the object is to provide a year-round supply of fresh milk for a pea

sant family with small children, two or three goats having lactations spread out

over the year, are better than a single cow, which is often more difficult to

feed correctly. This is all the more true if the goats are not allowed to wander,

if they are well fed, with supplementary fodder, and if they remain free from

brucellosis (Malta fever). In semi-arid zones, they can live to a considerable

extent on tree forage, various acacias, prosopis or spineless cactus (Opuntia

ficus indica).

Because of traditional attitudes, cow's milk will long be preferred in

Africa. Lactation is at the moment so poor that milking deprives the oalves

of too much nutriment, and causes a high mortality rate. The health cf herders'

and farmers' children must not thereby be neglected, however, and the two needs

could be properly satisfied. By improving the nutrition of existing breeds of

cows, the output of milk could often be doubled. The provision of proteins and

nineral salts is more essential for milch cows than for draught animals, as their

reQuirements of these components are very high. Ground-nut or cotton-seed oil

cake is very cheap in the interior (Niger, Chad), and yet it is still claimed

that African cows refuse it. It is unacceptable waste to use such oil-cake as

fertilizer, or to export cotton seed to Japan at a very low price.

When this stage of progress in nutrition has been reached on a fairly

general basis, breeding of the best milking strains within local breeds will

be easier +'0 achieve, and will, in fact, beoome essential. As long as cattle
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feeding is as irregular as it is today, the milk output of each cow depends

much more on th? animal's diet than on its inherited qualities, which are there

fore diffioult to distinguish. If real progress were made in growing fodder

orops, the present strains and breeds of cattle would not have the genetic

potential necessary to use these crops to the full, and thus to make their use

profitable. In agriculture, progress must be made on all fronts at once.!!

While the introduction of selected breeds must not precede fodder improve

ments, it should follow them immediately, in order to produce the maximum ben

efit from them. European breeds, if they are well looked after and properly

fed, can be used in the tropics, particularly in upland areas (Kenya). Among

the African peasantry, where progress will be rather slow at first, it will be

as well to make do with crossbred stock in the initial stages.

42. The difficulty of making tropical milk production profitable

In the case of large-scale production for sale, the nature of the problem

changes immediately. The herders barter their surplus milk at the edges of the

cultivated zone. When the herders are numerous, as in northern Mali and Mauritania,

they often give two volumes of milk for one of coarse cereals, spiked millet or

sorghum. When cultivation is more advanced, as in the 'Office du Niger, the ex

change rate is one to one. The very low rate is accepted by the herder, who is

passing on the surplus product of free-range grazing, which cost him nothing,

and for which he has practically no other use. The equivalent price is lower

than the world prices, and is not sufficient to make it profitable to engage

in intensive milk production, based on expensive fodder crops, especially in

areas with a hot humid climate that is unfavourable to milk production.

Only the rich customers in big cities and capitals can pay a good price

for fresh milk. In Madagascar, Lacrouts and his co-workers observed producers

prices varying from fro CFA 25 to 60 per litre, and in the dry season, the

price was sometimes double that of the rainy season. At these very high prices,

the market was limited. Nevertheless, the development of the dairy industry,

!! The successive launching of isolated campaigns, in an attempt to concentrate
the effort each time on one particular aspect, did not produce favourable
results in Soviet agricult"re oaring the Krushchev period.

, ,
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which involves breaking with so many habits, will require expensive concentrated

feed at the beginning - therefore a high price - as the productivity of this

type of work will remain very low for a long time. Around Tananarive, the high

price has facilitated a more or less spontaneous growth of milk production,

helped by the favourable altitude. The Bamileke mountains in Cameroon are well

placed to supply the nearby town of Douala, and even the coastal towns of the

former British Cameroons and Eastern Nigeria, but milk production has not devel

oped there, as it has on the Jos plateaux in Nigeria, and, above all, in East

Africa, where the environment is much more favourable.

If large markets for milk are to be established in tropical Africa, two

conditions will have to be fulfilled; there must be a significant lowering of

prices, and milk canning facilities must be set up, as canned milk is easier to

distribute than fresh milk. These developments will not be possible everywhere,

but production conditions will be more favourable in elevated areas or in cooler

climates. When animal husbandry ~s developed with a view to providing the towns

with fresh milk, when selection and crossbreeding are carried out, WIlen fodder

techniques have been improved, and popularized,and the best species selected,

the production cost of milk will be considerably decreased. If Customs protec

tion or an initial subsidy is provided, the possibility of supplying a small

processing plant on a reasonable scale, may be envisaged in the most suitable

areas.

It is of the utmost importance to reduce the costs and the time taken in

transporting milk to the plant, in order to decrease its price and improve its

quality, which deteriorates so qUickly in a tropical climate. F~gh quality is

essential for the production of condensed milk and cheese. Dutch cheese in the

shape of a red ball, like Edam, keeps well in the tropics, and this type can

be made on a cottage industry basis, which is suited to great seasonal variation

in production. Butter may be made as a by-product of fresh milk derivatives in

the areas supplying the towns. Then the children must drink the skimmed milk,

which is sO much wasted as cattle feed in Europe, because Africa has a much

greater lack of the high-grade proteins of milk than of fats. Butter is an

expensive and delicate fat, of debatable value for health. Vegetable oils are

to be ~refp.rred, and also contain fat-solUble vitamins.
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The production of powdered milk may be considered, much later, in areas

favourable to dairy-farming but far from the centres of consumption. Condensed

milk reQuires a larger plant, whioh might commence by importing powdered milk

pending sufficient development of local production, as is done in Jamaica.

Milk production co~u sometlmes be combined with the cultivation of crops

that produce a considerable amount of fodder residues (e.g. market gardening

or orchards in city suburbs) or supply processing plants (canneries). The leafy

tops of sugar-cane stems could be used as supplementary feed, particularly in

irrigated areas, where they will have greater value at harvest time. This feed

would become available just at the time of greatest shortage, in the dry season,

which would double its usefulness. The small Chinese sugar-mill that has just

been installed by the Office du Niger in Mali could usefully be supplemented by

a small dairy-plant. Finally, a family dairy enterprise could produce milk for

itself or for small towns, as a by-product of the work of draught cows, prOVided

that they were well fed.

In irrigated areas, from Jamaica to Cuba and from Puerto Rico to Guadeloupe

(Beauport estate), very important results have been obtained with sown pastures

of Pangola (nigitaria decumbens). The high protein content of this grass, when

it is fertilized, watered and grazed in paddock rotation, makes possible a very

high level of milk produotionl!wi~hbreeds that are highly productive, and there

fore very demanding, such as Friesians. The use of expensive concentrated fodder

of the oilcake type can then be oonsiderably reduced, but there should be no

neglect of vaccinations, dips, the regular supply of mineral and vitamin addi

tives, etc. - in short, constant attention and a sense of continuity.

In the eQuatorial zone and a large part of the troplcal zone, present natural

and human conditions do not facilitate milk production. It is therefore reason

able to make arrangements for the provision of milk proteins from the temperate

The level is sometimes higher than 14,000 litres of milk per
which 9,000 litres result from the transformation of grass.
are seldom encountered in temperate climates.

hec,are, of
Such figures
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countries in the most economic form - powdered skim milk. In view of the para

mount role of this foodstuff for the future of African youth, and thus of Africa,

large quantities of it might be donated by Europe and North America as a contribu

tion to the human development of Africa

43. Two critical aspects cf meat production; weaning and fattening

While it would be economically absurd to feed a bullock on cultivated

fodder all the time up to the age cf eight years, in Africa as anywhere else, a

progressive improvement in the economics cf beef production can nevertheless be

sought. By a raticnal division cf labour, the nomads would look after animal

breeding. It would be advisable to take the calves away at the time of weaning,

before they had suffered too severely from the lack of proteins. As a first

step, however, it would be easier to buy young bulls or bullocks of about eighteen

months from the nomads.

These animals would then be taken over by mixed farmers, who wculd make more

rational use of the natural forage plants of the savannah and the grass follow,

supplemented with by-products from food crops, ground-nut and sweet potato tops,

leafy millet stalks, sugar-cane tcps, cotten-seed cake, etc. Genuine fodder

crops well adapted to local conditions could later be introduced, with the

primary aim of remedying shortages of proteins and vitamins, especially in the

dry season.

As one approaches the forest zone, the more humid climate, the shorter dry

season and the often superior SOils, make the planting of more productive fcdder

crops relatively easy. As a general rule, therefore, this zone is more suitable

for fattening lean animals, but control of trypanosomiasis must be established.

The animals would also be nearer the coast, where the large consumer markets lie.

Valuable natural pastures already exist here with elephant grass (pennisetum

purpureum), in alluvial areas where there is some flooding, and in fairly recent

forest clearings. When cut young, elephant grass has a high protein content,

which falls off very rapidly later. In even more humid areas, Guatemala grass,

Tripsacum laxum, has a more constant protein content. Brachiaria brizantha,

Digitaria, Hyparrhenia and even certain Andropogons may also be of great value •.
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At what price could beef be obtained under such conditions? The quan-

.tity and. quali ty of meat produced could be considerably improved if they

were fulfilled. However, this development will lead to an increase in the cost

of production, but the world shortage of beef may push meat prices in the same

iirection. Therefore, other sources of protein, more economical than meat, such

as fish and imported milk, will have to be sought for the low-income African

consumer. This does not mean that no action should be taken to improve the rear

ing of bovines, which are still indispensable for the general progress of agri

culture and handicrafts, especially because of the energy, milk, hides and manure

provided.

Other sources of meat must be developed, hence the great importance of sheep

and goats. The former also provide wool, and South Africa is the fifth-largest

producer of wool in the world. East Africa, especially from Ethiopia to Zambia,

Rwanda and Burundi, could have at least as large an output, while simultaneously

increasing meat production. The production of astrakhan, a much valued fur, will

find an expanding market, with the general rise of income in the affluent coun

tries. There remain two other great sources of animal protein: pigs and poultry.

44. Pig-keeping is more expenslve in the tropics

The development of pig production would probably be more rewarding in North

Africa, where the climate is more favourable, if tubers are used as a SUbstitute

for cereals as fodder, but Islam forbids it in practice. Pig-raising is already

carried out in the tropics, but the cost is generally higher than in temperate

countries, even when feedstuffs are cheaper, as in Madagascar.

The raising of pigs by the traditional extensive system seems at first sight

to be useful as a means of recovering a number of waste products - the pig is

the village scavengsr and sewage collector. This system is scarcely suitable

under tropical conditions, howsver, where the anima~ lS excessively subject to

parasitic diseases. In order to rectify this situation, the pigs should be kept

on concrete floors - washed every day with running water - and should be given

a series of vaccinations and constant attention. It follows that, with the higher

overheads involved, the scavenging system must be replaced by an intensive system.

,"
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Pig-keeping costs can, however, be significantly reduced by making full use

of all the cheapest local resources, such as crop products and by-products.

Banana leaves and undersized bunches are cf much greater value, especially in

terms of proteins, than the banana tree trunks, which are often the only part

used. The use of root-crops and tubers in north-western Europe made possible

great savings of cereals in pig production. Africa can also reduce its produc

tion costs, even on the coast, where the rearing of cattle is so difficult. This

will depend on the provision of compound feedstuffs to balance the diet, giving

extra proteins, vitamins, mineral salts and dietary additives: 15 kg of such

feedstuffs (consumed mainly by the sow) may be sufficient per piglet, and 50-

60 kg per pig, whose weight is increased from 20 to 100 kg.

According to J. Coleou, 140 kg of sweet potatoes or fresh cassava should

be allowed per weaned piglet (plus green fodder and 15 kg of grain for the sow)

and 1,200 kg per butchering pig. Some of the proteins oan be produoed locally;

the leaves of legumes contain some, and those of cassava and sweet potatoes are

richer in nitrogen than the corresponding tubers. In the Ivcry Coast, success

ful fattening has been economically achieved, on the basis cf palm-kernel cake

and banana leaves. For breeding sOWs and very young piglets, however, more

varied feeding would be required. When feeding has been improved, one can begin

crossing with improved breeds, of the Large White type.

These feedstuffs produced mainly on the farm will be much less expensive

than the traditional concentrated feeds, especially if the latter are imported

from countries outside Africa. For the large-scale development of such animal

production, the food shortage threshold must be passed, otherwise cereals and

tUbers will still have to be kept for direct human consumption, as being more

economical.!! This observation, which is sometimes overlooked by people who

reckon only in money, applies equally to poultry-rearing.

In western Madagascar, according to P.
Villagers are loath to take employment
such work a discreditable character".
economique appliquee, January 1964.

Ottino, "even the mOst impoverished
as SWineherds, and they thus give
Chaiers de l'Institut de science
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45. Poultry-keeping on small mixed farms is still of interest

It is certainly possible to develop modern poultry-rearing on a large-scale

in tropical Africa, by selective breeding and by 'wing the latest concentrated

feeds, first of all imported, and later manufactured locally. Some such poultry

farms already exist, but their cost of production is excessive, as in Dahomey.

They can thus sell their eggs and chickens only to wealthy urban customers, who

still consume chickens imported from Europe; this therefore constitutes a certain

degree of progress. In order to provide reasonably-priced food for the mass of

low-income population, it is better, in the first phase, to improve poultry-rearing

on mixed farms, with careful vaccination against the main fowl diseases. In this

way, the hens can pick up all scrts of natural feed, from wild grain to worms,

insects and other small animals, which reduces expenditure on feed, and family

hen-runs make it possible to improve the protein ration of peasant populations.

So far, I have referred mainly to the chicken, but it should not be forgotten

that the guinea-fowl lives in the wild state in the western part of the Sahelo

Sudanian region, and that it can be domesticated easily there, as it is very hardy.

A semi-domestic system could be envisaged, by which the birds would be kept in

large flocks, foraging in the savannah and receiving every evening some appropriate

additional feed, which would encourage them to return to the farm. At some future

date, it will even be possible to think of exporting these birds. The duck is of

particular interest in the innumerable lagoon zones, fens and marshy areas, and

near streams, rivers, lakes and live deltas, for its resistance to disease seems

to be much higher than that of the hen. When it can find considerable amounts of

natural protein in water, the native duck is a better layer than the native hen.

The raising of ducks in large flocks, which are taken every day to "graze"

on the water and surrounding areas in China and South-East Asia, would be an

admirable system to develop in Africa, in all lagocn and lake areas and along

the various waterways. With such a procedure, it would often be enough to

prOVide a small amount of supplemental feed, not always necessarily rich in

proteins. Ducks are, however, able to make good use of fresh fish-waste, in

all fishery areas, where the ~uantity of waste collected, is not sufficient to

warrant installing a factory to carry out the treatment essential for its preserva

tion as fish oil or fish meal. (See Chapter X).
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46. Improvement of natural grazing grounds: burning, mowing and fencing

The rotation of pasture land and, where necessary, the withdrawal of such

land from use can be fairly rapidly aChieved in the semi-arid zones. Where the

humidity is slightly higher, or along valleys, the planting of fodder trees

(which also provide firewood or small timber) on non-oultivated ground can be

envisaged, in countries from Senegal to Chad and in East Africa.

In the Sudanian zone with its tall grasses, and in western Madagasoar,

burning is the only method used to dispose of the long stalks of grasses, which

become parched, lignified and silicified in the dry season, and are no longer

fit for consumption. This burning causes a new growth of young grass, which

is much appreciated by livestock; a certain return is thus obtained, but usually

at the expense of the vegetation cover as a whole. The vegetation always deter

iorates more or less rapidly, depending on the circumstances and the stability

of the eQuilibrium with the environment. This Can lead to land conditions such

as those of the steppes in Madagascar, where an almost unusable grass, Aristida,

predominates, and can even result in denudation of the land and ravine erosion

(lavaka), which is also known in Ethiopia.

Sometimes, off-season burning is used as a means of reconciling long-term

protection with short-term production. The best time of year for burning is

still a matter for lengthy debate between the two schools of thought, which

advocate late and early burning respectively. This difference of opinion shows

that there is no universal solution; the system put forward must be adapted to

particular cases. The Question of burning thus deserves still closer study,

especially in places where it is essential for the maintenance of production,

and the stoniness of the ground makes mowing impossible, as in the tampotseka

of western Madagascar. The systematic burning at the Kianjasoa animal husbandry

station seemed very Questionable to me, for better results were being obtained

at the nearby Sakay station where burning was not practised.

The cutting of natural vegetation with a view to accumulating a reserve

of grass in the form of silage (cut during the rainy season) or hay is econ

omically valid, wherever there are not too many obstacles for the mower, and a

satisfactory Quality and Quantity of vegetable matter Can be cut. Mowing is
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normally practised in conjunction with the rotation of pasture land, harvesting

the surplus growth. This involves fencing, which becomes economic only when a

sufficient intensity of vegetable - and hence of animal - production has been

reached. As soon as one grapples with the economic aspects of the various solu

tions proposed, the problem always becomes more complex.

If it is necessary to remove stones in order to make mowing possible, then

to install fencing at great expense, and the final result is not even a thousand

or so fodder units of roughage per hectare, then the operation is not worth while.

At a later stage of intensification, sown pastures and other fodder crops would

be introduced. If this difficult tropical"fodder revolution" is not launched

fairly soon and on all fronts, a number of African countries will have an increas

ing meat shortage (which is already leading them to import growing quantities

from outside Africa). This is true even for countries such as Madagascar and

East Africa, where the conditions for stock-raising are most favourable.!!

The previously mentioned etudy by Lacrouts, Tyc, Eertrand, and Sarniguet

and others on livestock in Madagascar concluded that: "If planning priority is

given to animal husbandry, bringing the producer out of his present state of

passive symbiosis, the target of 30,000 tons surplus meat production ie not

unattainable". Elsewhere, they talk of "transition to an intensive system of

stock-raising, conceivable only on a long-term basis and with a certain amount

of optimism•••• In 1990, after 30 years of fruitful effort, Madagascar will

barely be able to produce more than 8,000 tons of beef, assuming that individual

consumption is maintained at the present level".

47. The demographic revolution necessitates a revolution in livestock production

The above authors justi!y their pessimism as follows: "Over the past ten

years, no significant improvement in livestock raising conditions has been noted.

The livestock service continues to deplore cattle thefts and bush fires, the fact

that herds are drivenon to the hill slopes as a result of the extension of cul

tivation, the persistence of traditional extensive methods of stock-raising, and

!! In this connexion, see Evolution des campagnes malgaches, Tananarive, 1960.
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the impotence of the service, caused by the lack of adequate means".

This is an interesting example of the African dilemma, at a time when the

continent is about to enter the last third of the twentieth century, which is

so decisive fcr its future. If mcre and more consumer gccds are imported intc

the towns, it will not be possible to equip and industrialize these countries;

therefore, it is a matter of great necessity and urgency to accelerate the

growth of agricultural production. This is no longer keeping pace with popu

lation growth, which is said to reach 4 per cent per annum in the scuth-west

of Dahomey and in Tananarive province1

The Malagasy Republic is sparsely pcpulated and endowed with a remarkable

variety of fertile land types - volcanoes in the central region, alluvial soil

or baiboho in the west, forest soils on the east coast, and rice-fields on the

plateau. It is in advance of tropical Africa, and already makes very wide use

of animal energy, and has some notable water development schemes to its credit.

In its agrarian life, it comes closer to South-East Asia, than to Africa. It

still has some great unexploited possibilities for irrigation and, with the

exception of the southern region, enjoys a olimate that is often favourable.

In 1920 its cattle population was reported to be well Over 12 millicn head. In

its most optimistic hypothesis, involving transition to intensive cattle-raising,

the Lacrouts report expected the figure to be only 10 million head in 1990 as

against 9.4 million in 19601 By then the human population of the island is

quite likely to be 11 or 12 million, and not 10.5 million, as forecast in the

report. This means less than one head of cattle per person, as compared with

almost four in 1920.

These hypotheses are "reasonable", bearing in mind the general passivity

in Malagasy cattle-breeding circles, and the state of "calm unconcern" which

a number of the island officials seem to adopt. In such a situation, however,

if one accepts mentalities, traditions and vested interestsllas established facts,

it is no longer possible to speak of development, but rather of stagnation or

11 "The influential local citizens have no hesitation in going against the
wishes of the people in general, the rulings of the dinas and the decisions
of the rural commune. Since the communities do not pOSSAse any means of
constraint, .••• n P. Ottino, op s cd t ,
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even economic recession. It is possible to achieve much better results tech

nically, by means of measures that are always carefully explained, and may some

times be authoritarian, provided that they are well directed and well applied

psychologically.

Lacrouts estimates that a growth of at most 17.8 per cent is all that can

be expected for the cattle population in Madagascar, with slaughtering of males

at the age of 5 years, on a very long-term basis, i.e. well beyond 1990. This

means that even at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the Malagasy cattle

population will not have caught up with the level attained in Western Europe at

the end of the nineteenth centuryl It is absolutely essential for the people

of Africa and Madagascar to prove these pessimists wrong; half a oentury from

now, Africa cannot still be a century and a half behind Europe. The task will

not be easy, but Africans are better able than Europeans to appreciate the

difficulties.

For a more rapid development of animal husbandry in Madagascar, the crder

of the imprcvements made is a basic factor, and it is useless to anncunce new

measures if the means of applying them are not available. There has been talk

of introducing artificial insemination, but this would be unworkable with animals

raised under conditions of almost unrestricted freedom. An accurate livestock

census is called for, so that the rapid elimination of over-age animals can be

achieved by taxation. The average slaughtering age for males would then have

to be progressively lowered, and all the available means of action would have

to be concentrated on measures designed to ensure a more rapid growth of herds

and better feeding for the animals.1I This would consist in trying to reduce

mortality among calves and then to raise the fertility rate for cows. Then

there should be an effective ban on the slaughtering of young females, and

excessive home consumption by herders for religious reasons should be controlled.

Collective tending of herds should be enforced at an early date, with confisca

tion in the case of non-compliance. This would allow crops to be developed with

out the fear of seeil~ them destroyed, and the crop farmers would not have the

11 Such concentration was adopted in India, under the name of a package deal,
as advised in the repcrt of the North American agronomists sent by the Ford
Foundation (May 1959).
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va.tle stealing could also be stamped out in this way, and

to ensure that the essential minimum number of health pre~

Inferior males should be

expense of renc~ng.

steps would be taken

cautions, dips and vaccinations, were carried out.

castrated, leaving reproduction to the best bulls.

This would mean a revolution in animal production, and a change-over to an

animal husbandry _rtq of the name. It would be comparable to the introduction

of the system of "industrial plantations" in coastal zones. It therefore seems

easier to achieve ~n the context of large enterprises, which can impose all the

disciplines of modern husbandry. These might be private ranches with wage-

earning employees in under-populated areas. Alternatively, they could be

collective or ccmmunity enterprises belonging to groups of herders, or better

still to crop farmers, who would try to increase the productivity cf their herds.

This approach would make it easier to achieve the necessary progress in all the other

sectors of agriculture: animal draught, farm manure, and cultivated fodder. It

would then soon become essential to abolish tne trampling of the rice fields by

cattle which overtaxes their strength and the regular practice of which has a

diaaatrouseffect on the cattle population of Madagascar.

These measures will have to be studied by African governments, which alone

can weigh up the possibilities for applying them. They presuppose the mobiliza

tion of rural leaders, and the adoption of a minimum degree of compulsion, with

out which it is hardly possible to envisage sufficient progress for the develOp

ment of stock-raising in Africa. As sOOn as more rapid growth gets under way,

however, it will call for an eVen more rapid rise in the quantity, and still

more in the quality, of fodder resources. This will not be possible without a

fodder revolution and thus a completely new attitude on the part of the herder,

By the introduction of health measures, Africa has fostered - or has permitted

the growth of - what is literally a demographic revolution. It is now necessary

to accept all the consequences, by establishing all the conditions necessary for

accelerated development. This means making a sharp break with habits, beliefs

and traditions. If the present regimes shrink from such steps, others will have

to take it upon themselves to do so, under conditions which will be made more

trying, by reason of the delay alone. Allowing development to proceed without
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establishing the conditions for it would have the result of keeping Afrioa in

a state of servitude and of prolong~ng neo-colonialism, which is greatly

strengthened by the population explosion.

48. A fodder revolution!lin the tropics

It took western Europe two or three centuries to carry through and generalize'

this revolution, but the rapid growth of population there did not begin before

the industrial revolution. This is not the c~se in Africa, a fact that alone

changes everything. Africa is obliged to move forward more quickly, before its

task can be eased by peasant experience as wide as that which had been accumulat

ed in eighteenth-century Europe. The high priority required for fodder research

should be recalled (sect. 25), including work on fodder trees in semi-arid regions.

The introduction of extension work is very troublesome. It is therefore

necessary to concentrate on those places where the economic and natural condi

tions are most favourable. A high altitude climate and fairly convenient markets

will favour milk production and fattening. The natural environments most favour

able for the growth of grass are the most humid - in the forest zone, especially

on rich alluvial soils, e.g. along the Congo near Yangambi, - but the raising of

livestock is made very difficult by disease. However, thanks to the developmeni

of trypano- tolerant breeds, which must be multiplied as soon as possible while

preserving existing concentrations,~thiSis no longer out of the question.

At the northern edge of the fares, ~one, where the soils are still rich and

the environment rather humid, there is a whole zone stretching from Alindao and

Bouar in the Central African Republic, through the middle of Nigeria and the

Bouake region of the Ivory Coaet to middle Guinea, where the conditions appear

favourable enough and the markets near enough for the fodder revolution to present

fewer difficulties than elsewhere. In East Africa, it is already largely an ac

complished fact, partioularly in central Kenya, an eminently favourable environ

ment, where there were non-African eettlers at the outset of development.

11 This expression, popularized in France in the fifties, refers to the replace
ment of natural grazing land by sown pastures and cultivated fodder.

g/ J. Guillard mentions the Namchi breed of Poli, south of the Benus.
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At present, there appear to be certain fodder species for mowing whose

planting is to be recommended under such conditions: Guatemala grass (Tripsacum

laxum), with its high protein content maintained over a long period! and el

ephant grass (Pennisetum purpureum), which should not be cut too ripe, as its

protein content, although high when it is young, goes down quickly!Guinea grass

(panicum maximum) and the Digitariae (decumbens and umfolozi) would be more

suitable for pastures. As far as legumes are concerned, Stiloxanthes gracilis

and the tropical kudzu often give good results, but many other species are worth

trying.

Another area where fodder would be technically easy to cultivate is in semi

arid zones where irrigation networks have been set up. In the vast Gezira scheme

(Sudan) the settlers' land is left fallow two years out of four. The progressive

introduction of a rotation of fodder crops in this SO far unproductive sector

seems all the more sensible as the irrigated areas are surrounded by grazing

grounds. There is thus much to be gained from establishing co-operation between

the herder, as a supplier of young animals, and the crop farmer, who would raise

them to obtain energy, milk and manure. Later, the orop farmers would fatten the

animals for slaughter. At the present stage of agricultural development in Africa,

admittedly, an irrigation scheme for the oultivation of fodder crops would not

pay. When associated with other crops, and when fertilizers are used, fodder

crops help to maintain fertility, and the reduction or abolition of the irriga

tion fee for these crops is therefore justified.

If the herder kept his stock up to the age of eighteen months, the crop

farmer could provide him with supplementary high-protein feed (grain, hay, and

later oilcake) in return for money, milk or young animals. This feed would go

to the animals which have the greatest need for it, namely, milch cows and weaners.

In the irrigated areas, high yielding fodder crops of the sorghum or maize

type must be grown, in order to improve the profitability of the costly installa

tions. Only sorghum grows back and gives several harvests without being replanted,

and elephant grass, when well watered and manured, can maintain a high level of

production over a long period, since it is the best fodder crop in the world.
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49. Progress must be speeded up, but without by-passing any stages: power

mechanization or animal draught

Livestock accounts for only a small part of Africa's agricultural income

at the moment. The stages of animal draught and manure followed by sown pa

stures and reserve fodder must be gone through if African agriculture is to

progress on a thorough and rapid basis. Some people would like to by-pass these

stages, which have already been left behind to some extent in advanced countries.

With tractors, of course, it is possible in theory to dispense with animal draught,

and chemical fertilizers can eliminate the need for manure. Such radical substitu

tions have not yet been proved to pay.1I The pitchfork, scythe and pickaxe, if

of suitable design and provided with good handles, cost little and increase out

put.~ Similarly, grinders for flour and other food make pounding unnecessary

and allow the women to carryon market gardening and raising small animals, and

give better care and upbringing to their children. The next stage would be

stationary engines and pumps, which would prepare the way for mechanization

proper (tractors, complicated machines).

In order to make rapid progress, Africa can certainly study European exper

ience, chiefly on plantations. A desire to skip all the intermediate stages

often ends up in slowing down development considerably, as the "great leap for

ward" in China confirmed.

To provide complete power mechanization for agriculture in a small country

like Dahomey, it would be necessary to increase more than a hundredfold the

allocations of public funds at present made to agriculture. Even if such an

enormous amount, almost $1,000 million, was provided by foreign aid, the

tractors would soon be out of aotion and could not be used in most of the fields,

which are covered with tree stumps and other obstacles. Existing individual

farms are too small to payoff such e~uipment, and they would therefore have to

be abruptly expanded. What would become of the millions of peasants banished

11 At least without a large contribution of capital and technical knowledge, as
in the case of the great plantations.

Fourteen days to cut an acre of grass using machetes (Kikuyu) as against
1-1/2 - 2 days with the scythe.
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from the fields by the introduction of machines? In the United States and in

Europe, as power mechanization slowly and progressively expanded, new jobs were

created in the secondary and tertiary sectors, making productive use of the

peasant manpower released by mechanization. African cities, whioh are develop

ing so rapidly, partly as a result of urban privileges, already harbour too many

unemployed, and the tertiary sector is very dangerously inflated at the expense

of industry and agriculture.

The intrcduction of industry in Chinese rural districts is taking place

through a system of decentralized people's comm~~es, suited to actual conditions.

This industrial development begins with simple workshops, which are then prog

ressively modernized in step with the accumulation of knowledge and capital.

The advantage here is that industrialization is achieved with very little urbaniza

tion, so that the investment cost of mcdernizing is less than in the West, where

the proportion of truly productive equipment in large towns is low.

We should reJect over-simplified choices between industry and agriculture,

co-operatives and private enterprises, socialism and liberalism, animal draught

and mechanizaticn, manure and chemical fertilizers, milk and meat, natural pa

stures and cultivated fodder, and so on. The optimum solutions are very likely

to be more complex. In actual fact, these alternatives are never quite mutually

exclusive. It is impossible to establish power mechanization immediately through

out African agriculture, as the means available are inadequate and large-scale

unemployment must be avoided.1I It would also be wrong to eliminate tractors

categorioally. In Malagasy rice-fields, the free-ranging oxen cannot always

be replaced by the plough, e.g. in certain swampy areas, such as those around

Marovoay (Majunga). The cage-wheel tractor can then be of value, providing

that high-quality rice is carefully cultivated, using methods capable of yield

ing 3-4 tons of good quality rice per hectare.

The tractor is very costly, a fact that has been obscured by subsidies.

Such subsidies penalize animal draught unjustly, and some small operators in

11 In comparing the costs of animal draught and tractors, the same value should
not be accorded to expenditure in foreign currencies and payments made within
the country. The former should be increased equitably by a high weighting
factor, which is, however, difficult to define - should it be twice?
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Madagascar have quickly ccme to ruin by hiring out their tractors at too low a

charge. Draught animals can be used economically for a much wider variety of

work than the tractor. They will therefore have priority over the tractor for

some time to come, but the tractor will later take over more and more of the

work.

This transitory period of animal draught could be shortened by foreign aid.

But this transition seems to be indispensable to accumulate the necessary capital

for the purchase of at least some of the tractors.!! This will allow the necessary

mechanical knowledge to be acquired through the use of simple animal-drawn imple

ments;£! it teaches better care of livestock, which is more fully appreciated

from the moment it renders greater service. It would therefore be dangerous to

skip this stage, which can make a decisive contribution to the general advance

ment of livestock husbandry in Africa. When the farmer has acquired the habit

of feeding his draught animals better and when he or his son changes over to

using the tractor, they will already be more familiar with the animals' needs

and will know better hew to feed and care for their productive stock, which in

the meantime will have become a useful source of meat and milk.

A public works scheme can be carried out or a small irrigation dam construct

ed in the agricultural off-season, by using the labour of idle hands. The work is

hard, however, and it could be made more bearable by using draught animals, which

would also increase output. In the case of larger schemes, the provision of a

machine, even if it costs a great deal in foreign exchange, might stimulate the

whole labcur force, because it gives them the impression that they are taking

part in an up-tO-date operation. The regular working rate of the machine can

carry the general working rate along, and help to establish improved work dis

cipline. All this depends, however, on the creation of enthusiasm, the backbone

of development.

I shall now consider what are the desirable directions, and the main fields

of action in moderniZing the principal great sub-regions of Africa.

11 If they are outright gifts, they will as a result be worn out more quickly.

£! For more than a generation the presence of the reaper-binder, threshing
machine, and stationary engine on the farm gradually prepared European
farmers for the time (1946-1964) when they would make extensive and careful
use of the tractor.
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CHAPTER V

THE DIFFICuLTY OF MODERNIZATION IN THE WESTERN SAEELO-SUDANIAN SAVANNAHS

50. Sahelian agriculture is marginal: steck-raising and migraticns

The term savannah usually refers tc a grassland area, with a more cr less

dense scattering of trees that are resistant to the burning generally carried

out there in the dry season. The term covers a wide variety of natural zones,

and, at the edge of the desert where the trees disappear and grass becomes scarcer

and stunted, the word "steppe" would be more appropriate. On the other hand, one

One is dealing not so much with natural zcnes, as with rural landscapes

ends in the south, since

influence of man's activ-

just where the dense forest

being pushed back under the

cannot trace with accuracy

is constantlythe boundary

't' !I1 les.

fashioned by man.

In the true savannah, population density is often fairly high; there is an

older-established agriculture, based mainly on cereals. Towards the north, the

rainfall becomes lower, and the rainy season shorter and more irregular, making

the harvests far too undependable. Gecgraphers speak of areas of famine, for

example, the one that devastated Mali, then the French Sudan, in 1914. Even

nowadays, the periods preceding the harvests in those areas are often times of

hardship, especially when the effects

ive production of millet bee~ which

of the drought are aggravated by the excess-

uses up reserves.

In the north, extensive stock-raising plays a fundamental role, but because

of its low productivity, it can only support a very limited population. The

improvement of animal husbandry is thus a fundamental problem of this area,

especially in the long run. I have already recommended that this region should

become a nursery area, supplying the Sudanian zone with young animals. In cer

tain favoured sectors, however, where there is irrigation, it will be possible

!I In the south of Ghana only one-seventh of the original forest remains - and
possibly only for the time being.

g( European beer, which is gaining ground SO ~uickly, consumes foreign exchange
uselessly, and is much more detrimental to health; it is therefore harmful,
whatever the claims made by its producers. It is a highly profitable industry
(the profit margin is often 18-28 per cent of invested capital for local brew
eries). Wine is worse.
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to produce slaughter stock that is heavier and develops increasinglY'earlier.

By selling more animal products to the rich, developed coastal area, the stook

farmers of the hinterland will receive an increasing share of the export revenue

from the plantations and industry. However, most of this revenue should be

invested in capital goods.

This intensification of livestock-production will take some time. The

people of the sahel grow sUbsistence food crops even under conditions that are

too marginal, where the rainfall is less than 40 em. It is, of course, still

possible to improve yields of spiked millet by selective breeding and the use

of manure and fertilizers, but in such climates these yields will always be

mediocre and irregular, except on soils having exceptional mois,ure retention

properties or in the flood-plains of rivers. When irrigation is possible, for

example, along valleys, it provides useful additional work and resources in the

dry season.

A three-component farming system comprising livestock, irrigated crops and

dry farming would be satisfactory. Pumping is often economic on river banks,

and has interesting though limited potentialities. Large irrigation networks

are so costly that they cannot spread rapidly; they will often have to compete

with other forms of investment that will often be more productive. Better utiliza

tion of eXisting or future networks (for the growing of industrial crops and the

intensive raising of livestock) would make these schemes rewarding economically.

Cotton cultivation in the Gezira network set the Sudanese economy in motion. But

there are very few African soils that are as well suited for irrigation as the

Nile alluvium.

Without irrigated crops, which would provide protein reserves and resources

for the end of the dry season, the modernization of stock-rearing would be more

difficult. Extensive stock-raising can, however, be progressively improved;

camels and small livestock would then be more important than cattle in this zone.

In some instances, plantations of draught-tolerant fodder trees may prove

to be of value, but livestock production will provide sufficient work for only

a limited number of people, even when it is modernized and intensified. Non

agricultural occupations must therefore be developed at a faster rate than else

where, in all nlaces where there is a high population density.
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It will sometimes be possible to set up certain industries that will create

a series of related services around them, and thus more work. This development

may take a long time in most places, and the agricultural population will expand

dangerously in the mean time. Emigration such as that which takes place towards

the coast!! then appears to be essential for the immediate future. This move

ment is even affecting the Sudanian 30ne, in spite of its higher agricultural

potential. If West Africa were a single unit,£!thiS emigration would be a boon

for it as a whole, as it would create new wealth by extending plantations and

other coastal activities and greatly increase the productivity of the emigrants,

who often live wretched lives in unproductive natural surroundings.

This movement raises the emigrants' level of living less than their produc

tivity, because they are often exploited as wage-earning employees. Only seldom

can they acquire land on a long-term basis and set themselves up as independent

farmers. The wealth they create mainly benefits the coastal countries. All the

living expenses of the young men who come to the Ivory Coast and Ghana are COVer

ed, until they reach productive age, by their countries of origin: Mali, Niger

and the Upper Volta. If they leave their countries just at that time, they

impoverish them. Such migTation is useful under present circumstances, fcr it

relieves congestion in over-populated marginal areas and reduces rural unemploy

ment and the growing of crops th~t constitute risks and are therefore under

productive.

The benefits of these migration movements are too unevenly distributed,

however. Thanks to migration and to some much more favourable "natural" condi

tions, the Ivory Coast and Ghana and other seaboard oountries, have been able

to make much more rapid progress than the countries of the interior.

Africa inequalities in development, which may have dangerous economic

In tropical

and political

11 And even to France, for the people of the Senegal valley; this is a movement
which might expand considerably.

£! Attention should, however, be drawn to the agreements being negotiated between
the Ivory Coast, the Upper Volta and Niger and also between the riparian coun
tries of the River Senegal: Guinea, Mali, Senegal and Mauritania, and, finally,
the Central African Customs and Economic Union (Cameroon, Gabon, Congo (Bra3za
Ville), Central African Republic and Chad). Such integration movements are
the absolutely essential prereqUisites for true development.
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conse~uences, are becoming more accentuated, both between individuals and

between nations. The establishment of an African government with supra

national powers, however desirable it may be, is only a very long-term prospect.

Meanwhile, it would be advantageous to slow down the increase in these ineQual

ities.

For this purpose, I have proposed free access to the undeveloped fertile

coastal land for any Africans ready to farm it under a local development plan,

preserving soil fertility, and ensuring proper use of the land concerned. Credit

facilities, which are necessary for such development (on as small a scale as

pcssible, because the first essential is to invest work) would be cpen to every

one, migrants and criginal inhabitants, en the same conditions. Problems also

arise in connexion with migrants from the same country, such as the northern

Senegalese and the Senoufo from the Korhogo region in the Ivery Coast, who have

settled in the south of their countries. Less attention is paid to the new

arrivals in western Madagascar than to the people who have been installed there

longer, as Ottino points out, and he goes on to say that "this state of affairs

is all the mere regrettable as the (recent) Betsileo immigrants, who have little

to lose and everything to gain from the scheduled changes, are more open to

innovations than the older elements of the population".

Such measures would oblige all the original coastal inhabitants to work,

whereas some of them are oontent to make the migrants work. Such a procedure

is justifiable only if the original inhabitants provide a certain minimum of

skill and capital in modernized farming enterprises. Let us not forget that

the "free" provision of the United States with young immigrants in the nine

teenth century impoverished Europe and enriohed North America, speeding up its

development. Under much worse conditions, slavery held back African development

for two or three centuries. Emigration from the savannah to the coast or from

Africa to Europe cannot be condemned, as long as the manpower available cannot

be properly used locally. There might, however, be financial compensation on

the part of the benefiting country. Full advantage should be taken of this

movement by giving the migrants thorough vocational training and arranging for

rotation so that they would almost all return, with increased worth, to their

countries of origin.
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51. Sudanian agriculture can be modernized more easily

In this zone, the rainfall is more abundant and less irregular, although

in most parts there are not more than four or five months of rain. The low

water retention capacity of the soils must be increased, and sowing must be

brought forward to the beginning of the rainy season, which is of fundamental

importance for the yield of all crops.

The ground is hard at the end of the dry season, however, the weather is

hot, and human energy is not always SUfficient; by using animal draught, faster

progress could be made. However, investment is needed to acquire commonly used

implements: plough and cart, harrow and horse-drawn hoe. Some authorities fear

the consequences of tilling a soil too deeply when the humus is very superficial,

and are afraid that this may make erosion worse. Hence the preference for the

Canadian type of flexible-toothed cultivator, or other implements by which a

kind of ploughing can be achieved, over the conventional plough. If the soil

is tilled by passing a horizontal "duck's foot" blade through the subsoil,

leaving the plant residues on the surface, the soil is protected from wind

erosion. Neverthsless, deep ploughing can prove useful if the surface soil is

not finely broken up, since it increases the water retention capacity and im

proves the soil structure.

The horse-drawn hoe, working between the rows of crops, is not widely used

because the presence of tree-stumps restricts its employment, or because hoeing

is normally left to women: the men are therefore less concerned about making

the work easier. Also, farmers sow an excessive area of millet or ground-nuts

and are later unable to keep it free of weeds, which choke the crops. In

Senegal, the general adoption of sowing in rows and using the horse-drawn hoe

for crops such as millet and sorghum would alone Cover the country's needs of

these cereals. Animal-drawn implements are expensive and not fully used in the

family enterprise, which is too small, hence the necessity of forming groups

for the joint purchase of such equipment. The same sometimes applies to draught

animals, such as pairs of oxsn, and even camels.
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The extended family holding, of 8-12 hectares, is the smallest unit that

can make animal-drawn implements suggested pay their way; with the oxen, their

ccst is fro CFA 80,000 or more. One might propose successive stages: first the

seed drill and the hoe, then the lifter, then the cart, and finally the plough

needed to turn in the green manure that will be grown in future. The progressive

provision of equipment and an increase ~n the size of farms, especially in newly

developed areas, would mOre rapidly make animal draught profitable. Extension

work and the organization of co-operatives are the two weak points of Sudanian

agriculture.

To increase water retention, organic matter must be ploughed in-farmyard

manure, natural fallow vegetation or green manure. The system of fallow is

still in current practice in this region, and it would be unwise to abolish it

until the conditions for the success of continuous oultivation have been ful

filled. Fallows provide less humus if they are cleared by burning. The fallow

can evolve gradually towards temporary pasture, which is mown and ploughed in

at the end of the rainy season. This will allcw ploughing to be brought forward,

an eesential requirement for better harvests. Use of the hoe would be followed

by fertilizers, because there would no longer be any trouble from weeds.

For hoeing and ploughing by means of animal draught, the ground must be

freed from tree-stumps, which constitutes a large item of expenditure. On light

soils, whenever there is a fair slope, increased water infiltration can be achiev

ed and erosion damage greatly reduced by contour cultivation.lI The most economic

ways of adapting the techniques indicated by research to the various local condi

tions will have to be determined. Progress in tropical agriculture becomes more

complex as soon as it has gone beyond the first measures; it must be tackled

resolutely.

52. Ground-nut cultivation faces an uncertain future

In the Sudanian and Guinean zones, the subsistence crops, mainly cereals

(sorghum tending to replace spiked millet in areas of greater rainfall), have

11 This technique is risky in heavy soils, in which case it is necessary to
alternate strips of cultivation and fallow parallel to the contours.
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been more or less recently supplemented by industrial crops. Of these, the

two most important are ground-nuts in West Africa and cotton towards Central

Africa. These crops have been of very great service, and the economies of

Senegal and Northern Nigeria still depend very largely on ground-nuts, as does

that of Chad on cotton.

In Senegal, the first modernization plan attempted to prise the country

away from what was almost a one-crop systemllby seeking to develop induStrial and

food crops. The efforts made in this direction have not so far been successful.

Ground-nuts continue to advance in terms of area planted, but not in terms of

yield. It would, however, be dangerous to relax the efforts being made to improve

results, as ground-nuts remain an essential crop in this Sudanian fringe of West

Africa from Senegal to Chad.

There is some question about its long-term future. The soya bean in the

United States and the sunflower in the Ukraine can be mechanically harvested,

a much more difficult process with ground-nut pods, which grow in the ground.

Ground-nut production is likely to have a deleterious long-term effect upon

certain soils, if the crop is not properly cultivated and if it is sown too often.

This is shown by the example of Cayor de Louga in northern Senegal. Ground-nuts

are produced at low cost only because labour is cheap.

The most serious threat to this annual crop, which re~uires repeated till

ing of the soil, comes from the oil-palm, which, under favourable conditions,

produces 3-4 tons of oil per hectare. The average ground-nut yield per hectare

(unshelled) is 900 kg in Senegal, 750 kg in Nigeria and 500 kg in the rest of

Africa. Oil production rarely exceeds I ton per hectare (2.5 tons of nuts) and

then only with very good cultivation practices in the most favourable areas.

The discrepancy in output per man-day bet.een the oil-palm and the ground-nut

depends upon the e~uipment used, but it follows the same trend. In the transi

tion from the gathering of clusters of nuts from scattered wild palms to the

intensive planting of carefully selected stock, productivity has often increased

l! CUba, at the same period, was repudiating the exclusive cultivation of sugar.
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twelve-fold. The expansion of oil-palm production has been limited, however,

by the fact that it reQuires much larger investments and does not give Quick

returns. Nevertheless, if only the Ivory Coast carries out its long-term pro

gramme for 150,000 hectares of new plantations (including 32,000 hectares with

in the next 5 years), with yields of 3 tons of oil per hectare, more oil will

be produced, six or seven years after planting, than on 1 million hectares in

Senegal, producing 1 million tons of ground-nuts.

In the light of these figures, some priority might be granted to the oil

palm in Central Africa and the west coast under a continental plan for the produc

tion of oils and fats. Such a move, however, would hinder the agricultural expan

sion of areas that already have few natural advantages. Palm oil is widely used

in margarine manufacture, but has little use as a table oil, and is not so popular

as ground-nut oil. Nevertheless, African ground-nut producers, already affected

by the abolition of privileges in the Franc Zone, should not pin too much hope

on this single crop as a long-term prospect.

As a protective measure and given better supervision of the peasant farmer,

all the improved methods of ground-nut cultivation should be followed, thus

increasing the yield per hectare and the oil content, wnile reducing production

costs. A more carefully studied system of crop rotation should then be sought,

to conserve soil fertility.

An economic use will then be provided for the protein from the seed, i.e.

oilcake, first of all for human consumption, SO long as the danger of Aspergillus

flavius can be avoided, and then for local animal consumption. Exporting the

"raw material", Le. the oilcake, in order to import the "manufactured product",

the tin of milk, is tantamount to perpetuating under-development. One should

not under-estimate the fact that livestock-raising must be vastly improved so

as to provide a local market for oilcake, otherwise this product will continue

to be sent to Europe.

FAO figures for the year 1961-1962 show a production of 3.55 million tons

of unshelled ground-nuts in tropical Africa. Production could approach 5 million

tons in 1970, taking into account projects already known and estimates. This
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optimistic target will not be reached, however, owing to the lack of super

visory staff)J

53. Livestock raising will be the main activity of this zone in the future

Here again, diversification of production on a national scale can be

successfUlly combined with regional specialization. Improvement in the produc

tion of non-irrigated cereals, rice, cotton, sugar cane, fruit and vegetables

will make it possible to balance the recent fall in foreign exchange earnings,

until it is possible to obtain better protection of the prices of exports. An
effort can be made to introduce other exports such as anacardium nuts (cashews)

and castor oil seed, if not fruit and fresh vegetables. As it has only a luxury

sale, the cashew nut cannot be planted in the whole of the area suited to it.

Interest has been revived in the castor oil plant for the manufacture of synthetic

textiles; South America, however, has a higher output, with which it would be

hard to compete.

Fruit production can be developed for local consumption, but export from

this zone appears more difficult. Vegetable production deserves similar study

and the entire horticultural sector should be given close attention. The export

of early winter vegetables from Kenya and Dakar to Europe could be developed as

well as the export of flowers and ornamental plants. More sugar cane will be

grown in irrigated areas if production is intensive enough to pay for the irriga

tion and will provide sugar that is not too expensive.

All these by no means negligible possibilities will always be limited, and

modern livestock-raising might become the principal long-term source of income

for the Sudanian area. It will be possible to export increasing quantities of

cheese, powdered milk and fresh and canned meat from the savannah to the coastal

areas.

In such live~tcck-raising, the natural vegetation of the savannahs and

fallows would be combined with fodder crops. In areas with adequate humidity,

sown pasture should be sUbstituted for the pasture of the natural fallows. Dairy

11 The recent replacement of Senegalese extension workers by young Frenchmen,
a SATEC operation, seems disturbing, as it was not justified by a higher
level of qualifioations on the part of the Europeans.
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production might be expanded to some degree in sufficiently well-watered areas

and at higher altitudes, such as Kenya. Some of the livestock could be export

ed lean for fattening in the Guinean area, at the edge of the forest. Only in

the light of the first progress in liveetock-raising will it be possible to

define the later stages of modernization more accurately, by revealing the bottle

necks and the principal difficulties.

54. Cotton is also threatened in the long run

It will not be possible to export ground-nuts from very remote regions with

poor communications even if oil mills are installed on the spot, as long as animal

husbandry in the African interior cannot make full use of oilcake, and as long

as human consumption remains very low. Transport costs for oilcake and oil will

Cotton is taking the place of

heavier transport costs, having a much higher value per

or ground-nuts.

often exceed the cost of shelled ground-nuts.

ground-nuts as a oommercial crop; if the fibre alone is exported, it can bear

kilogramme than cereals

Considerable progress has been made in the cultivation of cotton, making

use particularly of animal draught, insecticides and organic and mineral dress

ings.!! The best African farmers have produced 2 tons of raw cotton per hectare

without irrigation, and have even exceeded 3 tons per hectare with irrigation

(Office du Niger). The usual figures are, however, much lower than this, as

only few cotton-growers have made these innovations.

French or European support of cotton prices is going to weaken and world

prices show a tendency to drop. Their chief support comes from the United

States, where vast technical progress makes it possible to weather the fall in

prices. In addition, fertilizer~aremuch more expensive in Africa than in

Europe.

Special mention should be made of the effective work done by the Compagnie
fran2aise pour Ie developpement des textiles (quasi-public) from Mali to
the Ivory Coast and in northern Cameroon.

Sulphate of ammonia costs 348 French francs or $70 per ton in Western Europe,
but 640 francs ($128) delivered to northern Cameroon.

. I
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The producing countries impose export duty on the fibre, but these taxes

go towards the current budget rather than investments. International buttress

ing of cotton prices would be desirable, but, as with rubber, this support may

be a two-edged weapon, favouring the synthetic fibres, which are dangerous

competitors.

To base production too much on cotton, as in Egypt and the Sudan, would

therefore be risky. Recent improvements have been mainly directed at fibre

yield in ginning and the lengthening of the medium staple; the reason is that

the latter type grows over a much wider climatic ZOne than the long staple type,

which does not grow in those tropical areas that have even a slight rainfall.

One aspect that has been neglected in recent work is that of the tensile

strength of the fibres, which could be increased by cross fertilization with

varieties of wild cotton (actually in progress). Since the chief advantage of

synthetic fabrics is that they are easier to wash and require no ironing, efforts

must be concentrated on the factors that condition these properties. The medium

staples, which are reputed to possess them to a greater extent than the long

staples of the Egyptian type, have already risen in value. Efforts can also

be made to improve cotton seed by eliminating glands that contain gossypol. It

would then be of more value as animal feed, and both the oil and the protein

could be used for human consumption. Modernization of animal husbandry from

Mali to Chad would provide an economic outlet for local cotton seed and ground

nut oilcake.

As a result, cotton would play an increasing part in domestic consumption.

It is a costly waste tc burn cotton seed, as in Chad and the Central African

RepUblic, when edible oil is imported. Development cf the textile industry will

make it possible to reduce imports of fabrics from outside Africa, except for

certain special qualities. Following the example of India, consideration can

then be given to the export of cotton in the form of finished products, espe

cially as fabriCS.!!

1/ See chapter XI.
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An "attacking defence" of cotton conducted in all spheres, both agricultural

and industrial, will ensure that its cultivation continues to be profitable.

This will be especially true if output can be improved more rapidly, which is

an easy task. Natural rubber is holding its own against the synthetic product

as a result of technical progress. The defence of cotton will also re~uire

rapid industrialization and a wider range of nutritional uses for cotton seed.

Cotton could therefore remain, together with ground-nuts, an important

agent of agricultural improvement in the Sudanian and Guinean zones, in the

short- and medium-term view. The threat from synthetic fabrics, however, makes

it necessary to seek other long-term means for the intensification of agriculture,

especially stock-raising, in the Sudanian and GUinean savannahs. Other 0rops

can alsc be developed, in order better to satisfy local needs or to supply the

coastal area.

55. Non-irrigated oereals, irrigated rice, sugar~cane and fodder crops, maize

and horticultural products

Intensive cultivation, resulting from the introduction of mixed farming,

will make it possible to step up cereal output, reduce the fallow period and

thus produce a surplus of grain for export. This would enable the coastal area

to decrease its purchases of wheat and flour from outside Africa and wculd provide

a diet based on cereals, which would be superior to tubers and plantains. The

migrants from the savannahs, now settled in the coastal zone, would be glad to

find their traditional food available there.

It has been suggested that cereals from the Lake Chad area should be export

ed to North Africa across the Sahara by heavy lorries. This would be too expen

sive, however, and North Africa receives non-African grain on favourable condi

tions. Internaticnal agreement is called for to see that these imports do not

hamper the development of African cereal growing. Non-irrigated cereal crops

will not be of key importance to this sector; every developing agriculture gives

a less and less important place to cereals.

Sugar-cane can grow both in the humid coastal areas and under irrigation

in the Sudanian zone. It would seem preferable to concentrate efforts on this

zone, to secure a balanced development of West Africa, for the coastal area has
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far more export possibilities than the interior, and it is not right that it

should monopolize all the factors of development. Sugar-cane production brings

in its wake a factory, in other words, industry. In order to reduce costs of

producticn, there should be a search for relatively inexpensive irrigation

projects, sufficiently fertile soils, and a rational utilization of sugar-

cane by-products. The upper parts of the leafy stems and molasses constitute

useful fodder resources in the dry season. This would save the heavy expenses

incurred by storing grass, hay or silage. Once the usefulness of these additional

fodder by-products has been clearly demonstrated, livestock-raising based on

natural pasture together with a certain proportion of non-irrigated pasture sown

in place of fallow land, can be further developed. Later on, irrigated fodder

crops will provide a means of combating shortages; they also have qualities that

will eliminate the most serious nutritional deficiencies.

Rice production has already been developed in this zone, in valleys with

controlled flooding and in irrigation networks. So long as semi-extensive

cultivation is practised, with broadcast methods of sowing, simple water control

methods are preferable, as they are much less expensive. If an irrigation net

work for rice production is to be economic, a very high yield is necessary,

therefore requiring both fertilizers and transplanting techniqUes.1I In addition

two or three crops must be grown per year, wherever water is found throughout

the year, as in Kouang Toung in southern China. The Formosan experiments in

Casamance therefore deserve close attention.

Wherever water is scarce in relation to the area of irrigable land, maize

is a more profitable crop than rice, because, with· careful farming, on fertile,

well-drained soil, it can produce three to five times more grain per cubic metre

of water. Rice is better suited to the Asian deltas where there is abundant,

and thus cheap, water to hand; it is hardly suitable for the Maghreb, and its

cultivation will soon be open to question in the Nile delta, Irrigated cultiva

tion of maize will be very interesting, with hybrids suited to different condi

tions and with the use of fertilizers. This cereal, which is of prime importance

11 At Lake Alaotra, in Madagascar, yields of 6 tons of paddy per hectare have
been obtained with direct sowing.
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in East Africa, is not given its due place in West Africa, as there are nct the

necessary fertilizers and rainfall is inadequate (less than 1 m per year in much

cf the area).

Irrigation could also be used in growing sorghum, which, under irrigated

cultivation near Montpellier, has yielded more than 12 tons of grain per hectare.

A very great deal of work is required upon the selection of the different varieties

of sorghum and millet to be grown with and without irrigation. Irrigation requires

varieties that can take full advantage of these new productive potentialities.

FAG oould organize an interchange of experience between Africa and Asia on the

different varieties of millets and sorghums, as was successfully done with rice

in south-east Asia.

Horticultural production, i.e. fruit and vegetables, deserves more atten

tion in the irrigated areas. The village gardens of the dry zones only supply

vegetables at the end of the rainy season and at the beginning of the dry season.

Before the African farmer of the savannah is able to buy canned goods, his produc

tivity must be sharply increased.

A canning industryl! cculd only repay the initial investment if it were in

operation for a large part of the year. It would therefore be necessary to grow

irrigated vegetables and fruit as well as non-irrigated vegetable crops. In far

too many of the Sudanian zones, the mango is almost the only fruit known, and

there is a surplus of fruit at harvest time. Some of the mangoes are therefore

left to rot on the ground and later on there is a shortage of fresh fruit.

Consideration could be given to many other species of fruit, the cashew, for

its fresh fruit, the guava for its hardiness and its richness in vitamin C, etc.

Wherever irrigation is possible, even over a limited area, small banana planta

tions can be most useful.

The agricultural modernization of the Sudanian zone seems a less difficult

process than that of the Sahelian zone, but remains much more difficult than in

the dense forest. Work will have to be done in different directions, dry farm

ing, livestock-raising and irrigation on the one hand and cereal and horticultural

11 See sect. 95.
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production and industrial crops on the other. Wherever pcssible, a parallel

industrialization effort is needed. Let us now turn our attention to a

privileged sector of tropical Africa, that of the rich plantations of tree

crops in clearings of the dense forest.

Let us stress first of all that from Bouake in the Ivory Coast to Bambaro

Alindao in the Central African Republic, the potentialities of the humid savannahs

seem to be very high, particularly as revealed by the work of R. Morel at the

Gr~mari station (CAR).1I I n such zones cultivation is now possible with short

periods of fallow in which high value fodder crops will be grown if the soil

is not degraded; it may even be possible to do without fallow altogether. This

may be combined with increasing yields and two harvests a year, if good cultiva

tion methods are adopted.

11 R. Morel and P. Quant in , Les jacheres et la regeneration du sol en climat
soudano-guineen d'Afrique Centrale. L'Agronomie tropicale, February 1964.
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CHAPTER VI

THE RICH PLANTATIONS OF THE FOREST ZONE¢:!

56. The dangers of over-extensive cocoa and coffee planting

The development of cocoa, and afterwards of Robusta coffee, has brought

great wealth to the coastal zone of West Africa, from the Ivory Coast to

Cameroon including Ghana and Nigeria. The main reason why the economy of

Ghana, almost alone in tropical African countries, will soon be able to envisage

rapid, self-propelled development in the near future - a take-off - is to be

found in its cocoa production. This African cocoa is really competitive at

world prices, and West Africa has long since taken the lead in production away

from Amerioa, by a wide margin and without artificial protection. This is due

more to social structure than to a superiority of natural conditions, as I have

explained with regard to the cocoa-producing area of Ilheus in BraZil.~

The development of Robusta coffee came later, particularly in French

speaking Africa, and under much more controversial economic conditions, since

it was heavily protected in the French market. The West African coast could

certainly not retain its position in free competition with the rich soils and

more favourable climatic conditions of South America. Even with very good

methods of cultivation, it is more difficult to harvest 1 ton of Robusta cof

fee per hectare in the Ivory Coast than 5 tons of Arabica coffee of superior

~uality on the same area in Latin America.

An initial conclusion emerges; the African producer countries were right

to subscribe to the international coffee agreement, without which they would be

in danger of being crushed by their competitors in any price war.l! A simple

static defence of prices is not enough. It would be dangerous if it encouraged

11 See especially the 1962 FAO Africa Survey, pp. 85-91.

£I See Terres vivantes, chapter III.

l! See Terres vivantes, chapter IV.
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the African producer to neglect ~ther kinds of progress, to be lulled by a

false sense of security. Coffee-growing, as practised until now, has often

resembled the gathering of a wild crop. The rich reserves of humus in the

dense forest are being "exploited".

Coffee and cocoa growing in Africa are semi-forest types of farming,

hence their very low yields, insufficient monetary returne for the produ

cers and the use of vast areas of land for a ridiculously small scrop. As

the plantations are widely scattered, they are less well looked after and

transport costs are increased. Clones or selected polyclonal coffee seedl!

should be used and the plantations must be properly maintained: yields can

be greatly increased by weeding in good time and even by casual pruning,

both of which require effort only. The fight against disease and insects

and enrichment of the land by fertilizers will pay only if there is proper

upkeep of the plantations, in other words, with good technical supervision.

In multicauline pruning, reserves of young shoots should be built up

which will give high and constant yield. There should be an abundant sup

ply of cheep mulch, which should therefore be produced as near as possible

to the place where it will be used, sometimes on large intermediate strips

used for green manure. It is easier tc introduce all these agricultural

disciplines on a widespread basis on large plantations or co-operatives

under technical supervision imposing strict discipline.

Agreement has not yet been reached between the producers and consumers

on cocoa price levels (a meeting was held in July 1964 at Lome). A high

price level discourages the necessary expansion of consumption and encourages

the use of substitutes. Any economic intervention is a delicate matter and

1/ At Manaryori, Manakara, on the east coast of Madagascar, yields have been
doubled or even trebled by the use of clones. Mr. R. Coste, Director of
the Institut francais du cafe et du cacao provided me with the technical
information.
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there is no miraculous solution that will relieve African agriculture from

the obligation of incessantly striving for progress. It is, however,

necessary to react against the recent slump in cocoa prices.

In many regions such as southern Ghana or Gagnoa in the Ivory Coast,

the reserves of rich new land are coming to an end, the forest fallow

period is being reduced and there is a lack of fertile soil. This hunger

for land can be measured by the increase in its market value, which only

recently was practically nil. The time has therefore come to move on to a

pattern of more carefully localized intensive cultivation and to stop growing

Robusta coffee or, a fortiori, cocoa, where there is a very pronounced dry

season or on soil that is too poor. The use of organic and chemical fertilizers

in cocoa production is only just beginning to spread and yields of 3 tons of

dry beans per hectare have been reported. To aohieve such results, in addition

to the practice of cultivation disciplines, the plantation must be on deep,

fertile soil without gravel or laterites too close to the surface.

The Government of the Ivory Coast has provided free control of the cocoa

capsid insect pest, but only on well-maintained plantations. This has encou

raged maintenance by the producers and has raised the country's production

potential by 50 per cent. These efforts do not aim at an unlimited increase

in cocoa and coffee production, Put at the concentration of intensive produc

tion on smaller areas. This will make land available for the development of

other export or food crops. The world market situation for coffee is likely

to remain bad for a long time, whereas the muoh smaller cocoa surpluses oould

be absorbed, if sales inoreased rapidly, especially to the sooialist oountries.

One of the interesting aspeots of the Guinean barter experiment is its

contribution towards the expansion of the market for bananas and coffee in the

eastern bloc oountries, where consumption is very low.

57. Agricultural disciplines and diversification: bananas, rubber and, above

all, oils and oilseeds

If the African forest zone were to concentrate too exclusively on cocoa

and coffee a real collapse of prices might be caused, similar to that of the

'thirties, no matter what stabilization measures might be taken. The expansion
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of consumption must remain the principal objective, and may be encouraged by

a limited price reduction. Owing to the present ratio of cereal prices to

that of coffee the coffee-grower can often earn four or five times as much

per man-hour as the producer of cereals.l! If Quotas were fixed for all

products and limited to present available purchasing power, a terrible

shortage, a world-wide famine would be artificially provoked. If there were

a slump in prices, however, the peasants, who are the modern proletariat,

would no longer receive a just return for their work. The problem is, there

fore, very complex, and effcrts must be made to seek a more rational relation

ship between agricultural prices and also to protect staple ccmmodities.

The growth in consumption of stimulant beverages is limited, even of

tea - suoh an important crop in East Africa and one that is now being in

troduoed in Madagasoar and Cameroon - and the growth in production should

not be permitted to exoeed it by too great a margin. New orops must therefore

be developed, among whioh bananas, rubber and oil-bearing orops (oil-palm and

oooonut) are the most important. Fresh bananas, however, enoounter heavy

oompetition from the Caribbean area, Central and South Amerioa.

These orops reQuire strioter cultivation disciplines than ooooa or ooffee.

The success of Cobafruit, the banana growers' oo-operative in the Ivory Coast,

is due to these disciplines, whereas, in the lower Mungo in Cameroon, the ex

pansion of banana growing is hindered by the lack of these disciplines and

because the co-operatives are too many and too small. Bananas must not be

grown too far from ports, so as to reduce transport costs and the risk of

spoiling. In addition, the use of fertilizers is indispensable for highly in

tensive cultivation.

l! Similarly in Casamance; in 1964 the producer was reported to earn about 75
francs per man-day growing rice and fr CFA 200 growing ground-nuts.
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Rubber and oil-palm plantations should likewise be conoentrated close to

factories prooessing the latex and the palm fruit. For palm fruit, a slight

increase in distance makes transport costs so high that a producer's earnings

in a remote area may fall to a half or even a third of those of a produoer in

an area near the factory, and if latex is not processed immediately after

tapping, it loses much of its value.

Family plantations cannot succeed economically, if they are set up un

systematically and are too widely scattered. They would have to be ooncentra

tedin selected development zones and compulsory supervision maintained to

ensure respect for the disoiplines of the "industrial" plantations (capitalist,

co-operative or State-owned), which would lead the way in technical matters and

provide the processing factories.

Suitable ecological conditions are found for rubber from the forest areas

of Guinea to the two Congo Republics: an average temperature of 250C and rain

fall exceeding 1.70 m. Rubber is said to tolerate small amounts of sunlight

better than the oil-palm, and provides work for 0.6 men per hectare planted;

its production would help African industrialization. A serious threat exists

in the production of synthetic rubber, which is reported to have approached

2.7 million tons in 1964, as against a little over 2 million tons of natural

rubber. A reduction in prices is to be feared as a result of this competition

and the Institut francais de recherche sur le caoutchouc en Afrique considers

that there is no place for plantations with yields under 1,500 kg per hectare.

Plantation sites will have to be chosen carefully, selected varieties

planted, the soil fertilized (leaf diagnosis is a guide on this point) and an

effective method of controlling root diseases found. In the industrial field,

research into new rubber preparation processes and reinforcement techni~ues

using local protides (waste products from tuna fish etc ••••• ) must be continued.
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The per capita consumption of oil-seede!! in tropical Africa was

estimated at 10 kg in 1960, and exports at 1.6 million tons out of a total

output of 3 million tons. This latter figure would represent consumption

in tropical Africa in 1980, assuming a population of 200 million inhabitants

and a per capita consumption of 15 kg. It would then be desirable to in

crease production to 5 million tons, in order to step up exports at the same

time I this will require very great effort.

The oil-palm gives the highest yields at the lowest costs, and prices

have remained very stable since the end of the Korean war. Thanks to recent

research, selected varieties of seed and perfected techniques are now avail

able. According to the Institut de recherches pour les huiles et olJagineux

(IRHO), recently established plantations and projects in hand will make it

possible to increase production from nearly 1 million tons in 1960 to 1.23

million tons in 1975.

However, this means up-hill work in a number of countries where the

situation is getting worse. The natural plantations of Nigeria, the largest

producer, are deteriorating, the price of oil being rather low there, and

not enough selected plantations have yet been established to replace them.

Efforts in this direction seem rather more advanced in various countries of

French-speaking Africa, especially in the Ivory Coast.

The coconut palm, which is the most widely planted perennial oil-bearing

tree in the world, is not often cultivated in Africa, especially on the west

ooast. It can be planted in the otherwise unfertile sandy coastal belt,

especially if a potassium fertilizer is used. This crop and the processing

of copra require smaller investments than oil-palm cultivation. The new

hybrids have a much improved yield, which oan be exploited to the full if the

11 According to an IRHO note.
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new plantations are properly tended and fertilized; this also applies to

existing ooconut groves.

The African oils and oil-seeds must face competition from synthetic

detergents, - which replace soap - and from soya beans and cotton seed from

the United States, and from sunflower seeds, etc. which are harvested cheaply

by machine. African consumption is low, however, making it easier to achieve

a reasonable expansion of production, provided that cost of production remains

low enough to attract a new class cf African customers with modest purchasing

power. The producer's attitude towards the African consumer might be different

from his attitude towards the wealthy, non-African customer. Such a conception

will, however, raise a number of problems.

58. Rice-growing and the improvement of food and vegetable crops

Constantly high humidity makes possible irrigated rice-growing, which

requires an enormous development effort followed by continuous maintenance.

To make rational use of such investments, there must be highly intensive rice

cultivation, with transplanting methods and the use of fertilizers. However,

rice does not give high yields under such a climate, where there is often

little sunlight. Therefore, the African producer in such areas has not devel

oped rice-growing of the Asian kind.He sticks to his staple crops, tubers and

bananas, which provide him with food in return for less effort.

This kind of diet is, however, highly deficient unless animal proteins are

added. This was amply provided by game, so long as the population density in

the forest areas remained low, but wherever the population has greatly increased

this resource has become inadequate. Even the addition of vegetable proteins

would be useful, but in these areas the Vigna (cow-pea), which is so promising

in semi-arid, savannah zones, is attacked much more by parasites and control

is proving difficult. It remains to be determined which legumes are mcst produc

tive and most suited tc the consumers' tastes.
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Upland rice, or "dry rice" as it is called, has yielded 3 tons of paddy

per hectarel! when sown broadcast at an experimental station on newly

cleared, rich forest land (Guinean forest zone). In order to avoid erosion

on steep slopes, fields should not exceed a certain length - 30-70 m. ac

cording to the soil - in the direction of the greatest slope. Upland rice,

however, re~uires an enormous amount of work in clearing land and enclosing

fields and wastes vast forest resources, estimated at 400,000 m3 of timber

annually in the Ivory Coast. It can therefore only be tolerated pending

development of suitable lowland areas and then provided that it is alternated

with fodder crops and that the land is weeded and fertilized. This area

should rather specialize in plantations and buy grain from the farmers in the

savannah, who lack other resources and will eventually be able to produce

rice more economically.

Efforts must be continued to improve by selection the protein content

of tubers used as human food (cassava, yams, taro i.e. coco-yams). It has

already been mentioned that, in some sweet potato varieties, protein oon

stitutes 7-8 per cent of the dry substance. Wherever the soil is suitable,

these selected varieties of sweet potatoes can profitably replace cassava,

which has been popularized to avoid famine. Cassava however, comes at the

end of rotation in exhausted soil, and, when poorly cultivated, may often

be as injurious to the soil as to health. When it is properly CUltivated,

however, and ade~uately supplemented in the diet, it is not to be despised.

It oan play an important part in animal feeding both for pigs and cattle,

provided that proteins are added.

The extremely high prioe of vegetables in the coastal zone restricts

their general use to the privileged classes, which is in contrast with their

very high consumption in China, where they are very cheap and have played a

1/ The modern tendency in irrigated rice growing is to use only a very
shallow layer of water. Submersion of the soil does not improve the
yield, but makes it easier to control weeds.
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decisive part in putting an end to the shortages of the 1959-1962 period.

It is possible to organize the production, transport and marketing of

vegetables more rationally and to reduce greatly the cost of these different

operations, especially distribution. Wherever it proves difficult to in

troduce animal draught widely, the diesel cultivator of the Japanese type,

protected against water, may be useful. Power mechanization will soon be

acceptable in suburban districts, both because the services of mechanics are

close at hand and because valuable crops are grown there. In China, a very

particular effort has been made in electrification, irrigation, power mechaniza

tion, fruit plantations, market gardening and dairy-farming around the big

cities. In nineteenth-century Europe von ThUnen had already recognized this

principle of decreasing intensification with increasing distance from urban

centres, and it seems e~ually indicated in Africa.

So far, inspiration has been drawn mainly from Europe with regard to the

kinds of vegetables cultivated in Africa, which limits production to the rainy

season. Among the wild plants used for food, it is possible to find species

that it would be worth while to popularize. This would re~uire selection of

varieties and research on fertilization, the protection of cultivated plants,

cultivation techni~ues and watering processes etc.

Tropical China can supply a whole range of vegetables better suited to the

rainy season, if planted in well-drained soil, such as various types of

Brassica and many other kinds of greens. It would be very useful to have the

services of horticultural advisers from China, particularly if they were to

introduce their cultivation techni~ues at the same time as the new vegetable

species. Traditions concerning food will greatly hamper the introduction and

popularizing of such novelties, hence the advantage of the gardens and canteens

of the modernized rural schools. Cassava leaves make an excellent vegetable;

more leafy varieties must be selected.
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59. An almost unexplored domain: equatorial fruits

Much study has already been devoted to two species intended primarily

for export - bananas and pineapples. An important company is establishing a

pineapple-canning industry in the Congo (Brazzaville). The Salci company in

the Ivory Coast is reported to have harvested 10,000 tons of pineapples on its

own plantation in 1964 and to have bought 16,000 tons of fruit from the 600

planters who were under contract to it in a vertical form of organization.

This company used to enjoy considerable protection in the French market, but

tod~ seems to be in a more competitive position. Although the equatorial

fruit flora is more varied than that found in temperate countries, it is very

little exploited. Its use is still limited to local consumption, which was

almost entirely ignored until a few years ago. Consequently, little attention

has been given to improving most species.

Such study is urgently needed to supply the African populations with

health-giving foods. The campaign against alcoholism would be helped by the

popularization of fruit juices, whether fresh, carbonated or even slightly

fermented. Canned fruit juice will be expensive, but canning is necessary, if

only to replace imports.

The guava is worth considering because of its hardiness, its high vitamin

C content and its potential economic industrial uses. It sometimes becomes

sub-spontaneous and spreads over the oountryside, thus cutting down the produc

tion of pasture-land. Citrus fruits are very delicate and exacting in require

ments of fertilizers and water-control; they can, however, give high yields

if properly cultivated. The fact that ripe oranges remain green in the tropics

is a disadvantage only for export, not for industrial use or domestic oonsump

tion.

In the savannahs, the family type of garden-orchard requires irrigation if

it is to produce all the year round. That seems to be an easier undertaking in

the humid coastal zones. Looking at the delays and difficulties involved in

promoting the idea of the family garden in eastern Europe during the last two

centuries, it is to be feared that family horticulture will not progress any

more quickly in Afrioa. Until recently, eve~Hungarian or Slovakian village had
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an expert gardener, who supplied the inhabitants with fruit and vegetables.

This idea will be applicable in Africa as the sale of local products ac~uires

enough cash-value. If there is too much delay in the development of local

horticulture, demand will be satiefied increasingly by imports, at the expense

of capital e~uipment.

There seems to be a still more preseing need to establish a green belt

of fruit and vegetable farms around each big agglomeration. Its development

would be helped if imported horticultural products were banned or taxed. At

the same time, efforts would have to be made to combat a tendency - too wide

spread among the market-gardening fraternity - to restrict urban supplies in

order to maintain very high prices, as has apparently already been ncted

around cities such as Dakar, Lagos and Bangui.lI The establishment of a can

ning industry will not be economically feasible as long as the market for

fresh fruit and vegetables remains unsaturated, which means the maintenance

of inflated prices. To open a tomato-canning industry at Kaolack in the hope

of soon obtaining tomatoes at fr CFA 7 per kg, whereas until now they have

fetched 50, seems to be unrealistic. To succeed, all production methods

would have to be streamlined, inexpensive water-control measures introduced,

etc.

60. Animal husbandry in the fo~st zone, and a conclusion

Trypanotolerant breeds of cattle are now being developed in the forest

zone, but expansion cannot be so rapid as in the eavannah. Furthermore, dairy

farming ie more difficult here, and, in thie case, is absolutely restricted to

high-altitude zones, such as the Bamileke oountry in Cameroon, or Kivu in the

Congo, where conditions are similar to those in East Afrioa. It is even harder

to promote the use of animals for work in the forest area. Conse~uently,

greater attention should be paid to small livestock, and to goats even more

than to sheep, redoubling precautions against brucellosis. Islam is not strong

A similar situation exists for the Japanese gardeners producing tomatoes for
Sao-Paolo (BraZil). Cf. Terres vivantes, chapter IV.
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in this area, so that there is no prejudice against pig-keeping, which,

however, is still handicapped by rather difficult natural conditions. In

these circumstances, poultry-rearing Can assume greater importance, but

the extremely low price of eggs in the countryside hampers the development

of their production.l!

The conclusion to be drawn then is that, in the forest zone, sustained

effort should be concentrated on the plantations, where strict cultivation

disciplines can ensure a very high level of production. Emphasis should be

laid first of all on palm-oil, rubber and coco-nut production, then cau

tiously on banana-growing. Cocoa and Robusta coffee cultivation should

merely be intensified, without aiming at an increase in production. Only

modern methods of cultivating these crops will bring in big returns in

foreign exchange and enable the region to import capital equipment. In the

last few years, GUinea, the Ivory Coast and Ghana have been almost the only

African countries to attain an annual growth rate of 5 per cent. In Guinea,

this has been due to the mining of bauxite and the manufacture of aluminia,

because its agricultural production is receding.

As food crops and, even more, livestock raising will remain in the

background for a considerable time, it would be wrong to assign to them land

suitable for highly prcductive plantations. It would be wise to develop

intensive horticultural production, but less attention cculd be given to

tubers, if this would benefit a more valuable crop. Any attempt by small

African states to attain self-sufficiency in foodstuffs would be inadvisable.

The forest area should now provide the savannah with a growing market for its

livestock products and in the future for its grain and horticultural products.

In the most remote parts of Ethiopia, 70 (small) eggs can be bought for
Eth.$l (US 40 ~ or fr CFA 100).
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CHAPrER VIl

THE EXTREMELY ACUTE AGRARIAN PROBLEMS OF NORTH AFRICA

61. A difficult situation: the colonial settler introduced mechanization rather

than intensification

This African sub-region has a predominantly desert or arid climate, except

for certain very limited coastal zones on the shores of the Mediterranean and

the Atlantic. Also, in the UAR, the Nile offers great possibilities for irriga

tion, which will be further increased by the Aswan high dam. The agricultural

potentialities of this region would be vastly increased, in the more distant

future, if an economical way of desalinizing sea water were found. Meanwhile,

such potentialities are limited in view of the population explosion, which is

so strongly marked in this area.

The local structure of production, which combines the cultivation of durum

wheat and olives with sheep-rearing, provides a balanced diet and is fairly well

suited to the climate, Durum wheat resists winter damp, and the re~uirements

of sheep, which are at their highest during the spring lambing, decline at the

end of summer; the olive tree is also well suited to the irregular rainf.all.

This system, however, gives modest yields, only acceptable when a small popula

tion is increasing at a very slow ~ate, as was the case in the last century.

In Morocco, according to available figures, the food supplies per head of

the population have decreased sharply over the last decade. In Algeria, they

have almost consistently declined since the beginning of the century, with the

exception of wine and citrus fruits, as far as the Moslem population is concerned.

The decrease in Algerian agricultural output over a shorter period, between 1959

and 1963, has been estimated at 22 per cent - a conse~uence of the war and of the

changes that have taken place. Some studies on the UAR estimate the growth

rate of the population at 3 per cent and that of agricultural production at 2-2.5

per cent, which is not a bad achievement. Other studies show that the increase

in population over the construction period for the high dam will absorb the addi

tional agricultural output achieved by means of its construction. According to

a first approximation, the studies in hand in the Sebou basin lead to a similar
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conclusion: the total production that can reasonably be expected from future

irrigation will not match the estimated growth in the population of the country.

Owing to the extremely high yields per hectare that have already been achiev

ed in Egypt, where fertilizers are being more widely used, further progress is

more difficult. An accompanying phenomenon is the very low productivity of

agricultural labour, whicb is, furthermore, general throughout the zone except

on modernized plantations, which are in the minority. The only exception is in

Algeria, where such farms until recently accounted for the greater part of out

put.

North Africa suffers first of all from an imbalance between the winter rains

and the summer heat. Most of the well-watered zone, which is so small in area,

is mostly mountainous, all the way from the Rif to the Tell Atlas and the

Khroumirie, so that its use is restricted. Only in Morocco does one find broad

plains both on the coast (Gharb, Chaouia) and inland (Tadla); there are also

two rivers worthy of the name, the Oued Sebou and the Oum er Rbia, with an

appreciable flow at low water.

There seems to be less scope for agricultural development in Algeria, and

even now marly slopes have sometimes been over-cultivated. This brings the

danger of erosion, or on the border of the desert greatly reduces the produc

tivity of an agriculture so marginal that it would have been better to leave

the pastoral steppe undisturbed. There are even more modest potentialities in

Tunisia, since agriculture becomes sO difficult south of the highland chain,

and the slightly salt water of the River Medjerda is not always suitable for

use on clay soils.

From the historical point of view, the recent agricultural development of

this area, especially in the Maghreb, has been influenced by the impact of a

form of colonization that, though French in essence, was at the same time

Mediterranean, and has had most varied effects. On one hand, the settlers

introduced powerful agricultural machinery (tractors, combine-harvesters) and

more modern techniques, made some large-scale investments (Vines, citrus fruits

and early vegetables) and obtained higher yields than the local farmers could
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produce. However, they deprived the latter of most of their best land, the most

level and best-watered ground. Profit was their first aim, and it was easily

achieved by paying low wages and exporting products at protected prices to coun

tries with a high income level.

Their economic system was not aimed primarily at intensificaticn and full

employment, both indispensable for independent development centering round these

countries themselves. Their farms were an appendiX to, or an extension of. the

F'rench economy in colonized terri tory and the aim was not to ensure a general

and cumulative development of the North African economy. The vineyards, in Algeria

especially, contributed largely to the excessive consumption of alcohol in France,

and those in the plains could instead have produced fruit, vegetables, intensive

fcdder crops (and thus milk and meat) and industrial crops (cotton, sugar, oils

and oil-seeds) for the people and industries of the country. It cannot be pre

tended that this "dependent" agrarian economy was the best framework for develop

ment, despite some innovations. With the prospect of an independent Algeria,

such an orientation of the economy was not advisable in view of the situation

in the wor Ld v i.ne market.

Paying more attention to mechanization than to intensification, the North

African 'settler'often adopted the simplest rotation, the biennial cereal-fallow

system, advised by the Eoole d'agriculture de Maison-Carree. It would have been

possible to develop a more intensive rotation, often on a cereal and fodder basis,

with as little as 500 rnm of rain (and even 400 rnm, wherever evaporation is slight).

This could have been supplemented by the full employment of irrigated areas (which

would have been the logical place for irrigated fodder crops) - irrigation facili

ties are badly under-utilized in Algeria.!! This crop rotation could have provided

!! 40,000 hectares actually irrigated, in areas where large farms of 150,000
hectares predominate, whereas 105,000 hectares are equipped for irrigation.
The results that can be obtained through irrigation may be studied in Israel,
a country that clearly demonstrates the potentialities of North Africa.
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fodder for intensive livestock-raising, but it was neglected by the majority of

settlers.!! Finally, their methods of cultivation usually hastened the deteriora

tion of the soil, as they burnt the stubble that could have prOVided humuS,g/

and generally failed to take precautions against erosion. This is equally true

of cereals and vines, which were often planted in rows following the steepest

slope. Shallow tillage that disturbed the surface only slightly and left the

stubble to shield the surface from the action of the wind would have effectively

protected it from wind erosion.

Driven on to the hill-sides and deprived of the best land, the local farmer

was obliged to till soils seriously threatened by erosion; first of all protec

tion should have been given against erosion as well as against over-grazing,

which is a contributory factor. Large-scale "soil conservation and reclamation"

projects have indeed been carried out especially in Algeria. Being undertaken

by the "colonial" authorities without the consent of the people, these projects

were not always maintained and safeguarded and, if they were, it was at heavy

expense to the State. Traditional agriculture has not made enough progress to

be able to cope with this problem, having been left to its own resources, and

also because conditions have been made increasingly difficult by population

growth. The result has been a very wide gap between the modern and traditionaJ

sectors in Algeria and in the spread of unemployment in the latter (G. Tillon)

These few observations show that:

11 On the other hand, I should draw attention to the work of a French settler
established since independence near Kenitra, in Morocco; he maintains 20 ha
of citrus fruits and feeds 50 high-yielding dairy cows on 46 ha of irrigated
pasture. This is an indication of what might have been achieved by coloniza
tion directed at the development of the country and not at profit alone. From
the economic viewpoint, it would have been worth while to adopt a different
policy regarding settlers engaged in highly intensive cultivation. The
settler problem has, however, been dealt with from the political angle, which
is perfectly understandable.

g/ It has been concluded from some recent studies that humus comes mainly from
the decomposition of roots, while the stems above ground mineralize very
quickly. The burning also eliminates parasites and seeds of noxious plants.
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(1) It is a particularly urgent need to increase agrioultural production

in the North African sub-region, even more so than in the rest of

Africa; it is also extremely difficult to achieve this. Fresh considera

tion will have to be given to the methods of intervention.

(2) Even a wide-spread increase would be absorbed by population growth,

if this continued for some time at its present rate, which is really

untenable, especially in the DAR.!!

(3) Therefore not only must agrioulture (inoluding hortioulture, animal

husbandry, fruit-growing, silvioulture and fishing) be intensified

and given a oonsiderable degree of priority, but the other seotors

of the North Afrioan economy: industry, handiorafts and services,

must be more rapidly developed.

(4) Even then, as a result of the probable inadequaoy of investments,

it seems difficult to obtain full employment in the Maghreb without

some emigration to non-Afrioan oountries. Full advantage should be

taken of this for North-Afrioan development (oocupatiollal training).

The first subjeots dealt with below will be the ohief factors of agrioultural

intensifioation in North Afrioa: trees, water, animal husbandry and the use of

fertilizers. Then will oome the fundamental Obstacles in the way of development,

suoh as the system of land tenure, which oreates oonditions that favour erosion

and disoourages investment. The necessary oultivation and pastoral disciplines

will lead on to the subjeot of a correot polioy of land use. This will be

effeotive only with reaotivated rural oommunities that are able to enlist the

aotive partioipation of the looal population.

62. The prinoipal faotors of intensifioation: first of all,trees

Trees oan tolerate the irregularity of Mediterranean rainfall muoh better

than annual orops suoh as oereals. There deep roots enable them to find moisture

at greater depths, and to bind the earth on the slopes. Studies in Lower Moulouya

!! In that oountry industrial development exoeeds population growth and has
inoreased purchasing power, so that it has reoently beoome neoessary to
introduce meat rationing.

.,
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have shown that 200 mm of rainfall moistens the soil to a depth of only 40 em,

and that 400 mm of rainfall penetrates to 70 em. On loamy soil, 500 mm is

re~uired to moisten the soil down to 1 m. Below this rainfall, trees prosper

only on stony or sandy soil (e.g. the olive-tree of Sfax), or at fairly close

proximity to a groundwater table, or when irrigated. In general, trees are

better suited to irregular rainfall ~han to the most arid type of climate,

except for resistant species (cactus, apricot-trees).

Tree crops have moreover, always played an important part in the North

African economy. Periods of inseourity and of the dominance of the pastoral

economy have, however, caused it to recede or hindered its expansion. Other

causes for the slow development of tree cultivation in the Maghreb are the high

level of technical skill re~uired and the long period of investment necessary

before any appreciable return is forthcoming. A poor peasant economy lives

from hand to mouth and cannot invest. Planting is done only by the landowner,

and the khammes, azzab and other share-croppers, with annual contracts, have

no interest in planting for their successors. The region of the Fassi latifundia

in the foothills of the Moroccan Hif, where this type of land tenure predominates,

is almost devoid of trees, but these grow more thickly in the areas where there

are small estates.

The vineyards,

following outline.chiefly in Algeria, can be re-oriented according to the

market with raisins, grape juice and fresh grapes. It will

market the fruit, as only wine was protected in France.!!

Well-tended and well-watered trees have, nevertheless, a very high poten

tial production. Until now wine-grapes have been developed, followed by irrigat

ed citrus fruits, mainly intended for export. The vine can supply the Moslem

not be easy to

Emphasis must be put, first of all, on those by-products cf the grape not

connected with wine-making, which are of great importance in Turkey, and then

on the production of the high-~uality wines most sought after in the world

!I Riffian grapes, which were once dried, were later harvested mainly for wine
making, until the decline in their production in 1959. The wine-maker paid
more for them and the heavy toil involved in drying the fruit was eliminated.
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market, for export to various oountries. France will buy decreasing ~uantities

of ordinary wines with a high alcohol content, because they will be produced

in the south of France, in the area between Roussillon and the Var, and in

Corsica. The vines will have to be moved from the 0001 and fertile or irrig

able lowlands, where more intensive crops will take their place, and occupy

land with a gentle or moderate slope, where they can protect the soil and

produce a ~uality crop.

Citrus fruits can be developed, both for export and for local consumption;

this has been under-estimated and cutput can be expanded if domestic prices

are lowered. Fruit juices and other industrial processing can also lead to

wider outlets providing prices remain very low, which will make it necessary

to reduce production costs.

Many other edible fruits can be developed in North Africa, among the most

important of which are oliveslland figs, followed by almonds and apricots, which

are fairly resistant to drought; then there are the pomaceous fruits and nuts

in the valleys and on the high plateaux. In all these fields, the profit-making

capacity of the local farmers' orchards is all too often reduced because ~uality

is low and production widely dispersed. In fact, no other type of plant produc

tion re~uires as much technical skill as tree-growing. Conse~uently, a special

effort is re~uired to provide technical guidance in this sphere in which the

large-scale enterprise with high technical efficiency seems indicated.

11 In Italy and the south of France a real technical revolution has recently
taken place in olive growing, in particular through the adoption of low
growing varieties, bearing fruit earlier and planted more thickly in the
form of hedges of fruit trees. This techni~ue has been applied by a
Moroccan farmer, south of Meknes, who is already cbtaining 6 kg of fruit
from each 3-year old tree. This would make it possible to interest the
farmer more quiCkly in the protection of his olive groves. North Africa,
and Tunisia in particular, where the olive tree occupies such an important
place in the agrarian economy, seems to have remained too much withdrawn
from this technical revolution, which it might profitably study in Italy.
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The development of arboriculture is not limited to the food-stuffs sector,

for forage trees are also important in the Maghreb. In summer, the cows of

Kabylie feed on the leafy branches of the ash-tree,!lwhich are very rich in

protein. Among many others, mulberry and poplar leaves have great value as

forage. There should be a technical and economic study of the forage value

of the American vines, grown in hedge form and regularly pruned. The leaves

can provide a vast supply of forage in a semi-arid climate, and are also a vege

table prized in Greece.

The best-known of the forage trees are the spineless cactus and the carob.

The former have been used chiefly in semi-arid zones until now. On free drain

ing hillside soils, where there is never any danger of excess water, such trees

can make good use of steep and stony land, which it is otherwise very difficult

to exploit economically. Their production will quickly increase with rainfall

and will constitute standing forage reserves that will be much cheaper than hay

or silage. In studies made in Algeria, Monjauze gives an important place to

these cacti in his projects of rural modernization - projects which Morocco,

Tunisia and Libya can turn to good advantage by adapting them to their parti

cular situations.

The carob tree gives a seed that supplies a condiment and a pod used as

cattle-feed, which is often exported. In the Moroccon Rif, it is sold for 11

dirhamegJper 100 kg at the roaJ-side, whereas it is apparently resold in Europe

at two-and-a-half to three times this price. Even small-scale modernization

of North African livestock-raising would make it possible to utilize this raw

material on the spot, so that it would be unnecessary to import anlmal products,

milk and calves from France. From carob trees selected in Cyprus and planted

in deep SOils in Israel, it has been possible to obtain 5-7 tons of carobs under

non-irrigated cultivation, with a rainfall of 550 mm, and 12-15 tons under irriga

tion: i.e. seven times more than cereal fodder crops cultivated under the same

conditions. It takes twelve years to attain this production, and this long inter

val is an obstacle to its wider extension.

!I In a very restricted, high-altitude area, just abcve the semi-arid zone in
which the evergreen oak grows.

g( In the Balearic Islands, the price would be double.
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Many other kinds of forage trees have already been tried out or popularized,

such as the honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos), which is more resistant to

cold. A systematic study of these trees should be made in various micro

ecological zones of North Africa in order to determine their potentiality,

their value as fodder and the economic advantages of their cultivation. In

the Algerian rural modernization plan it is estimated that the present produc

tivity of the semi-arid slopes can be increased sevenfold. That will reQuire

the investment of a great deal of poorly remunerated labour, without which the

prospects of agrarian development and of the general growth of the North African

economy will remain very gloomy.

63. The multiple problems raised by irrigation1l

Full utilization of existing irrigation works deserves the highest priority,

in the economic sphere. The existing distribution networks must be completed

and extended as far as the channels serving the individual plots of land, which

would be the responsibility of the farmers concerned. This should be followed

by the construction or improvement of parallel drainage networks, particularly

necessary in areas such as Gharb, Tadla, the lower Chelif and the Medjerdah.

It would be advisable to carry out very thorough levelling operations to make

gravity irrigation possible.

Sprinkler irrigation, which is more expensive, is necessary on light thin

soils on sloping land where levelling would uncover barren sUbsoil, and on flat,

clayey ground or when the water table is close to the surface; in such areas,

e.g. the Gharb and the Nile delta, the flow of water must be carefully regulated,

since any excess would have harmful effects. In the lowlands of northern

Moroccc, the construction of banks that facilitate the run-off of excess water

makes sprinkler irrigation necessary. This techniQue is spreading more and more

throughout the world. Looal manufacture of pipes and appliances is already

reducing the foreign currency oost of such systems.

11 Cf. section 9.
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Better use would be made of the irrigation water, which is too often wast

ed, if the ditches were cemented to avoid leakage. The adoption of an irriga

tion tax, fixed according to volume of water used, would make it possible to

improve and extend the existing irrigation systems, because it would compel

every consumer to economize on water. The cultivation of a minimum of fodder

crops, vital for the modernization of livestock-raising, which is in turn of

such great value in providing organic manure, could be made compulsory by law

or encouraged by a decrease in, or exemption from, the irrigation tax.

In places where the economy is not highly developed (from the Rif and

Middle Atlas regions to the Aures), this ~uite considerable tax could be paid

in kind or in the form of labour, which would make possible proper maintenance

of the network.

Without such a tax, the water will still not be fully utilized, especially

when water-rights are not linked to land-tenure. As it is, some farmers have

too much water for their amount of land, while their neighbours do not have

enough. Better use could be made of the water supply in small districts by

placing it under the control of the small, modernized, rural communities, which

are better able than the central authorities to ensure its most effective utiliza-

tion.

This assumes that the water will be brought to the land where the most

profitable use can be made of it, which will not always be easy to achieve.

In Tunisia it has rre~uently happened that, after the discovery of ground

water, no soils really suitable for irrigation have been found nearby. When

all the work has been finished in the Sebou basin, the ~uantities of water

available will greatly exceed the amount necessary for the area of land well

suited for irrigation.

The classification of land in decreasing order of suitability for irriga

tion compared to the relative cost of the projects will make it possible to

determine the profit-making potentialities of the various schemes enVisaged.

Taking into account also the other local factors, both economic and human, a

better order of priority for irrigation projects can be established. The
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oatohment areas of projeoted large dams must be proteoted against erosion, if

their span of usefulness is not to be out short by silting as quiokly as in the

past. The distribution ohannels will have to be oompleted at the same time as

the main dam, SO that the water oan be utilized before the reservoir beoomes

silted up. The farmer will have to be helped by oredit and urged by taxation

to make the neoessary private investments for the utilization of the water

(levelling or sprinkling). In order to perfeot irrigation teohniques, small

areas supplied by means of pumping equipment should be developed in future net-

works.

Irrigated plantations are a gamble on the long-term future and require

projeotion of future market trends. Full utilization of irrigation systems

requires a teohnioally advanoed population able to oultivate properly the high

ly produotive orops neoessary to make the oostly irrigation projeots pay. In

the area olose to the Beni Amir network in Morocoo, non-irrigated oereals have

sometimes done better than the near-by irrigated oereal orops. North of the

River Ebro in Spain, ootton that was too well-watered and poorly drained frequent

ly gave lower yields during the first years under irrigation than the non-irrigated

cotton grown before.

To make full use of irrigation, whioh is suoh an expensive tool of inten

sification, instruction in agriculture must be given to young people and tech

nioal supervision to adults on a muoh more advanced level than in areas cf non

irrigated farming. The problems of varieties to be seleoted of fertilizers and

also of weeds deserve speoial attention. The irrigated barley orops at Marrakesh

are infested with oat grass, as is the Gharb network by the Cyperusj Aleppo grass

is spreading in the Middle Atlas, and the use of fertilizers enoourages the prooess.

Tree plantations should be irrigated with greater oare: in eaoh orchard there

should be an observation well so that the down flow of water oan be followed

(and oontrolled with precision).

Like speech in the story about Aesop, irrigation may be the best or the

worst of things. Although it is a valuable instrument of intensifioation beoause

of its high potentialities, it is a very exaoting one and diffioult to manage

oorreotly. Allover the world, failures in irrigation are more oommon than
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successes. North Africa should seek the best possible utilization of its small

supply of water by controlling its consumption (properly-designed water towers).

This will require strong rural communities oapable of enforcing regulations

with the indispensable consent of the majority of the people concerned. The

economic feasibility of irrigation is likely to be increased by the prospect

of food shortages. This phenomenon is not, however, in any way desirable. The

first calculations of returns from the Sebou project show that the investment

for each new job created will be as high as in the processing industry, where

productivity will be higher.

64. The necessity of developing livestock-raising

The planting of forage trees and shrubs and the expansion of both non

irrigated and irrigated forage crops will make possible a rapid development and

a more pronounoed modernization of North African livestock-raising, which is

still too dependent upon the spontaneous resources of natural pasture land.

The latter may appear to cost nothing, but in fact guarding animals is very

time-consuming, and free grazing is extravagant and the system impedes any real

progress in animal products. The return per hectare from traditional animal

husbandry will be recognized as even lower than it superficially appears to be

if the deterioration of the over-grazed steppes and the accelerated rate of

erosion are taken into account.

In order to ccmbat erosion, the system of withdrawing certain areas from

use and, thus, the temporary restriction of graZing, is being recommended. This

measure has not proved to be a panacea. It will, nevertheless, be necessary

on the soils that have deteriorated most and are most seriously threatened,

and moreover, on which fodder production is already practically nil. Restric

tive measures will only be accepted by the populations concerned if compensatory

resources, i.e. fcdder crops, are offered to them. It will be a delicate matter

to suggest such action to peasant farmers who cannot always obtain proper food

fcr themselves.

The traditional types of forage, such as bitter vetches (Ers or Vicia

ervilia) and fenugreek (Trigonella tsnugrecum), which are suitable for dry
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soil and utilize the first rains, have scarcely been studied, because the

colonial settlers did not use them. In Sefrou, the Middle Atlas, Tadla,

Cheliff, northern Tunisia and the Nile Delta, lucerne is gaining in importance.

The mixture of vetches with oats, or peas with barley, as non-irrigated crops

alternating with cereals, means extravagant use of seed. This does not apply

to plants with small seeds like Egyptian clover (berseem). High-yielding hybrid

maize is much more productive than lucerne when grown in fertile, irrigated soil.

In order to increase the profit-making capacity of these fodder crops,

similar progress will have to be made in using the correct strains of livestock.

In Israel, it has been possible to fix Friesian characteristics by line-breeding,

using local cows and merely introducing Friesian bulls. In certain rural com

munities, the predictably poor development of forage crops will make it necessary

to remain for some time at the stage of cross-bred herds, which are less exact

ing in their reQuirements, but also less productive.

The North African coastal plains, being irrigated and close to the coastal

urban centres, are suitable for dairy farming. In the plains of the interior

(Cheliff, Meknes-Fes, Upper Egypt) dairy farms will supply processing industries.

If well fed and protected against brucellosis, the hardy Murcian goat is a more

sUitable milk-provider for the peasant family than the cow, especially in hilly

districts, with forage trees. It must be tethered or fed in the goat-shed, and

the highly destructive small, black, wild goats, which give such poor returns,

must be eliminated.

Summer fattening would be the quickest way of utilizing on the spot cattl,

feed that is at present exported, such as carobs, dried beet pulp, bran and

other by-products. If the local breeds of cattle are better fed, they mature

much earlier and yield much more meat. Two of the outstanding products of the

herd are work it does and its manure, both of which could greatly increase the

tctal return from livestock-raising, if put to better use.

Livestock-raising is already responsible for half of the agricultural out

put (in value) of a huge area like the Sebou basin (northern Morocco). Within

the framework of a rural mcdernizaticn project, it can open up big possibilities

of rational development of the hillsides and of a fodder revolution suited to
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the various Mediterranean conditions. Real progress would begin with a strict

discipline of the herd, which would no longer be allowed to stray. Thus, the

farmers would be encouraged in their efforts by the fact that plantations and

crops would no longer be destroyed. In each rural community, by rational land

use, pastures will be set aside and grazed in systematic rotation. Compulsory

collective guarding of both types of livestock (cattle on the one hand, sheep

and goats on the other) is necessary until the pastures can be enclosed by

~uickset thorn hedges, which are more econcmical!! than wire, in order to obtain

a common pasture without nullifying efforts towards rural modernization, parti

cularly plantations and fodder intercrops.

65. Fertilization and mechanization

Since North Africa is rich in phosphates and energy (natural gas and petrol

eum), which is useful for the synthesis of nitrogen, and also has small deposits

of potassium, it should rapidly develop its chemical industry. In countries

sUffering from over-population and under-employment, intensification takes

priority over mechanization. The tractor may often aggravate unemployment and

hinder the modernization of livestock raising, which might make a good start by

better care of draught animals. The use of the combine-harvester encourages

the burning of straw,gj wasting a useful source of fodder and humus.

At the present stage of development of Moslem agriculture, modern animal

drawn implements, such as the fodder mower or the reaper-binder for cereals,

still have their uses. Early deep ploughing by tractor, however, increases

water penetration and allows earlier sowing. A more adaptable policy would

leave the heavy work to the tractor, wherever it is in use, and the light work

to draught animals, in particular whers there is abundant livestock and under

employment. The widespread introduction of the tractor into traditional agri

culture, by means of mechanized ploughing schemes, has been too costly, espe

cially in foreign currency.

!I Especially for the balance of payments.

gj It can be collected by a pick-up truck as some settlers and "modern" Moslem
farmers used to do.
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A more rational calculation for the national economy would not give e~ual

value to the unit of currency for domestic expenditure and for foreign purchases.

It would not seem illogical - although the figure is debatable - to double the

value of expenditure in foreign currency for comparative accounts at the level

of the national economy. Reductionsof import duty on capital goods that may

increase unemployment, or for which an economical domestic substitute exists,

will result in an imbalance detrimental to the full employment of local resources.

If the tractor were used only for ploughing, insufficient utilization would

raise its cost. The operations for which power mechanization seems economically

advantageous will, therefore, have to be more clearly specified.

A very inadequate rainfall limits the possibility of using fertilizers,

which can be Judiciously employed as soon as there is an increase in preci

pitation. In an area south of Meknes, with a rainfall of 500 mm, 42 ~uintals

of wheat have been harvested per hectare fertilized with 60 units of nitrogen

during tillering; 40 units are often recommended for non-irrigated and 60 units

for irrigated crops. Fertilizers must be used in order to obtain the full

benefit from irrigation. FAO experiments in Morocco showed that, on the aver

age, expenditure on fertilizers was recovered 2.7 times over in the value of

the crop. It is still necessary to establish credit facilities and better

distribution systems for the fertilizers.

It would be helpful if priorities could be determined between these factors

of agricultural intensification, but this does not yet seem possible on a general

scale. I was able to be more specific in the special study on the Sebou project

submitted to FAO.

66. The main Obstacles: the systems of land tenure and the strugtle against

erosion

When the large landowner of the Rif foot-hills leases his land on an annual

basis to tenant farmers (khammes or azzab), who are paid a share of the harvest

in return (between 20 and 50 per cent), he sometimes also provides draught

animals; he does not supply modern equipment or technical guidance. His tenants

have no interest in making the slightest improvement to the land either in
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planting, precautions against erosion or even basic organic cr phosphate dress

ing. From the Rif to the Ouarsenis and central Tunisia, the result of this

negligence is tragically engraved upon the rural landscape of sparsely planted

fields, seriously damaged by erosion.

The small landowner cannot intensify his farming SO long as his fields are

invaded by all the livestock of the neighbourhoods, immediately harvesting is

over. ~he campaign against erosion carried on by the Service des forets after

the visit of Mr. Lowdermilk to Algeria in 1938 has achieved some results. These

appear to be ~uite inade~uate, however, in relation to the expenditure involved.

Use was made of reverse-slope ridges parallel to the contour lines, even

in areas where they are unsUitable, for example on marly soils, where there is

danger of soil sliPPingl! and where any breaking of the surface is likely to

aggravate erosion. The fight against erosion must be viewed as a whole, and

the execution of expensive projects is only one of its elements. A study must

be made of all the factors contributing towards erosion, from the climate to the

erodibility of the soil, and from gradients to the effect of cultivation techni~ues.

If better cultivation practices, such as the reduction of root crops or contour

cultivation alternating perennials with annuals, are all that is needed, then

the other protective measures are no longer indispensable. If they are worth

while, the economic return to be expected from them must still be evaluated -

which has never been attempted so far.gj Some rocky slopes have been treated

that were already denuded and where there was no longer any soil to protect,

only stones. Again work was done on gentle slopes densely covered with vegeta

tion, either dum palm (Rif foot-hills) or scrub (Rif), which clearly had no need

of it.

The most valuable and the most seriously threatened SOils must, henceforth,

be protected first of all in places where such protection will encourage the

cultivation of mcdern shrub crops, or cultivation between the anti-erosion banks,

11 In which case only the coppice system of forestry would be effective. From
the economic viewpoiht, frUit-tree plantations would be even more preferable.

gj In 1962-1963, re-afforestation projects, undertaken without any sound tech
nical basis, cost eight times more than necessary for this reason and were
much less promising (funds of the Christian Community of Constantine). It is
not enough, therefore, as Ardant demands, tc put men to work; the work must
be sufficiently productive.
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which is both important and interesting. In Algeria the very conception of

"land protection and reclamation" has recently been revised. There, banks are

usually replaced by large ridges of earth, widely-spaced, and lines of trees

and shrUbs, often of forage varieties, are planted in the intervening spaces.!!

Anti-erosion research should be continued, for no universally valid solutions

will ever be found, but only a series of techniques, each suited to a parti-

cular case. "Agronomy is the science of localities", as Jacques Bujault of Poitou

said in the last century.

The chief obstacle remains inadequate participation by the local popula

tion. As the State generally pays the entire cost of such land development,

the work undertaken is regarded as belonging to the State, and, for that reason

alone, as worthy of little respect. Distrust of the State is SO great that, in

Morocco, the peasants refused an offer by the Office de modernisation rurale

to develop the land, by clearing it, making the anti-erosive banks and planting

trees on a collective grazing ground all free of charge and then to hand the

improved land over to the community. The peasants feared that such improvement

would lead to their dispossession, to the advantage of the State. If they had

really been convinced of their direct, personal interest in the implementation

and upkeep of these productive projects, they would have participated for nothing.

Having made this sacrifice, they would have considered the projects, plantations

making it easier to command the necessary

and developments as their own and would have protected them.

should require only the indispensable

be a general development of the land,

minimum of expenditure.

Such

The

undertakings

result would

observance of disciplines in cultivation and animal husbandry that are vital to

the over-all modernization of African agriculture.

67. Agricultural discipline and land improvement

The strict observance of a group of disciplines, in cultivation and animal

husbandry, is a sine qua non of rural modernization. Each plot of land will

supply what it can produce economically and without suffering harmful effects;

!! Henoch shows that, in the main, North Africa has fossil soils formed in
climates that were more humid; onoe eroded, they will not form again, so that
erosion must be combated. The construction of earth banks only slows down
erosion, and it would be better tc create a continuous carpet of vegetation
or terraces on the ccntour lines, with low stone walls. We should not forget
the high cost of the latter technique.
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only land not likely to deteriorate in the process will be ploughed. Where

wind erosion is prevalent, farmers will leave as much stubble and plant debris

as possible on the surface in tilling the soil. In over-populated China, this

vegetation is used as fodder and as fuel, which emphasizes once again the danger

of over-pcpulation.

The struggle against erosion can be carried on by the peasant farmers

wherever demographic pressure forces them to cultivate gradients of up to

1 in 6. Small protective ridges could be formed by contour planting of a hardy

and vigorous crop on which the cattle do not graze. Elsewhere, horizontal rows

of stones cleared from the fields could playa similar role. By keeping livestock

under control it would be pcssible to replace a protective plant of no or little

productive value!! by a useful forage plant, such as the spineless cactus.

The movement of flocks and herds must be restricted so that rational use

can be made of grazing land, by controlled periodic rotation of the pastures,

and so that over-grazing can be abolished. This will make possible a progres

sive development of these grazing lands (fencing, fertilizers ••• ) which t in

fairly well-watered areas, will later be used for the cultivation of forage

crops and as temporary sown pastures.~ The funds necessary for this develop

ment would be supplied by a grazing tax. This would control excessive increase

of the livestock, which in Morocc~·and Tunisia has preceded the necessary 'fodder

r'evo Lu't i.on',

If the animals were well guarded and i~ their Owners were held responsible

to the community for possible damage, the modern plantations of low shrubs and

trees, which are more easily damaged by livestock, would be better proteoted.

A particular sector of land would be assigned for such plantations. Conoentra

tion of the livestock in one place would also make it easier to undertake collec

tive crop proteotion projects. A grove of quick-growing trees (for firewood and

11 In Morocco, the Sebou Mission is studying the dwarf palm, Chamaerops humilis
or dum, for this purpose.

gj In semi-arid zones, the cactus will supply a standing reserve of forage, which
will need no preservaticn and will be available free in time cf shortage, and
additional forage crops will be produced in irrigated areas.
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small structures), planted close to each village would reduce the heavy task

of gathering fuel, which, together with water-carrying, reduces some peasant women

to virtual slavery. It would also make it possible to use as fodder and litter

a good deal of vegetable matter that is now burnt and, therefore, wasted.

68. The application of these principles by improved rural communities

Experience has shown that these disciplines are not likely to be observed

if they are proposed by the government and its technical departments, and if

observance of them is imposed by the State and its officials. The rural popula

tion must feel the need for suoh action itself, or appreciate that it is under

taken in its own interests and not a mere whim on the part of outsiders. It

has not yet reached the level of technical knowledge or of national (or revolu

tionary) consciousness necessary for such modernization to be initiated from

below, among the peasants.

This brings us once again to the intrinsic problems of political leader

ship and community development, advisory services and the provision cf super

visory personnel. In North Africa, where technical progress is more marked

than in tropical Africa, observance of the basic disciplines of modernization

could be achieved by re-invigorated, dynamic rural communities, aware of the

gravity of their situation.

The first step towards modernization would lie in realizing that it is

urgently necessary. It would best be helped by the establishment not of communes

to deal with administrative tasks (local roads, markets, baths, etc.) but of more

modest rural communities with real economic powers. They would decide on land

use, and the collective spheres of actiVity would be entrusted to them - the

grazing lands, springs or the irrigation channels, small plantations of trees

or degraded lands withdrawn from use. In the legislation of Spanish Morocco a

distinction was drawn between the great forest (State-owned) and the small forest

(entrusted to the local communities); this distinction ought to be reintroduced.

The wholesale felling of fine, young cedar trees in the Moroccan Rif could be

avoided by distributing wood obtained in forest clearing operations and the

waste from mobile saw-mills.

, ,
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If these communities were entrusted with land management, they might be

given overriding property rights for land affected by possible agrarian reforms.

The return to communal ownership would be more difficult than in tropioal Africa.

Here, as in Kenya, life-tenure titles could be distributed witll the proviso

that the land might be be~ueathed undivided to one heir, and with strict regula

tion of transfer, tc avoid further concentration of land ownership. It would

be a good idea to oblige the holder of such guaranteed tenure to carry out prog

ressively the improvements to the land laid down in the development plan (cement

ing of irrigation ditches, drainage, anti-erosion measures, plantations, fences,

tracks, etc ••• ) Only a community with a genuine development spirit could ensure

that such proJects were implemented.

If these projects remain the responsibility of the State, they will not

be conducted ~uickly enough to cope with the population explosion, which is al

ready overtaking production growth. In 1965, the members of the Chinese communes

were makinc a vast ~uantity of investments without remuneration. Their taxes

and contributions to the accumulation fund of the commune were levied on their

gross output; their wages were based only on the net income from current produc

tion,whereas 6-12 per cent of their working days were spent on investment projects

for which they were not actually paid.

The agricultural situation in North Africa is difficult. There is hardly

any good virgin land. Farming must be intensified and the gross output per

hectare must be increased. This is no easy task in such a climate and with

people of a pastoral mentality. Admittedly, it has been estimated that, by the

beginning of the next century, Algerian agricultural output could theoretically

be ~uadrupled. There shculd, however, be no illusions on the rate at which such

progress can be accomplished. Except over short periods, it is very dangerous

to expect more than 3 per cent increase in gross agrioultural output per annum.l!

A more modest advance would still re~uire two generaticns of hard .ork for

little pay. This kind of sacrifice will be difficult to obtain even if it is

mitigated by assistance in the fornl of food, so long as town dwellers enjoy

privileges that are an insult to the poverty of the peasants. Furthermore, it

l! Le monde diplomatique, June 1964.
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has become a cownon practice to subsidize the modernization or agriculture,

which means a reduction in other State investments. At the beginning of develop

ment, agriculture should pay for its own expansion and contribute towards invest

ment in the other sectors or the economy, as was done in Japan and the USSR and

is being done in China. However, this would require sacririces such as only a

revolution could impose. A programme of food assistance on a scale that could

be supplied by the whole or western Europe would make them less dirricult to

accept.

69. The Algerian "autogestion" farms, Tunisian co-operatives and vineyards or
the RH

The autogestion rarms are a regrouping or the former settlers' rarms, which,

by the decrees of March 1963, were turned over to workers' assemblies and elected

management committees, inspired principally by Yugoslavian models.lI These

committees have, on the whole, managed well and have dealt with day-to-day

business. As in the granjas del pueblo in CUba, however, there has been a not

able decline in the productivity of agricultural labour as well as in gross out

put.gj The level of investment necessary for development is not being attained,

and some disinvestment has been noted. Large St~te loans have not been repaid,

nor always even invested, which creates a bad precedent.

The initiative was taken at the grass roots level, which meant the develop

ment of an invaluable revolutionary enthusiasm. However, such rarms surfer from

great lack of experience in the technical sphere, in organization, accountancy

and marketing. Some of the managers appointed have not been equal to their tasks

and have sometimes come into conrlict with the chairmen of the management committees.

The average income of employees on these farms is very much higher than that of

other rural workers, which has created a privileged class that makes certain

demands incompatible with Algerian development. No attempt has been made to

integrate the neighbouring fellaheen into this modern sector.

l! See my report on this subject made to President Ben Bella, written in
January 1963 and published in Les problemes de l'Algerie independante,
Cahiers du Tiers Monde 1963, PUF; see also the study by J. Ponert (Tiers
Monde, April - June 1964) on Algerian agriculture, the example or Tiaret
and, in particular, the mimeographed study by G. Lazarev for the Sebou
Mission, July 1964.

gj Less than appears rrom sales or exports, since consumption o~ own production
has sharply increased.
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The situation would be improved by giving priority to the training of

oompetent and loyal middle-level staff and by reQuiring repayment of state loans

and payment of rent for land and eQuipment received. In addition, the plough

ing back of large surns should be ensured, as in the Soviet Kolkhoz. The rate

of development would be vastly increased if profits comparable to those made

by the colonial settlers were invested, but this is unfortunately not the case.

The basic concept of the Tunisian production co-operatives (Unites coopera

tives tunisiennes de production) is very different. A development plan has been

drawn up with systematic rotation of crops, rotation of grazing land, plantations

and protection from gully erosion. An attempt is being made to integrate the

traditional sector gradually into the modern sector, which must provide the

necessary training. However, economic calculation has been left almost entirely

out of this plan, which lacks any rational conception of priorities and of balanced

produotion oombinations. The over-all concept remains purely technical, a

carry-over from the preceding era supported by consultant firms on the spot. In

a capitalist economy, the entrepreneur does not go ahead with a venture without

a preliminary study of its economic feasibility. A planned economy therefore

reQuires (and this applies to the whole of Africa) meticulous preparation of

deCisions at both the technical and economic levels.

Much will depend upon the ~uality of the management, on the value and the

dynamism of the middle-level staff and on the discipline of the participatns.

The fellaheen have followed the directives issued by the Government without

participating in drawing them up. Therefore they remain mere executants, which

may mean a certain passivity on their part. This fear seems to be confirmed by

JacQues Cherel:!!

"Farmers CUltivating for themselves land of which they are the sole owners
accept far-reaching redistribution of land without any serious dispute.
This factor is favourable to communal agriculture, but it is also negative.
Not counting much on his land, conscious of having made no improvements to
it, to the point of exchanging it with no regret, is the peasant ready to

11 Les unites coop§ratives de production du nord-tunisien, Tiers Monde, April 
June 1964.
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place gre~ter confidence in his own efforts submerged in a collective
enterprise? There is no dcubt that it is impossible to build upon such
resignaticn to mediocrity."

While Algeria gives full rein to its management committees, at the expense

of the technical sphere and of investments, Tunisia does not seem to have aroused

in the rural masses the enthusiasm indispensable for the success of a formula

that is interesting in theory. Under such conditions it seems premature to

abandon the full use of the personal interp.~t motive at the present stage of

development.

Dubois tells us that, in Morocco, the re-establishment of the vineyards in

the Rif at a rate of 10,000 hectares in 10 years, decided upon in 1959, has proved

to be "an even more patent failure than the mechanized ploughing scheme,

because of the working methods of the Moroccan administration". The fellahee

were not called upon to help in establishing these vineyards, except as hirea

wage-earners. Having little faith in the eventual success of the operation,

many of them contributed only their poorer land, because they are first of all

concerned with cereal food crops and with pasture for their cattle. Some of

the caids insisted that planting should be done against the wishes of the owners,

which created a spirit of revolt. All too often, it was impossible to finish

the work in time, because money was received too late. The stocks chosen did

not adequately tolerate the high proportion of active lime in marly soils and

crystalline schists, oausing ohlorosis and magnesium deficiency.

Originally entrusted to the Service des eaux et forats, this work was later

on shared with the agricultural works centres, resulting in friction and lack

of co-ordination. These centres were themselves reorganized into a board,which

had six directors in the space of threp. years - during the same interval there

were four different Ministers of Agriculture. The grafts were chosen without

taking into account the proposed outlets, table grapes and raisins, and varieties

were mixed in the vineyards. Grafting in situ resulted in a high percentage of

failures. The ridges were intended to facilitate complete absorption of the

rain, but wherever rainfall was heavy, landslides were often caused. Dubois

points out that soil conservaticn and viticulture can scarcely be reconciled,
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since the object of the one is to form a vegetation cover, of which the other

demands the constant destruction. Delays in the payment of wages forced the

labourers to seek credit at exorbitant rates from grocers, etc •••

The distance between the villages and most of the plantations makes proper

care impossible and the vineyards are inaccessible by cart. Buyers of a stand

ing crop pay 0.15 - 0.35 dirhams per kg for a harvest comprising over-ripe and

under-ripe grapes, due to mixed planting, and with losses caused by poor trans

port conditions. One thousand vines were planted per hectare, on the ridges

only. Gently sloping land, where the ridges are widely separated, would have

been much better developed if vines had also been planted between them, at a

density of 2,000-3,000 per hectare. The first Vineyards are entering into the

production stage, but the beneficiaries, who are supposed to repay the cost of

this poorly done work within ten years, are refusing to take them over and

instead are asking the State boards to continue to manage them. "A fine type

of collectivism where the State has to work for its people, who wait for the

fruit of its labour with their arms crossed ••• The Moroccan State is offering

the fellah the result of a vast development scheme to lihich he contributes

neither initiative nor effort." As Dubois says, it is true that "man only

appreciates something that has cost him trouble and effort".

In its present administrative situation, the Moroccan State should not bite

off more than it can chew; it should restrict its ambitions to its potential and

contribute the maximum of advice as well as providing young plants and introduc

ing sires to improve livestock-breeding rather than give the example of such an

outstanding series of miscalculations, beth technical and economic, which can

only discredit it. As soon as they are able, the fellaheen will convert most

of these badly planned vineyards to cereal crops and pasturage. Dubois concludes

that: "If the civil servants who lcok down upon the fellaheen cannot appear more

unassuming and more hard-working, if they persist in en j cyi.ng their privileges

without assuming the concomitant duties, the people will finally revolt against

this 'new ruling class', which is not an attribute of the ccmmunist countries

only". He has, however, also seen: "Honest, clear-thinking men, young, intell

igent and filled with the desire to do good. 'I'he national prog-ramme, which is
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trying to correct its own initial shortcomings, is an interesting attempt at

decentralization. The reactivated rural communities should constitute here

also, together with their leaders, the essential bases for recovery. Unfortu

nately the hyper-centralized administrative framework of independent Morocco

hardly gives them the opportunity to display their capacity".

70. Competition between various economic systems

On the land "recovered" from the colonists (terres recup<§rees), the I~aghreb

could experiment with various methods of farming suited to various situations

and forms of competition. The farmer who at present pays a rent of 50,000 francs

per hectare of irrigated land, in the vicinity of Fez, should be left alone.

If plots of land are leased out at a profit by the state, thus providing it with

the means of making greater investments, it would also be possible to select

the best farmers and eliminate the most inefficient ones, which is hardly ever

done in the official allotments. This group of private entrepreneurs, who have

guaranteed tenure as long as they fulfil the relevant clauses of the articles

and conditions of their leases, might become a model for the small farms. Such

a type of large-scale enterprise, private or co-operative, seems specially suited

to non-irrigated, mechanized cereal farming. As in Israel, it shculd be

combined with the cultivation of dry fodder and livestock-raising in order to

increase production and employment in this sphere.

The allotment system is the solution mOst freQuently adopted in Morocco;

in theory, it provides a personal inoentive to each farmer to increase his out

put. On the small farms of the peasant community at Merja Jouad (Gharb), share

cropping and partnerships are becoming common I the allotment holder is no longer

responsible for the heaviest share of work and tends to degenerate into a parasite.

Small farms involve the construction of new buildings, a form of capital expen

diture that is not very productive and is often unnecessary. The peasant communi

ties that have developed as a result of land reform (eastern Europe, Mexico,

Italy••• ) have often increased consumption of their own production more than

their output, as, for example, during the NEP period in Russia; this has jeopar

dized urban food supplies. These quasi-subsistence farms do not attain the high

rate cf investment indispensable for development.

"
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It might be possible to reooncile this idea of the paysannat with invest

ment through price-control, export taxes and marketing boards. To grant a

monopoly to the paysannat would mean compromising the future, which belongs to

large-scale enterprises, for they alone can modernize economically. Let the

paysannats therefore be put into competition with the large farms employing

wage-earners and with co-operative farms. North Africa need not waste time by

remaining at the stage of a liberal economy, which has recently demonstrated

that it is less suitable for initiating than for sustaining development. This

sub-region should not, however, expand the development of oo-operatives, a

socialist phenomenon, before it has fulfilled the minimum of conditions that

will give them better chances of success. Meanwhile, North Afrioa can try to

establish a pre-socialist system to prepare for the ultimate stage of building

a socialist structure.

As it is in a particularly difficult situation, North Africa should not

neglect the elementary rules of working harder in order to produce, save and

invest still more. Therefore simultaneous development of the other sectors of

the economy is an even greater necessity here. It would not be possible to

attain a satisfactory rate of development in North Africa by concentrating the

principal resources on the agricultural sector alone. The example of the DAR

proves that, in the long run, industry will be able to offset the inadequacy

of agricultural growth, but that it cannot give full emrloyment.

This industrial development will be helped by the cultivation of industrial

crops, among the most important of which are sugar-beets, cotton and fibres

(kenaf, sisal), annual oil plants, timber and wood for paper-making. Industries

supplying goods for agriculture, (eqUipment, fertilizers) must not be neglected,

however, nor must the other industries, some of which may show a very rapid

development. In short, even more than the other sub-regions of Afrioa, North

Africa must leave no stone unturned, owing to its ever-increasing over-population.

This will require a more profound study of the problems of investment and a

better classification of priorities. Improvement in systems of agricultural

land tenure, in spite of low productivity, will be indispensable for the attain

ment of full employment. Unless there is a reduction in the birth rate in the

near future, it seems that economic difficulties will be insurmountable.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE GREAT VARIETY OF SITUATIONS IN EAST AFRICA

71. Under-population, over-population and the dangers of tribalism

The natural potentialities of East Africa, as of the rest of the

continent, depend primarily upon rainfall. They are almost nil in the

desert and dub-desert zones of the Somali-Ethiopian frontier district and

of northern Kenya. They are low or mediocre in the eastern equatorial

savann~ zones, when the annual rainfall is below 30 inohes (750 mm). The

rains are so irregular that this region is not free from famine, as we were

brutally reminded in 1961. Not only did that famine affect the livestock

and the Masai herders, but also the Kamba farmers. Wherever there is ad

equate rainfall, there is a sharp increase in potentialities, which are

greatest on high-altitude volcanic soils, the most productive type in the

tropical highlands of Africa, as the FAO Africa Survey rightly points out.

1 have verified this in the area north of Nairobi, which, with the lower

Mungo, is one of the most fertile spots in the world.

As in North Africa, European intervention has created two sectors, the

modern and the traditional; this can be seen particularly in the highlands

of Kenya and in Rhodesia. The eastern part of Africa contains most of the

very high land to be found in the continent, and this makes possible large

scale dairy-farming (Kenya and Kivu) and cultivation of Arabica coffee and

pyrethrum (Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzania) and tea (Kenya to Malawi).

These deep and fertile soils also have the greatest concentration of

Afrioan farmers: they are the major problem areas because of both their high

productive potential and the risk of deterioration. If there were a rational

distribution of population over the fertile areas, the agricultural problems

of East Africa would not be difficult. This, however, is far from being the

case, especially because of the former domination of the agriculturalists by

the pastoral trJ "'lS, so clearly seen among tribes ranging from the Masai of

. ,
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Kenya to the Watutsi of Rwanda and Burundi, not forgetting Ethiopia. In ad

dition, there was the impact of European colonization, from Kenya to Zambia

and Rhodesia, which often meant reservation of the best land, particularly

the highlands, where the climate is more pleasant, for the settlers.

In Kenya, for example, part of the area occupied by the Masai could be

cultivated, but is not farmed largely because it is under-populated, or

because pastoral people have little liking for agriculture. Elsewhere, in

the central provinces of the country, the KikuYu are literally choked on

insufficient lands, a situation which is not due solely to colonization. The

same applies to the province of Ngozi, in the west of Burundi. In order to

speed up the agricultural development of these countries, it would be highly

desirable to carry out certain movements of population, to ease congestion

among the Kikuyu and the Bahutu and to develop the valuable and SUfficiently

well-watered lands of the Masai area, or those of the Ruzizi valley in Rwanda

and Burundi, to name only some typical examples. If the agrarian population

were properly distributed, it would be seen that, for Kenya as a whole and for

certain export crops in particular (coffee), it is the outlets that are lacking

rather than arable land. Nevertheless, land is rapidly becoming scarcer because

of the population explosion.

Some parts of Tanzania, especially in the central districts, are over

populated for their potentialities, since it is here that the rainfall is the

most irregular. Cattle are the chief stand-by of the zone, combined with mar

ginal agriculture; the income obtained, however, is quite inadequate.

Conservative tribalism, the most formidable human obstacle to the rational

develOpment of tropical Africa, is absolutely opposed to a better distribution

of the land.lI A programme of civic education that attempts to place national

interests above those of small communities will be the chief prerequisite for

11 This is not only true in Kenya, of course; eastern Cameroon is very sparsely
populated, yet the representatives of the area oppose the coming of the
Bamileke, who are hemmed in among their over-populated mountains. In Cameroon,
a land-tenure law makes better land distribution possible in the future.
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agrarian development in tropical Africa in 1965. The complete disappearance

of small communities (extended families, villages, tribes) does not seem

desirable, but the process of development requires that all concerned should

adopt wider socia-economic concepts and broaden their mental horizons.

Emphasizing the importance and urgency of this task does not mean that one

should under-estimate its difficulties.

72. Economic dairy production, without adequate outlets inside Africa

Dairy production is difficult in the lower tropical lands and presents

too many problems in the perpetually humid climate of the equatorial zone,

infested by the tsetse fly, but the example of the European settlers in Kenya

shows that it is feasible, with economic production costs, if natural condi

tions are favourable. African stockbreeders are already following in the

footsteps of the Europeans, and some of them, who were employed by the settlers

(and have had good practical training), have started their own farms and are

prospering. On the best of these farms, production reaches 1,000 gallons

(4,500 litres) per lactation with European dairy breeds (Guernseys, Friesians

and Jerseys), which, however, provide hardly any meat. It would be wrong to

make use of local breeds of zebu cattle for milk production in areas where the

most favourable conditions exist for raising dairy herds, in a fairly cool

climate, and where Kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum) grows naturally on

cleared forest land. For, even after a decade of careful selective breeding,

production would not exceed 300 gallons (1,350 litres) per lactaticn. Inter

breeding with cross-bred Indian Sahiwal cattle will not make it possible even

to double this figure. Adoption of European breeds means, however, that the

cattle must be kept enclosed and protected from contamination by ticks; they

must also be well fed and milked regularly and thoroughly. Not all Africans

are likely to carry out this comprehensive programme immediately. The transi

tion would be made easier if the settlers left the country gradually and not

abruptly, as in Algeria in 1962-1963. At the present level of skill of the

Ethiopian peasant or of the Bahutu of Rwanda, the introduction of Friesian

cows would be likely to end in failure.
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Forage production can be further improved through the propagation by slips

of hardier and more easily managed grasses like Cynodon (Star grass). The main

obstacles to a greater development of dairy farming are, firstly, economio

and, secondly, purely teohnioal. Not enough African veterinarians have been

trained, with the result that, since the departure of many British veterinar

ians, those who remain oannot oope with the task, in spite of the arrival of

some European replacements, notably from Scandinavia.

The exaggerated fragmentation of tasks between the various technical

services results, here again, in discrepancies between the advice given by

the agricultural services and the veterinarians. For a long time, the latter

opposed the introduction of selected breeds of cattle among the African

farmers, on the grounds that they would be unable to look after them properly.

The agricultural services have shown it to be feasible, but only among a

certain number of African farmers. Moreover, owing to the excessive dif

ference between those who have thus risen to the "European" technical level

and the mass of other farmers, the latter do not join in the general progress.!!

Artificial insemination results in too widely-spaced calving, because many

African stock-breeders have not been taught to recognize the symptoms that

their animals are in heat so that they can request the services of the operator

at the right time.

In recent years, a number of European livestock breeders, being uncertain

of the future, have been disinvesting and selling young animals for slaughter

thus preventing the proper renewal of their herds and the extension of modern

livestock - raising among Africans. A halt must be called to the massacre of

this rich potential source of production, which holds so much promise for the

future of African livestock-raising. The economic obstacles seem more grave

for the immediate future. The remarkable Kenyan co-operative organization is

!! It is, therefore, preferable to bring a little progress to a vast number of
peasants rather than a vast amount of progress to a few farmers. The ideal
solution would be to do both at once.
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having marketing difficulties. The fat content of 1 gallon of milk (4.5
litres) is sold for 1.08 East Afrioan shillings which, together with pre

vailing rates in north-east Brazil and in the border zone between Mali and

Mauritania is among the lowest prices in the world. It is very muoh lower

than the prioe paid to European producers. Milk intended for fresh consump

tion fetohes EAS 2.4 psr gallon, i.e. a little below the European prioe.

The largest export is of butter and ghee, whioh provides a market only

for the fat, the valuable protein content of milk not being used. In Kenya,

UNICEF has already organized the distribution to school children of skim

milk provided as the country's oounterpart oontribution. Suoh a wise praotioe

should be made general and skim milk should no longer be wasted on feeding

animals, as in Europe. Although milk oonsumption is increasing at NairObi,

oheese oonsumption is deolining, and exports have slumped. The soaroity of

outlets creates diffioulties with the dairy co-operatives, in whioh the

leading part will henoeforth be played by Africans, who regard the central

co-operative as something like a government office, eepecially as it restricts

its purchases and enforces produotion quotas, in an attempt to control seasonal

produotion. In the Afrioan oontinent, where by far the most serious nutritional

defioienoy is oaused by laok of animal protein, it seems nonsensioal to have to

restriot the output of suoh a valuable protein as milk, when it is produoed so

eoonomically and under such gOOd teohnical oonditions. This serves to il

lustrate the organizational defeots besetting the Afrioan oontinent, whioh is

still a long way from eoonomio unity.

In this English-speaking oorner of Africa, where the "business" spirit of

Great Britain oontrasts so strongly with the "proteotionist" attitude of the

French, economic problems are still being taokled from the viewpoint of free

trade and the world market.lI So long as the system of give-away prioes

prevails in the world market, this will, however, be the best way for wealthy,

"Kenya farme must produce at world prioee the quality of produoe the world
demands", writes L.R. Brown, at the very beginning of A National Cash Crops
Polioy for Ke~ya, May 1963, an offioial publication of the Kenya Government.
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developed, urban sooiety to exploit poverty-stricken, under-developed, rural

sooiety.

If these defeots were overoome, dairy produotion oould expand much more

widely in East Africa, to the joint profit of produoers and consumers. There

is land suitable for dairy farming from oentral Ethiopia to Uganda, Rwanda,

Burundi and Kivu in the Congo, in addition to a part of Tanzania and of

Zambia, not forgetting the plateaux of Madagasoar, particularly in the

vicinity of the capital.

73. Beef cattle in Rwanda and Burundi

In emphasizing dairy farming, one should not forget beef production,

which needs to be progressively developed and modernized, with a particular

view to providing a better supply of meat for Central Africa, the area of

rich plantations. This form of livestock-raising is still considered too

cften as a bad second-best in areas too arid Or too remote for oultivation.

Improvement in animal feeding will begin when a study is made of natural

pastures, which may sometimes give unexpeotedly good results. In Rwanda and

Burundi, for example, Michel has demonstrated grazing capacities remarkable

for tropical pastures: on an average, more than one head of cattle per hectare

in paddocks for the whole year (i.e. 125-900 kg live weight, according to the

areas and the seasons). The oorresponding annual production of meat would

range from 16 to 140 kg per hectare; in good areas such as Mayaga and Mutura

it rarely falls below 80 kg. In Guarico Occidental (Venezuela) and in weetern

Madagasoar, on the other hand, I have noted annual averages as lew as 4 kg per

hectare.

Over-grazing is found here also, sometimes alternating with under-grazing

during the rainy season, whioh, ccmbined with repeated burning, results in

deterioration of the flora. The introduction of late burning and systematic

grazing with rotation of pasture, or better still, enclosures, would be the

first stage of progress. Crataegus mexicana and Aberica caffra could be used
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as ecocomical ~uickset hedges, if properly tended during their first few years

of life. Further progress could take the form of grazing fallow, especially

where a natural cover of good grass grows spontaneously, e.g. Brachiaria

Ruzizi in the Ruzizi valley, elephant grass and Guinea grass in humid savan

n~ are~.

The next stage would be natural meadowland irrigated by water drawn from

the head of a swamp on ground with at least enough slope to make it a reasonably

inexpensive process to divert the flow down the sides of the valley. With

improved, and, above all, properly tended breeds of oattle it would then be

possible to tackle the decisive, but more expensive, phase of progress in

livestock-raising: storing the grass of natural meadowlands as hay and silage

and, finally, the production of forage crops. This may serve a double purpose,

also helping to combat erosion, like the rows of Setaria and Pennisetum

(elephant grass) that were widely planted in these countries. Modernization

would be made easier by a meat-marketing organization similar to the Kenya

Meat Commission, which pays a better price to the producer than is found in

West Africa or Madagascar and increases its price spread according to ~uality,

thus encouraging better standards. It also puts unfattened cattle out for fat

tening, which means that owners of rich pastures can undertake this operation,

even if they do not have the necessary capital to purchase the livestock.

74. Congested areas require even more intensive cultivation

An attempt was made in Sukumaland in Tanzania to intensify an agriculture

that still had effective possibilities of expanding in area. But economic

calculation showed that, in such conditions, the same amount of work would

bring in bigger returns by extending the area under cultivation rather than by

intensifying production. On the other hand, agriculturalists who have insuf

ficient lands, from the Kikuyu areas to western Rwanda and the islands of Lake

Victoria, are now, through necessity, more disposed to follow those who advise

intensification, especially as the more favourable natural environment makes

it easier to increase yield.
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This is why farmers have agreed to practise compartmented cultivation in

ridges parallel to the contour lines on the islands of Lake Victoria, thus

making it poseible to retain the rain water, to make it infiltrate and to stop

erosion. Those who can obtain fertilizers at a moderate prioe buy them once

their utility has been properly demonstrated. The Belgian and British authori

ties achieved considerable progress in East and Central Africa in the struggle

against erosion. With the coming of independence, some political parties

campaigned for the abrogation of these measures. However, the best farmers

have spontaneously appreciated their usefulness and are asking the agricultural

services to lay out contour terraces for them again, which is proof that they

are well aware of their value.

Improvements have come about now that products are paid for according to

their quality, with the result that the Arabica coffee grown by the small East

African planters is being sold at the highest prices. They are careful to

pick each oherry at optimum maturity and to discard the imperfect beans, which

a Brazilian or European planter, in Kenya, working with hired labour, can

hardly do. Emphasis has been put on mulching in the coffee plantations as it

increases the humus and retains moisture better, but when the necessary

vegetable matter is far away from the plantation, it becomes difficult to

transport. A more widespread use of farm carts would help, and the long-term

solution lies in the use of manure and therefore in a closer combination of

agriculture and animal hUSbandry)} Fodder crops will be more profitably

used in livestock-raising,and humus will become a by-product of milk and meat.

It is often easier to introduce a combination of the two rapidly in East Africa,

where there is plenty of livestock, even in the agricultural areas, than in

West Africa. In order to encourage this process, there must be no more friction

between tribes of herders and cultivators.

A recent large-scale importation of tractors seems especially unfortunate
in a part of Tanzania (Sukumaland) where animal draught was already prac
tised, where they knew how to train the oxen and where ploughs were
imported and carts manufactured. The soil may not be as well cultivated
as at present and cotton yields will then start to fall.
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At higher altitudes, the oultivation of temperate-zone vegetables, suoh

as green peas and French beans, would make it possible to supply Afrioa with

home-produced oanned goods of the European type and would provide productive

employment for the most heavily-populated zones. This production could be

combined with a whole range of 'Mediterranean' or tropical fruits such as

the avocado, which is so rich in fats, and the guava, so long as there is no

danger of its becoming a wild exotic. The horticultural co-operative of

Nairobi demonstrates the possibilities of exporting early vegetables, mangoes

and asparagus by air. Flowers, such as carnations and roses, and even young

plants could be added to this list. Africa is becoming more and more the

winter garden of Europe.

The installation of processing industries is becoming an even more urgent

necessity in the over-populated zones in order to provide productive employment.

These industries will playa decisive part in agricultural evolution itself,

in the modernization of rural life and the gradual introduction of modern tech

nolcgy. The rural worker will often become an advocate of improved agricul

tural techni~ues, a role that cannot be filled by an urban worker.

Without wishing to discourage those engaged in the arduous task of agricul

tural intensification, which must be quickly tackled in all the most heavily

populated zones of Africa, results should not be expected too quickly. That was

the erro~ of the Swynnerton Plan in Kenya, by which it was hoped to provide each

African family with an annual cash return of a 100 sterling in addition to sub

sistence. Tangible results have already been obtained, and yet the average cash

income of an African family, outside of the "Scheduled Areas" of the colonial

era, did not exceed a 11 sterling in 1962.11 Brown comes to the conclusion that

to obtain even a moderate increase in their incomes, a much higher standard of

cultivation would have to be universally adopted without delay, which it has so

far never been possible to achieve in Africa.

11 See A National Cash Crops Policy for Kenya, by L.R. Brown.
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With the mass departure of English settlers in 1963, the Department of

Settlement in Kenya was overwhelmed with applications fo' their land; the

zones of high density colonial settlement (High Density Schemes) showed a

drop in produotion of 12.5 per cent in the first year, while the new co

operatives have not always proved efficient. The task is a difficult one,

and the administration is unstinting in its efforts, which are much more ef

fective than in Morocco. Nevertheless, to expect production to double in

four years, as I was told in Nairobi, is a dangerous illusion and a source

of future disappointments. It is perhaps not the best line of argument to

make a figure of annual cash inoome the target, especially as the inhabitants

of over-populated areas, who are held out hopes of an annual income of • 25

sterling in addition to their basic living expenses, know full well that in

other areas sums of • 70 or • 100 are promised.

As for the cattle-keeping peoples: "There is little hope of anything

much better than SUbsistence, and not even that if they remain where they are!"

Here, too, intensification should be considered sO as to break the vicious

circle of shifting cultivation and over-extensive animal husbandry, which can

never achieve an adeQuate growth of production. The use of fertilizers becomes

economic in well-watered zones with good communications and with properly

cultivated crops. The prior claim of semi-arid zones for irrigation seems more

marked here than in West Africa. By irrigation, horticultural production and

the cultivation of intensive forage and industrial crops could be expanded,

which would make a decisive contribution to the modernization of livestock

raising, which is both more advanced and more urgently needed in East Africa

than elsewhere.

75. Higher priority for irrigation and reform of land tenure

It is very difficult to introduce irrigation among pastoral tribes in

Ethiopia as with the Masai in Kenya, or the Watutsi in Burundi. Their feudal

mentality makes them despise manual work - they consider it a servile and de

grading occupation to hoe the soil. This change-over becomes feasible when it

involves farmers who are already growing non-irrigated crops. Nevertheless,

instances are cited in Kenya of farmers preferring to continue cultivating their
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highly unreliable non-irrigated crope, with a rainfall of 15 to 20 inches,

rather than move to the irrigated sectors that have already been prepared

for them, exactly as in the Upper Volta.

Irrigation is absolutely indispensable to avert the increasing threat

of food shortages and even famine in these countries. The amounts spent on

famine relief would be much more usefully allocated to productive investment.

Examples of successful irrigation projects already abound in Kenya, e.g. in

the Upper Tana Valley (Mwea), where high yields of rice have been obtained.

Brown points out that sugar-cane, bananas, cotton, vegetables, especially

onions, and other food crops can be cultivated there; he makes no mention of

fodder crops, which are, however, essential for the modernization of animal

husbandry. In the irrigated zones, the provision of fertilizers, humus and

organic matter is the indispensable adjunct of irrigation if the fertility

of the soil is to be maintained and inoreased.

Suoh relative successes seem to be the result of good technical supervi

sion and of the fact that absentee or inefficient farmers have been de

prived of the farms of the former settlers: this is vital if full benefit

is to be drawn from such costly development projects. With irrigation,

reclamation can play a very important part in the high valleys of Rwanda,

making it possible to oultivate the fertile marshes, whioh will be of vital

importance in nourishing a large and rapidly increasing population. In the

area of Katura and Kayonza (Ngozi, Burundi) the density of the agricultural

population is more than 300 per km
2• Here again, it will be necessary to

give the highest priority to the biggest reclamation projects, such as those

of the Malagarasi valley, in the Mosso paysannat area of Burundi.

In these over-populated areas, especially when irrigation is introduced,

more marked development encourages a more individualized form of ownership.

The example of the Kikuyu of Kenya shows that land consolidation, combined

with enclosure of the plots and a system of registration that eliminates

disputes conoerning property, can speed up development. This operation is

accompanied by the preparation of a farming plan. It would seem to be advis

able to take advantage of this change in land tenure to adopt a land tax based

, I
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on the productive potential of the soil, which would be a good substitute for

head-taxes and export t~~~e. With these over-simple formulae, the rich man

paid no more than the poor man, and the lazy man, who produced little, paid

less than the hard worker with his greater output. It would also seem expe

dientto make the granting of property righta!! conditional on the implementa

tion of the farming plan. This would simultaneously help to conserve the scil

and achieve development intensive enough to feed the population and ensure the

growth of exports and thus of the entire economy.

It should be possible to adopt the measures thus decreed or advised without

the peasant's suffering any loss or being required to make any excessive effort,

In many areas, an attempt has been made to reduce the herds of the pastoral

tribes to avoid over-grazing. In the case of pastoral peoples solely dependent

upon their livestock, a minimum of twenty head of cattle per family is required

for bare subsistence. It is not, therefore, humanly possible to cut down the

numbers of livestock unless the population is reduced through emigration or

other resources are provided.

Together with more intensified livestock-raising, sisal may provide a

useful tool of semi-intensification, suitable for semi-arid areas. At high

altitudes, the production of milk, in addition to the cultivation of tea, pyreth

rum and, in certain places, cf Arabica coffee, would provide more employment.

Coffee can be grown only as a substitute for other types of plantation crops.

An attempt has been made to establish farms of the minimum economic size. It

is still necessary to provide each family with a means of production to provide

subsistence and a small cash income. In some areas this is inconceivable

without either emigration or irrigation, at least until the advent of industrial

ization.

Irrigation will be more justifiable in zonoowhere it is economic and is

directed at those who have already practised non-irrigated farming. Kenya and

Tanzania have large irrigation projects, most of which are very expensive. These

11 Indeed, these might correspond to guaranteed hereditary tenure, without
division of the land, as in North Africa.
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countries do not seem to have paid enough attention to multiple small-scale

water development schemes, which (for various reasons mentioned in section 8),

generally deserve priority. After mentioning irrigation schemes in the Nile

basin (250,000 acres) and on the River Tana (320,000 acres). Brown speaks of

"many other small areas capable of irrigation", such as the 3,000 acres of

the Rift Valley, where improvement and cementing of the traditional irrigation

ditches would greatly increase their potentialities.

Ill-considered irrigation of light soils, discharging excessive quantities

of water, can quickly leach and ruin fairly fragile soils. Elsewhere, with

insuffioient drainage, the ground-water table may be raised excessively. All

over the world, there are more irrigation failures than such successes as the

Gezira scheme. Consequently, irrigation should very often logically be the last

phase of agricultural progress. For preference, it should be made available

to good farmers, who are already well advanced, and really eager to make the

effort necessary to produce more than the indispensable minimum for subsistence.

It is also essential to improve the marketing of produce, avoiding any

sudden disruptions. Serious difficulties will be encountered if, for political

reasons, foreign trade restrictions are introduced affecting the markets for

irrigated areas, before any effective substitutes have been provided. In this

case, there will be losses of excess production through spoilage, which will

benefit nobody and discourage the farmer. This in no way means that efforts

to improve or Africanize distribution should be abandoned, but rather that

distribution must be efficient.

76. A concentration of efforts on the most productive areas

The technical services are overwhelmed by the immense number of tasks

confronting them, all of which would be beneficial. The customary dispersion

of their activities does not give great results. Thus, in Tanzania, it has

recently been decided to follow a "focal point approach", in other words to

concentrate efforts on areas and enterprises where they are most likely to be

effective. This applies to the cotton-growing area of Sukuma land, where the

technical services collaborate with the Victoria Federa+in~ n~ Co-operative

Unions.
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The IERD mission in Tanzania recommends that this concentration of effort

should be brought to bear on improving the quality of coffee and on African

production of seed peas and beans, pyrethrum, tobacco and some oil-yielding

plants. In such a oampaign, the problem of markets should not be under

estimated, as the greatest prudence is advisable in the expansion of coffee

and pyrethrum output, whereas a little more boldness might be shown with

regard to tea, oil-yielding plants and sisal. Tanzania could produce sisal

more cheaply than any other country in the world. The choice of zones to

specialize in a particular product should not be based on technical canaidera

tiomalone but also on precise economic data, with estimates of probable

production costs, compared to expected sales prices.

Satisfaction of domestic food requirements, the internal market, should

not be neglected, as there is too much dependence on imports. This market

expands with the increase in the number of farmers specializing in exports as

well as of those who have turned to non-agricultural activities, with the

consequent development of the market economy. This development should follow,

and not precede, a considerable expansion of production, otherwise it may ag

gravate difficulties in supplying food during pre-harvest shortages, as happened

in Senegal, because of an increase in the rice/ground-nut price ratio. Very

much higher labour productiVity is necessary for specialization in agriCUlture,

since most of the transport and"distribution of food must be provided for.

This kind of evolution means the disappearance of individual storehouses and

therefore requires the establishment of a oolleotive system of reserves.

The highly disciplined paysannat, as encountered at least until indepen

dence in Rwanda, Burundi and the former Belgian Congo, provided a formula for

the concentration of facilities that obtained undeniable results. It gave at

tention both ,to present production and to soil conservation. The only organiza

tions to have survived since independence are those that really obtained the

support of the people, which is a sine qua nOn under the new political condi

tions,
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In order to bring about such support, under this new system of work,

excessive demands should not be made of the African peasants. Nevertheless,

output must be increased in order to balance the high costs of installation

and development by adeQuate returns. This neoessitates the introduotion of

animal draught wherever possible, otherwise, espeoially in irrigated zones,

weeds will Quiokly get the upper hand and fodder orops will not be adopted.

To inorease the produotivity of the money invested, i.e. the oost/returns

ratio, the oost of installations must be reduoed to the minimum, in particular

by letting the peasants build their own houses during the slack season and by

introduoing export orops everywhere. Food orops alone would never provide

adequate returns. Prooessing of the orops should be pursued to the furthest

eoonomioally possible extent.

77. An example: the Ruzizi Valley and "Asian" rioe-growing

Forming the western border of Rwanda and further south of Burundi, this

valley is the largest plain with a tropical olimate and largely fertile soils

in the two oountries. In 1960, 8,000 families were settled there, ohiefly

engaged in produoing ootton and foodstuffs; 800 other families speoialized

in rioe-growing. This valley, whioh is adjaoent to provinces as over-populated

as Ngozi, should be farmed still more intensively. In 1960, 1 proposed the

development of sugar-cane, with the object of satisfying a rapidly increasing

demand for sugar. Like the sugar-beet in Europe, sugar-oane is a useful orop

for helping to spread mixed farming.

Irrigated cultivation of the oil-pa~ oould be tried out in this low

lying valley. The proximity to the only large city in the two oountries,

Bujumbura, enoourages the idea of oreating a "green belt" devoted to fruit and

vegetable growing. Dairy farming oould be oontemplated here, if the proximity

of cool highlands did not make it seem wiser to oarry on thie aotivity at a

higher altitude - this is also true for some fruits and vegetables.

11 An interesting possibility for southern Togo, Dahomey and Nigeria also.
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More intensive rice-growing on the Asian model could contribute to

agricultural intensification in this valley. In 1960, the system was eighteen

months of cultivation, in a rice-groundnuts-rice rotation, alternating with

eighteen months of fallow. This formula would be justified in relatively

under-populated areas, common in Central Africa. In this particular case,

local over-population will soon make this semi-extensive system unacceptable.

With two harvests of transplanted rice per year, one might expect average

annual yields of 4-6 tons of paddy per hectare, as in North Vietnam. The fight

against weeds would no longer be carried on by leaving land fallow but by al

ternating rice with crops for which the land is not flooded with supplemental

irrigation. The ecological conditions thus created would not encourage the

same kinds of weeds.

78. Rural alcoholism and nutritional deficiencies

Rwanda and Burundi used to devote more than 100,000 hectares of their

finest land to growing bananas for fermentation. If one also takes into ac

count sorghum beer and European beer, (which seems to have absorbed the greater

part of the income from coffee production in Ngozi) it can be seen that such a

heavy consumption of alcohol has numerous disadvantages. Thrift is seriously

discouraged and investment reduced accordingly. Moreover, the time spent in

producing, fermenting and transporting this beer is time lost for the produc

tion of food or export crops.

It is the women who are principally concerned with growing these crops.

Labour productivity is impaired, as in almost all of East Africa, by the habit

of not eating either before or during work; work therefore finishes fairly

early, generally after about four and a half hours. Alcoholism is rendered

even more harmful because it is allied with qualitative malnutrition, charac

terized by a deficiency in fats and proteins.

The Bohutu farmer was, for a long time, subject to a special form of

bondage by the Yatutsi graziers, but the tribute which he used to pay has re

cently been abolished, particularly in Rwanda. In future, it would be desirable

for an equivalent sum to be invested. Similarly, the corvees, which until now
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have taken the form of da;:,a of work, should not be prematurely transformed

into cash payments. The peasant, who is still close to the subsistence economy,

will find it easier to discharge his obligations in the form of work, espe

cially during the agricultllral off-season. By modernizing animal husbandry,

greater income could be derived from livestock. This development would make it

less suitable for its traditional role as a "savings bank" or capital formation

in kind, which is essential for the development of the rural economy. It will

be necessary to find other forms of capital formation that will be acceptable

to the peasant and within his means.

On the over-populated hills of Rwanda and Burundi, the dwellings are widely

scattered, thus hindering the development of vigorous rural communities, which

are easier to create from village groups. These "self-managed" communities

oould better support the planning and implementation of rural modernization on

a truly popular basis, as in North Afrioa. It now remains to examine other non

agricultural resouroes of the African countryside and seas, the produoe cf the

fOrests and the fisheries.
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CHAPTER IX

MODERN CONCEPTIONS OF AFRICAN FORESTRY AND FOREST INDUSTRIES

79. The "natural" forests will soon be inade'luate

The closed natural forests of Africa are seriously threatened in the middle

term view, owing to constant felling to clear land for food crops, such as up

land rice and through the establishment of productive plantations of cocoa,

coffee and similar crops. Over the last few years, the Bamileke mountains in

Cameroon have been largely deforested to make way for coffee plantations, as

was done in southern Ghana for cocoa. There is more than enough coffee and

cocoa to satisfy effective world demand, so that the advisability of these

forest-clearing operations is ~uestionable. Nevertheless, the peoples of the

best cocoa and coffee areas cannot be denied progress. Finally, the forest is

exploited for timber in very different ways in under-populated and over-populated

areas.

In the former, only the most valuable species of trees are removed, since

they alone can repay the high extraction costs. In the forest zone of West and

Central Africa, 0.5-5 trees, yielding 5-20 m3, are felled per hectare. This

amounts to 3-15 per cent of the "total vclume" of the trees, counted up to the

level of the primary branches, a figure that varies around 150 m3• If one took

into account the branches suitable for pulp production up to 10 em in diameter,

the volume would be doubled.

In the more heavily populated areas, on the other hand, more varieties of

timber are used for local consumption. On the eastern coast of Madagascar,

trees are classified as sawnwood, building timber, poles and fuelwood instead

of by epecies. For export, the main difficulty consists in the vast number of

different species, over 300 on 100,000 hectares, acccrding to a Gabonese inventory.

Out of this figure, only about thirty species can provide a continuous supply of

well-known varieties of wood, ~uoted in the market.

First of all, exploitation of the natural forest must be facilitated by

the development of communications, beginning with those areas that the forest
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inventories have reoognized as being most interesting; this proves the useful

ness of these surveys. Acoelerated African consumption and the even more rapid

disappearance of the natural forest indicate that the latter will soon be in

adequate for the demands of the continent. Moreover, Afrioa can increase its

exports to Europe, a market which will greatly expand.

Thus prospects are far from satisfactory, for the FAa Africa Survey of

1962!1points out that "Af'rica has 17 per cent of the total forest area of the

worldYbut only 9 per cent of the world forest area in use. These forests

contribute only 7 per cent of the total forest removals and a mere 1.5 per cent

of the industrial wood output of the world... In Nigeria it is even now being

forecast that within the next two decades or so the export trade in timber will

have virtually ended ••• Larger local demand will develop as a consequence of

the rising Li.vzng' standards of a rapidly increasing population."

The whole problem must be reconsidered, since the forest resources obtained

by clearing land for cultivation will soon be exhausted and are always largely

wasted.

80. The future belOngS to silviculture

The first foresters in Africa, being of European origin, tried at the out

set to introduce into tropical Africa concepts that were valid for European

forests and European economic conditions then prevalent, such as natural re

generation, which means lettinG nature take its course. As this technique had

succeeded with Dipterocarpaceae in south-east Asia (Malaya and the Malay

Archipelago), English forestry experts tried to use it again in Ghana and

Nigeria. The inevitably over-populated world of the twenty-first century will

no longer be able to rely on the natural forests, which occupy vast areas but

have an absurdly small output, especially in view of the very lengthy period of

time necessary to achieve it. A more rational utilization cf the existing forest

capital must be aimed at, followed by sounder development of future forest

resources.

11 pp. 108 - 114.

Y This figure is disputed by specialists since it was obtained by counting
large areas of savannah as forest.

- I
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In order to achieve a better economic utilization of existing forests, first

of all more species must be exploited, combining in one place a range of indus

tries with different requirements. For example, sawmilling, veneer and plywood

industries might be established in the vicinity of a paper pulp factory, tc be

followed later by fibreboard and particle board manufacture.lI

The fodder revolution will eventually bring abcut the substitution of fodder

crops, that is to say, cultivated grasses, for natural pastureland in Africa,

as it has done in Europe. One day, almost all of the fertile lands at present

covered with forests will be brought into use as productive plantations (see

Chapter VI). World requirements for forest products will probably increase,

so that present conceptions of forest use and management must be modified.

The future aim of silviculture must be to try to adapt the natural environ

ment to the tree, in other words to transform natural conditions, by making use

of all possible methods of increasing output: fertilizers, trace-elements, hor

mones, irrigation, tilling of the soil, etc. and by more vigorous control of

pests and disease, which can prove highly destructive to homogeneous stands,

but against which certain protective measures can be taken.

This will make it possible to standardize timber production, to offer the

consumer a small choice of types of clearly defined timber products, of uniform

quality, which would be much easier to use from the technical standpoint. Africa

has insufficient coniferous species for sawnwood and pulp, which could be plant-

ad in many areas. Such a conception leads to a re-orientation of the activities

of the forestry service, which must rapidly perfect economic techniques of silvi

culture. As with the fodder revolution, the first stages of the "forestry revolu

tion" will be difficult from the economic standpoint, especially if sufficient

study has not been made of the technical basis.

Forestry research institutes should direct their studies tmlards techniques

for nursery work, harvesting of selected seed, mechanical and other preparation

of the soil, planting, thinning and the felling age for each one of the major

11 Some degree of protection will sometimes be necessary for the development
of a country's resources for local uses. Wood was adopted for the sleepers
of a section of the trans-Cameroon railway only after a hard battle, although
the line traverses a forest containing many species suitable for making sleep
ers, after impregnation. All forms of protection shOUld, however, be gradually
curtailed so as not to constitute an inducement to laZiness and backwardness.
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species selected.lI To these subjects should be added genetic studies, pest and

disease control, and the systematic use of fertilizers.

It would be logical to locate processing industries close to such artifi

cial forests; there would have to be a dense network of good communications,

which would pay its way more easily if it carried a high density of traffic.

As it must be as economical as possible, waterways are to be preferred, because

they greatly reduce transport costs to the factory. The banks of the rivers

coul.d be reserved for the forest only in areas with a low density of population;

if not, forests would soon be destroyed by cultivation. This presupposes

general studies of land use, not restricted to forestry problems, but encompass

ing all aspects cf the subject. Existing fcrests could be classified in three

main groups, according to their final purpose:

(a) Areas that are to be cleared for use as plantations of cash crops

(oil-palm, rubber, cocoa, coffee, tea), food crops and other agri

cultural products, whether annual or perennial. These will cover the

populated, fertile zones first of all.

(0) Areas that are to be planted as artificial forests. In both these

cases, the land-clearing operations could be combined with a more

practical utilization (even if only for local needs) of the felled

t?~e trunks and branches, which are now all too often burned. I have

often seen felled trees burned while wood for use as fuel, poles or

small buildings, for which the burnt timber could and therefore should

have served, was collected from the nearby forest. These zones could

be fairly limited in area, for the immediate future.

(c) Areas that are to be provisionally reserved as "natural" forests,

intended for more intensive use at a later date. The preservation

of some of these forests could be Justified in particular by their

11 Mention should be made of the eucalyptus, okoume, teak, bamboo, American
pines, and even acacias and poplars in the extreme north and south of
Africa. The problem is more pressing for high altitude zones and moderate
ly humid savannahs than for the evergreen forest zones.
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role in protecting the land from erosion. This argument should not,

however, rule out the eventuality of their more intensive utilization

at the appropriate time.!! In fact, artificial forests and productive

plantations can offer protection against erosion, if they are well

laid out. Even annual crops can play their part if a few generally

accepted precautions are taken.

Classificaticns of this kind will never be definitive; it will

werth while to alternate agricultural and forestry uses on the same

In the young forest plantations, banana-growing should be encouraged; food

crops can also be grown with the use of fertilizers. In this way the cost of

removal of the

tend the trees

old "natural" forest would be borne by the farmer, who would also

in the early years)l

81. The principal difficulty is economic

A British eccnomist's report on British Honduras emphasizes that a young

country cannot afford to invest its inadeQuate capital in such slow-maturing

proJects as artificial forests, which take fifty or sixty years to achieve peak

production. A calculation of profitability, made from data furnished by tech

nicians and based on the prevailing (1960) cost of plantations and debatable

forecasts cf timber prices, showed that such investments reQuire a rate of

interest cf 2.5 or 3 per cent. At a rate of 6 per cent, the enterprise becomes

most unprofitable - which gives food for thcught.

It is vital for Africa to develop and modernize its forest and forest indus

tries rapidly and, simultaneously. Economic calculation would make it possible

to determine the most useful species, locations, treatments and industries. In

the British Honduras study, no account was taken of the possibilities of more

intensive silviculture (using fertilizers, tilling of the soil, eto.). Heavy

road transport costs over long distances were expected for this timber. Trans

port will be much less expensive in the sparsely-populated areas bordering the

l! The availability of sufficient trained personnel and capital.

gj See chapter II of Types of Rural Econom~by R. Dumont, Dalloz, 1954.

l! This techniQue, known as taungya, originated in Burma, whence it spread
through the Far East, and is now fairly common in Africa. The forest allotted
to the lccal inhabitants is cleared for farming and then, reafforested
with Quick-growing species, is returned to the forestry authorities after
a few years.
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rivers of the east and west coasts of Africa, or of Central Africa (from

Cameroon and Gabon to the central Congo). In Scandinavia, the transport cost

of a log for pulping, 2 metres long and 30 em in diameter, from the place of

felling to the factory is said to be the same as the postage on an ordinary

letter.

With this in mind, the river banks and areas close to railway lines might

best be reserved for the produots that are most awkward to transport, while oil

palms and rubber would be grown close to processing plants. Once again, the

technioal studies must take the most careful account of current and foreseeable

economic data.lI Plantations would be more justified if they were closely asso

ciated with the processing industries, which would raise the unit value of the

products. This would also make it possible to make a more rational distribu

tion and to increase their profitability. Any a priori economic condemnation

of artifical silviculture is debatable because there are too many unknowns in

the future of forestry.

Not all of the plantations will take such a long time to reach maturity,

for instance, those of coniferous species for pulping, which are valued for

their long fibres. In northern and temperate Europe annual growth per hectare

is 7-15 m3, but it is 10-20 m3 in East Africa and Madagascar, with a shorter

rotation. In well-watered zones and with the use of fertilizers, it is possible

to obtain much higher yields from some varieties of eucalyptus, which are

admittedly short-fibred. Wood pulp, however, is the outlet of the future we

are fast approaohing what amounts to a "paper civilization", unless other products,

such as plastics, take its place. It seems unlikely that wood, a useful and

necessary material, should be entirely discarded, in view of its versatility.

This, however, does not solve the problem of capital shortage in young States.

At least two solutions can be considered, which I shall refer to, very roughly,

as the capitalist and the socialist solution.

It is impossible to forecast timber prices in the next century.
continues to be widely used, as seems likely, they will probably
higher, thus increasing the profitability of the plantations.

If wood
be much
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82. Forest concessions and local ccmmunities

Without relinquishing their national patrimony as the colonial governments

forced them to do at the turn of the century, the young African States that are

short of capital could nevertheless grant temporary explcitation rights for the

State forests without alienation, to industries using wood, preferably those

that process the timber on the spot (sawmills, wood pulp and board factories).

It would be logical to grant these concessions in return for annual royal

ties, which should be fixed not per unit of products extracted involving Over

burdensome inspection), but per hectare of the concession. Basing the rent on

area would have the advantage of encouraging more intense use of eXisting forests,

since the royalty would be the same if a higher proportion of timber were extrac

ted. Taxes could be such that enterprises that only "skimmed off" the 2-3 per

cent of valuable woods, would not be able to manage. Consequently, it would be

more advantageous economically to build the necessary network of tracks. The

proceeds of these royalties could be used to finance the planting of valuable

species by the forestry services. This would be better than recp-,iring such

planting in return for the concessions - a formula that miGht result in slip-

shod work.

As in China, an attempt could be made to invest in forest plantations

either the present unused work potential represented by the local rural popula

tion during the agricultural off-season, or the even more abundant manpower

available in other parts of the country, or even in neighbouring countries where

there is seasonal unemployment, such as the northern regions of the Ivory Coast,

Ghana, Togo, Dahomey, Nigeria and Cameroon, as well as the group of countries

frcm Mauritania to Chad. These migrants would, however, have to be paid, which

would mean raising additional, internal revenue by taxation. There is a risk

that expenditure with such a long-deferred return would have an inflationary

effect, if it were heavy enough.

That would no longer apply if the local labour force could be mobilized

without money payment, by providing food supplies from such sources as the

World Food Programme. This would be helped by developing the existing rural
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communities and giving them real economic power. Each community with its own

land could plant part of its as forest (after clearing it for cultivation),

and this would then be communal property and serve as a source of income, thus

enoouraging every member of the community to treat it with more respect. Com

munities are now being set up with sooial responsibilities (for schools, health

servioes, water supplies, eto.) but no provision is being made for the necessary

revenue to discharge these obligations: the communal forest might provide the

means.

Such projects oan be carried out with hardy, ~uick-growing species of trees

such as the eucalyptus or the cassia, and also in the savannah zones. These

little groves of trees, intended primarily to satisfy the looal community's

needs of fuel and poles, would be planted close to the existing villages. This

would reduce the chore of gathering firewood, which is so difficult in over

populated areas, like eastern China. In addition, the ring of deteriorated

soil that so often surrounds the tropical village could be put to use.

As soon as the first thinning operations are carried out, the progressive

rural communities that have made these plantations should distribute a share

of the forest prcduce to each household. This would provide the greatest possible

induoement to all concerned to see that the forest is not destroyed by intentional

or a~oidental burning, and rush to fight fires, should they oocur.

The situation is very different both in the closed forest and for the big,

slow-growing, valuable species of trees, because complioated techni~ues are

necessary and the re~uirements of oultivation (olearing etc.) impose the striot

est disoipline. Forests intended to supply prooessing industries (sawmills,

pulp and plywood factories, etc.) must be established in large, olearly-defined

units. The forestry servioe prefers to be allocated funds and be in sole charge

of the projeots In such oases. Conse~uently it presses for the oreation of a

national forestry fund or board - to which the treasury authorities have often

been opposed.

Their reasons are understandable; however, the only country in West or

Central Afrioa that is at present establishing plantations on an ade~uate scale

is Gabon, which is planting 2,000 heotares of okoume per year and intends to

-""I
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increase this to 3,000 hectares. The other countries prefer agricultural planta

tions, with a quicker return. It seems likely that, for some considerable time

to come, the funds allocated to forestry services will, as a potential means of

creating resources, be very much lower than what both the domestic market in

Africa and its vital export trade need. Therefore, an attempt must be made to

balance technical requirements - the necessity of concentrating the plantations

against the possibility of carrying out at least part of the work with the help

of local manpower, which might be mobilized by political action. This would

make it more difficult to prOVide teohnical supervision, which explains the

lack of eagerness, especially as qualified personnel is so scarce. Rapid and

large-scale training of such personnel seems indispensable to the necessary

development of African forestry production. It will require a prolonged and

disciplined mobilization of workers inspired by political leadership and not

demonstrations like the spectacular fetes de l'arbre of Algeria, which cost far

more than they bring in.

83. The protective role of the forest

The FAG Africa Survey of 19621/rightly points out that: "In some African

countries, the forest capital is already being rapidly depleted, a fact hitherto

largely obscured ••••••where crops are introduced even on steep hillsides as in

the montane regions to Kenya, Nyasaland and Southern Rhodesia, or in bordering

aavannah areas where the sub-desert encz-oaches!",

The protective rcle of the forest should not be under-estimated, but in

the short-run this is an economically passive aspect; it shculd therefore be

reconciled with a productive role. Consequently I do not agree that in the

protective forests, "the harvesting of the timber and the fuel must be only a. y
secondary cons~deration". A forest that is fully but rationally exploited

retains its protective role. A forest of forage trees, pruned as thoroughly

as necessary for its upkeep, is Just as effective against erosion by wind and

water and desiccation as a forest that is purely protective. Being a source

of wealth, a productive forest is more likely to be treated carefully.

Page 108.
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The local inhabitants will consider a purely proteotive forest as useless,

or even harmful, since it will make it difficult to use the land for agriculture

or grazing, with which they are directly concerned. No amount of legislation

will be enough to protect it. Mexican forestry laws are among the finest in

the world, but they are seldom respected, and the country's forests are invariab

ly ravaged.1I

Forestry, agriculture, and stock-raising constitute a single, indivisible

complex. With the transition to permanent and intensive cultivation of the soil,

it will no longer be necessary to destroy annually an enormous part cf African

forest capital, in order to achieve bare subsistence or very little more. If

enough forage trees were planted, extensive burning would no longer be necessary

and the protection of the forests would be made much easier.

Repressive measures, which were all too frequently adopted during the

colonial era, must now be replaced by techniques that will create new resources

and thus render superfluous such undesirable destruction. It will be a long

time before this new policy becomes efficacious, and it will demand more perse

verance on the part of persons in charge than did pure authori.tarianism. Protec

tion of the forests requires dynamio political leadership and animation rurale,

to make the inhabitants of rural areas fully aware of their long-term interests,

which demand that their land and forest patrimony should be protected. A oonsid

erable increase in the number of technicians at all levels will also be necessary,

especially if the requirements of forestry production are taken into aocount.

The latter requirements should therefore be given general priority, without

in any way neglecting protection, but it should not be forgotten that, in order

to be effective, such protection must be combined with production that, in the

middle-term view, is in the interests of the population concerned. In order to

11 "In the past there have been too many instances of forest laws enacted whose
provisions have proved inapplicable in practice because of lack of means of
enforcement and for want of popular acceptance. There have been concessions
granted, containing admirable provisions for silvicultural measures to ac
oompany exploitation, which provisions have been ignored in practice for
lack of professional control". FAO, The State of Food and Agriculture 1962,
p. 123, Rome, 1962.

.,
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cope with the population explosion, more and more of forest land will have to

be taken Over. Soil protection will therefore re~uire a whole ssries of

techni~ues in addition to reafforestation, and production will have to be

intensified.

84. Great possibilities of expansion for African timber exports

It would be an economically dubious operation to develop African timber

production at great expense by intensive methods of silviculture, with a long

deferred return, only to end by exporting raw materials such as sawlogs, in the

crude state. For, although Africa exports far more in volume than it imports,

it has to buy far more timber products, in value. than it sells. To neglect

forest industries would therefore be to overlook an essential aspect of the

problem.

"Reasonable" development prospects for purchases of forest products by the

wealthy nations, at short and middle-term, and excellent prospects at long term,

are indicated by FAO,lI particularly after 1975. It is high time that plans

were made and the preliminary operations undertaken for plantations of coniferous

species intended to supply pulp in about the year 1980. There seems, however,

to be no sign that the essential planting work is being done.

Out of a total of $142 milliqn of forest products exported from Africa to

the wealthy countries between 1956 and 1961, $129 million went to western and

southern Europe. Sawnwood from broadleaved trees accounted for $18 million of

this total and plywood for less than $6 million, so that loge from broadleaved

trees still predominate. By volume, the latter accounted for 3.8 million m3 as

against 0.6 million m3 of eawnwood and 0.13 million m3 of plywood. By far the

greater part of the recent increase in exports has been in raw materials of this

kind.

11 Pros ects for ex and in roducts ex orts from develo i countries,
E CONF.46 70, prepared by the secretariat of FAD, March 1964. See also FAD,
The state of Food and Agriculture 1962, pp. 88-128, Rome, ,1962.
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This FAO report gives the following estimates of the expansion prospects

fer future exports to western Europe, over and above the ~uantitieB already

exported between 1959 and 1961:

- 8 million m3 of veneer and plywood, 6-7 million m3 being of tropical

origin;

3 million m3 of sawnwood from tropical broadleaved species;

2-3 million m3 of coniferous sawnwood;

20 million m3 of lcng-fibred pulpwood.

If Africa, which supplies four-fifths of such goods coming from the poorer

countries, could sell all of its share in a fully processed form, its export

earnings would increase by $600 million. The increase would be only $250

million if logs were exported. The value of present exports would rise from

$122 million to $260 million if the products were processed on the spot.

It is easy to hold out such bright prospects to the Afrioan oountries and

even to add other by no means negligible possibilities for the future, in parti

oular of exporting to the sooialist countries and North America. Trade between

the developing countries should not be forgotten either, as it will not always

remain at its present low level - $11 million for Afrioan countries.

For Africa alone, moreover, additional requirements of forest products for

1975, over and above consumption in the years 1959-1961, are estimated at $170

million:

$75 million

$70 million

$15 million

and particle

$10 million.

- Paper and paperboard 

Sawnwood

- Plywood

- Fibreboard

board
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The true extent of these requirements, of which only a conservative estimate

has been given here, will depend upon African purchasing power and therefore

upon the over-all economic development of the continent. In order to take full

advantage of these potentialities, furthermore, Africa should immediately develop

a maJor programme of silViculture; this is Vital to replace the natural forest

and to increase timber resources, but nothing is being done. Then Africa must

be equipped and industrialized rapidly and economically enough to meet rising

demands in a world that will remain bitterly competitive.

85. Forest industries deserve priority, but within an intra-regional framework

The reoent economic difficulties of such countries as India and Cuba have

confirmed the danger of over-reliance upon processing industries that depend

upon impor,ed raw materials, as they impose too heavy a burden upon the balance

of payments. In forest development, an over-all plan should be made to cover

simultaneously the three related problems of growing, felling and transport,

and processing. Agricultural and forest industries, which process locally

produced raw materials, therefore deserve priority whenever they are profit

able and really competitive.

For the majority of timber industries, such as the manufacture of plywood,

fibreboard and particle board,lI and even more for pulp, paper and cardboard

factories, economies of scale are extremely important, as factories that are

on too small a scale are quite uneconomic. A pulp factory should produce a

minimum of 100,000 tons of pulp per year, which would represent an approximate

annual value of fr.CFA 3,500 million.

Recently-established timber industries in Latin America and south-east

Asia have been designed primarily wi thin a national framework, for import

SUbstitution. Consequently, the mills set up are too small, their oOsts of

production are high, and their markets are very restricted, all of which has

prevented their exporting even to their closest neighbours. In the end they

supply products that are too expensive and frequently of mediocre quality to

domestic consumers.

11 The latter is not yet very suitable for manufacture in humid tropioal climates.
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The establishment of co-ordinated regional plans is the first essential

requirement for African industrial development in any sphere (except for cottage

industries, where manufacture could remain at an intermediate stage for a longer

period). This is even more pertinent as it is desirable to use a larger quantity

of timber (various species and dimensions) and therefore to combine sawmilling

and veneer manufacture with a pulp factory in a single industrial complex, to

utilize 80-85 per cent of the timber. The size of the complex for which econ

omies of scale would be greatest would be decided by the minimum requirements

of the pulp factory.

The huge capital sum reQuired for investment in the developing countries

as a whole between now and 1975 and estimated in the above-mentioned study at

$5,000 - $6,000 million has still to be found. Its purpose would be to increase

production intended to satisfy domestic requirements of $3,000 million. On this

basis, Africa's investment requirements could be estimated at about $1,000 million 

a high figure for a single sector of industry.

86. Socialist accumulation or foreign aid, public or private?

It would be another false dilemma to imagine that a choice had to be made

between domestic saving and foreign aid, since, happily, the two sources of

investment are not in any way incompatible. Local accumulation left to its

own devices would be a slow means of capital formation and, in particular, of

obtaining the foreign currency necessary, as the vast majority of the eqUipment

must, at present, be bought abroad. This presupposes an increase in exports

to new markets. A growing share of this equipment oould one day be produced

in the more advanced African countries, to which their neighbours could guarantee

orders. This progress in the local manufacture of equipment will be very gradual.

The above-mentioned 1964 FAO study on foreAt industrieA recommends that

manufacturers, distributors and users of processed wood products should be

encouraged to extend their activities in countries that produce broadleaved

tropical WOOds by financing wood-processing industries and associated forestry

enterprises there. Some people will denounce this proposal for private invest

ment as a form of neo-colonialism. It would, however, help development by mak

ing it possible to reduce imports of manufactured goods and thus to break away

from the economie de traite.

.,
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In the present climate, these investments are not even being effected at

the speed necessary to meet Africa's future needs,1I far less increase the unit

value of its future timber exports. Conse~uently, since 1960, I have been ask

ing the French State to make a larger contribution towards African industrial

ization, by curtailing budgetary subsidies and certain so-called social expendi

ture, which is sometimes of a luxury nature. A similar suggestion could be

made to the European Development Fund, which has never financed artificial plan

tations, although these are both indispensable and, at the same time, difficult

to make profitable.

The expansion of African forest industries on the massive scale necessary

to develop exports and meet the greater part of domestic re~uirements will

certainly never be achieved within a liberal framework. In the first place,

it re~uires the suppression of all existing obstacles to trade, and certain

discriminatory measures, sometimes only temporary, on the part of the European

countries in favour of African timber exports. These might take the form of

bilateral or multilateral trade agreements, accompanied by infusions of capital 

likewise bilateral or multilateral, private or public, and directed at industrial

projects, artificial plantations or the building up of road networks.

True economic independence would, however, reQuire that a large part of

the capital invested should be of local origin. Labour alone may account for

an appreciable share of plantation costs. Timber exploitation does not always

reQuire very heavy equipment, unless exceptionally big boles are involved; labour

may be a preponderant factor as long as there is a surplus of unskilled labour.

Later, modernization and training would go hand in hand - this is a gUiding

principle that remains valid under many other circumstances.

The importance of economies of scale and the necessity of intra-regional

agreements for processing works have been emphasized. If difficulties are en

countered, some industries could survive on a relatively small scale, such as

11 If production capacity continued to expand at the same rate as in recent years,
Africa's net deficit in wood products would rapidly increase between now and
1970, which would aggravate the already severe drain on foreign currency.
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sawmilling, the manufacture of agricultural e~uipment for animal draught (carts,

harrows, hoes, ploughs and drills), joinery and the manufacture of furniture

and the processing of paper, blockboard and veneers. Plywood and particle

board are on the fringe of this category, which does not include paper pulp and

fibreboard industries.

Successful research on new high-~uality glues and resins made from local

raw materials would make the promotion of plywood and particle board manufacture

much easier in difficult climates with great variations in humidity.

In common with the other agricultural problems, the development of African

forests and forestry industries will re~uire, in addition to the training of

skilled personnel, a vast amount of new research more closely adapted to the

specific problems of the African continent. There must still be further research

into the cultivation of fast-growing species, the rationalizing of exploitation

and of transport, improvement of the ~uality of the timber and the study of the

most suitable species. Recent technical progress achieved in the developed coun

tries has scarcely been made use of in tropical areas because, as an FAO publica

tion of 1962 points out:1I
"Efforts to adapt and transfer existing technology to the circumstances of
the developing countries have been sporadic, unco-ordinated and often half
hearted. This, in turn, is ~ue to the fact that the socio-economic context
necessary for the adaptation and application of technology has only recently
matured in many of the less developed countries and has still to mature in
others • • • • • • There are also unexplored poesibilities of devising techni~ues

that are better suited to different conditions".

The forestry problem, in the widest sense of the term, leads to land use

planning which, in the initial stage, would have to draw a distinction between

two vast areas. In the first of these zones, remote or infertile and sparsely

populated, natural resources would be utilized extensively by the gathering of

wood or grazing and by shifting oultivation. In the second zone, an intensely

exploited area would be divided between plantations, permanent cultivation, sown

pastures and artificial silviculture adapting itself to market prospects, to the

location of consumption oentres and to investment possibilities.

11 The State of Food and Agriculture 1962, p.115.
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Let it be said, in conclusion, that the African forest could become an

ever-increasing source of wealth, if artificial reafforestation were develcped

and modern capital equipment provided to a sufficient extent. Nothing is being

done,however, with the result that production is declining at the very moment

when needs are rapidly increasing and market prospects are improving. If Africa

persists in such erratic ways, it will lose a vital asset - its forests - and the

opportunity to rationalize their exploitation.

The next study will be of another under-exploited source of natural wealth 

the seas, lakes, rivers and ponds.
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CHAPTER X

INLAND AND ~~RINE FISHERIES

87. Cheap proteins, most of which are wasted as food for European cattle

The growth of African fisheries has been remarkable and under-evaluated.

Whereas in 1938, production was calculated to be half a million tons,

present-day figures are close to 3 million tons. This increase has taken

place largely in the sub-tropical Atlantic zone (South Africa, South West

Africa, Angola and Morocco), in which the catch is reported to have increased

fifteenfold between 1938 and 1963, showing an annual rate of growth of 12 per

cent as compared with 5 per cent for the other African countries, and 2 per

cent for Mediterranean catches. There is said to have been an increase of 8

per cent for inland fisheries, amounting to about one-quarter of the total.

Th~s new source of wealth is certainly important; nevertheless, a country as

small as Peru, having the advantage of a sea richly stocked with fish, catches

over 6 million tons (the same as Japan).

If the African people consumed the fish caught, they would have a large

supply of high-grade proteins, in which they suffer the most serious defi

c~encies. Southern Africa, however, which makes the highest catches, processes

the greater part into fish meal, most of which is exported to Europe as cattle

feed. Th~s is a particularly indefensible form of wastage, seen on a world

wide scale, as the livestock in ~uestion only produces in return a very small

fraction of the protein it consumes.

The meat and dairy produce obtained from these cattle are not within the

~eans of the African consumer, as they are muoh more expensive, whereas fish

meal is by far the cheapest animal protein, especially in view of its nutri

tional qualities, possibilities of conservation, and the ease with which it

can be distributed. Campaigns have therefore been undertaken in an attempt to

promote the consumption of this product. Custom and prejudice are obstacles,

as ie widespread ignorance of the seriousness of protein deficiencies, and of
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the nutritional value of fish among the mass of the Afrioan people. Efforts

mu~be made to teach the value of this product, and promotion campaigns should

be conducted on a wider scale,!! simultaneously with an effort to increase

production.

88. The potential~ties of marine fishing especially in the sub-tropical

Atlantic

The zone in which there has already been the greatest increase, the sub

tropical Atlantic, has in fact the greatest potentiality for further develop

ment (cf. E/CN.14/270). In the North Atlantic, however, this increase is

primarily due to non-African fleets (with the exception of Morocco and, to

some extent, Senegal) utilizing freezer-trawlers and factory ships. Hence the

rest of the world derives the chief benefit from this resource, which is to be

found on Africa's doorstep. Africa should develop its own production so as to

increase food supplies and obtain more foreign currency from exports.

An expansion in the consumption of fresh fish alone would not affeot many

areas outside the port of unloading, since tropical climates make necessary

the rapid establishment of an expensive cold storage system, which will

restrict consumption to the wealthier classes.

Canned fish is too expensive and is reserved for the so-called middle

classes, which comprise a very limited stratum of society.3I In study of a

village in the northern central area of Portugal in 1955, it was found that

the grocer did not sell canned sardines, the speciality of the country, as

they were too expensive for the poor peasants, who had to make do with barrels

of salted sardines. For a long time, the European peasant was only familiar

with smoked or salted herrings. African freshwater fish have also become

popular in the economical smoked and dried form, but will also have to be

salted.

1/ It will be worth while to promote other forms of concentrated fish protein
in the future.

31 This applies throughout the world; development prospects for the Moroccan
sardine-canning industry are limited owing to lack of markets. A world
food programme might affect the VOlume of outlets, but it would be better
to begin with economical commodities, such as fish meal.
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According to its quality, sea fish can be used:

(a) Canned or frozen, in particular for export; this applies to

luxury products, including, lobsters, shrimps, etc.;l1

(b) Fresh for local consumption;

(c) Dried, smoked and salted for markets further in the interior; or

(d) As fish meal intended in increasing quantities for human consump-

tion, especially for the areas that are most remote from the

coast.

As has been shown by FAO studies, if production is to be increased,

there must first of all be research on fishing ground potentials and on the

improvement of small-scale and industrial fisheries. The effort that has

to be made in research, in procuring funds and in training skilled personnel,

and which is so vital to the development of marine and inland fisheries, is

similar to that required for the progress of agriculture. There is no fun

damental distinction between these two "primary" activities, although

fishing remains a "gathering" activity, except for artificial fish farming,

which has a certain similarity to livestock raising.

89. Inland fisheries: lakes, rivers and lagoons

The great lakes of East Africa are an important potential, but seriously

under-utilized source of fish production. There are a number of reasons for

this. The lakes of East Africa are formed in faults, often with steep sides,

and may be understocked with fish. Many of the lakes do not have pelagic

species of fish, the type that constitutes the wealth of Lake Tanganyika, and

production is confined to a rather narrow littoral fringe. Sometimes, as in

Lake Victoria, the stock consists of too many species of little commercial

value, and very often African fishermen lack the equipment necessary to fish

11 Shrimps are already caught off the west coast of Madagascar, but by non
African companies.
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properly all of the likely zones and are restricted to a small area, which may

be locally over-fished. Finally, other very produotive lakes, such as Lake

Rudolph, are situated in desert areas that are virtually inaccessible.

The Belgian colonial administrators adoptedl! modern semi-industrial

methods for the exploitation of fishery resources, with Greek fishermen, to

supply the towns and mining communities. In former British territories, an

attempt was made rather to promote modern techni~ues among the local fisherman,

with improved methods of small-scale fishing. A combination of the two systems

would often prove the most profitable arrangement, each one being directed at a

different zone of exploitation re~uiring different techni~ues. Modern methods,

however, often need foreign oapital and technicians, at the beginning, at least.

A most notable improvement has been the introduction of nylon, in place of

cotton or local fibres, for making nets.

The development of these inland fisheries re~uires an improvement in oom

munioationsor an increase in the purchasing power of the consumer. In

West Africa, there are greater resources in the Sahelo-Sudanian zone, from the

Senegal to the Niger (live delta), the Chari and Lake Chad, where the great

flood zones are found and the waters are more alkaline. Approaching the

Sudanese zone, the floods decrease; in forest zones the acid waters, full of

humus, are much less productive.

The major fish-producing districts of the Sahelian zone provide more than

the needs of their own popUlation (who, also have meat supplies). The surplus

should be exported to the Guinean zone, which is poorer in animal products.

The development of fisheries is linked with that of communications - railways

or roads. The latter are espeoially important as the wholesalers prefer to

avoid the railway and to accompany their merchandise on the lorries. The

expansion of fisheries is connected with the purchasing power of the inhabitants

of the Guinean zone. and thus with the prosperity of cash-crop farming, the towns

and industry.

l! On some lakes, such as Lake Moero.
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Consumption of freshwater fish, especially when dried and smoked, is

expanding towards the coastal areas; many such fish are even sold in the

ports. Meanwhile, pocrer people in the interior go shcrt of proteins,

except in livestock raising zones.

This is primarily due to the consumer's preference for this dried and

smoked fish with its strong odour and flavour caused by fermentation. It

adds considerable tastiness to bland food with a manioc, yams, taros or

rice basis. It would be useful, therefore, to produce dried and smoked

sea fish, so that larger Quantities of freshwater fieh should remain for

consumption in the interior.

The biggest problem arising from this method of preservation by

drying and smoking is that of infestation by ichthyophagous insects. Treat

ment with methyl bromide seems to present difficulties. To balance the very

high cost of installation, irradiation methods could be considered only for

the treatment of large Quantities of fish, as in seaports, for example, but

not in inland fishery areas, which consist of a large number of widely

scattered encampments. Losses could be greatly reduced, or avoided alto

gether, by piokling oertain varieties of fish in brine and salting others.

The publio will have to be educated to acoept these processes, however, as

they a£fect the taste of the i'ish and some consumers dislike a less prO-

nounoed flavour than they are used to. A compromise might be reaohed by

lightly soaking the fish in mild brine with a salt content of 10-20 per cent,

whioh reduoes losses without eliminating them oompletely, and has less ef

fect upon its taste.1I

The marketing of fish, like that of meat, could be improved simultan

eously with methods of transport and conservation. This would deorease losses

and distribution oost and promote fish consumption. Fish is a perishable and

11 These techniQues have been disseminated around the Lao de GUier, near the
mouth of the River Senegal, according to a note by Lemasson and Maheert at
the United Nations Geneva Conference in February 1963 On "The Applioation
of Science and Teohnology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas".

I
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very heterogeneous commodity, hcwever, and consumer preferences are partic

ularly marked. Any radical alteration of this trade would be risky and calls

for the greatest caution, for a badly devised distribution system would

disrupt markets and therefore, ultimately, production.

In the pcrts and the towns close tc the fishing grounds, the fishermen

can be brought into contact with consumers and retailers by means of a

central market, as at Takoradi. The de facto monopoly of small-scale traders

is far from desirable. Far too many middlemen are involved in distribution

chains that cover long distances. To reduce the number of middlemen, it is

necessary to study the functions fulfilled by this trade, and particularly

loans to fishermen, who are usually in debt. Provision of this credit would

also have to be ensured by a new method of distribution. A marketing co

operative would require a manager who combined good business sense with

absolute integrity, two qualities that are not always easy to find in one

and the same person. Co-operatives dealing with perishable goods such as

meat, fish, milk and milk products, fruit and vegetables, present very marked

difficulties and are not the best introduction to co-operative methods for

Africa.

The lagoons and mangrove swamps, on the fringe of both marine and inland

fisheries, are sometimes highly productive. The most outstanding catches are

in the Cotonou/Porto Novo area, especially where the River Oueme flows down

from the savannahs. Less productive lagoons, which still have interesting

possibilities, are found all the way from the Ivory Coast to Gabon and are

scarcely if at all fished, since the local inhabitants have the opportunity

of pursuing other more rewarding activities (plantations and forestry exploita

tion). Sometimes it is only a question of habit and of lack of training; well

conducted fishing could bring in mOre than these other occupations.

90. Artificial pisciculture

The value of the Tilapia, first pointed out by Monod in 1925, was demon

strated on a large-scale in Katanga during the Second World War. The use of

small breeding ponds, with artificial feeding, spread from there through
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Central and West Africa, especially the French-speaking countries, and to

Uganda in 1958. Bard!! mentions that there was an exaggerated craze for this

"miracle fish" in the beginning. Between 1948 and 1956 many Belgians thought

that it could supply by itself the protein requirements for the forest zone,

where livestock raising is hampered by the tsetse fly. In 1959, however, in

the then Belgian Congo, there were 4,500 hectares of ponds with a production

of 500 kg/per ha, or 2,250 tons - less than a thousandth of the total African

production of fish. This is by no means negligible, as almost all of the

production is really used, in contrast to dried and smoked fish, where there

are big losses during processing but it is no miracle.

Expansion was achieved by a thorough campaign of persuasion or by compul

sion, but the natural and human environment had not been suffioiently studied,

so that mistakes were made. It had been hoped that the Afrioan would feed his

fish regularly (as with pigs in Europe or fish in Asia) and would gather

elephant grass or leaves of sweet potatoes grown especially for the purpose.

The African willingly leaves his large and small livestock to find its own

food in the bush, and it would need a powerful inducement to make him treat

pond fish differently. He is, in fact, more willing to undertake the single

heavy task of making the ponds, by diversion or damming of a stream, than the

light, daily task of feeding the fish.

If the protein shortage were genuinely appreoiated, there would be this

powerful inducement, but suoh is by no means the case; this again is a problem

of education. It seemed ridiculous to Africans to catch undersized Tilapia

from the ponds in which no feed was provided, when fish of the same size could

be caught in partly dried-up river channels in the vicinity, without the need

of making ponds.

In order to give fresh impetus to fish farming, there is a need for new

species that can provide bigger fish, such as Heterotis niloticus; however,

!! See Les techniques de piscioulture mises au point en Afrique et les resultats
obtenus. a report made to the United Nations Conference on The Application
of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas, held
in Geneva in February 1963.

"
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these are usually less appreciated. The introduction of predatory species and

the breeding of fish of the same age, of uni-sexuals or non-fertile hybrids

offer new prospects of obtaining larger Tilapia, or other species and deserve

more thorough basic study.

Studies among the population will indicate the zones where fish is really

sought after. Fish farming has much more chance of developing where the

produce is intended for sale in the towns since the attraction of a cash return

(Which can be put to many uses) is much greater than that of any particular

kind of addition to the diet; the same applies to market-gardening produce. Com

mercial production will, in any case, lead to local consumption, with surpluses

that will sometimes be difficult to sell.

Consumption by the producers themselves would therefore be a by-product

of market fluctuations and not a factor capable of triggering production by

itself. Development would be easier in those sectors where the high cost of

meat makes it possible to sell Tilapia easily, as in the former Belgian Congo

or at Brazzaville, where it has recently been selling at fr CFA 200 per kg, the

same as the market price of rump steak at Dakar (August 1964). It is to be

hoped that, at a later stage (as for milk), competition between producers will

bring about some price reduction, so as to make fish more readily available for

those with modest means. Freshwater fish, however, can never be produced as

cheap as meal from sea fish.

The problem of feed for the fish-ponds could be solved economically by

combining pisoiculture with an agricultural industry for whose by-products it

would be difficult to find another market locally, or which would be toe costly

to transport. Examples of suoh products would be cotton-seed, or rather cotton

seed cake after the extraction of the oil or rice bran. However, the rice

should not be whitened too much, as this would cause beri-beri. Other altern

atives are wheat bran, whether imported or local, obtained from mills, and

fruit and vegetable waste products (juice-canning factories), in addition to

those from small-soale livestock-raising, etc.
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In the eastern parts of Cameroon and the Niari valley area of the Congo,

along the Congo-Ocean railway towards Mindouli, pisciculture is combined with

the soaking of manioc. The soaking process is a means of supplying feed for

the pond without any other additional work and is, therefore, acceptable. A

successful development of fish-breeding therefore re~uires very thorough

studies of the markets, the possible techni~ues and the human background in

each zone. Some teaching of nutrition in the schools and wise use of the

psychological approach on the part of agricultural extension workers would

do much to help this development, the potentialities of which should not be

under-estimated.

Multi-purpose water reservoirs are being built in Africa nowadays to

supply people and animals with drinking water, for irrigation purposes, for

hydroelectric power, etc. The idea of using them for fish-breeding is still

given little encouragement and is often not even considered, and yet it

might be a most advantageous arrangement.

The highly-developed type of rice-growing practised on the plateaux of

Madagascar approaches the Asian system, (levelling, proper control of irriga

tion, transplanting and the use of animal draught and even of manure). It is

therefore feasible to consider here the idea of breeding fish in the rice

fields as in south-east Asia. This combination of rice-growing and fish

breeding would be too complicated to adapt to the African type of flooded rice

field. It could only be undertakenin a fairly highly-developed irrigation

system, such as that of the Office du Niger.

91. Fishing deserves higher priority

The various forms of fish production can be very widely developed in

Africa, whether in small ponds, rivers, flood zones, lakes or the ocean itself.

This desirable development re~uires studies and research associated with over

all programmes, taking into consideration all aspects of the ~uestion, from

fishing and conservation techniques to marketing problems and the possibility

of widening present outlets by educating the consumer. In each sphere, the

part to be played by the state should be specified.
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Instead of looking at fishery problems from the point of view of profit

alone, one must put in the foreground both the expansion of production and

its better utilization in the interests of the health potential of the African

people.

The fisheries oan provide Africa with a resource greater than their pro

duction value expressed in terms of tonnage or money. Protein deficiency is

the major obstacle to the full physical and intellectual development of the

great majority of the African people. Except on a few specially favoured

plateaux, the proteins supplied by African livestock-raising will be expensive

and must be so since these products have to support the cost of modernizing

this branch of agriculture, with the use of cultivated fodder. Fish meal from

salt water species is the only source of econoQical, high-grade protein

available to all. Fisheries therefore deserve a high priority as progressive,

up-to-date schooling.

Those industries that are the most closely and directly linked ",ilth

African agricultural development remain to be considered. These either supply

raw materials and the principal means of production for agriculture

(" tnput-side" industries) or process its chief products, thus increasing their

unit value ("output-side" industries).
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CHAPTER XI

AFRICAN INDUSTRY IN TEE SERVICE OF AFRICAN AGRICULTU~

92. Small and large-scale industries supplying agriculture

Sincs the economic "about-face" of 1960, made necessary by difficulties

in food supplies, Chinese opinion has been that "agriculture is the basis of

the econcmy, whereas industry is its driving force". The same is true of trop

ical Africa, where agricultural modernization could not progress far or quickly

with the help of imported means of production alcne. The balance of payments

would be disturbed, except in the countries provided with plantations produc

ing for export. During their administration, the Belgians began to develop

equipment industries in the Congc.

However necessary it may be, such industrialization is not an easy task.

The French and European assistance funds have been criticized for not making

adequate contributions, since they have left this task to private capital. The

latter, of course, draws more profit from the manufacture of beer or coca-cola,

which reduces the possibilities of productive investment and work and, therefore,

of agricultural development.

The chief obstacles to African industrialization are the restricted national

markets and the shortage of capital and technicians.

The failure of the tractor-assembly plant established outside Casablanca

on the road to Rabat, in an already mechanized country, should be studied so

that all the necessary lessons can be learned.

In tropical Africa, the fact that animal draught deserves >priority should

tend to encourage the manufacture of simple agricultural equipment and improved

hand tools. In Senegal, a joint government-private enterprise is copying European

models, without taking enough care to adapt them to the working conditions of

the main agricultural areas of the country. The sandy soils of the north, such

11 See also R. Dumont L'Afrique noire est mal partie, pp. 89-107 and 257.
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as at Kayor de Louga, where ploughing oan even be dispensed with, do not

require the same tilling implements as the heavy soils of Kaffrine and Kaolaok,

or the olayey rioe-fields of the lower Casamanoe.

A fully-equipped industry requires a large volume of work in order to be

economic, consequently the extension, marketing and loan services often put

pressure on the peasant to encourage him to buy a complete set of equipment

that is sometimes out of proportion to the size of his farm. Often ths peasant

wants only part of the equipment and the rest of ths machinery is left unused

behind his hut, but he has run into debt to pay for it. Such errors and waste

are dangerous for Africa and could be reduced if attempts at modernization were

directed at cottage industries first. Senegalese carftsmen sell at a lower

price articles similar to those produced in the factories, which gives food

for thought.

Progress must be more rapid than in Europe, but the hasty by-passing of

too many stages on the way will lead to economic disappointment. A study of

the industrialization methods of the Chinese people's communes would be of

great interest to Africa, especially of the form they took after their re

organization between 1959 and 1962; the Chinese then eliminated unprofitable

products launched in the fever of the "great leap forward", which took hardly

any account of economic calculations. At that time industrialization was

thought to be easy, and it was seen as a miraculous solution to all problems.

The China of 1965 is engaged in promoting an astute combination of a gradual

and carefully thought out improvement in cottage industry and a varying degree

of modernization in the other forms of industry. The size of the industrial

unit in China depends upon its nature. Food industries remain at the handi

crafts stage, but the manufacture of chemioal fertilizers by the communes has

been abandoned.

To develop this type of diversified industrialization, suited to all condi

tions, it would be advantageous for rural artisans and technicians from southern

China to come to Afrioa.
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The manufacture of agricultural equipment is more urgently needed than an

iron and steel industry, unless the latter is competitive. The value added per

kg of steel, made into a ground-nut seed drill, is much greater than the value

of the raw steel. This kind of manufacture is suitable both for cottage and

larger-scale industries, according to the degree of technical evolution in the

country and the type of product envisagpd. It could, in many cases, range from

the simplest to the most complicated types and lead quite rapidly to the produc

tion of engines and, later on, tractors and lorries. By beginning with the

simplest kinds of manufactures, the technical skill and the capital equipment,

which are the two essential bases of African development, would be gradually

accumulated.

93. The difficulty of promoting the use of chemical fertilizers

The element that is most lacking in African SOils and upon which increases

in output are most dependent, is nitrogen. Phosphates come next in importance

especially in the savannah zones, and then potassium, mainly for the plantations

of the forest zone, and in particular for oil-yielding species (oil palm and

coconut palm). There is a potassium deposit that might, reportedly, be mined

economically in the Congo (BrazzaVille), where a project for exploitation has

been prepared. Possible investors might hesitate, however, when faced with the

politioa.l tendencies of the present government and the "dangers" of nationaliza

tion. If this project were put into effect, moreover, output would be directed

first of all at the export trade, as with the phosphates of Togc and Senegal.

Nitrogen can be extra.cted from the atmosphere, which requires a great deal

of power, but Africa has a plentiful supply. Vast installations are needed for

the harnessing of this power,1I however, as for the nitrogen plants themselves.

Small-scale plants are not economically feasible in this field. Units a£e planned

to handle at least 15,000 tons of pure nitrogen per year, or the equivalent of

75,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia, a figure which exceeds the present consump

tion of trcpical Africa. Several installations will be reqUired to serve the

entire continent economically.

11 Either hydroelectric power or natural gas (including the cost of transport).

'I
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First of all, the use of imported fertilizers must be promoted on a larger

scale in order to expand outlets. If food production is to catch up with and

overtake population growth, progress must be swift, but the conditions for the

successful use of fertilizers, mentioned above (section 8), must be respected.

This re~uires more intensive agricultural extension programmes and may justify

subsidies in the early stages. In this way, the optimal methods of use would

be evolved more ~uickly and their economic feasibility might be studied. The

latter can often be increased by parallel use of trace elements or of organic

manure.

The large capital re~uirements, like the restricted nature of the individual

markets, make it most imperative to draw up international agreements and to design

factories to serve groups of nations from the very outset. Private capital will

hesitate to invest in such financially hazardous enterprises. In 1929, I was

oommissioned to make tests of nitrogenous fertilizers in the Tonkin rice-fields,

for a proposed nitrogen plant to be set up by a private syndicate near the

Da Nhin falls in southern Annam (now Vietnam). The slump in world nitrogen

prices in 1930-1931 caused the financiers concerned to abandon the project,

which has not yet been put into effect.

On the other hand, if the ~uestion had been studied not from the financial

point of view but from that of the national interest, the consideration would

have been the population, most of whom are under-nourished. Their work and

production potential (without even taking into consideration the social aspect

of the question) was seriously impaired by nutritional deficiencies, thus even

after the slump in prices, it would have been worth while to set up this plant,

but it would have re~uired state intervention, which was unacceptable to the

colonial power. It will doubtless be necessary for the young African States

to intervene directly in the vital development of their fertilizer industries,

though they do not necessarily have to take complete control.

Customs protection or subsidies, although re~uired in the early stages,

should not be retained too long, and the aim must be to make these industries

economic quickly; however, their selling prices should be reasonable to make

it easier to popularize use of the products. Agriculture would not otherwise
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be able to increase its purchases and the nations would find themselves lack

ing in resources to develop other industries. Urgings by the State are no sub

stitute for economy in production; laziness and corruption should not be

tolerated.

94. Industries processing agricultural products: first of all,textiles

These industries cover a very wide range of activities, each having special

characteristics, and their development presents a wide variety of problems. In

this section I shall merely enunciate some general principles. The increasing

trend of economic development is for the producer (the primary sector) to earn

less and for the processor (secondary sector) and, above all, the distributor

(tertiary sector) to earn more. European aericulture has recently been compared

to an under-developed sector of the economy. European farmers oonsequently

try, especially through the co-operatives, to keep for themselves the "value

added" by the processing of their products, and sometimes, although more

rarely, those furnished by the distribution process.

A similar approach would be valid in Africa on a national level. For

certain very heavy or perishable goods such as sugar-cane or fruit intended for

canning or fruit-juice manufacture, processing in situ is a categorical impera

tive. Private interests, however, have succeeded in delaying the installation

of textile industries in the zones o~ production in India and even more in

Africa. The textile industry is relatively simple, however, and local raw

materials are often available, which makes it advantageous from the point of

view of the balance of payments. With such an industry costly imports of manu

factured goods can be avoided and the unit value of exports increased. However,

prices must be competitive and marketing promoted. All of this indicates the

danger of small-scale industries with high production costs, designed with the

object of achieving self-SUfficiency, to countries that will later have to

develop their exports.

The developed countries could cut down more rapidly on their simpler types

of industries, such as textiles, to the advantage of the more complex industries

(mechanical, chemical, electronic, etc.) and at the same time agree to open their
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markets more widely to the processed products of the developing countries, and,

in particular, to those of African origin.

Certain manufacturing processes can be carried out for a considerable

period by cottage industries, provided that these are relatively efficient.

It is best to mechanize successively cotton seed ginning and cotton spinning

under good conditions, as these two operations give a ridiculously low output

when done by hand. Weaving on fairly broad (1 m) semi-modern looms gives a

considerable output, especially when they replace the small looms intended for

narrow strips of cloth, only 15 or 20 em wide, found, for example, from Mali

to Chad.

There are two diametrically opposite errors that must be avoided in deal

ing with the question of cottage industries. The first would be to reject them

summarily, in their entirety, when in fact they can immediately and with little

capital expenditure, make productive use of the labour force at present under

employed for a great part of the year during the agricultural off-season. The

second error would be to establish them on a widespread scale in fields for

which they are no longer fitted, and to try to extend them artificially by

means cf subsidies, as in India, thus delaying industrialization. Cottage

industries are often an economically useful stage, so long as development does

not remain at this level for too long. They should be modernized gradually

and be allowed to plough back a large portion of their profits for this purpose,

provided that the money is reinvested effectively.

In West Africa, it seems rational to leave the manufacture of unbleached

or plain cotton fabrics to the savannah areas of the interior, and that of

cotton prinwto the coastal areas, where they are more popular. This interest

ing suggestion should not be followed blindly. Printed fabrics must be manu

factured on a large enough scale to payoff the cost of each design. African

women have acquired the habit, with imported articles, of choosing from a very

wide range of designs. International agreements would be necessary to make it

possible to produce each type of printed fabric on an economically worth while

scale.
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The manufacture of textiles not intended for use as clcthing should no

longer be considered as being of only secondary importance and thus neglected

in Africa. Packing processes reQuire the importation of large Quantities of

Jute sacking, which could be manufactured in Africa if local fibres, suoh

as sisal, Urena lobata (Congo jute) or Hibiscus cannabinus (kenaf), were devel

oped. Tarpaulins are also an important item, but similar articles can be more

economically made out of plastic.

95. Food processing industries

Industries geared to local needs must, first of all, be economic, and must

make do with only a little imported equipment. The canning of meat, fruit and

vegetables, as of fish, is a costly method of preservation. The manufacture

of jam at home, in co-operatives or through cottage industries, using local

prcduce (similar to that of the raisinellmade in the LangueCoc until the turn

of the century), could be undertaken in most regions, for example, by making

a concentrate of a mixture of fairly sweet fruit with the occasional addition

of sugar-cane juice. The drying of fruit and of some vegetables is qUite an

easy prucess in a number of countries during the dry season. The dried fruit

and vegetables would have to be protected from insects, however, and this would

require hermetically-sealed containers and various kinds of treatment.

Attention should be given ta-economic methods of canning fruit juice for

local consumption, to replace alcoholic drinks,expecially in Moslem countries.

Glass containers could be used for juice, pasteurized by the immersion of an

electrode heating the mass to about 15°C; these containers would have sterile

air inlets with cotton-wool filter plugs.£! In China, green vegetables are

partially dried, then packed in barrels with 5 per cent of salt - an economical

method of preservation.

11 A concentrate made by boiling down a mixture of the juice of grapes and
other fruit as a substitute for sugar imported from abroad - a commodity
that was, for long, so expensive in Burope.

See also the techniques proposed by M. Flanzy, of the Station oenolo i ue
(Centre for the study of wine-making techniques) of Narbonne Aude, France).
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It would, nevertheless, be worth while to develop an African food-preserving

1ndustry to replace the bulk of imported preserved foods, which are too expen

sive for the great mass of the African peasants. By growing a wider variety of

fruits and vegetables with wide-spread irrigation, it will be possible to pro

long the season for the consumption of fresh products. The most economic

preservation methods will have to be quickly developed in areas with long dry

seasons and without irrigation.

It does not, however, seem very reasonable to propose that a small Afrioan

country, still under-developed and poorly equipped, should enter into competi

tion with the preserving industries of Asia, e.g. fish from Japan, or the pine

apple juice from Singapore and China.

96. Brief remarks on other industries

A number of consumer goods imported from Europe or Asia could be produced

in Africa, more or less easily. North African wool is at present used for the

manufacture of carpets and mattresses, but its quality can be improved sufficient

ly to make it useful £or higher-grade products, such as textiles. The production

of fine quality wool is already being developed in the mountains of East Africa.

It is less easily replaced than cotton by synthetic fibres and is likely to fetch

higher and higher prices. In addition to the production of astrakhan wool, mention

ed above, the raising of some tropical animals with the most popular furs or skins

(such as crocodiles) could be enVisaged in the future, when hunters can no longer

meet the demand.

What appears to be more urgent and more important is better curing of the

skins and tanning as fine as that carried out in South America, which would

increase the unit value of the skins for export and also make it possible to

develop local leather industries. These would serVb primarily to meet local

requirements in shoes and sandals. It might also be possible to produce rope

soled canvas shoes and wooden sandals, as in Vietnam. An improvement in the

quality of leather would make it possible to develep certain hand-made leather

goods for export, as in Morocco. The expansion of tourism will help these

products to become known and appreciated outside of Africa, so long as they are

of acceptable quality.
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I have already mentioned the importance of furniture and other wood products.

The importation of steel furniture should be taxed in order to help products

manufactured from local raw materials. It would also be worth while to develop

the local manufacture of household utensils.

The problem of heavy industries does not come within the scope of this

study, althcugh they are certainly essential to the general development of the

African economy. It would, however be wrong to give them first priority every

where, even in States poorly supplied with fuel and ores that are too far away

from ore deposits and too small to set up industries on an economic scale. African

industrialization can be achieved economically only if dogmatic attitudes are

avoided, and if based on solid scientific, human and financial investigation.

The ECA Bamako Conference in the autumn of 1964 did in fact take this line.!!

Even for light industries, especially chemical and metallurgical industries,

it is impossible to envisage economically worth-while industrialization in each

country separately, except in certain cases, e.g. Nigeria. It would be tant~

amount to deliberately retarding African economic development to make artificial

boundaries inherited from the colonial era into permanent obstacles to trade.

The speed of African progress will very largely depend on how soon inter

national agreements can be concluded for the gradual establishment of large

economic groupings. Free movement of merchandise (until such freedom is obtained

likewise for persons and capital), and the elaboration of co-ordinated pro

grammes of equipment and industrialization may accelerate development and thus

promote more frequent contacts and better understanding,leading ultimately to

the achievement of African political unity. This goal would be more difficult

to attain unless economic development is co-ordinated first. An attempt will

now be made to sum up the main ideas expressed in this draft study on the prog

ress of African agriculture.

!! An apt comment by FAO on this chapter says that: "Not enoueh consideration
has been £iven to a number of problems that have to be encountered once
development on a large scale is planned".
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CHAPTER XII

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

97. The inflammable economic situation in Africa

In recent years, per capita food production in Africa seems to have been

stagnating or declining. It can no longer even be said to exceed the pre-war

level. Capital investments in agriculture are totally inadequate, and will

hardly affect the situation until a whole series of significant changes are

brought about. The development of education will have only a long-term ef

fect and even that will be limited until education becomes more practical and

is related to all-round technical instruction accompanied by accelerated voca

tional training.

The administrations are more Or less disorganized in various states - not

to mention corruption, which greatly reduces efficiency.l! In such an envir

onment, the African peasants are by no means encouraged to make the vast ef

fort in human investment which would allow the speeding up of land improve

ment, such as the building up of agricultural soils, water-development schemes,

anti-erosive works and reafforestation projects. The real tragedy lies in the

slowness with which the gravity of the situation is being realized, not only by

the farmers but also by most government and political authorities. If the

necessary austerity and hard work are to be accepted, their absolute indispens

ability must first of all be recognized; however, it is not pleasant to promise

blood, sweat and tears. In any case, national interests must henceforth take

precedence over personal interests.

The much-vaunted foreign aid has, so far, had only a limited effect on the

volume of production, since it has been primarily concerned with the social

sphere, and the spread of education has caused manual work to become despised

and rejected. A more formidable problem has arisen because improved health

measures have fostered the population explosion, which is now outstripping the

l! cf. Dubois, op. cit.,p.16l.
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development of adequate production for its needs. West European aid has

contributed little to industrialization, which is not developing rapidly

enough. Long-term prospects of forest development will continue to be

gloomy, so long as artificial plantations are so restricted, outside Gabon

and East Africa.

A cursory reading might give the impression that the situation is

desperate and that Africa is a continent accursed with little hope left of

extricating itself from its difficulties. The prevailing situation is not

specifically limited to Africa, however, as similar conditions exist in

southern Asia and South America, except in a few areas such as parts of

Brazil and Mexico. The gap between the developed and developing countries

widens each year at an unprecedented rate. This creates a world situation

without example and calls for solutions that are also completely new. An

imaginative and progressive approach must be adopted in a spirit of interna

tional solidarity.

If the gap continues to widen, the result will be a tragic economic and

food situation and, thus, an explosive political situation. The Europeans

and North Americans who bear such heavy responsibility for present conditions

in Africa and part of whose development was built on slavery, have not the

right to wash their hands of the problem. They must aocordingly step up the

volume and improve the quality of their assistance - it will ultimately be

~to their advantage. Obstacles to development are found allover the world,

but this is no consolation to the Afrioan people. They would be wrong to

conclude that nothing more can be done and to give up all hope.

98. Some genuine progress has already been made

Dairy products in Kenya, coffee, cotton and sisal in East Africa, ground

nuts in Senegal, and bananas in Cameroon are relative successes, however, as

is the Gezira irrigation scheme in the Sudan, whose cotton production finances

the country's modernization. Ghana's cOCOa production will permit the take-off

of its economy, and the Ivory Coast is making rapid progress, while the

. ,
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plantations and industries of the former Belgian Congo would permit a rapid

development, if order were restored to the country. The industrial success

of the UAR is becoming mor~ and more apparent,and there is hope of a recovery

in the situation in the Maghreb.

Wherever the strengthening of the peasantry with supervisory staff has

been carried out on a SUfficiently intensive and effective scale, it has

given obvious results, such as those obtained by the Compagnie franQaise pour

le development des textiles in northern Cameroon, Mali and the Ivory Coast.

SATEC (Societe d'assistance technique et de credit social d'outre-mer) has

already obtained results in the Upper Volta and Madagascar and has made a

good beginning in Senegal. The African agricultural services have also had

successes, as in the promotion of animal draught in Senegal and Chad or in

the treatment of cocoa "black pod" in Cameroon. The research institutes have

perfected a number of interesting techniques, for example the IRHO (Institut

de recherches pour les huiles et oleagineux) for the oil-palm in the Ivory

Coast and the ground-nut in Senegal; IFAT (Institut francais de recherches

fruitieres outre-mer) for the banana and pineapple; IRCT (Institut de re

cherches du coton et des textiles exotiques) for cotton; IFCC (Institut

franCais du cafe, du cacao et autres plantes stimulantes) for coffee and cocoa

and IRCA (Institut francais de recherche sur le caoutchouc en Afrique) for rub-
---ber, not forgetting the less specialized French institutes such as IRAT

(Institut de recherches agronomiques tropicales et des cultures vivrieres) and

ORSTOM (Office de la recherche scientifique et technique outre-mer) and above

all the Belgian INEAC (Institut national pour l'etude agronomique du Congo)

and the British institutes, whose publications are so often noteworthy.

In the economic sphere the co-operative movement has already been widely

developed anQ its results are most evident in Uganda and Tanganyika. The

beneficial effect of the marketing boards. in Gambia, Nigeria, Kenya and Zambia,

has been emphasized. The Office de commercialisation agricole of Senegal, which

is still getting under w~, is following in their footsteps, in spite of the

laok of competent and loyal senior staff, whioh hampers its progress.
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There are many ethnic groups among the African peasants especially fit

ted for agricultural pursuits and upon whom complete reliance can be placed

from the Serer of Senegal to the Kikuyu of Kenya and the Betsileo of the

plateau of Madagascar. The other peoples will want to make progress too,

once a combination of formal education, supervisory staff and extension

services in the village and on the farm has become widespread.

Countries such as Guinea and Mali have made a great effort to abolish

the traditional rule by chiefs and its abuses and, especially in Mali, a

praiseworthy example of austerity has been provided among politioal leaders.

The political leadership of the party could generate more enthusiasm for

productive investment projects. The reduction of the bride-price removes

another serious handicap to development. Animation rurale has already had

tangible results in Senegal, as have agricultural extension services in

East Africa..

Egyptian industrialization has got off to good start and, if its momentum

were increased, could even cope with the country's dangerous population ex

plosion. The Tunisian co-operatives and the Algerian autogestion farms are

both original and interesting ideas, but their efficiency could be improved.

A number of projects favourable to development are in hand; in many cases

only a small effort is needed to inorease their effectiveness. It would be

sad indeed if the minimum amount of organization and self-sacrifice, which

would yield such quick and ample "returns", were not forthcoming.

99. "Give us time •••.•• " ; yes, but reduce the rate of population growth

Shortly after independence there were many Africans, and experts, who

thought that development was easier than it proved to be in reality. Now that

the difficulties are better recognized, they are becoming frightening. Thus,

in Septembsr 1964, some journalists from Dakar said: "Europe took centuries

to develop, yet you want us to accomplish the same evolution within a few

years, with all its implied changes in mentality. Give us a breathing space,

give us time".
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The argument is valid, as the process of evolution would be easier and

better studied and prepared if it did not have to be so rapid. However,

this very speed is essential, at present, for at least two reasons. The

first is the increasingly widespread and ~uite legitimate African desire

to catch up with the more advanced countries as ~uickly as possible. The

second is the population explosion, which must either be provided for or

else ~uickly reduced. Afrioans are faced here with an important choice.

If they fully realize that, as a result of the population explosion, it is

a practical impossibility to achieve a fairly rapid increase in their level

of living by a reasonable and easily acceptable effort, their choice is

basically restricted to three possibilities:

(a) To abandon the attempt to catch up with the advanced countries

for a very long time;

(b) To make an enormous increase in austerity, work, savings and

investments, to change mental attitudes and to aocept readily

all the many disciplines of development in order that it may be

hastened;

(c) To reduce the rate of population growth.

These solutions are not mutually exclusive. A combination. in varying

proportion according to the country, of solutions (b) and (c) often seems

reasonable. Solution (a), renunciation, is excluded by the very definition

of the framework of this study, which is directed towards the prospect of

accelerating development. A slowing down of the population increase would

certainly help to make the necessary evolution easier and its disciplines

more bearable.

100. Internal conditions for rapid development

Foreign aid should be increased and the European countries should rival

each other in this sphere. In order to draw fuller benefit from it, however,

each African country should gradually provide the domestic conditions neces

sary to make this aid more and more effective. The most important of these

conditions are as follows:
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(a) Government efficiency must be increased. This implies improvement

of its moral standar~s, its reorganization, greater emphasis being

plaoed upon organization and the factors of production and develop

ment, austerity on the part of all leaders, and even their participa

tion, if only symbolic, in manual work.

(b) The training of personnel, of the workers, engineers and development

oadres by means of practical, scientific and all-round technical

education, is an essential task. It would make it possible to

provide close supervision of the producers and the more widespread

promotion of new techni~ues. Personnel training with the object

of agricultural intensification generally deserves priority Over the

other important development projects, which take longer to produce

results. In addition, it is a condition for the full utilization

of other major projects.

(c) When clcse supervision is feasible, agricultural progress will

re~uire a much greater awareness, and general acceptance of the op

portunities for change, brought about by the availability of popular

consumer goods and by community development. Land reform should then

guarantee to those who make improvements of any sort the right to

long and untroubled eRjoyment of the fruits of their labours.

(d) This will be the time to promote the best oultivation practices on

soil that is being built up; the use of organic and mineral dres

sings, fertilizers and aids to~-protection combined with the use

of animal draught, thus taking a first step towards the integration

of agriculture and livestock raising. The subse~uent increase in

prOduction will necessitate better marketing and credit facilities

and therefore, the development of various forms of co-operation and

the education of the participants in co-operative methods.

(e) Improved tools, animal-drawn implements, fertilizers and better

processing of farm produce will re~uire a speeding up of industrializa

tion and, therefore. technicians, improved knowledge and skills and

progressive capital formation. A beginning could be made with
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installations that are labour-intensive rather than capital inten

sive, thus ensuring full employment at an earlier date. The

establishment of large, sub-regional, economic groupings (doubtless

leading to broader political groupings) seems indispensable for this

rapid industrialization, as does an increased rate of capital in

vestment.

(f) Parallel to these activities that will produce results immediately,

others that will p~ off later must shortly be undertaken, such as

water-development schemes, reaffcrestation and other land-improvemsnt

projects. The next stage will be to tackle gradually more complex

industries re~uirin6 greater technical knowledge and more capital,

the accumulation of which will have been fostered by the preceding

stages of development.

The above breakdown into separate phases of development is only an outline.

The various areas and sectors of production may be at very different stages

of evolution within a single country, and the reality of development will

always be more complex than the theory.

101. The ominous co-existence of waste and poverty

In order to attain its fullest expansion, world development will re~uire

the ccntinual strengthening of a supra-national authority, in Africa to begin

with and ultimately leading towards a world government. Without too much red

tape, this authority should be able to ensure better utilization of all the

factors of production available on our planet. The challenge of social

injustice, which, on a world-wide scale, has never been so shocking as in our

~ must be taken up if this authority is to be acceptable. The co-existence

of waste, the "gadget craze" and deliberate restriction of output with poverty

and hunger cannot remain peaceful for long. The African, and later on, the

world-wide supra-national authority would be responsible to future generations,

which would be a still greater incentive for it to husband its scant resources

such as soil, water, and humus. It alone would be entitled to decide on the

amount of aid to be allocated to each country, in proportion tc the efforts

already made by that country. The urgency of social re~uirements and the

potentialities of economic development ehould also be taken into account.
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Even within the framework of bilateral and regional (and thus interested)

aid, vast lmprovements already seem possible. The most important of these

will be the speeding up of disarmament, which will liberate immense resources

for world development. The African countries could set a fine example to the

world by refusing to enter into an arms race of their cwn.

In+9rnational solidarity could be brought to bear first of all on points

where it would produce the maximum effect, such as the training of supervisory

personnel and industrialization in the service of agriculture. To achieve

the first of these objectives, a growing number of experts at all levels must

be made available, from skilled workmen to senior engineers and economists.

In order to increase their efficiency, they must make an effort to know and

understand better the country in which they are working and its natural,

economic, and, above all, human conditions, which wOllld bring into sharp focus

the limits and the obstacles to development. They would also have to train

thelr successors rapidly, to prepare not for their own immediate departure, as

is so often said, but rather for their o.~ retraining in ever new forms of aid.

The need to send more teachers to Africa follows from the principle that

the highest priority should be given to the development of human capabilities.•

It is better to increase rapidly the number of local educational institutions,

especially those concerned with scientific and technical subjects, than to

send large numbers of African secondary schocl and university students to Europe,

whence they return with inflated demands.1I This is particularly true for the

teaching cf agriculture, as trcpical conditions differ fundamentally from those

of the temperate zones. A study of the typical temperate complex of corn, beet

root, lucerne, and dairy farming is no preparation for the tropical cultivation

of the oil-palm, cocoa, cotton, and rice.

A large-scale effort in these two directions will mean that more effective

use is made of the inflow of capital and capital goods intended for industrializa

tion. Industrialization will re~uire a new wave of engineers and technicians,

11 On the most favourable assumption, that they do return to their countries.
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both local and foreign. It will alsc require parallel progress in agriculture,

which might be helped by a greatly expanded world food programme. Where

foodstuffs are Bcarce they would be provided in exchange for human investment,

thus permitting progress towards national self-sUfficiency and an increase in

exports.

102. The decisions are for the Afrioans

The sole aim of this study is to help African leaders to refleot on their

difficult and highly complex agrarian problems; it in no way pretends to take

the decisions out of their hands. Although advice may often have been given

in this study, I am aware that I do not have all the information on which

decisions would be based, and whioh is indispensable for the establishment

of priorities, the adoption of austerity policies, and the definition of the

sacrifices and efforts that will be acceptable in any particular case. This

work, exactly as the various country studies and the book that preceded itl(

is intended only to open a debate and to marshal the facts necessary for

discussion. It will not, however, be possible to go any further along these

lines unless this study is complemented by criticisms, observations and ad

ditions proposed, this time, by Africans themselves.

If the Afrioan leaders do not under-estimate the obstacles, delays and

diffioulties of development, if they can convince their peoples that they must

make an enormous effort, which is, however, necessary in their own interests,

then the future of Africa will appear brighter. This is because the first

achievements will revive new hope, whioh in turn will make possible new ef

forts. The first steps will thus finally be taken towards the asoending

spiral of development the take-off.

The worst policy would be to refuse to recognize the extreme gravity of

present prospeots. If the population explosion continues for only a few years,

and agriculture remains in a state of semi-stagnation, the situation will soon

become explosive. To avoid the possibility of widespread chaos, the potential

gravity of which is shown us by the situation in the Congo, the combined efforts

of all will be necessary to devise entirely new solutions.

1/ L'Afrigue noire est mal partie, 1962.




